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Introduction: Frontier Architecture 

Robinson believed that if he looked at it hard enough, he can cause the surface 

of the city to reveal to him the molecular basis of his own sorrowful events, and 

in this way he hoped to see into the future. 1 

Patrick Keiller (London) 

The duality of intelligence and stupidity has been part of the Zionist project f:tom 

the beginning2 

Mourid Barghouti 

'Nu'a nu'a sof'3 

Yeshqyahu Gavish 

(Move, move, out the order for the beginning of the assault of the 1 967 

A frontier s cenario 

In the years following the 1993 signing of the first Oslo Accord, which was 

intended to mark the beginning of the end of the conflict over Palestine, it 

became increasingly difficult for Israeli settlers to obtain official to 

establish new settlements in the West Bank. As a result, settlers resorted to 

increasingly sophisticated methods of piracy to help the government which, 

unofficially, was keen to see settlements established but could not be seen to be 

h�ping in their foundation- bypass its own laws and international commitments. 

In 1999 several settlers complained to the military of bad on their 

cellphones as drove round a bend on the main highway, Road 60, leading 

from Jerusalem to the settlements in the northern West Bank. In response, the 

cellphone provider, Orange, agreed to erect an antenna in the area. The settlers 
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pointed to an elevated hilltop overlooking the bend as a potential site for the 
mast. The same hilltop had been the site of previous - unsuccessful- settlement 
attempts: three years earlier settlers claimed that the summit was an archaeological 
mound under which the biblical town of l'vfigron was buried. Sample excavations 
unearthed the remains of nothing older than a small Byzantine 1rillage, but the 
hilltop was named 'Migron' regardless. Two young settlers occupied the hill, living 
in converted shipping containers, but, with do prospect of being able to develop 
the site, left after a short time. 

The hilltop, its slopes cultivated with figs and olives, was owned by 
Palestinian farmers from the villages of Ein Yabrud and Burka who were shepherds 
there. According to the emergency powers invested in the Israeli military, however, 
the construction of a cellphone antenna could be considered a security issue, and 
could therefore be undertaken on private lands without obtaining the owners' 
consent. Following a request Orange, the Israel Electric Corporation connected 
the hilltop to the electricity grid and the national water provider connected the 
hilltop to the water system, purportedly to enable the construction work. 

Because of delays in the mast's construction, in May 2001 settlers erected a 
fake antenna and received permission to hire a 24-hour on-site private 
security guard to watch over it. The guard moved into a trailer at the foot of 
the mast, and fenced off the surrounding hilltop; soon afterwards, his wife and 

_children moved in and connected their home to the water and electricity 
supplies already there. On 3 March 2002, five additional families joined them, 
and the outpost of Migron formally came into being. The outpost grew steadily. 
Since families were already living onsite, the Israeli :Yfinistry for Construction 
and Housing built a nursery, while some donations .from abroad paid for the 
construction of a synagogue.4 Migr<2n is currently the biggest of the ��l!..t'E.��_t § 
scattered throughout the West :ihclZ'By mid-2006Ttcompnsed�d 60 trailers 
and-conta.Ulersho1.lsl;g'����-th;;_;; 42£�es: approximately 150 people perched 
on th:_�

t�R-�9:md a cell�-�!�rgJ.�!. --� \ . · 
--

Tiie antenna became a focus of territorial intensity in the surrounding 
landscape. The infrastructure built for it allowed the outpost to emerge. The 
energy field of the antenna was not only electromagnetic, but also political, 
serving as a centre for the mobilizing, channelling, coalescing and organizing of 
political forces and processes of various kinds. Migron is not the only outpost 
established around a cellphone antenna. The logic of cellular communication 
seems oddly compatible \\':ith that of the'"c�rili� ��of the West Bank: 
both expand into territories by establis�tw&k:stix1:ttriangulate base stations 
located on high ground along radiation- or site-lines. Moreover, the cellular 
networks serve a military function. Using them for its own field communications, 
the military was able to replace its bulky military radios with smaller devices 

The outpost of .Antenna HilL Note antenna at centre of the outpost. lviilutin Labudo�ic for Peace 
Nou;, 2002 

capable of transmitting field imagery and GPS locations between soldiers and 
units. 

An upsurge in the establishment of outposts has always been an indication of 
what settlers suspected to be 'impending territorial compromises'. Such activity is 
intended to sabotage prospects of political progress, and secure as much land as 
possible for the Israeli settlers in the Occupied Territories, in case partial 1v--ithdrawals 
are to be carried out. After returning from negotiations \vith the Palestinian Authority 
and the Clinton administration at the Wye Plantation in Maryland in October 1998, 
.Ariel Sharon, then Foreign 1:1-1inister, rushed settlers 'to move, run and grab as many 
hilltops as they can ... because everything we take now will stay ours. Everything 
we don't grab will go to them.'6 In recent years, many outposts have been 
constructed in an attempt to influence the path of Israel's Separation Wall that, at 
the time of writing in 2006, is a circuitous route through the West Bank, 
the being that by seeding the terrain with 'anchor points' in strategic places, 
state planners would reroute the Wall around them in order to include them 
on the 'Israeli' side. Outposts thus mark some of the most contested frontiers 
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of the Israel-Palestine conflict. Often, rarely beyond their teens, the so-called 
'youth of the hill' reject their parents' suburban culture for a sense of the 'iA"ild 
frontier, one equally influenced the myth of rough and rugged Western heroes 
as with the Israeli myth of the pioneering Zionist settlers of the early twentieth 
century. The armed outpost settlers often clash with local Palestinian farmers, 
violently drive them off their fields and steal their produce. In retaliation, armed 
Palestinian militants often attack outposts. Other outposts are then established 
as 'punitive measures' near locations where settlers have been killed. 

Outposts have thus become the focus for political and diplomatic squabbles. 
Local and international peace organizations engage in direct actions against 
outpost expansion. In 2004 several Israeli peace activists managed to steal five 
trailers from l'vligron, provocatively placing them in front of the :Ministry of 
Defence building in Tel Aviv, demonstrating that evacuation could be carried out 
if the will to do it exists.7 Human rights lawyers petitioned the Israeli High Court 
of Justice -with a string of legal challenges against the outposts, the most recent 
of which, against :Migron, is still pending.8 As international pressure mounts, 
Israeli governments announce (usually with great fanfare) their decision to 
enforce Israeli law and evacuate a number of outposts. Occasionally, clashes 
occur between government and settler forces; thousands of policemen battle 
with thousands of settlers, who travel for the televised fight from across the 
frontier. Often, however, a compromise is reached: the trailers are reattached to 
trucks, and relocated to another Palestinian hilltop. 

Against the geography of stable, static places, and the balance across linear and fixed 
sovereign borders, frontiers are deep, shifting, fragmented and elastic territories. 
Temporary lines of engagement, marked by makeshift boundaries, are not limited 
to the edges of political space but exist throughout its depth. Distinctions between 
the 'inside' and 'outside' cannot be clearly marked. In fact, the straighter, more 
geometrical and more abstract official coloniai borders across the 'New Worlds' 

\ . 

tended to be, the more the territories of effective control were fragmep.ted and 
dynamic and thus unchartable by any conventional mapping technique.9 The 
Occupied Palestinian Territories could be seen as such a frontier zone. However, 
in relation to the dimensions of ancient empires - 'optin1ai', several accounts, 
at forty days' horse travel from one end to the other - within the 5,655 square 
kilometres of the West Bank, the 2.5 million Palestinians and 500,000 Je-wish 
settlers seem to inhabii: th'e�head of a·pll.1n as Sharo�1Rotbard mennoned, 
'the mo-stexp1osive ingredients of our tin1e, all modern utopias and all ancient 
beliefs. [are contained] simultaneously and instantaneously, bubbfug sid�-by-�ide 
with no preca�tions'.10 Th�� t��t�ri�� have become the bacleflcld on �hlch 

state power and independent actors confront each other, meeting 

local and international resistance. Within them, the mundane elements of planning 
and architect1.1:t;�}1aye b��?ri1e tactical tools and the m:ean�:;£dl�p�ssessio.iiunaer · 
Israel'sre�e o('erradc oc�pation)Paiestinian life; property: and political rights 
are const�tly violated orlly�by�the frequent actions Israeli military, but 
by a process 1n which their .. environment is unpredictably and continuously 
refashioned,rightening around them Eke a noose. 

Accounts colonialism tend to concentrate on the way systems of governance 
and control are translated into the organization of space, according to underlying 
principles of rational organization, classification, procedure and rules of administration. 
'Wbat the above scenario demonstrates, however, is that in �l1,£i:;gJ���s�ti;rri.'lll 
Territories, the organization of geographical space cannot simply be understood 
as preserve of the Israeligo�errunen.t'executive . .. · · ········ -

diffused among a multiplicity of-'()ft��on-st�te -actors. spatiai organization 
of the Occupied Territorie�-i� a reflection not otil·V ()(an ordered process of 
planning and implementation, but, and increasingly so, of('_�t§:ctti�ci� 
which the often deliberate - selective absence of gove�mne.Oi" mterv�ti�n 
promotes an unregulated process of 'violent dispossession. The operating 
-within. this ·frontier - young settlers, i:he ·Israeli . military, the cellular network 
provider and other capitalist corporations, human rights and political activists, 
armed resistance, humanitarian and legal experts, government ministries, foreign 
governments, 'supportive' communities overseas, state planners, the media, the 
Israeli Court of Justice with the differences and contradictions of their 
ain1s, all play their part in the diffused and anarchic, albeit .,_v'''-"'-'v" auinol:�rup'. 
of its spaces. Because elastic geogr�phies respond to a multiple and diffused 
rather than a single source of power, their architecture cannot be understood as 
the· material.embo��:;:]_t�j) a unified political will or as the product of a single 
ideology. 

.. ... . of the Occupied Territories should be seen as 
a kind as a �ap ;f t:h��ref;tic;;;·between allthe forces 

,w .. �.cwoo�.-u:.uc of the frontier could not be said to be simply 'politicai' but �---_, 

This book is an investigation of the transformation of the Occupied Palestinian 
...... .... ,,v'-'"'" since 1967. It looks at the ways in which the different forms of Israeli '-<� 

rule inscribed themselves space, ar:lalysb:J.g the geographical,. territoriai, urban 
and. architectu:i:al conceptions and the illterrelated .practic�; �t for�·�;�t� 
theill. k d�ing so, it provid�s an image of the very essence of Israeli occupation, 
its origin, evolution and the various ways by which it functions. 

It does so not by offering a comprehensive history of the four decades of 
Israeli domination, nor by dra\Ciring a detailed portrait of its present spatiality, but 
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by probing the various structures of territorial occupation. The following chapters 
form-an 'archival probe', 12 investigatir{g the-history- and modus operandi of the 

""--· • - - -· .. o--.· '·- • - - • �·--· .. _,....,o·-.c�·-�-�·•-'--"·'"'··-o....-_, ... -.•• ·.� 

various spatial mechanisms ''that have sustained - and -continue to sustain - the 
occupati;)n's :regime and p���tices of C()!}trol. Hollow Land :reveals how overt 
instruments of control, as well as seemingly mundane structures, arepreg;;;;:;;t ;)_ih 
in!;-;;:��his.toriZJ;··p-;liricJ-l:ne;.run.g:-·cracidkg anci roofmg details, -;to!le quarnes; 
street and highway illumination schemes, tpe ambiguous architecture of housing, 
the form of .settlements,rhe construction offortificattdh'S, and means of eoclOsUJ:e----. �--. " · - '•.... 

. ---·· --�---- . . . '- ' �� 

the spatial mech�rusms of :�irculation �onttoi:·a!l,<lJl�w manageme�t';;mappmg ,c· 

techniques and methods of -�b-se:rvations;;;:€g��ti��ss)fo:r land armexation, the 
physical organization of crisis and disaster zones, highly developed weapons 
technologies and complex theories of military manoeuvres - all are invariably 
described as indexes for the political :rati��ilit1es�·institut1o�al conflicts and :range 
of expertise that formed them. 

Architectu:r� is employed in this book in two distinct ways. On the one 
hand,·th;-b-;;�k d�als witfi the architecture (>£ the stru�tur�s 'dlat sustain the 
occupation and'tne complicity of a:rchitects·1�·designi!lg-the;n: It seeks t� re�d· 
iliep�iiii�s·;g·Israeli a�d;itecture 1n the ways.ociai, economic, national and strategic 
forces solidify into the organization, form and ornamentation of homes, 
infrastructure and settlements. On the other hand, architecture is employed 
as a conceptual way of understanding political issues as c'onstructedr�alides:
A� th� -subtitle of this book - Israel's Architecture of Occup�ti��-__:: {�plies� the 

cQscupation _is _§.e.e!l t<:) have ar�hltectu�al p��pert1es-;;in that its territories are - - . .· .. . 
-------------- ...... - - - . . .. '----- -� . understood as an architectural 'construction', which outline the ways in which 

it is conceived, understood, organized and oper�ted. The a;chlt�cts in this 
book are therefore military men, militants, p'olidcians, political and other 
actiyis�; ·:r -shall return to this latter nie;:-ci!lg in the -1��� -s-;�ti��--;:f�ili:is 
introduction. 

\ 
Elastic geography 

As the foundational narrative of Mig:ron demonstrates, the frontiers of the 
Occupied Territories are not rigid and fixed at all; rather, they are elastic, and 
in constant transformation. The linear border, a cartographic imaginary inherited 
from the military and political spatiality of the nation state has splintered into a 
multitude of temporary, transportable, deployable and removable border-synonyms 

- 'separation walls', 'barriers', 'blockades', 'closures', 'road blocks', 'checkpoints', 
'sterile areas', 'special security zones', 'closed military areas' and � zones' -
that shrink and expand the territory at will. These borders are dynamic, constantly 

,-

shifting, ebbing and flowing; they creep along, stealthily surrounding Palestinian 
villages and roads. They may even e:rr_u_p! iptQ,:Pa}estiniap. !jY,in,g_�?oms, bursting 
in through the house walls. Th� anarchic geography of the f:rontie:r1s an evolving 
image of transformation, whi�h is remade and rearranged with '2Very�pOITtic;;.i
development c;;ci�ciS1on. Outposts and settlem�nt;··ffiigntbTevacuai:eaand 
re�oved,)'efiiew�ones are founded and expand. The location of military check
points is constantly changing, blocking and modulating Palestinian traffic in 
ever-differing ways. Mobile military bases create .the bridgeheads that maintain 
the logistics of ever-changing operations. The Israeli military makes incursions 
into Palestinian towns and refugee camps, occupies them and then withdraws. 
The Separation Wall, merely one of multiple barriers, is constantly :rerouted, its 
path regi;t�ing-like a seism2ggR!J, the political and legal battles surrounding it.:-. 

�-·'-""""""'"�---.....::'-'=--���-=-'-'__.,......., � ..... __,. . . "''----�-�----�-�--���--�-

Where territories appear to be hermetically sealed in by Israeli walls and fences, 
Palestinian tunnels are dug underneath them. Elastic territories could thus not 
be understood as benign environments: highly elastic political space is often 
more dangerous and deadly than a static, r1gid one. 

The dynamic morphology of the ft.()_!ltie:r;.�e�embles an incessant sea dotted 
with multiplying ��hip�l;g;;;;;r:�:I;�fn:ally ;ilie�ated and 1P't��i1�}:-l1brilog�tibus···.'; 
ethri��nationai e��Erve·s:·?, under a bla�ket -�:r�;;i�-Is���li s�eilla:d��--In-thl� . · .;;:ciq�?t�;

,
ri���various other zones- those of political piracy, of -- '---'humilli:ilii:rian crisis, of barbaric violence, of full citizenship, 'weak citizenship', 

or no citizenship at all - exist adjacent to, within or over each other. 
The elastic nature of the frontier does not imply that Israeli trailers, homes, 

roads or indeed the concrete wall are in themselves soft or yielding but that the 
continuous spatial reorganization of the political borders they mark ou.t :respon�s-· 
to ·ana·iefiects political an(l military conflicts. The various inhabitants o£ this 
f:i:oD.trer do not operate within the fixed envelopes of space - sp�·�;)s not the 

·"(",.-':::.C:-,:;;-:...4..�.--- ·- - --.... background f<:J_r their acti()g:>_,�n abstract grid on which events take place - but 
r�ili�-th7ti'J.�cfi.�·�at each. of their actions seeks to challenge, transform or 
app�opriat�: M���;;���-�-thls--���te�t the-reG.iion of space i:o" action coU:Ici not 
b�-und���tt;od as that of a rigid container to 'soft' performance. Political action 
is fully absorbed in the organization, transformation, erasure and subversion of 
space. Individual actions, geared by the effect of the media, can sometimes be 
more �i�£tive __ �aiflsraeli government action. 13 Although it of;;; appears as if 
the fr�ntier's elastic·;;�M��-;hape�fbyoiie side only- following the course of 
colonialist expansion - the agency of the colonized makes itself manifest in its 
success in hol,ding steadfastly to its ground in the f�ce of considerable odds, not 
only through political violence, but in the occasional piece of skilful diplomacy 
and the mobilization of international opinion. Indeed, the space of the colonizer 
may as well shrink as frontiers are decolonized. 



by probing the various structures of territorial occupation. The following chapters 
form-an 'archival probe', 12 investigatir{g the-history- and modus operandi of the 
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In the meantime, the erratic and unpredictable nature of the ·frontier is 
exploited by the government. Cl}?-OS--has.its_p�f:@_g!__::;,!ructural advantages. It 

-----··- -------� ----�-----�l:l.EE_�r_!s one of Israel's foremost-, .. §g�!�g;i;es of obfuscation)the promotion of 
complexity- ge()��pbical,J�gal or lill.gcistic. Soffiet{!;�� foll�wing a te3.mift2logy 
pion��red by:[Ienry Kissinge�s strategy is openly referred to as :<:"_9nstructi::;e) 
hl�ing' .�Thls5ttategy·seefs-'simultaneously to obfuscate and n�:ili.z�-�'"' >"'--. ·-·-··-•" •''�""" -· . - -•�·---' m·- .-• -•• r• - ' - · 
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fac�=oi_�_<?�>l_tion. Across the frontiersr�.,of the West Bank it is undertaken by 
simultaneously unleashing processes that would create conditions too complex , 

, and illogical to make any territorial solution in th� form of partition possibl� 
� /(gl_g,ny.oL:the.s.e_tt;l_�JE�ts were mdeed constructed With the aim of ���a�g ;;:;;_-� 
( 2rre��vable_geographyj) ":_�': .. P.J:�t�I1�g that}t is only the Israeli governme12:! 

that has the know-how to resolve the very complexity it created .... 
One of.the-�o_sfinipoitanT.strate!P:�s·_of obfuscation is terminological. The 

unique richness of settlement terminology in Hebrew was employed after 1967 
in order to blur the border between Israel and the areas it occupied, and functioned 
as a kind of sopbisticated1-;;��ri�-h;�d_�;;_gThe controversial H�brew term 
bitnahlut- a term with biblical roots describing the dwelling on national -p��ny 
- is generally understood by the Israeli public to refer to those settlements of 
the national-messianic right, built in Gaza and the West Bank mountain range 
near Palestinian cities. In the popular grammar of occupation, sett1e�en_!s c�e;tej: 
by the centre-left Labor governments are referred to and seen more empathically 
as agrarian Yeshuvim (a generic Hebrew term for Jewish settlements wi� Is���i) 
of_ the 'Kibbutz' and 'Moshav' type, as 'suburbs' , 'towns' or, if within the 
boundaries ()[ exp;;tud.ed]erusalem, as 'neighbourhoods' (Shhunot). Semantic 
distinctions are also made betwee!l_'legal' settlements and 'illegal' -;�tposts, 
altho;;_gh the latter are often th� flrst stag� in the .development of th�-f�rmer 
in an enterprise that is illegal in its entirety. For the Israeli public, eacll_ gf. _t;h_e 
above terms carries a different moral code. Large suburban settlements such as 
Ari;C:Em�il:�el, Qi!iat Arba·ru;.-cCMa;ai·�-Ad� were�fflcially declared �towns' 

. \ -· .... .. ·- -- ..... 
(Arim) in an exceptional process, long befor\� their population had reached the 
demograpbical threshold of 20,000 required within the recognized borders of 
Israel 'proper'. 15 This was done in an attempt to naturalize thes�_ settlements in 
Israeli discourse, make their existence fact, their geographical locapon- unclear� 
and keep them away from the negotiation table. 16 Indeed, accordingly, most 
Israelis still see the Jewish neighbourhoods of occupied Jerusalem and the large 
towns of the West Bank, not as settlements, but as 'legitimate' places of residence. 
Within this book all residential construction beyond the 1949 borders of the 
Green Line are referred to as 'settlements' - which in this context should be 
understood as 'colonies'. 

In fact, despite the complexity of the legal, territorial and built realities that 

r-

sustain the occupation, the conflict over Palestine has been a relatively straight
forward process of colonization, dispossession, resistance and suppression. The 
Israeli critical writer llan Pappe explains: 'generations of Israeli and pro-Israeli 
scholars, very much like their state's diplomats, have bidden behind the cloak of 
complexity in order to fend off any criticism of their quite obviously brutal treat
ment of the Palestinians ... [repeating] the Israeli message: This is a complicated 
issue that would be better left to the Israelis to deal with .. .' 17 The ag�gJ..Q_t _!o 
place issues regru:dinJ?; conflict �esolution in tht: domain of experts, beyond the 
reach or the general public, has been one of Israel's most important propaganda 
techniques. This book asks f1?.t only ili.�t :we�_e:z:arrline the ccnn:elexity of th� 
occupation and the sophisticated bruUllity ()f its mechanisms of control, b_ut that 
w� simultaneously see through them. . . . .. �-· .. . . 

Laboratory 

Although this book is largely framed between 1967 and the present, and primarily 
within the Occupied Territories of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, it does not 
seek to claim that the spatial injustices of the conflict started only after the Six 
Day War of June 1967, and that the extent of the present injustices are confined 
to the 1967 occupied territories. Nor does it underestimate the century-old process 
of Zionist colonization, land-grab and dispossession that preceded it. It suggests 
though that any adequate address of the injustices and suffering of the conflict 
must begin by ending Israeli rule in the Occupied Territories and the daily horrors 
conducted in its name. Focusing on the occupation itself, furthermore, allows Israel's ����"-·='-·· '-·"---.--." " "  . . __ , _ _ _  .. _,_ - ----- . , _ _  ··-· . · - - - ' "'=--'-�----

spatial strategies to be �v<:.s!ig�t�_d in their most brutal and intense manifestation, 
as within a Xgb���'tt>i), of the ��;;��"?':T":b,e teclulologies ofcontrohhat enable 
Israel'� continued colo�a1:io11 of the Pai�stinians in the West Bank and Gaza are 
located at the end of an evolutionary chain of techniques of colonization, occupation 
and governance developed throughout the history of Zionist settlement. Further
more, every change in the geography of the occupation has been undertaken with 
the techniques and technologies of the time and in exchange with other developments 
worldwide. The main surge of the colonization of the West Bank in the 1980s 
coincided with the Reagan-era flight of the American middle classes and their forti
fication behind protective walls - both formations setting themselves against the 
poverty and violence they have themselves produced. Perfecting the politics of 
fear, separation, seclu�ion and visual control, the settlements, checkpoints, walls 
and _other security measures are also the last gesture in the hardening of enclaves, 
and the physical and virtual extension of borders in the context of the more recent 
global 'war on terror'. The architecture of Israeli occupation could th:us be: _seen 
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as an accelerator and an acceleration of other global political processes, a worst-
c�;;en:ano-·:§r caE_ltalis�-glob:iliz�rlon . a!l�nts- spatial fall:o�t. Th� . ;��end�d-
signifi��ce � this 'lab�;�tory' ks. inth� fa�t�ili;-1: the .. tech.ciques. of. domin�ti()fl, __ _____ 

as well as the
. �

echniques of resistance to them, h�ve 
-
�����d�uf�p�ed 

as:oss 'Yhat cnti.cal geographer Derek Gre15ory called the 'colorual pr�, 18 and 
b�yond :_ into the metropolitan centres of global cities. -�-· 

Indeed, beyond their physical reality, tfl.e territories of Israel/Palestine have 
constituted a schematic description of a conceptual system whose properties 
have been used to understand other geopolitical problems. The 'Intifada' unfolding 
in Iraq is a part_<?f-?.J:l:iglaginary geography that Makram Khoury-Machool called 
tllf" ':P;le�tilli��tion of I�;q;�9" Yet, if the Iraqi resistance is perceived to have 
b:;-;pal��ecF:·th� ��rican military has been 'Israelized'. Furthermore, both 
the American and Israeli militaries have adopted counter-insurgency tactics that 
increasingly resemble the guerrilla methods of their enemies. When the wall 
around the American Green Zone in Baghdad looks as if it had been built from 
left-over components of the West Bank Wall; when 'temporary closures' are 
imposed on entire Iraqi towns and villages and reinforced with earth dykes and 
barbed wire; when larger regions are carved up by road blocks and checkpoints; 
when the homes of suspected terrorists are destroyed, and 'targeted assassinations' 
are introduced into a new global militarized geography- it is because the ���:_a!e. 
conflicts now generally. collected . under the·. heading of the 'war on . t�rror'. are 
me-l5:ick:d!op"to the formation_ oCcomplex 'institutional ecologies' thitill;;·th�·
exch3:'!lge of technologies, mechacis�s, doctrines, and spatial stt�tegie-s b����� � 

various m.ilit;ne� and ilie organizations that they confront, . as well �s between 
thc(Ci:Vilian ancl-the �ta�y d�!Il.;uns: . . 

. - .. 

The politics of s eparation 

Each of the spatial technologies and practit�s to which the following chapters 
are dedicated is both a system of colonial control and a means of separation. 
Israeli domination in the West Bank and Gaza always shifted between selective 
physical presence and absence, the former dealing with Israel's territorial and 
the latter with its demographic strategy- aiming to gain land without the people 
living in it. It thus operated by imposing a complex compartmentalized system 
of spatial exclusion that at every scale is divided into two. The logic of 
'separation' (or, to use the more familiar Afrikaans term, 'apartheid') between 
Israelis and Palestinians within the Occupied Territories has been extended, on 
the larger, national scale, to that of 'partition' . At times, the politics of 
separation/partition has been dressed up as a formula for a peaceful settlement, 

at others as a bureaucratic-territorial arrangement of governance, and most recently 
as a means of unilaterally'imposed domination, oppression and fragmentation of 
the Palestinian people and their land. 

The Oslo Accords of the 1990s left the Israeli military in control of the 
interstices of an archipelago of about two hundred separate zones of Palestinian 
restricted autonomy in the West Bank and Gaza, The military governed the area 
by modulating flows of different types between these enclaves (money, waste, 
water, traffic). During the second Intifada, the Oslo lines of partition further 
hardened into mechanisms of control. The military checkpoints and the Wall, 
slipping seamlessly into this geography, have become not only brutal means of 
segregation but active sensors within Israel's network of surveillance, registering 
all the Palestinians passing through them. Tl1� P:l:()�ess of partial decolonization, 
which was recently embodied in the evac�o� of the gro{illd surface -of Gaza 
and the building_ ()f theWall in the WestBank, is indicative of an attempt to 
r�pTac��'Qne ;Js-t�� ()f aorn.imi.tloi.Y Willi another.-�fft:he forr;0e_r_ sys_tem of 
domination relied upo'ri __ isr�eli-territo?�Ci?r��;�e- �thin Palestinian areas ana 
the direct governing of the a'���pi�d. populati�ns, th�Jatter St;Oeks to fOUtrol_the 
Pal�;Ici-;;,:;;,�· f�om b�yo11c:l the -�nvelopes of i:l:?,t;OE:��J.kdcoJf s�-C:��' by selectively 
opening and shutting the cJ.i:[i�r���-���l����s, and by relying on the strike capacity 
of the Air Force over Pilestillian-areas: In thi� t��ritorial 'arrangement' the principle 
of separation has turned ninety degrees ��-wei(;±ili]:�;�efu �di>�es�ans separated 
vertically, occupying different spatial layers. This process. of 'di���iatio!l;, �hlch 
s�; the "reduction· 1:;, ·Israeli 'cili:ect terti to rial presence on Palestinian territories 
and with it a degree of responsibility for the Palestinian population, resulted in 
a radical increase in the level of violence, with the period since the withdrawal 
from the Gaza Strip being the most devastating to Palestinian life and welfare 
since the beginning of the occupation.20 

This conflation of separation/partition with security, violence and control is 
not surprising when we realize that it was largely Israeli military officer�, serving 
or retired, that conducted territorial. negotiationsou:r:Ing�ael/Palestine 
peace JC>E p;;titfo;)-process�s .. Israclo��i�gi�� of 'f?Za�rni��g�_ftlro"UgE.�!�tli�
confu�t �a;-th;·��;;-()p�y�L-��- :war-rr:�:r,�:}n the hands of Israeli generals, 
tli� terrltoriaC clis�"a-��e of partition bl_u.:rre:d tl;te .9i���ti<?11S..1:>�1:1:"�.�': war .. �d 
peace.21 Partition plans were presented as peace plans, while settlement masterplans, 
prepared by or submitted to Israeli governments, were also partition plans (planners 
placed settlements in those parts of the territories they wanted the government 
to annex). 
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at others as a bureaucratic-territorial arrangement of governance, and most recently 
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The elevated Palestinian link road leaving the Gaza Strip. Illustration: Eyal Weizman, 2002 

The politics of verticality 

By 2006 the separation between Israeli and Palestinian areas in the Occupied 
Territories was not articulated on the surface of the terrain alone. Palestinians 
had been forced into a territorial patchwork of sealed islands around their cities, 
towns and villages, within a larger space controlled by Israel. Areas under 
Palestinian control included only the 200 fragments of land surface, but Israel 
controlled all the area around them, the vast water aquifer in the subterrain 
beneath them, as well as the militarized airspace above them. Revisioning the 
traditional geopolitical imagination, the horizon seems to have been called upon 
to serve as one of the many boundaries raised up by the conflict, making the 
ground below and the air above separate and 'aistinct.from, rather than continuous 
with and organic to, the surface of the earth. 

The various borders of the conflict have accordingly manifested themselves 
as different topographical latitudes. Settlement master-planners aimed to achieve 
territorial control in the West Bank by constructing settlements on the high 
summits of the mountainous terrain. Across this fragmented geography the 
different Israeli settlements were woven together by lines of infrastructure routed 
through three-dimensional space: roads connecting Israeli settlements are raised 
on extended bridges spanning Palestinian routes and lands, or clive into tunnels 
beneath them, while narrow Palestinian underpasses are usually bored under 
Israeli multi-laned highways. 

' 

Palestinian militants have themselves discovered that Israeli walls and barriers 
can be easily bypassed in three dimensions. People and explosives are routinely 
smuggled in tunnels dug beneath the walls of Gaza, while home-made rockets 
are launched through the airspace above them. When the Wall's construction is 
complete, tunnels will no doubt be dug under it through the bedrock of the 
West Bank mountains. 

In 2002, B..9E PllJ:l:<:htk, kn()wn as _the 'architect' of the Oslo Process, explained 
to me that a three-dimensional matrix of roads and tunnels is the oril}'prai::tical 
way-to-illVide a!l.d i:b.e-r��ft��-· ��;t� the . fragmented division of an othe�;� 
'inclivisiblerer1:1to;y<22 In the July 2000 negotiations in Camp David, President 
Clinton's outline for the partition of Jerusalem was based on the territorial/ demo
graphic status quo in declaring that whatever part of the city is inhabited by Jews 
will be Israeli and whatever part is inhabited by Palestinians will belong to the 
Palestinian state. According to Clinton's principles of partition, 64 kilometres of 
walls would have fragmented the city into two archipelago systems along national 
lines. Forty bridges and tunnels would have accordingly woven together these 
isolated neighbourhood-enclaves.23 Clinton's principle of partition also meant that 
some buildings in the Old City would be vertically partitioned between the two 
states, with the ground floor and the basement being entered from the Muslim 
Quarter and used by Palestinian shop-owners belonging to the Palestinian state, 
and the upper floors being entered from the direction of the Jewish Quarter, 
used by Jews belonging to the Jewish state. Clinton also sincerely believed that 
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three-dimensional borders could resolve the problem of partitioning the Temple 
Mount from Har.am al-Sharif (for all others -the very same place). According 
to this Palestinians would control the surface of the Haram al-Sharif, the 
Dome of the Rock and Al-Aqsa mosque on top of it, while Israeli sovereignty 
would extend to the 'depth of the ground' underneath, where the temples were 
presumed to ha-v--e lain. In an interview, Gilead Sher, chief negotiator at 
Camp David (and a divorce law-yer) explaiped it to me as a simple negotiation 
and 'bridging' technique: the swelling of the 'cake' to be partitioned a 
surface to a volume) will make each side feel that it has got more and done well 
out of the arrangement24 

Previously according to the Oslo Accords, the two main , estranged 
Palestinian territories of Gaza and the West Bank, 4 7 kilometres apart as the 
crow flies, should similarly have been connected into a political unit.25 
In an interview given to the London Daify Telegraph, Prime 1vi.inister Benjamin 
Netanyahu explained the problem to his British interviewer an analogy: 'l'"ou 
connected two states separated by water with a tunnel; we have the problem 
of connecting two. entities separated by land . . .'26 In the imagination of its 
"'"'!�.u.·""'�' the so-called 'safe passage' would become a Palestinian bridge in 
Palestinian jurisdiction spanning Israeli territory. This massive viaduct would 
support six lanes of motorway, two railway high-voltage electricity cables 
and water and oil Over the past twelve years since the issue :;vas first 
raised in the context of the Oslo process, thousands of hours of dozens 
of professional committees and joint sessions, hundreds of plans, 
publications and declarations have been dedicated to the issue. Speculations 
included a bewildering variety of other possible solutions: sunken highways, 
tunnels and more elevated roads. At times, the political debate got entangled 
in the of who should be on top: Israel preferred, naturally, that the 
Palestinian sovereign road should run under Israeli territory, in a tunnel or a 
ditch, while Palestinians the alternative of an elevated bridge.27 In 
2005 the World Bank announced its suppor��or plans drawn up by the RAND 
Corporation that adopted the model of an elevated Palestinian bridge sp�onntng 
Israel between Gaza and the West Bank.28 

In fact, similar territorial 'solutions' in three dimensions were a feature of 
each and every historical or contemporary partition plan for Palestine, and were 
outlined in the context of a series of partition plans prepared throughout the 
period of the British Mandate (1919-1948). Unable to carve out of Palestine 
a contiguous Jewish state, the map-makers of the 1947 United Nations Special 
Committee on Palestine (CNSCOP) an outline for two states, each 
of which was comprised of three elongated territorial bodies entangled with 
the other's three sections and connected at their corners. In these corners -

the pomts' -where the border between the supposed territories of Israel 
and Palestine changed from a single-dimensional line to a non-dimensional 
point - plartners proposed to embrace fully the third dimension, and maintain 
connections between the fragments of Israeli and Palestinian territories via 
tunnels or bridges.29 

These massive infrastructural systems, drawing provisional borders through 
sovereign three-dimensional spaces, are the infrastructure of a unique 
type of political space, one desperately to separate the inseparable, 
by attempting to multiply a single territorial reality and create two insular national 
geographies that occupy the same space, but crashing, as Israeli historian Meron 
Benvenisti put it, 'three dimensions into six: three Israeli and three 
Palestinian'.30 Throughout this process the territory of Palestine emerged as a 
hologramatized 'hollow land' that seemed spawned of the world of 
seventeenth-century British astronomer Edmund Halley, or the nineteenth
century novels of Edgar Allan Poe and Jules Verne, who themselves foresaw 
a hollow earth inhabited in layers.31 With it, the imaginary spaces of conflict 
have seemingly fully adopted the scale of a building, resembling a complex 
architectural construction, perhaps an airport, with its separate inbound and 
outbound levels, corridors and many checkpoints. Cut apart and enclosed 
by its many barriers, by underground threaded together over-
passes and bombed from its militarized hollow land emerges as the 
physical embodiment of the many and varied attempts to partition it. 

The organization of this book follows the different strata of this vertical 
construction of the Occupied Palestinian Territories. Starting in aquifers 
of the West Bank, it progresses through its buried archaeology and then across 
its folded topographical surface to the militarized airspace above. �<;h chaE,!g, 
describing different spatial practices and technologies of control and separation, 

<:._ _ _ _ _ . -·= -· - -=o·--r ··--· · ·--- - · ���.,���=--··--·--�-�"---- -fOCUSeS on a particular period in the history oL�<:-�<:SILR�t:i<:J?· In this way, the 
su-;.;cession oCepisoctes--tolio.wi!lg-th(;�cfe;elopment of Israel's technologies of 
domination and Palestinian resistance to them also a tragic process of 
cumulatively radicalizing violence. 
_ _  .. Howeve:i:,-Vilm ·th� te�;r;gy"and infrastructure deemed necessary for the 
physical segregation of Israelis from Palestinians, it appears that the vertical 
politics of separation and the logic of partition have been fully exhausted. The 
untenable territorial and sovereign knot created by the politics of 
separation/partition indicates a .fundamental problem: although hundreds of 
proposals prepared by well-meaning from the period of the British 
mandate to the present have attempted to find a borderline and a geopolitical 

Israel could be separated from Palestine, this 
two I-'V.Ul'-'"-;,;_,vg1�ial:ihlc 
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Tunnel mouth under Mount Scopus Jerusalem. Eyal Weizman, 2003 

concepts of Is�;J.el�!ld Palesrirle r��er to and overlap across the very same place. 
The over-complex and clearly unsustainable practices and technologies that any 
designec1 territorial 'solution' for separation inexorably requires demonstrate this 
spatial paradox and beg us to consider whether the political road to partition is 
the right one to take. 

r 

Interlude - 1967 

Israeli military strategy, conscious of the strategic limitations of Israel's pre-1967 
borders, was defined by an oxymoron coined by former military general and then 
Knesset member Yigal Allon in 1959: 'pre-emptive counter-attack'.1 According 
to a plan he drew up with Air Force Commander Ezer Weizman in the mid-
1960s, Israel's Air Force would provide volumetric- that is, aerial- compensation 
for Israel's apparent inferiority on the ground. 

In May 1967, after several clashes between Israeli and Syrian troops, originating 
in earlier dispute over water sources, Egyptian President Gamal Abd al-Nasser 
honoured his country's military pact with Syria and deployed ten divisions along 
the border to Israel, ordered UN observers to leave the Sinai and, on 23 May 
1967, closed the Straits of Titan to Israeli shipping. Israel formed a unity govern
ment, mobilized reserves and appointed, under popular pressure, the bellicose 
Moshe Dayan as Minister of Defence. In anxious anticipation of the war, sports 
grounds were consecrated as makeshift cemeteries and Israeli newspapers explicitly 
likened Nasser to Hitler. However, the Israeli Defence Force (IDF) under Chief 
of Staff Yitzhak Rabin, confident of its ability and seeing an opportunity to 
defeat the Arab armies, pressed- by some accounts even threatened- the hesitant 
government of Levy Eshkol into war. The 1967 war implemented Allon and 
Weizman's strategy to the letter. On 5 June 1967 the IDF launched an air strike 
that incapacitated the Egyptian and Jordanian Air Forces. This allowed Israel's 
ground forces to charge across the surface of the Sinai and the Gaza Strip. On 
7 June the Old City of Jerusalem was surrounded and then occupied. The 

entire West Bank followed soon afterwards. On 9 June Israel attacked Syrian 
positions on the Golan Heights. By the end of the June 1967 war, Israeli soldiers 
were deployed behind clear territorial boundaries of mountain and water: the 
Suez Canal, the Jordan River on the Jordanian front and the line of volcanic 
mounts about 40 kilometres into the Syrian Golan Heights. The territory under 
Israeli control grew threefold, including the rest of former British Mandatory 
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Palestine the 365 square kilometres of the Gaza Strip and the 5,655 square 
kilometres of the West Bank.2 A period of economic prosperity began, due in 
no small to the cheap labor drawn from the newly occupied Palestinian 
population of more than a million people, about a third of them who 
had either fled or had been expelled to the region during the 1948 War.3 On 
December 1 967, the Israeli government decided to erase the internationally 
recognized 1949 Armistice Agreement's ;i,Green Line, which Israel 
from the West Bank and from all atlases, maps and textbooks it 
published. Howeve�, except for the area aro�d Jerusalem, Israel did not annex 
the territories, and according to international law; their status remained that of 
'occupied territories'; in these territories, the Israeli military assumed legislative, 
executive and judicial powers.4 

The area had distinct topographical characteristics. The mountain ranges 
of Palestine were formed by the fissure of the Great Rift Valley, a 5,000 kilometre 
tectonic crack running north to south, from the Golan Heights to the eastern 
shores of on the Indian Ocean. The West Bank occupies the 
portion of this mountain range. its eastern edge is the Jordan River 
which meanders through the Jordan Valley where the weather is hot, dry and 
delusionary. The Palestinian population of the area is mainly located around the 
city of Jericho, a desert oasis on the Jerusalem--o.'\mman road, in small villages 
and semi-nomadic Bedouin encampments. West of the Rift Valley the ridges rise 
fast.and steep, scorched wadies, deep canyons and cliffs. The mountain range 
itself is corrugated with a repetitive sequence of wrinkles and folds, whose 
elevation ranges from 500 to 1,000 metres above sea level. The summits are 
barren, rocky and windswept, while the valleys between are fertile and often 
cultivated with field crops. The six most populous Palestinian cities of the West 
Bank Nablus, Ramallah, Jerusalem, Bethlehem and Hebron - are 
from north to south along the mountain range's line-of-water-divide by the 
Mountain Road (now Road 60), the most impprtant transport route in the West 
Bank. A few kilometres west of the line-of-water-div-ide are the western slopes 
of the West Bank - an area characterized by a benign landscape that slopes gently 
westwards, with fertile soil and plenty of water and a position close to and 
overlooking the main Israeli metropolitan centres on the coastal 

The hydrological cycle of the Jordan Valley basin, of which Israel/Palestine 
and the surrounding states form part, is a system of flows that cuts 
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one of the most crucial battlegrounds of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict 
is below the surface. About 80 per cent of the mountain aquifer is located under 
the West Bank. Israeli politicians believe, although this fact has recently 
been contested,6 that Israel's future depends on these waters, and have therefore 
been unwilling to give control of it to the Palestinians, of the question 
of who may control the surface terrain above. The erosion of the principles of 
Palestinian sovereignty in its subsoil is carried out by a process so bureaucratically 
complex that it is almost invisible.' Although the is the sole water source 
for residents of the West Bank, Israel uses 83 per cent of its annually available 
water for the benefit of Israeli cities and its settlements, while West Bank 
Palestinians use the remaining 1 7  per cent. 8 Hundreds of thousands of Palestinians 
in and virtually all Palestinians in Gaza thus receive 
and in limited amounts.9 Israel's of verticality' is also manifested in the 
depth to which water pumps are allowed to reach� Israeli pumps may reach down 
to the waters of the common whilst Palestinian pumps are usually 
restricted to a considerably shorter reach, only as far down as seasonal wells 
trapped 'W-ithin .shallow rock formations, which, from a hydrological perspective, 
are detached from the fundamental lower layers of 'ancient waters'. 

Under the terms of what former lv:linister of National Infrastructure Ephi Eitam 
termed in 2005 'the Water Intifada', the Palestinians were accused of deliberate waste 
and sewage dumping in order to 'pollute Israel's ground water'. 10 In the imagination 
of the military general-cum-leader of the settlers, Palestinians were using the 
mountain topography as routes for a new kind of 'chemical-biological warfare'. His 
accusation did not acknowledge the fact that the Israeli authorities failed to · 
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provide the minimum necessary sewage infrastructure for Palestinians throughout 
the period of direct occupation although this is the legal duty of an occupying 
force. 11 The sanitary conditions of West Bank Palestinians were aggravated by 
Israel's segregation politics that isolated Palestinian towns and villages behind 
barriers of all kinds. This policy generated more than 300 pirate dumping sites 
where truckloads of waste were poured into the valleys beside towns and villages. 12 

Paradoxically, the restrictions on the fl<;;>w of people accelerated the trans
boundary flow of their refuse. Furthermore, Israeli companies have themselves 
used sites in the West Bank for their own waste disposal. Some tens of thousands 
of tonnes of household garbage from the Tel Aviv metropolitan area have been 
dumped, in one example, into the largest disused quarry in the West Bank near 
Nablus. 13 A total breakdown of sewerage systems has occurred throughout. The 
few existing treatment projects are overflowing, and unpiped sewage runs over
ground in most valleys. In the wild frontier of the West Bank, Israel's planning 
chaos means Jewish neighbourhoods and settlements are often constructed without 
permits, and populated before and regardless of sewerage systems being installed 
and connected. This sewage runs from the hills to the valleys, simply following 
the force of gravity and topography, through and across any of the boundaries 
that may be put in front of it. The topography of the West Bank guarantees 
that all raw sewage from hilltop settlements will pass down a valley next to a 
Palestinian town or village 14 and that, mixing with Palestinian sewage, . travelling 
along the same open valleys, it will eventually end up in Israeli territory. Instead 
of fresh water flowing in the sp_ecially conceived water pipes installed under the 
Wall, Israel absorbs large quantities of raw sewage from all across the West Bank. 
The closures and barriers of the recent Intifada thus created the very condition 
against which they sought to fortify. The accumulated dirt within the walled-off 
Palestinian areas confirmed the hygienic phobia of Zionism. Blurring the literal 
with the metaphorical, the piles of dirt and sewage affirmed a common national
territorial imagination that sees the presence of Palestinians as a 'defiled' substance 
within the 'Israeli' landscape, or as 'matter d�t of place,' to use Mary Douglas's 
words, in whose book, Puriry and Danger, dirt is defined and understood in terms 
of transgression of boundaries.15 By inducing dirt and raw sewage, Israel could 
go on demanding the further application of its hygienic practices of separation 
and segregation. The legitimacy of these acts is defined as an immediate reaction 
to its own violation. The result is an ever-radicalizing feedback loop, by which 
sewage marks the point of collision between the two meanings - a metaphorical 
political notion concerned with the health of the state, and the literal physical 
sensation of abjection. The politics of separation has thus accelerated the emer
gence of a physiognomy of a carved up and compartmentalized landscape of 
discrete units, pulled apart by sharp contours, and woven together by the flow 
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Sewage flowing down Shiloh Va!!ry in the West Bank 

of sewage. At points where the separation walls are so high that they create the 
illusion of complete separation, the thin path of foamy dark waters flowing 
across and under it, remains the last remnant of a shared ecosystem. 

Sewage is also used as a tool in the hands of government agents. As part of 
the state effort to dislocate the Bedouin tribe of Jahalin, camped on the lower 
slopes of a mountain onto which the settlement-town of Ma'ale Adumim is now 
expanding, the military civil administration disconnected one of the settlement's 
sewage pipes, flooding large areas within and around the Bedouin camp with 
streams and ponds of polluted matter, forcing it to relocate.16 

Only half of Gaza Strip residents are actually connected to the central 
functioning sewerage system. Raw sewage flows overground the length of some 
Palestinian refugee camps, pouring out onto the sand dunes that surround them 
or directly onto Gaza's beaches. When sewage overflows and 'private shit', from 
under the ground, invades the public realm, it becomes a private hazard but also 
a political assetY In some places, efforts by UN departments to replace existing 
systems of infrastructure with permanent underground plumbing have been 
rejected. The raw sewage affirms the refugee camp's state of temporariness and 
with it the urgency of claim for return. 

For Israel, the same sewage continuously affirms another preconception - the 
connection between pollution and terror. At the beginning of 2005, Avi Dichter, 
then head of the GSS - Israel's General Security Service (Shin Bet) - and now 
a government minister explained to the Knesset (Israeli Parliament) Security and 
Foreign Relations Committee: 'From the level of the satellites' the rectangular 
grid of streets in the Gaza refugee camp of Jebalia 'looks like that of Manhattan, 
only when you get nearer to it, one notices that the large pool at its centre is 
not the lake in Central Park, but a huge pool of sewage.' 18 Indeed, in the eyes 
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of generations of Israeli security officials, the refugee camps are seen not only 
as the locus of resistance, but the very condition responsible for its perpetuation. 
Accordingly, if sewage breeds these Palestinian spaces must be 
disinfected. 

Indeed, in his only commitment to release Palestinian money held by Israel 
to fund Palestinian public services since the outbreak of the Intifada, in 2003 
Finance Minister Benjamin N etanyahu aJ]ocated funds in order to pre-empt a 

hoping the money would be used to construct a few sewage 
treatment facilities near Palestinian cities. H:is actions echo the confession of 
Jerusalem's long�standing mayor Teddy Kollek: 'For Jewish Jerusalem I did some
thing in the past twenty-five years. For East Jerusalem? Zilch! . . . Yes, we installed 
a sewage system for them and improved the water supply. Do you know why? 
Do you think it was for their good, for their welfare? Forget it! There were some 
cases of cholera there, and the Jews were afraid that they would catch it, . so we 
installed sewerage and a water system.'19 He further remembered: 'When modern 
sewage and systems were finally installed the unbearable stench that was 
prevalent in east Jerusalem before the [1967] war was finally eliminated . . .  '20 
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1. 

Jerusalem: Petrifying the Holy City 

On 27 June 1 967, twenty days after the Israeli Army completed the occupation 

of the eastern part of Jerusalem, the unity government of Levi Eshkol annexed 
almost 70 square kilometres of land and incorporated approximately 69,000 
Palestinians within the newly expanded boundaries of the previously western 

Israeli municipality of Jerusalem.1 The new delimitations were designed by a 
military committee with the aim of redrawing the state's 1949 borders, prior to 

any evacuation of occupied territories that might have been forced on Israel by 
international agreement. The outline attempted to include empty areas for the 

city's expansion and to exclude, as far as it was possible, areas densely populated 
with Palestinians.2 The new boundaries sought to 'unite' within a single metro

politan area the western Israeli the Old City, the rest of the previously 
Jordanian-administered 28 Palestinian villages, their fields, orchards, and tracts 
of desert, into a single 'holy', 'eternal' and 'indivisible' Jewish capital Years later, 

:\Iayor of Jerusalem Teddy Kollek (who served in this post on behalf of the 
Labor between 1965 and 1993) would say of the incongruousness captured 
within these borders: jerusalem is, most likely, the only contemporary capital that 
pays drought compensation to farmers in villages within its boundaries . . .'3 

The following year a new urban masterplan for the city outlined in drawings 
and verbal instructions the guiding principles of development and 'unification' 

of the urban ensemble now called Jerusalem. The 'first · and cardinal principle 
[of the 1968 masterplan] was to ensure [ferusalem's] unification . . .  to build the 

city in a manner that would prevent the possibility of its being repartitioned'.4 

Following this masterplan and a series of subsequent masterplans, amendments 
and updates during the forty years of Israeli occupation, twelve remote and 

homogenous Jewish 'neighbourhoods' were established in the occupied areas 
incorporated into the city. They were laid out to complete a belt of built fabric 
that enveloped and bisected the Palestinian neighbourhoods and villages annexed 
to the city. Industrial zones were located beyond the new neighbourhoods on 
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the fringes of the municipal area, keeping West Bank Palestinians who provided 
the city with a cheap and 'flexible' labor force (until Palestinian labor was almost 
completely barred from the beginning of the second Intifada in the autumn of 
2000) out of the city itself. An outer, second circle of settlements - termed 
by Israeli planners the 'organic' or 'second wall', composed of a string of 
dormitory suburbs - was established beyond the municipal boundaries, extending 
the city's metropolitan reach even further. Jt is around this 'second, organic wall' 
that the concrete Separation Wall now meanders. An ever-expanding network of 
roads and infrastructure was constructed to weave together the disparate shards 
of this dispersed urban geography. 'Greater Jerusalem' became thus a sprawling 
metropolis reaching the outskirts of Ramallah in the north, Bethlehem in the 
south, and Jericho in the east - a massive section of the middle of the West 
Bank - isolating Palestinians from their cultural centres in Jerusalem and cutting 
off the north of the West Bank from the south. At present the new Jewish 
neighbourhoods within the municipal boundaries is home to about 200,000 settlers 
- almost the same number as all the other settlers in the West Bank combined. 
Together with the inhabitants of the dormitory settlements of the 'second wall' 
around the city, the total Jewish population of 'Greater Jerusalem' represents 
about three-quarters of all Israelis settled on areas occupied in 1967. Israeli activist 
Jeff Halper was therefore not exaggerating when he stated that 'metropolitan 
Jerusalem is the occupation'.5 

This project could not have been undertaken without massive government 
investments in infrastructure and subsidized housing for Jews, but an additional 
major factor in this colonization·was a cultural one - the attempt to 'domesticate' 
the occupied and annexed territories - to transform, in the eyes of Israeli Jews, 
the unfamiliar occupied territories into familiar home ground. The problem of 
planners and architects was not only how to build fast on this 'politically strategic' 
ground, but how to naturalize the new construction projects, make them appear 
as organic parts of the Israeli capital and the holy city. Architecture - the 
organization, form and style by which these h,eighbourhoods were built, the way 
they were mediated, communicated and understood - formed a visual language 
that was used to blur the facts of occupation and sustain territorial claims of 
expansion. This project was thus an attempt to sustain national narratives of 
belonging while short-circuiting and even blocking other narratives. 

This role invested in architecture has been written into the 1968 masterplan. 
Although the planning principles that guided this masterplan were largely based 
on modernist town planning principles, apparent in the plan's promotion of 
massive traffic networks and the separation of the city into mono�functional 
zones (housing, shopping, service, industry), the 1968 masterplan also professed 
its 'commitment' to the orientalist aesthetics and urban development principles 
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The Wall in the Jerusalem region. The red line includes the authorized and built sections of the 

Wall within and around the Jerusalem area. The dotted red line is the planned extension of the 

barrier eastwards around the. settlement of Ma'ale adumim. The shaded area is the extent of 

jerusalem's municipal boundaries. The neighbourhoods/ settlements are marked blue. Palestinian towns 

and village are marked brown. 

of 'colonial regionalism', a sensibility characteristic of the period of British rule 

over Palestine (1917-48), especially in its earlier years.6 The manifestation of this 

sensibility, promoted across the British Empire by followers and members of the 

'Arts and Crafts' movement, was an attempt to preserve and incorporate local 

building traditions, materials and crafts within contemporary buildings. On the 

urban scale it was expressed in attempts to dissolve 'old' with new, archaeology 
with living fabric. 

A special section of the 1968 masterplan was dedicated to a discussion of a 

British Mandate-era municipal ordinance, a bylaw enacted in 1918 by the first 

military governor of the city, Ronald Storrs, which mandated a variety of different 

kinds of limestone, collectively and colloquially known as jerusalem Stone', as 

the only material allowed on exterior walls in the city.7 During the early years of 

the Israeli state leading to the occupation (1948-67), the bylaw has remained offi

cially in place, mainly at the centre of the western part of Jerusalem. However, 

as it became increasingly controversial in the eyes of architects and planners, it 

was not always rigorously enforced, especially not in the peripheries of the munic

ipal areas. The 1968 masterplan supported the tightening of the stone bylaw and 

the use of stone cladding within the entire area annexed to the city. By emphasizing 

and reinforci..O.g the power of the bylaw, stone cladding was used to authenticate 
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The Wall in the Jerusalem region. The red line includes the authorized and built sections of the 

Wall within and around the Jerusalem area. The dotted red line is the planned extension of the 

barrier eastwards around the. settlement of Ma'ale adumim. The shaded area is the extent of 

jerusalem's municipal boundaries. The neighbourhoods/ settlements are marked blue. Palestinian towns 

and village are marked brown. 

of 'colonial regionalism', a sensibility characteristic of the period of British rule 

over Palestine (1917-48), especially in its earlier years.6 The manifestation of this 

sensibility, promoted across the British Empire by followers and members of the 

'Arts and Crafts' movement, was an attempt to preserve and incorporate local 
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urban scale it was expressed in attempts to dissolve 'old' with new, archaeology 
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British Mandate-era municipal ordinance, a bylaw enacted in 1918 by the first 

military governor of the city, Ronald Storrs, which mandated a variety of different 

kinds of limestone, collectively and colloquially known as jerusalem Stone', as 

the only material allowed on exterior walls in the city.7 During the early years of 

the Israeli state leading to the occupation (1948-67), the bylaw has remained offi

cially in place, mainly at the centre of the western part of Jerusalem. However, 

as it became increasingly controversial in the eyes of architects and planners, it 

was not always rigorously enforced, especially not in the peripheries of the munic

ipal areas. The 1968 masterplan supported the tightening of the stone bylaw and 

the use of stone cladding within the entire area annexed to the city. By emphasizing 

and reinforci..O.g the power of the bylaw, stone cladding was used to authenticate 
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new construction on sites remote from the historical centre, giving the disparate 
new urban shards a unified character, them appear as organic parts of 
the 'The value of the visual impression that is projected by the stone', stated 

the 1968 masterplan, is that it carries 'emotional messages that stimulate other 
sensations embedded in our collective memory, producing [within the context 
of new construction] strong associations to the ancient holy city of 

Storrs' 'stare of Medusa' 

On 9 December 1917, surrounded and with their supply lines cut, the Jerusalem 

divisions of the Ottoman army surrendered to the Allied forces under General 
Sir Edmund in a battle celebrated in the British press as a modern 
crusade.9 Three weeks later, Colonel Ronald Storrs, a political attache to 
British military, was appointed military governor of Jerusalem. Storrs considered 
the return of Jews to their land as an act of salvation and historic justice. He 
later wrote that the Zionist enterprise was for England "a little loyal 
Je'N-ish Ulster" in a sea of potentially hostile Arabism'.10 Storrs saw Jerusalem 
through the religious-orientalist perspective of a purview, and his role 
in Herodian terms, as a link in the long line of the builders. Although 

Jerusalem of the late Ottoman era was a rather cosmopolitan city, with large, often 

lavish, compounds different nations and the war had transformed 
it quite radically. Mud, wood and tin constructions proliferated as Jerusalem became 

a destination for war For the British administration the urgent urban 

problem was the city's 'parasitic population . . .  priests, monks, missionaries, 

pious women, clerks, lawyers, and a crowd of riffraff'. The Jewish Quarter was 

referred to as a ghetto possessing 'the squalid ugliness and disharmony of the cities 
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of south-eastern .11 An artificial topography had been created outside the 

walls by generations of refuse deposited there. 

Determined to find a solution to the city's 'overcrowding and unsightliness', 

Storrs invited Alexandria's British engineer, William H. to draw up 

a redevelopment plan. McLean arrived in Jerusalem in March 191 8  and took two 

weeks to submit an initial report to the military administration recommending 

that all new structures w-ithin the Old City, including those that were 

visible from higher ground, were 'to be constructed of and covered with stone'Y 

J:<m:th<�rnlore, according to McLean, the municipality should have removed all 

rubbish and 'ramshackle buildings' abutting the external of the Old 

wall in order to make way for a ring-shaped park where thousands of trees 

were to be planted.· Set in the centre of this green parkland, the Old City was 

to be presented as a precious rock, an exhibition-piece of living biblical archaeology. 

On 8 April 1918, a week after McLean's departure, Storrs declared a freeze on 

all construction within and around the Old City. He went on to ban the use of 

plaster, mud, tents or corrugated iron as construction materials, that only 

local limestone was to be used in the construction of new buildings, extensions 

and within the perimeter around the Old CityY Storrs then invited an 

architect of the British Arts and movement, Charles Robert one 

of the main promoters of 'colonial , whom he had met his 

service in to become director of a newly founded Pro-Jerusalem Society, 
which was conceived in 1919 to oversee the preservation and reconstruction of 

the to the McLean plan. 
For Storrs, stone embodied biblical tradition. jerusalem is literally a built 

upon rock. From that rock, cutting soft but hard, has for three thousand 
years been quarried the clear white stone, weathering blue-grey or amber-yellow 
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'INith time, whose solid walls, barrel vaulting and pointed arches have preserved 
through the centuries a hallowed and immemorial tradition.'14 Although the stone 
regulation attempted to reinforce an image of orientalized locality, i�· had also 
made the cost of new construction prohibitive to all but the the British 
authorities, and large overseas organizations; paradoxically, by pricing 
out the local population of Jerusalem, it delocalized the 
vernacular crafts and architecture. • 

Although the aim of the McLean plan and Storrs' stone regulation had been 
to isolate and differentiate the Old :&om its surroundings, teri years after Storrs' 
departure :&om Jerusalem, in the 1936 Town Planning Ordinance, the stone regu
lation was extended to apply to the entire municipal area and, significantly, to the 
new neighbourhoods that were rapidly sprawling beyond the Old City walls. By . 

the same architectural rigour outside the walls, this amendment allowed 
the outer neighbourhoods to share in the city's particular visual character;15 The 
spread of Jerusalem had been accelerated by the relative of the 1 920s 
and by improvements in technology: As concrete technology developed 
and concrete structures became cheaper, more available and more efficient, . the 
Arts and Crafts tradition promoted by Ashbee and Storrs through the Pro-Jerusalem 
Society, with its emphasis on traditional stone construction, tame under attack from 
developers and builders. Towards the end of World War II and the period of the 
British Mandate, the pressure to develop led to a compromise that was represented 
by a seemingly minor textual modification of the stone regulation. While the previous 
Ordinance of 1 936 that the external walls of buildings shall b e  
constructed o f  stone', th e  masterplan o f  1 944 confirmed that were already 
in effect when it demanded only that 'the external walls and columns of houses 
and the face of any wall abutting on a road shall be with natural, square 
dressed stone'16 [my emphasis]. This amendment reduced the role of stone :&om 
a construction material to a cladding material. Stone · became a stick-on signifying 
element for creating between new construction and the Old City, thus 
·visually confirming the municipal boundaries whatever building appeared to 
be built in stone was part of the city of 

· 

With the years, the of stone has thinned. At the of the :Niandate 
period, and following principles of the :Arts and Crafts' movement, stone was 
primarily used as a construction material, and walls were made of large blocks of 
solid stone. Since the 1 930s a mixed concrete and stone construction technique 
became more common and a thinner layer of stone 20cm thick - became part 
of the structural logic of the building, and together with reinforced concrete, took 
some of the building load. As mere cladding, the stone has become · thinner still 
and no longer formed a structural part of the Today� Israeli building 
standards allow of sawn stone just 6cm thick. 
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In the 1 948 war, Jerusalem was divided between the Kingdom of Jordan and 
the state of Israel, the'former securing total control over the Old City and its 
eastern neighbouthoods. In the Jordanian whose size under Jordanian 
administration was deliberately restricted to prevent it competing with the 
Jordanian capital, Amman, the 1 944 masterplan still remained in full effect. The 
plan was updated in 1964 by its original Henry Kendall, a Briton who 
continued to enforce the stone cladding bylaw throughout the entire though compact 
Jordanian city. On the other side of the partition lines, until the 1967 war, Jerusalem's 
1 955 planning codes separated the Israeli part of the city into rings in which the 
use of stone was required to varying degreesY At the centre, comprehensive use 
of stone on all visible planes of the building was still reqUired. In the 
second ring out :&om the centre, the requirement became more lenient, ='-'•w.u�"' 

the use of other materials to varying while the outermost circle, which 
included industrial areas, was liberated :&om the requirement to use 
stone. In the post-1967 period, this logic was inv-erted. The demand for 
a varied appiication of stone was replaced by a regulation that demanded 
the most rigorous application of stone cladding throughout the entire ex]paride:d 
municipal area. Since most new construction now took place on the periphery of 
the city, remote West Bank hilltops, never historically part of Jerusalem and now 
gerrymandered into it as sites for new construction, fell within the legal boundaries 
of the most application of the stone bylaw. 

This the demand to stone clad the housing projects in the new 
neighbourhoods met with the resistance of Israeli developers. Indeed, two political 
considerations seemed to meet head on over this issue. The rv:Iinistry of 
implementing government policy, wanted to promote new construction as fast 
and as far away as possible from the city centre in order to buttress Israeli claims 
to the entire annexed area. Fast construction meant doing it cheaply

. 
and there 

was no place in S)lch a scheme for the rigorous use of expensive stone aaucu11g. 
The political�aesthetic consideration wa:s presented by Mayor 
Kollek and his Deputy Mayor for Physical Planning, the historian Meron 
Benvenisti, who wanted a smaller, denser and to make new neighbourhoods 
appear as parts of an organic whole by demanding the use of stone claddingY 
Facing intense government pressure, the municipality has been unable to determine 
the location and size of the new neighbourhoods. Furthermore, although the 
Jerusalem planning department and even Mayor Kollek personally insisted that 
the extra investment in stone cladding would repay itself in little over a decade 
through on repainting and maintenance costs, developers were 
under pressure to reduce their immediate expenses, and so insisted on a relaxing 
of the Under the jurisdiction of municipality, the bylaw was not 
relaxed, developers were granted a bizarre but revealing concession: the stone 
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cladding was allowed to project beyond the building's envelope. Where this jutted 
out into a public thoroughfare, the layer of stone performing a 'public' service 
could occupy a thin sliver of public space. 

There were other grounds for resistance to the requirement for stone cladding. 
For Israeli architects raised on modernist traditions, stone cladding countered their 
belief in the 'honesty of materials', and the received wisdom that the function 
and structure should dictate a building's orgartizational logic and visual appearance. 
These architects saw stone cladding as decadent veneer. Debates between municipal 
planners and architects regarding the use of stone cladding also engaged with 
other formal and technical questions, centring at different on the relation 
of stone to raw concrete, on the logic of applying stone cladding to the 
upper floors of hlgh-rise buildings, and on the correct relation between stone and 
glass in office buildings. Various cladding details and construction methods were 
developed in response to these debates. Some cladding elements sought to emulate 
the appearance of solid stone construction. Cladding exposes its thickness, and 
thus its nature, at the corners of and it is usually for an architect 
to study the corner to verify whether a building is clad or built of solid construction. 
The architecture of the corner has thus quickly become an obsession in Jerusalem 
and a particular architectural detail the 'Dastor Stone,' a hollowed-out stone with 
a 90-degree 'L' section can now be placed on the corners of buildings thereby 
rendering cladding indistinguishable from solid construction. While some cladding 
details were designed to simulate authentic stone construction, others >vere devel
oped in order to make sure the observer understood that the stone is anything 
but structural.20 The 1 968 Jerusalem masterplan referred to these architectural 
details and alluded to the debates regarding the use of stone siding firmly 
with those to preserve its rigid The function and value of 
the masonry construction must be measured not only according to an architectural 
value that seeks to reveal a building's construction method in its appearance, but 
according to a cultural value that sees buildings as conveyors of emotional 
messages referring to the image of the is against this cultural value that 
we must weigh the [extra] price of construction . . .  this justifies, even today, 
the requirement to maintain the continuity of stone facing as the material which 
embodies the appearance of the city.'21 That a simple limestone cladding could 
be imbued >vith this quasi-religious mysticism is hardly surprising in a climate 
in which 'Jerusalem Stone' is presented in the sales brochure of one of its local 
manufacturers as � precious stone, carved from the holy mountains of Jerusalem 
. . .  a wonderful masterpiece of nature', or by an Israeli architectural critic as 
an element 'in whose texture, the signature of the twentieth century is not yet 
engraved, sensually reminding us that man is but a small detail in a and 
timeless life-cycle'.22 
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Indeed, for a succession of the city's builders, from Ronald Storrs to the Israeli 
J.Jlcl11J.J'"'" of post-1 967 Jerusalem, the stone has embodied not only the earthly 

nature of place, but also a sense of spirituality and even holiness. Indeed, the 
various religious traditions that inhabit it, Jerusalem is perceived to be much more 
than a city that contains a number of holy places, or the location of historical 

events; instead, it is perceived to be a in its entirety.23 When the 
itself is perceived to be holy, and when its boundaries are flexibly redrawn 

to suit ever-changing political aims, holiness becomes a planning issue. 
Since the extent of the municipal area is also the · border of a zone that is 
understood to be holy, wherever the stone fac;ades were applied, so the holiness 
of Jerusalem sprawled. And holiness, as Meron Benvenisti explained, is an 
ex1tre:me1} potent political definition, for 'all of the territory within its municipal 
boundaries is regarded as the "Holy City" by the establishment [that 
forms part of the Israeli And this is no trivial matter, since from the 
moment a particular area is designated as part of the Holy City, it comes under 
Jerusalem's religious laws, whose sole objective is to strengthen the 
ties between Jews and their sacred city.'24 Like the stare of Medusa, Storrs' 
bylaw has been used by Jerusalem's planners to petrify all construction in the 
new neighbourhoods shopping malls and kindergartens, community centres 
and synagogues, office buildings, electrical relay stations and sports halls 
above all, housing - into stone. Suburban neighbourhoods placed on remote 
sites outside the historical boundaries of the city were thus imbued with the 
city's overall sacred identity. 

But these architectural/ optical manipulations were not always convincing. A.zmi 
Bishara, the notable Palestinian member of Israeli parliament, sarcastically 
observed: 'only in Jerusalem the natural stone that was quarried from these very 
rocks could look as a element within these same mountains . . .'25 
J:'u:ttllerm<)re, the stone itself is often foreign to Jerusalem. Contrary to perceptions, 
before the 1 967 war, 'Jerusalem Stone' also came from outside the city, from 
quarries adjacent to Palestinian villages and towns in Galilee in the north of 
Israel. \X'hen the environmental hazard of stone dust restricted the quarrying 
i..<J.dustry in Israel 'proper', the stone quarries mushroomed in the West Bank to 
cater for Jerusalem's endless appetite for stone. It is a paradox that the very material 
used for cladding the Jewish Jerusalem has become one of the most 
important branches of the Palestinian economy, quarried mainly from the bedrock 
around Hebron and Ramallah. The largest of these quarries, located just outside 
the northern limit of the Jerusalem municipality, a layer of dust on the 
clothes and skin of anyone travelling past it, is referred to by Palestinians as 
'Tora-Bora' because the monochromatic tone of its artificial topography is remi
niscent of images of the landscape of Afghanistan. 
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Architectural transformations 

Throughout its ninety-year history, the Jerusalem stone bylaw has been applied 
within the context of different architectural periods, styles and fashions. Not 
being an exclusive feature of any of these, it has been applied and understood 
differendy within these various contexts. Stone has been demanded and applied 
in the 'traditional' context of colonial regio11alism, it has clad buildings of the 
modern movement's 'international style', it was used to clad hotels and tall office 
buildings, government buildings, theatres, shopping malls and community centres. 
It has been also a central element in the production of the historicist context 
of post-modern architecture that fully emerged in the city to coincide with the 
housing boom of the post-1967 war period. 

Two Israeli critical architectural historians of the new generation - Zvi Efra�6 
and Alona Nitzan-Shiftan27 -have each showed that 1967 marked the culmination 
of a process of stylistic transition within Israeli architecture. It was primarily the 
state housing projects in and around Jerusalem that helped redefine Israeli 
architectural practice. Although the emergent style has been a continuation of 
previous attempts by Israeli architects to 'orientalize' architecture, the post-1967 
war period coincided with a time of uncertainty and turmoil in the development 
of architecture worldwide. As the 1960s were drawing to an end, the tenets of 
the modern movement were being challenged. The vanguard of planning and 
architecture attempted to escape the 'simple' utilitarian logic of the modern move
ment, reinvigorate design with a reawakened obsession with urban history and 
charge the language of architecture with symbolic, communicative and semiotic 
content. The architecture of the period started to be infatuated with 'place', 
'region' and the 'historic city', with a passion that pitched the idea of 'dwelling' 
against that of 'housing', and 'home' as a remedy for an increasingly alienating 
modern world.28 These emergent sensibilities went worldwide under the general 
terms of 'post-modernism'. Within this context it is not surprising that Jerusalem 

\ 
became an international cause celebre. \ . 

In 1968, to help deal with the complex implications of planning and building 
in Jerusalem, Mayor Kollek inaugurated the biennial Jerusalem Committee 
which was set up to review and advise on municipal plans for the city's restora
tion and development. Kollek, the Viennese liberal who loved to surround 
himself with intellectuals who would portray him as an enlightened ruler, 
recalled that 'immediately when the city was united, I invited 30 or 40 people 
here, the best minds of the world, to consult on what we should do . . .'29 
The Advisory Committee included prominent international architects, urban 
planners, theologians, historians and academics, amongst them the architects 
Louis Kahn, Isamu Noguchi and Christopher Alexander, the architectural 
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cr1t1c Bruno Zevi, the American historian of technology and cities Lewis 
Mumford, and the philosopher Isaiah Berlin. The 1968 plan was presented to 
the Jerusalem Committee on its second meeting in December 1 970. The 
passionate academic discussion of the Jerusalem Committee never challenged 
the political dimension of the municipal plan and Israel's right or wisdom in 
colonizing and 'uniting' the city under its rule, nor did it discuss the 
dispossession of Palestinians that it brought about. Rather, it argued about 
the formal and architectural dimension of this colonization.30 The history of 
the occupation is full of liberal 'men of peace' who are responsible for, or 
who at least sweeten, the injustice committed by the occupation. The occupation 
would not have been possible without them. 

Although members of the committee supported the use of stone cladding, 
as was already outlined in the masterplan, they were unanimous in their rejection 
of the plan's overall modernist premise, especially in its lack of regard for the 
historical nature of the city. Upon being presented with the masterplan some of 
the committee members were enraged and others brought literally to tears, 
lamenting the impending 'destruction' of the city by a modernist development 
plan of yesterday, and demanding that Jerusalem's planners instead 'translate 
Uerusalem's] special quality into generative principles which would guide the city's 
future growth'.31 The committee finally managed to convince the municipality to 
cancel a dense system of flyovers proposed in the 1968 masterplan to be contructed 
near the Old City. The main concern of the committee, however, was with the 
Old City itself, but before further engaging with its advice on plans for its 
restoration, a few words must be expended on its war-time destruction, and what 
was revealed under its ruins. 

D estruction by design 

On the evening of 10 June 1967, before the cease-fire was reached and while 
still under the fog of war, the Israeli military performed the first significant 
urban transformation in the Occupied Territories, flattening the entire 
Maghariba (north African) Quarter, which was located immediately in front 
of the Wailing Wall on the southeastern edge of the Old City. This destruction 
was undertaken in order to make way for an enormous plaza extending between 
the Jewish Quarter and the Wailing Wall. This urban transformation, undertaken 
by the military, without explicit government order, demonstrates more than 
anything else that the military had no intention of retreating from this occupied 
area. Chaim Hertzog, the Irish-born first military governor of the Occupied 
Territories, and later the sixth president of Israel, took much of the credit 
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for the destruction of this densely populated neighbourhood, home to several 
thousand people living in 1 25 houses. '\\7hen we visited the Wailing Wall we 
found a toilet attached to it . . . we decided to remove it, and from this 
we came to the conclusion that we could evacuate the entire area in front of 
the Wailing Wall . . .  a historical opportunity that will never return . . . We 
knew that the following Saturday, June 1 4, would be .the Shavuot Holiday and 
that many 'W'ill want to come to pray . .  ii it all had to be completed by then.'32 
In 1 9 1 7  Chaim Weizmann, president of the World Zionist Organization, 
pleaded futilely with the British military to do the same several months after 
they had occupied Jerusalem. With the Maghariba Quarter intact, access to 
the Wailing Wall was by means of a small winding alley, which became the 
focus of m�ch conflict between Jews travelling to pray at the Wailing Wall 
and residents. 

After the complete destruction of the Maghariba Quarter, the military set 
about evacuating the 3,000 Palestinian from the 1 948 war, who had 
settled in the Jewish Quarter, which was adjacent to the Maghariba Quarter 
in the west, and now overlooked the huge destruction site between it and the 
Wailing Wall. In 1 948 the Jewish Quarter was by the Jordan Legion, 
and its population of about 2,000 was forced to flee. Thereafter die Quarter 
became the destination of Palestinian refugees fleeing from areas that had 
come under Israeli rule. After the 1 967 war the government wanted to restore 
Jewish life in the Jewish Quarter. First to be forcibly removed were eighty 
families of the Palestinian refugees who lived in buildings that had formerly 
been synagogues.33 The rest of the inhabitants of the Quarter �fuslims and 
Christians, Palestinians as well as Armenians were gradually expelled after 
an Israeli Court of Justice ruling allowed it. Prior to the 1 948 war, the 
borders of the Quarter had been porous and its di:tnensions could not be 
precisely defined. After the 1 967 war, the government cleansed an area o f  
approximately 9 hectares, larger than all previous accounts of the area o f  the 
Quarter. Two months after the war, on 3,� August, the entire Old City was 
declared a site of antiquity, and no building was permitted until an archaeological 
survey had been conducted. The enlarged Quarter, now brutally emptied of 
its became the site of intense archaeological surveys. Three years later, 
in 1 971 ,  a company for the restoration and development o f  the Jewish Quarter 
was set up, supported the by German-born British architectural historian and 
critic Nikolaus Pevsner.34 

Archaeology provided not only a pretext for an Israeli 'return' to occupy 
Palestinian lands, but, as Palestinian writer Nadia Abu El-Haj claimed, also the 
'footprint' of historical authenticity that could be developed into built form by 
Israeli architects. Biblical archaeology was used to validate the claim that Palestinian 
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vernacular architecture was in fact Jewish at source, and allowed, as Nitzan-Shiftan 
showed, 'Israeliness' to define itself as a local 'native' culture, appropriated and 
altered by the latecomer Palestinians.35 

Biblical archaeology 

Archaeology has been central to the formation of Israeli identity since the 
establishment of the state. \\7hen Israel's first minister, David Ben-Gurion, 
claimed in his memoirs that the Jewish over Palestine is 'based . . . on 
digging the soil with our own hands',36 he was referring to the two pracrices that 

would establish and demonstrate Zionist rights to the land - and 

archaeology. established itself on much of the surface of an unfamiliar 

Palestine, Zionism continued its vertical quest for the Promised Land downwards. 

The existing landscapes of Palestine were seen as a contemporary veil under 

which historic biblical landscapes, battlegrounds, Israelite settlements and sites 

of worship could be revealed by digging. The national role assigned to archaeology 

was to remove the v-isible layer and expose the ancient Israelite landscape and 

with it the proof of Jewish ownership. The subterranean strata was thus perceived 

as a pa:rallel geography akin to a national monument, providing an alibi for new 

colonization that could be argued as a return to sacred patrimony. Archaeology 

further influenced the reorganization of the surface terrain. Throughout Zionist 

new towns and settlements had been established adjacent to or 
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over sites suspected of a Hebraic past, adopting their biblical 
names.37 Indeed, only a few metres below the surface, a palimpsest of 5,000-
v<::>u-tJlu debris, a vertical chronological stack of cultures and lives, narratives of 
wars and destruction, has been compressed soil and stone. Israeli biblical 
archaeologists were interested in the levels of the Bronze and Iron Ages,38 
which cover the period of time mentioned in the Bible, and the first 
four centuries AD, referring to the mentioned in the more recent 

religious studies of the Mishna. The upper layers of the Muslim 
and Ottoman periods were marginalized in and museums, often dismissed 
as of a stagnant period, discarded as 'too new', or simply left 
alone to rot and crumble.39 This reflected the tendency of Israeli biblical 
ar<:ha,eologtsts to short -circuit history. In this, Israeli archaeology was not politicized 
in a substantially different manner to these in the service of other 
national movements.4D Moreover, the practices of Israeli biblical archaeology were 
largely inherited from British and American who had been 
excavating the area since the nineteenth century.41 in contrast to their 
predecessors, Israeli biblical archaeologists had national rather than religious 
aspirations. Excavations were often carried out By men who, like Ben 
Gurion, saw the Bible as a historical national text that could fuse the relationship 
of a national identity to its state.42 The archaeological digs were themselves often 
reminiscent of military operations, \vith the work organized by retired military 
officers.43 On 27 June 1 967, the same day that Arab Jerusalem and the area around 
it was armexed to Israel, the Israeli government declared the and 
historical sites in the West Bank, primarily those of Jewish or Israelite cultural 
relevance, to be the state's 'national and cultural property',44 arr:tou:nu.ng; 
facto annexation of the beneath the Occupied Territories, 
first zone to be colonized. The centre of attention for Israeli biblical "l, . .uac;v,.v14"� 
was the Jerusalem area and, in particular, the Jewish Quarter of the Old 
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After the war, archaeological data became more easily available, with the most 
organized archives of archaeology and antiquity the East Jerusalem-based 
Rockefeller Museum, the �-\merican School for Oriental the French 
Ecole Biblique et together with their collections and libraries, 
coming under Israeli control and thereby providing Israeli biblical archaeologists 
with a treasure trove of sources.45 

Archaeology into architecture 

In the Old -City archaeological finds were incorporated into the overall urban 
design scheme. Louis Kahn, who was the leading voice in the early of 
the Jerusalem Committee, envisioned the reconstruction of the evacuated quarter 
as 'an archaeological grid in which a:rchirectural, urban forms are shaped 
after and in juxtaposition to their :ruins'.46 One of Louis Kahn's most �"".H·"-'""'HL 
proposals for the reconstruction of the Old City, privately undertaken, was his 
plan for the restoration of the Hurva (Ruin] Synagogue, an eighteenth-century 
building that stood at the centre of the Jewish Quarter before it was demolished 

the Jordan Legion after the 1 948 war. The proportions and outline of Khan's 
for a monumental and archaic-looking synagogue-fortress, growing out 

of its ruins, were such that, if built, it would have competed on the city's skyline 
with the AI Aqsa mosque and the Holy Although never realized, the 
plan had considerable influence on Israeli architecture in the Quarter and beyond. 
Ram Karmi, one of the most promising young Israeli architects of the second 
generation of state builders, was Kahn's foremost follower and promoter in Israel 
in the 1 970s. For Karmi, writing in 1 970, Kahn's for the Hurva Synagogue 
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The reconstruction of Kikar Batei Machase, the main square in the Jewish Quarter ear!J 1970s. 
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marked the end of Israeli modernism that was closely associated with the 
architecture of Israel's founding generation and that of his father, Dov Karmi. 
'Israeli architecture . . .  did not manage to artistically and properly express the 
desires of a nation returning to its routes . . .  the new Hurva building provides 
an opportunity to fill this absence.'47 The call was for the disciplines of archaeology 
and architecture to merge. Indeed, throughout the restoration work in the Quarter, 
Israeli archaeologists and architects collaborated, carrying out, often simultaneously, 
excavation, restoration and reconstruction.48 Archaeology was vertically extended 
into a new building style that Zvi Efrat called 'archaeologism'. 49 In some cases, 
the upper storeys of new homes would become literal extensions of their 
archaeological footprints, while other buildings would be built using older stones 
for the lower floors and newer stones at higher levels: others still were simply 
built to appear old. 

In 197 4 Karmi became chief architect at the l'vl:inistry of Construction and 
Housing, which at the time still oversaw most residential construction in Israel 
and which had gained a reputation for promoting fast and cheap housing solutions 
in rows of housing blocks. Karmi was the most visible of a group of Israeli 
architects attuned to the historicist tendencies of the Jerusalem Committee and 
to worldwide developments in architecture. These architects were mosdy young, 
returning from study periods in elite architectural schools worldwide, and in 
particular from the hot-house of new architectural ideas, the Architectural 
Association School of Architecture in London, from which Karmi himself had 
graduated. Like many in Israel's professional class, most of them were supporters 
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of the Labor Party, which between 1 967 and 1 977 was the executive force behind 
the colonization of Jerusalem,and the rest of the occupied territories. 

For these young practitioners, the architecture of the 1 950s and 1 960s 
epitomized by the state-sponsored socialist housing blocks of European 
modernism - was sterile, heardess and lacking an important component, 'meaning'. 
These architects had not for the most part returned to Israel out of nationalist 
conviction but rather because, as young architects, they were happy to be given 

the opportunity to build, and to engage with issues that were then at the centre 
of architectural discourse. 'They may have been aware that their projects were 
built on expropriated Palestinian lands, and precipitated personal and national 
tragedies, but they suppressed such thoughts, pretending to engage with these 
projects in a 'purely' professional way. 

Upon taking up his role, in a move echoing that of Storrs, Karmi halted all 
projects in Jerusalem and set a team of experts to oversee a new citywide planning 
programme. For Karmi, 'the search for national identity must be conducted through 
architecture.'50 In the introduction to 'Israel Builds' the 1 977 official publication 
of the :M:inistry of Housing, he explained the shift in the focus of architectural 
production: 'We live under the pressure of a shortage of housing . . .  We make 
every effort to build as much as our budget permits . . .  Still I feel that in all 
those efforts there is a lack of one component, the component around which 
Israel came into existence: the establishment of a "national home" [ . . .  ] Home 
means more than just the narrow confines of one's apartment; it also implies a 
sense of belonging to the immediate surroundings . . .'51 Architecture was to 
become a central player, no less, in the redesign of territory as a home. 

But where was such 'meaning' to be found? According to Karmi, it was 
located in the particular nature of the nation's terrain itself: just as we did not 
create the Hebrew language ex-nihilo, but built it up on the foundations of 
the language that was spoken 2000 years ago . . .  so we are not starting [to 
construct buildings] on a blank sheet of paper.'52 Inspiration was sought and 
found, as Alona Nitzan-Shiftan forcefully demonstrated, both above and below 
the surface: 'While architects were seeking locality on the ground, archaeologists 
sought Jewish history underneath its surface.'53 Ab<:>ve the ground, the fabric 
of Palestinian vernacular architecture - found in the hillside villages and 

Jerusalem neighbourhoods - was deemed by Israeli architects to retain not the 
social-physical typologies that have undergone complex historical development, 
but fossilized forms of biblical authenticity.54 Israeli-built culture has always 
been locked between the contradictory desires to either imitate or even inhabit 
the stereotypical Arab vernacular, and to define itself sharply and contrastingly 
against it. Zionists saw the Palestinians either as late-comers to the land, devoid 
of thousand-year-old roots or, paradoxically, as the very custodians of the 
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ancient Hebrew culture and language of this land - all this without any sense 

of contradiction.55 
Israeli architects' attraction to local Palestinian architecture was also inspired 

by another theoretical framework prominent at the time: the 1 964 MoMA 

exhibition 'Architecture without Architects'. Its extended catalogue became influ
ential in promoting the integration of principles derived from vernacular buildings 

into the context of international modern architecture. However, in focusing its atten

tion on the formal dimension of vernacular domestic architecture, the exhibition 

ignored the political and social developments of the communities that constructed 
them, being somewhat more inclined to see them as atemporal embodiments of 

'the noble savage'. 56 In a similarly romantic and orientalist vein, Israeli architects' 

fascination with the Palestinian vernacular was blind to the complex socio

economic development of the Palestinian villages and towns they now studied; 

instead, they assumed that such housing forms had developed organically, without 

planning. It was a view encapsulated in an observation by Thomas Leitersdorf, 

another graduate of the Architectural Association in London, who had returned 
to Israel from a period of work abroad to plan Ma'ale Adumim, the largest settle

ments in the West Bank, a few kilometres east of Jerusalem: 'in terms of beauty 

they [the Palestinians] are way ahead of us! ''Architecture without Architects" 

this is the Arab village, and this is its beauty . . . I look upon the morphology of 

the Arab villages with envy. The beauty of the Arab village lies in its accumulative 
and somewhat irrational nature . . .  it is always better than when an architect comes 
in, the architect only spoils things because the architect has to work logically, and 

they do not . . .  '57 The modernization of the Palestinian village - its development 
as a complex socio-political entity, the conversion of its agrarian economy into a 

semi-urban one, the abandonment of traditional stone construction, and even, 

more ironically, the influence of Israeli culture, economy, architecture and construc

tion techniques - remained largely invisible to Leitersdorf and his contemporaries. 

But beyond his orientalist perspective, which doomed the Palestinian village to a 
\ 

permanent romantic backw-ardness, an island of 'tradition' within an ocean of 

'progress',58 Leitersdorf has missed the contradiction in his own work: the l;:>uildings 
he designed to overlook the Palestinian villages are what irrevocably damaged them. 

At the end of the 'reconstruction' of the Jewish Quarter of Jerusalem only 

about 20 per cent of the original buildings were actually conserved. The rest 

were rebuilt, with more storeys in order to accommodate government targets for 

larger numbers of residents. At present, more than 4,500 people, a third of them 
yeshiva students from all over the world live in the Jewish Quarter. Most of these 

inhabitants are national-religious Jews, many of them from the United States, 
but several artists and architects, influenced by the culture of 'return to the city 

centre' have also made it their home. An example for the latter type of settlers 
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Model of the Yeshiva of Porat Yosef, the Jewish Quarter; overlooking the Wailing Wall 19 70 
(Architect: Moshe Safdie). Images courteD' of IP 

are the architects Moshe Safdie and Elinoar Barzacchi, later the Chief Architect 

of the District of Jerusalem, who returned to Israel in 1 977 after a period of 
study and work in Paris and Rome. She recendy explained her decision to settle 

there: 'I came from Europe and I thought the most wonderful place to live in 
Jerusalem is in the Old City. In Rome I lived in the Old City. In Paris I lived in 

Montmartre. Here in the [Jewish] Quarter it looked to me like the most Jerusalemite 

thing there is, the most authentic, the most multicultural it can be.'59 
Rather than a multicultural city centre the Jewish Quarter might be better described 

as an artificial, ethnically homogenous, gated neighbourhood, whose construction 

was made possible by the forced displacements of its inhabitants. It is a 'biblical' 

theme park, sending out further tentacles of Jewish housing enclaves and religious 
study-centres into the Muslim Quarter to which it is connected above street level 

via protected and exclusive roof paths. The separation of this enclave from its 
surroundings is further enforced by the fact that all entrances and exits to the Jewish 

Quarter are guarded by the border police, providing access, after body and bag scans, 
only to Jewish residents/ settlers, tourists, and the Israeli army and police. 

Reproducing the Old City 

The expropriations of Palestinian property that enabled the 'reconstruction' of 

the Jewish Quarter went in tandem with the beginning of a wave of expropriations 
at the peripheries of the municipal area. Over a third of the land annexed to by 
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the state was expropriated from its Palestinian owners for the establishment and 
expansion of the Jewish neighbourhoods, under the pretext of for 'public 
needs'. The use of the term 'public' reveals more than else the govern-
ment's political bias: the 'public' on whom expropriations were imposed always 
comprised Palestinians; the 'public' who enjoyed the fruits of the expropriation 
always exclusively comprised Jews.60 

Notwithstanding the reconstruction of the Jewsh Quarter, Jerusalem's city 
centre was torn apart by forces. In 1 977, ten years after the war, when 
the right-wing Lilrud Labor in power, the Jewish Quarter was home 
to almost 4,000 people, while about 50,000 Israeli Jews were already settled in 
the new Jewish neighbourhoods established on the of the occupied 
areas annexed to Jerusalem.61 The Jewish inhabitants of the city, wary of the 
congested, multi-ethnic and disputed older neighbourhoods of the western part 
of the city, opted for the cultural and social homogeneity of the suburbs. 
These suburban developments were referred to as 'urban neighbourhoods' rather 
than 'settlements', not because of their nature, economy or distance from the 
centre, but because were still located within the much-expanded boundaries 
of the Jerusalem municipality. 

However, the of the Quarter's 'reconstruction' lay not just in the 
number of people who inhabited it, but in the establishment of a foothold in 
the Old City and the creation of a laboratory for an sensibility in archi� 
tecture, one later and implemented in the construction of the city's 
outer neighbourhoods. The neighbourhood of Gilo, located on the southernmost 
edge of Jerusalem, on a hilltop overlooking Bethlehem and the refugee camps 
surrounding it, offers one of the best examples of the attempt to reproduce 
something of the feel of the Old City within Jerusalem's periphery. Mar\cing the 
southern edge of the extended city, Gilo is, according to its planner, the architect 
Av-raham Yaski, writing in 1 977, both 'part of the wall enclosing Jerusalem' as 
well as 'a well defined, enclosed city'. 'Though Gilo is a suburban quarter', Yaski 
admits, 'an effort has been made to create the that it is an organic part 
of Jerusalem and not a dormitory town.'62 With the reclusive nature of Gila's 
urban form, Yaski echoes yet another ideal of the time - the American 
'New Urbanism', which promoted a type of (inspired by the 
of Jane Jacobs and Lewis Mumford) that to replicate city-centre-like, 
human-scaled walkable communities most often on the fringes of American cities. 
In Jerusalem, city-centre-like developments meant the reproduction of the Old 
City. One of the best examples of this phenomenon is the 'Housing Cluster' 
designed by the architect Salo Hershman in Gilo in the early 1 970s. The housing 
is laid out as several walled-city-like ensembles. are entered via large gates 
leading into a series of internal courtyards and squares. The latter are woven together 
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by arched vlalkways, and colonnades, and are overlooked by balconies. 
The entire concrete-built clustet' is clad with slated jerusalem Stone'. Indeed, 
Gilo has been the most distinct of the new neighbourhoods in demonstrating 
the transformation of Israeli architecture. The modernist, standard, cheap, prefab
ricated apartment block, formerly the basic unit of state-sponsored housing, was 
replaced, according to by other typologies of 'formless, borderless clusters 
composed of a multitude of small terraced houses that morphed onto the existing 
topography of the Jerusalem hills . . .  "contextual" sentimental build
ings, influenced by alleged "regional" connections . . .  pseudo historical creations 
of oriental and Mediterranean mimicry . . . embodying an association with 
antiquity and national roots'. 63 This architecture would thereafter provide, through 
an eclectic agglomeration of episodes and a museum-like arrangement of elements, 
the fantasy deemed necessary for the consolidation of a new national identity 
and the domestication of the expanded city. It placed every remote and newly 
built suburb well within the boundaries of 'the eternally unified capital of the 
Jewish people', and thus, as far as most Israelis are concerned, away from the 
negotiating table. Whatever is called Jerusalem, name, by architecture and by 
the use of stone, is placed at the heart of the Israeli consensus. Indeed, although 
in July 2000 the Israeli negotiation team in Camp David agreed in principle to 
Clinton's proposal that asked for Israel to hand back the archipelago of Palestinian 
neighbourhoods and c:rban-villages in Jerusalem, they have insisted on maintaining 
sovereignty over the remote, stone-clad suburban neighbourhoods of Jerusalem, 
referred to in Israel as jewish Jerusalem'. Borders designed by a military committee 
have been ·visually domesticated and culturally naturalized to such a degree that 
returning or removing state housing projects built within them has become a 
politically controversial act of 'partitioning Jerusalem'. Any act of decolonization 
in the area now called Jerusalem must thus start with a process of �ci..<.I.J.>1J..U.llll'. 
and denaturalizing the Jewish neighbourhoods/ settlements of greater Jerusalem. 

Demographic architecture 

Like many colonial cities, Jerusalem has its dark enclaves for its native inhabitants, 
ruled by the border police, with surprise checkpoints between neighbourhoods. 
For the Palestinian inhabitants of Jerusalem, unlike the Jewish residents, hardly 
anything was ever planned but their departure. Within the municipal borders of 
the city, architects apd plaruiers were given the task not only of constructing 
homes and developing a new 'national style' but also of maintaining the 'demo
graphic balance', which at the time of occupation in 1967, and within Jerusalem's 
gerrymandered borders, stood at about three Jewish inhabitants to every 
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Top: Model of the neighbourhood of Gilo (Architects: Arvraham Yaski, Yaakov Gi4 
Bottom: Design session on Gi!o in the ear!J 1970s. In the centre, is team 
Yaski, who late1· received the Israel Prize for this design. sunglasses and sideburns) 
is sitting at the centre. 

Palestinian. The faster gro"W-th rate of the Palestinian population was seen by 
Israel as a 'demographic time-bomb'. In 1993 City Engineer Elinoat Barzacchi 
echoed an ongoing state policy when she outlined how the municipality intends 
to deal with this problem: 'There is a government decision to maintain the propor
tion between the Arab and Jewish populations in the city at 28 per cent Arab 
and 72 percent Jew: The only way to cope v.1.th that ratio is through the housing 
potential.'64 This of maintaining 'demographic balance' has informed the 
underlying logic of almost every masterplan prepared for the city's development.65 

By trying to achieve the demographic and geographic guidelines of the IJV'"'·''"'a..c 
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masterplans, the planners and architects of the municipality of Jerusalem and 
those working for them have effectively taken part in a national policy of forced 
migration, unofficially referred to in Israeli circles as the 'silent transfer', a crime 
according to inte:r:national law.66 The evidence for these crimes is not only to be 
found in protocols or in the wording of political masterplans, but in the drawings 
of architects and planners. They can be seen as lines in their plans.67Yet, remarkably, 
in spite of all Israel's efforts to keep the 28 per cent Palestinian to 72 per cent 
Jewish ratio, its planning policy is falling short of its target. Out of the 650,000 
registered residents of Jerusalem in 2005, about a third were Palestinians. This 

has obviously increased the frustration that further accelerates Israel's draconian 

measures. 
Whereas demographic policies are outlined in political masterplans, 

which are seen as guidelines only, in town-building schemes and local plans 
which are statutory documents having the force of law these intentions are 
camouflaged within the techno-professional language of planning. Since the 
government guidelines are in blatant violation of both Israeli and international 
law, a deliberate discrepancy in language has opened up between political and 
architectural documents. The illegal policy was implemented manipulating 
seemingly mundane planning categories. Maintaining the 'demographic balance' 
through the 'housing potential', when Palestinian demographic growth is so much 
faster, implied the use of one or both of two planning policies: one promoting 
the construction of housing in Jewish neighbourhoods and the other limiting 
the expansion of Palestinian ones. While issuing an annual average o f  1,500 
building permits to Jewish Israelis and constructing 90,000 housing units for Jews 
in all parts of East Jerusalem since 1 967, the municipality has issued an annual 
average of only 100 building permits to Palestinians in the city, thus creating a 
Palestinian crisis with a shortfall of more than 25,000 housing units.68 
Without the possibility of obtaining planning permissions, many Palestinian 
families have built homes 'illegally' and exposed themselves to the random actions 
of municipal demolition squads. These demolitions are undertaken in the 
most disadvantaged Palestinian neighbourhoods, where residents cannot afford 

defence.69 

Other spatial manipulations were similarly undertaken to tty to maintain the 
'demographic balance'. The construction of the new Jewish neighbourhood/ 
settlements were also seen as antidotes to Palestinian urbanization and were 
planned in such a way as to create between Palestinian neighbourhoods 
and villages, limiting their possible expansion and splintering Palestinian urban 
'-V'-<ug,.ucy. For the neighbourhoods of Ramat Eshkol and the French 
Hill north of the Old City were laid out to form an elongated arc that cut the 
Palestinian neighbourhood of Shuafat from the Palestinian Old City and the 
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By trying to achieve the demographic and geographic guidelines of the IJV'"'·''"'a..c 
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masterplans, the planners and architects of the municipality of Jerusalem and 
those working for them have effectively taken part in a national policy of forced 
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has obviously increased the frustration that further accelerates Israel's draconian 

measures. 
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faster, implied the use of one or both of two planning policies: one promoting 
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defence.69 

Other spatial manipulations were similarly undertaken to tty to maintain the 
'demographic balance'. The construction of the new Jewish neighbourhood/ 
settlements were also seen as antidotes to Palestinian urbanization and were 
planned in such a way as to create between Palestinian neighbourhoods 
and villages, limiting their possible expansion and splintering Palestinian urban 
'-V'-<ug,.ucy. For the neighbourhoods of Ramat Eshkol and the French 
Hill north of the Old City were laid out to form an elongated arc that cut the 
Palestinian neighbourhood of Shuafat from the Palestinian Old City and the 
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neighbourhood of Seikh Jarah, which previously comprised a continuous urban 

area. Indeed, the location and layout of the new neighbourhoods were conceived 

not only as a utilitarian receptacle for the Jewish population, but also as a means 

of preventing Jerusalem from functioning as a Palestinian city and making it 

harder to be a Palestinian in Jerusalem. 

The massive overcrowding in Palestinian neighbourhoods, and the rapid 

increase in property prices that ensued, ultimately foJiced many Palestinian families 

to leave Jerusalem for nearby towns and villages in the West Bank, where housing 

is considerably cheaper. This was precisely what the government planners intended. 

By leaving the city, Palestinians also lost the status of 'Israeli residency', which 

differentiates those Palestinians included within Jerusalem's post-1 967 borders 

from those in the rest of the West Bank, and which, among other things, allowed 

the former access to state services and healthcare, and freedom to enter and 

work in Israel. In the past forty years more than 50,000 Palestinians have lost 

their residency status in this manner. Tens of thousands of others have moved 

outside the municipal boundaries but have kept an address in the city in order 

to keep these rights and often travel to work there. One of the factors in the 

routing of the Separation Wall around Jerusalem was to cut these Palestinians 

out of the city, and close this loophole. The Palestinian residents of Jerusalem 

now face having to choose which side of the Wall to live on - a crowded and 

expensive Jerusalem, where they cannot build, or give up the rights they previously: 

had and live in the surrounding towns and villages of the West Bank.70 

Throughout the years of Israeli domination in Jerusalem, about 40 per cent 

of the land that would have been available for Palestinians in the occupied part 

of the city was marked up on municipal plans as open, public space. This was 

presented, for legal reasons, as an amenity for the improvement of the quality 

of life and air of the residents of the Palestinian neighbourhoods, but it effectively 

framed them within zones into which expansion was forbidden. Whenever the 

status of these 'green areas' was 'unfrozen' and earmarked for construction, they 

were allocated for the expansion of Jewish neighb�hoods. This was openly 

admitted by Mayor Kollek: 'the primary purpose of defining Shuafat Ridge [then 

still an empty hill in the occupied part to the north of the city next to the Palestinian 

neighbourhood of Shuafat mentioned above] as a green area was to prevent Arab 

building [there] until the time was ripe to build a new Jewish neighbourhood'.71 

Yet another planning strategy used to limit Palestinian residential construction 

and demographic growth is the pretext of preservation. Professing to protect 

the traditional rural character of Palestinian villages within the municipal area, 

and the historic nature of Palestinian neighbourhoods, the municipality insisted 

that the floor area ratio (FAR) - a  planning ratio that defines the relation between 

the size of a plot and the size of the building - is kept low. So, while the building 
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Jerusalem (north). 1 .  Hebrew University on Mount Scopus; 2. Jewish neighbourhood of French 
Hill,· 3. Government district; 4. Jewish neighbourhood of Shuafat Ridge; 5. Jewish neigh
bourhood of Ramot; 6. Shuafat refugee camp; 7. Palestinian neighbourhood of Anata; 8. 
Palestinian neighbourhood of Beit Hanina; 9. Jewish neighbourhood of Pisgat Ze'ev; 10. 
Palestinian neighbourhood of Issawa; 1 1. "Green Open Space" zone forbidden of Pales
tinian construction; 12. Erich Mendelsohn's Hadassah-Hebrew University medical complex; 
13. Tunnel mouth of the Jerusalem ring road; 14 "Vertical intersection "; 15. Palestinian 
neighbourhood of Shuafat; 16. The old Jerusalem-Ramallah road 

rights in the Jewish neighbourhood of Talpiot-Mizrah permit the construction 

of buildings of five storeys, in the adjacent Palestinian neighbourhood of Jabal 

al-Mukaber, buildings may occupy only 25 per cent of the building plot, resulting 

in a small house within a large plot.72 

Horizontally limited by the green zones around them, and vertically by a 

'preservation' policy, the Palestinian neighbourhoods of Jerusalem were 

transformed into an archipelago of small islands of conjured 'authenticity', within 

an ocean of Jewish construction, their architecture functioning as an object of 

aesthetic contemplation to be seen from the concrete-built but stone-clad Jewish 

neighbourhoods. These 'preservation zones' surrounded by parks, multiply the 

principle of the 1 9 1 8  McLean plan, and reproduce, on the urban scale, the image 

of the Palestinian 'Bantustans' of the West Bank. 
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Moreover, Palestinian and neighbourhoods in Jerusalem very often 

exhibit but the ostensible 'oriental authenticity' which are meant 

to embody. Contrasting sharply \Vith the Jewish neighbourhoods of Jerusalem's 

periphery, the Palestinians often do not abide by the Jerusalem stone bylaw and 

the architectural styles that attempt to give Israel's colonial architecture an image 

of authenticity. Many buildings constructed w ithout permits and facing prospective 

demolition are built cheaply, with their structqral walls of raw concrete and cinder 

blocks left bare. The utilitarian modernist silhouette of their slab construction, 

supported over the hilly landscape by columns, was influenced the modernist 

ethos of early Zionist architecture. Appearing as a local adaptation of mode

rnist villas, they testify to a complete which the policies of Israeli 

domination have brought on the building culture of Israelis and Palestinians alike. 
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The vertical schizophrenia of the Temple Mount/ Haram ai-Sharif Illustration: Walter Boettger, Eya! 
Wei�an 2003 

The Temple Mount is the site of the First and Second Temples. Hatam al-Shatif is where 
the Al-Aqsa Mosque and the Dome of the Rock ate located. Both sites share the same 
location - a flattened-out, filled-in summit supported by giant retaining walls located by 
the eastern edge of the Old City of Jerusalem. The western retaining wall of the compound 
is believed to be the last remnant of the Second Temple. The Wailing Wall is the southern 
patt of this retaining wall. 

The issue of the Temple Mount/ Hatam al-Sharif was the most contentious one in 
the Israeli-Palestinian negotiations at Camp David in July 2000. Although most Israeli 
archaeologists would agree that the Second Temple stood on a platform at the same height 
of today's mosques, US mediators seemed to have believed in another, more politically 
convenient archaeological-architectural explanation. They argued that the upper patts of 
the Wailing Wall were originally built as a free-standing wall, behind which (and not over 
which) the Second Temple was located at a depth of about sixteen meters below the level 
of the water fountain between Al-Aqsa Mosque and the Dome of the Rock. The theory 
originated with Tuvia Sagiv, a Tel Aviv based architect and amateur atchaeologist. Sagiv 
spent much of his time (and money) surveying the site, and even ovetflew it several times \ . 
with helicopters carrying ground-penetrating radar and thermal sensors. Sagiv's report 
determining that the remains of the Temple are located under the mosques were submitted 
in 1 995 to Ariel Sharon, then an opposition I<nesset member, together with an architectural 
proposal that aimed to resolve the problems of Jews and Moslems praying on the same 
site by dividing it vertically, in different floors. According to Sagiv's atchitectural proposal, 
a giant gate would be opened in the Wailing Wall through which Jews could reach a subter
ranean hall at the level of the Temple, under the level of the mosque. Via Sharon, Sagiv's 
proposal reached the attention of the American administration which asked the U.S. 
Embassy in Tel Aviv to obtain a copy. Clinton thought that if remains of the Temple ate 
indeed, to be found under the present level of the mosques, the issue of sovereignty could 
be resolved along the outline of Sagiv's architectural proposal. Clinton delivered his proposal 
- geopolitics performed on an architectural scale - orally so that it could be withdrawn 
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at any point. In a daring and radical manifestation of the region's vertical schizophrenia 
he proposed a stack of horizontal sovereign borders. The first would have passed under 
the paving stones of the compound. There the border between Arab Al-Quds and Israeli 
Jerusalem would, at the most contested point on eatth, flip from the horizontal to the 
vertical. Palestinians would gain sovereignty over the platform of the Hatam al-Sharif, the 
mosque of Al-Aqsa and the Dome of the Rock. Under the paving of this platform would 
be a layer of 1 50 centimeter deep UN zone. This zone will be uninhabited but will function 
to separate the patties. Israeli sovereignty would comprise the volume below this layer to 
include the Wailing Wall and the sacred "depth of the mount," where the Temple is 
presumed to have existed, extending further down to the centre of the earth. Furthermore, 
the airspace over the site, just like that over the entire heavenly city would remain in Israeli 
sovereignty. This startling proposal of stacking sovereign volumes in layers, eatned it, as 
Gilead Sher lightheartedly told me, its nickname - the Arkansas "Big Mac." Since Israeli 
sovereignty would extend over the entire area around the compound, Barak, who claimed, 
for the purposes of negotiation, that he was only "willing to consider the proposal" but in 
effect fully embraced it, suggested "a bridge or a tunnel, through which whoever wants to prqy in 
AI-Aqsa could access the compound. " This special pedestrian bridge would have connected the 
Palestinian areas east of the Old City with the religious compound, otherwise isolated in 
a three-dimensional "wrap" of Israeli sovereignty in all directions. The bridge, on which 
Palestinians would have received full sovereignty, was to have itself spanned a section of 
the Mount of Olives and the ancient Jewish cemetery there on which Israeli sovereignty 
would be internationally recognized. The Palestinians, long suspicious of Israel's presence 
under their mosques, wary of Israel's presence in the airspace over them and unreceptive 
to the idea of their capital woven together with bridges, flatly rejected the plan. Arafat, 
somewhat bemused, asked Clinton whether he would have accepted "a foreign sovereignty 
under the paving of Washington DC". Saeb Erekat, a Palestinian minister and chief negotiator 
in Camp David dryly summed up Palestinian demands that "Haram a!-Sharif . . .  must be 
handed over to the Palestinians - over, under and to the sides, geographica!fy and topographica!fy. " 
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Israeli Defence Force outpost at the &tfoh Salient, circa 1969. Image courte{J of IP 

2. 

Fortifications: 
The Architecture of Ariel Sharon 

Although the 1949 cease-fire lines became the internationally recognized political 
borders of Israel, they were seen by many in the Israeli military as indefensible.1 
Since neither Israel nor the Arab states which signed the 1949 cease-fire agreements 
believed that the new lines would mark a permanent international border and 
since both had territorial ambitions and military plans beyond them, these clines 
never hardened into physically fortified borders of substance; in some places they 
were marked by a shallow ditch, in others by a flimsy fence. After the 1967 war, 
the new cease-fire lines - marked by the Suez Canal, the Jordan River and the 
Syrian Golan Heights - were perceived as a completion of sorts: the creation of a 
territorial form that resonated with the phantasmagorical Zionist dream of the 
'complete land of Israel'.2 These new boundaries were also thought to form the 
strategic enclosure that would buttress the defence of the state. Yet the Occupied 
Territories, twice the size of pre-war Israel, grew large in the national imagination. 
A creeping agoraphobia led to frenzied and varied attempts at studying and 
domesticating these territories from within and efforts to fortify their edges 
against counter-attack from the outside. The debates around these issues within 
the Israeli military and government were the first to define the terms, form and 
the practices of the occupation thereafter. This chapter will follow the debate 
around the construction (1967-73) and fall (1973) of Israel's fortification along 
the Suez Canal. Following military debates and battle analysis, it attempts to trace 
a process of 'civ,ilianization' whereby ideas and organizational systems were trans
ferred from a military to a civilian domain, resulting, in the late 1970s, in the 
translation of a military occupation into a civilian one. 

Shordy after the 1967 war, two Israeli generals of the Labor movement 
started engaging in attempts to fortify different fronts of the 1967 Occupied 
Territories. The systems conceived by Yigal Allon (Minister of Agriculture and 
Director of the government Settlements Committee) and Chief of Staff Chaim 
Bar Lev; were products of a similar territorial doctrine - one that sought to 
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establish a line of defence along the outermost edge of the territories. The Allon 
plan, the first draft of which was to the government a few weeks after 
the end of the war, advocated the redrawing of state borders along the main 
topographical feature of the the Great Rift Valley, the deep tectonic crack 
that formed the eastern edge of the territories occupied by Israel. Allon proposed 
to annex a strip following the length of the rift, which extended from the Golan 

in the north, through the Jordan Valley down to the southernmost tip 
of the Sinai Peninsula at the Egyptian coastal town of Sharm el-Sheikh. This strip 
would generate, according to Allon, 'ma.ximum security and maximum for 
Israel \vith a minimum number of Arabs'.3 The fact that this strip was sparsely 
populated was due to the fact that the war, wanting to secure its new 
bol:de:rlilltes, the Israeli military evacuated and destroyed the Palestinian of 
the Jordan Valley (except the of Jericho), the Syrian t�wns and of 
the Golan Heights and all Egyptian citizens but the Bedouin in the Sinai. On 
this generally arid and now sparsely populated strip, remote from Israeli population 
centres, Allon proposed to establish a of agricultural Kibbutz and Moshav 
settletne11ts, as well as several paramilitary outposts of the NAHAL the 
settlements arm of the Israeli Defence Force (IDF) .4 Although never u�J.lu<u.tv 

endorsed the government, the Allon plan was gradually put into effect during 
the first decade of the Israeli occupation under Labor administrations. The 
settlements in the Jordan Valley in the far eastern edge of the West Bank were 
to fortify this border along the Jordan River. Their establishment was ..,,.,.�,.;",....� 

as the of Labor Zionism and the revival of its agricultural fJll>nt:ciJtng 
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Construction of the Bar Lev Une, circa 1971. Film stills, unit. courtesy of IP 

spirit. Agriculture in this arid landscape, sustained by over-extraction of water 
from the mountain was seen, according to the common Zionist slogan, 
as an attempt to 'make the desert bloom'.5 The Valley was conceived as 
a hybrid military/ civilian defensive zone, split by four parallel roads that strung 
together military bases and agricultural settlements. In the event of an armoured 
invasion from the east, the valley's cultivated fields would be flooded, and the 
settlements hardened into fortified positions that would allow the military to 
organize and channel forces into designated zones of Israeli fue. More
over, the inhabitation of the area by a civilian population, rather than military 
bases, was to demonstrate, according to }Jlon, Israel's resolve to annex 
this frontier zone. 

The Bar Lev Line was the military counterpart of the Allon plan, attempting 
to achieve with military strongholds what the }ilion plan sought tO achieve with 
a combination of civilian and military ones. Fearing international pressure and a 
possible replay of the 1 956 Suez Crisis, when the US administration forced Israel 

well as France and Britain) to retreat from the areas had occupied in 
Minister of Defence Moshe Dayan did not want the IDF to reach the 

Suez Canal at all during the 1 967 war. The IDF gained the canal regardless during 
the third day of the war, out of its ow-n tactical inertia. after the 
war, Dayan advocated a retreat from the canal. 
however, Dayan's chief Prime Nlinister Levy 
Meir, wanted to keep the canal under Israeli control, and close it to all shipping, 

a peace treaty on 
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Ariel Sharon, Chief of Southern Command (last in line, on lift); Chaim Bar Lev, Chief of 
(centre, on and David Ben-Gurion, on the Bar Lev Line, Suez Cana4 1971 

Israel's terms. Dayan, on the other did not want an agreement at all, and 
thought that a tactical retreat from the canal would allow Israel to permanently 
hold onto the rest of the Sinai Peninsula. Bar Lev was asked to provide a technical 
solution for the Canal against Egyptian attack. He set up a team, headed 
by his loyal divisional commander, Avraham Adan, to design the system of forti
fications. Adan approached the design with the enthusiasm of a young architect 
on his first commission, researching historical examples and building scale models. 
His main influence, he later claimed in his autobiography, was the architecture 
of the fortifications of Kibbutz Nirim in the Negev desert, one of the settlements 
that had become the focus of a Zionist myth after it had successfully resisted 
the Egyptian army in the war of 1 948.6 Adan took a month to design the forti
fication system, after which construction work immediately 

However, the Bar Lev Line was not so much a product of construction 
as the result of incremental evolution a series of 'solutions' based upon 
Adan's system to protect military forces under constant artillery fire. During 
the intense skirmishes of 1 968-71, later kno"IV-n as the 'War of Attrition', the Line 
gra.au::ruy became an immense infrastructural undertaking. Huge quantities of sand 
were shifted across the desert and piled along the eastern bank of the canal to 
form an artificial landscape 20 metres high, with a 45-degree incline on the side 
facing the Canal, and 200 kilometres long. Thirty-five Ma'ozim (strongholds), 
named after the fortification system in Adan's Kibbutz, each designed for twenty
five to soldiers, were situated on the sand dyke at 1 0-kilometre intervals, 
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overlooking the Egyptian line a mere 200 metres away. The strongholds had deep 
underground bunkers, fortified by crushed rocks in nets and a system 
made from steel lifted from the Cairo-El-Arish railway and other abandoned 
Egyptian agricultural equipment, and were surrounded by minefields. The entire 
length of the line contained emplacements for tanks, artillery mortars 
and machine guns. Unlike other systems of fortifications that used concrete and 
so could always be destroyed with enough explosive, the sand ramparts of the 
Bar Lev Line were designed to absorb and dissipate the impact of bombardment. 
The fortification thus seemed complete, and the Israeli government consequenrly 
did not feel it had to rush to the negotiating table. Since the balance of power 
was apparently tilted in Israel's favour, it was thought that would 
not risk attacking. This assessment was known in the Israeli security circles as 
'the concept'. 

Meanwhile, in 1 971, on the otl1er side of the Suez Canal, Egyptian President 
)\nwar Sadat appointed Lieutenant-General Sa'ad El Shazly as Chief of the 
Egyptian Military Staff Shazly's task was to mastermind the storming of the Bar 
Lev Line. In his book, The qf the Cana/,7 Shazly illustrated the Bar-Lev 
Line with the pride of a person describing an obstacle successfully breached: 
'the Suez canal was unique. in the difficulties its construction presented 
to an amphibious assault force. Unique in its scale of defences the enemy had 
erected on top of those natural obstacles [ . . .  ] To all that saw it, the Suez 
Canal seemed an impassable barrier . . .' The first and most difficult obstacle 
was the water in the canal, 'the second obstacle was a sand dune built 
by the enemy the length of the eastern bank. For six years, Israeli bulldozers 
had laboriously piled the sand ever - their most sustained effort coming, 
naturally, at crossing points . . .  Above this formidable barrier rose the third 
obstacle: the 35 forts of the Bar Lev line . . .  Hidden from our view, the enemy 
could manoeuvre its armour to reinforce any sudden weak point . .  .'8 

Shazly contended that one of the aims of the earth rampart of 
the Bar Lev Line was to deny the armies a 1riew of Israeli positions in 
the Sinai, while simultaneously creating the artificial topographical conditions that 
would allow Israelis to observe Egyptian territory. The rare advantage gained by 
Soviet anti-aircraft missile technology over Western fighter jets in the early 1970s, 
led to aerial photography missions becoming precarious, and had the effect of 
flattening the battlefield into a horizontal, two-dimensional surface in which the 
ground, eye-level perspective was reinvested with strategic significance. From the 
r<,o-vTlr1an army's point of vi�w, the Bar Lev Line was a visual barrier. The dyke 
created an immediate limit to their observational field, making a 'blind zone' that 
denied them the view of their occupied territories. 

From the moment that construction started on the Bar Lev barely three 
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months after the 1967 war, Ariel Sharon, then director of military training, began 
challenging the strategy of defence it embodied. This initiated the first major 
debate within the Israeli General Staff concerning Israel's concept of defence. 
It was seen as a crucial issue over which Sharon, together with a handful of other 
officers - Israel Tal, Rafael Eitan and Matitiyahu Peled - were to clash repeatedly 
with the rest of the General Staff. The argument was polarized in increasingly 
geometrical terms, until the defence proposals became fully embodied within two 
spatial models, both derived from existing military vocabulary: linear fortification 
and a dynamic defence nested in a network of strongpoints in depth.9 Sharon 
publicly accused his superiors of ignorance and stupidity, blaming them for the 
mounting war casualties along the construction site of the Line, and demanded 
that the static defence embodied in what he called 'the Israeli Maginot Line' be 
abandoned and replaced with a flexible system of 'defence in depth' comprising 
independent strongpoints located on hilltops in an area stretching Jar back from 
the frontline, in a way that would allow military units to travel between these 
strongpoints, and, in case of invasion, attack the enemy's flank and surround it. 

This debate, and Sharon's role in it, corroborated in later accounts of the 
1 973 war, was to become one of the most controversial chapters in Israeli military 
history, so much so that the IDF has not yet published an official account of 
the war - partly because Sharon mobilized all his political weight to suppress it. 
Among the other reasons for the ambiguous and incomplete historical record is 
that most of the war's leading protagonists, Israeli and Egyptian, who physically 
and politically survived it, continued in political life. Their military autobiograpiues, 
as well as other oral and written accounts, contain widely differing interpretations 
of events that were mobilized in support for or in resistance to the dramatic 
political transformations of the post-1973 war period. During these processes 
the military achievements of the various generals as well as the performance of 
different units acquired immense political significance, with the constantly changing 
historiographies of the 1973 war tied to the political fates and fortunes of its 
main players. In the Israeli popular imagination, the linear,\�tatic, Bar Lev Line 
embodied the failing Labor Party, whereas the dynamic, flexible network 
promoted by Sharon, and especially the concept of 'depth' on which it relied, 
was later associated with a rejuvenated Israeli right and with the opening of 
Israel's state frontiers. Accounts that foregrounded Sharon's role in the war were 
generally associated with political attacks on the Labour government. After 1 973, 
the decline of the Labour administration and the rise to power four years later 
of the right-wing Likud retrospectively gave more prominence to Sharon's military 
role in 1 973, projecting him as a national hero. The US military has itself 
contributed to the creation of the myth of Sharon as a 'military genius', finding 
in him a model of command according to which they could inspire military 
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transformation after the failures of their armies in Vietnam. Ariel Sharon's rapid, 
albeit not untypical, transformation from a popular military general to minister 
in charge of settlement activity in the first Likud government of 1 977 allowed 
him to translate military doctrine and the principles of a dynamic battlefield into 
planning practices of civilian settlements and the creation of political 'facts on 
the ground'. 

Transgres sive unit 

Throughout his military career, Sharon has become the personification of the 
Israeli 'myth of the frontier'/0 which celebrated the transgression of lines and 
borders of all kinds. Like its American predecessor, the Israeli frontier was under
stood as a mythical space that shaped the character and institutions of the nation. 
It was also a laboratory for the emergence of and experimentation with new 
spatial strategies and territorial forms. According to the Israeli sociologist Adriana 
Kemp, between 1 948 and 1967 the Israeli state created a series of 'rhetorical and 
institutional mechanisms' that presented the frontier region as the symbolic centre 
of the nation, 'a laboratory for the creation of a "new Jew" 'Y 

The establishment of Special Commando Unit 101 for the purpose of frontier 
raids, under the command of Ariel Sharon, became central to the blurring of 
state borders and for the distinction it created between the idea of what constituted 
'inside' and 'outside' the political state. Throughout its several-month independent 
lifespan in the second half of 1953, the unit transgressed, breached and distorted 
borders of different kinds: geopolitical - its operations crossed the borders of 
the state; hierarchical - its members did not fully obey orders and operational 
outlines and often acted on their own initiatives; disciplinary- they wore no uniforms, 
and expressed an arrogant intolerance, encouraged by and embodied in Sharon 
himself, of all formalities perceived as urbane and outmoded 'military procedures 
and bureaucracy'; and legal - the nature of their operations and their flagrant 
disregard for civilian life broke both the law of the Israeli state as well as international 
law. Although Unit 101's activities mostly constituted the slaughter of unarmed 
Palestinian civilians in villages and refugee camps, and its most infamous 
'attack' was the killing of 60 unprotected civilians in the West Bank village of 
Qibia, it quickly cultivated a mythic status that greatly appealed to the im�o-ination 
of Israeli youth. According to Moshe Dayan, who acted as a mentor to both the 
unit and Sharon personally, Unit 101 was 'a workshop for the creation of a new 
generation of [Hebrew] warriors'. Dayan also believed that it served a national 
purpose beyond the narrow military one. By turning the frontier into a mythical 
space and 'border transgression . . .  into a symbolic practice and a spatial ritual', 
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it signified the fact that the borders of the Israeli state were liquid and permeable, 
presenting its territoriality as a still incomplete projectY 

Unit 101 also short-circuited hierarchies V'.,j_thin the IDF and between it and 
the political system, connecting Sharon, then still in his twenties, in a close strategic 
triangle -with Dayan and Prime ::Mlnister David Ben-Gurion. Although this triumvi
rate made many of the decisions during 1 953, Dayan and Sharon often 
conspired together to mislead the 'old man', while Sharon himself became accus
tomed to misleading Dayan as to the real extent of Unit 101's operations. But 
these lies were in fact a central facet of the triumvirate's relationship. Sharon was 
selected for his post because, from the outset, he never asked for written orders, 
thereby giving Dayan and Ben-Gurion the option to deny responsibility for or 
Knnw•r--c•cr,.. of operations whenever chose. The command style of the two 
men was oblique, implicit; they were accustomed to gi'�g orders in a tartgentlal 
manner: 'would it not be good if (this or that] had taken place . . .  '13 
orders were always oral and ambiguous: Shlomo Gazit, one of his 
observed of his commander that 'he doesn't know how to write'.14 This te11de:nc:y 
for the need to interpret Dayan's rather than follow his orders gr:adtlally 
became common knowledge in the military to the degree that it could help 
how Israeli soldiers got to the canal Dayan's orders. During the 1 967 war, 

ordered forces to stop short of reaching the Suez Canal, his subordinate 
officers were wondering 'what does he mean when he says "stop"? ' According 
to Sharon's biographer, Uzi Benziman, his career Sharon was contin
uously promoted by Dayan because he understood the logic and potential in Dayan's 
ambiguity and because he was -willing to perform 'every bad thing that Israel needed 
to catty out but didn't want to be associated -with there were no orders 
only a -wink . . .  and Sharon would carry out the job'.15 Dayan, however, never 
stopped Sharon as a political rival. At the end of DeceJnber 1953, upon 
Dayan chief of staff, he adopted 101 as the model for the transformation 
of the rest of the IDF, merging the unit with the paratroopers, and placing Sharon 
in charge of both. In the follo-wing twenty years, until the 1 973 w�" the ID F was 
central to the formation of Israeli identity. Most Israelis accordingly saw 'patriotism' 
in military terms. Sharon had a central role in this process. 

The military matrix 

Sharon's view of the static linear fortification of the Bar Lev Line after the 1 967 
war was typically forthright. As he later wrote: 'from the beginning I felt that 
such a line of fortifications would be a disastrous error . . .  we would be committing 
ourselves to static defence. We would be making fi.':::ed targets of ourselves . . .  
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our and movements would be under constant surveillance. Our proce
dures would become common knowledge. Our patrols and supply convoys would 
be vulnerable to ambushes, mining, and The IDF, Sharon claimed, 
'cannot win a defensive battle on an outer [canal] line . .  .' He proposed instead 
that it should a defensive battle the way it should be fought - not on a 
forward line but in depth . . .'16 Sharon's alternative military strategy had the 
advantage of providing weight to Dayan's sensitive argun1ent that the 
Suez Canal be abandoned; in developing it, Sharon was most likely encouraged 
by Dayan off the record - but officially, Dayan chose not to intervene. 

Militarily Sharon's system was a flexible adaptation of the traditional 
doctrine of defence in depth. It was based upon a series of strongpoints, 
which Sharon called Ta'ozim to differentiate them from Adan's Ma'ozim 
(strongholds), spread out on a series of hilltops at important locations, 
overlooking the canal from a distance of about a dozen kilometres. Between 
these strongpoints, Sharon proposed to run unscheduled and unpredictable mobile 
patrols. The rationale behind this arrangement was to deny the Egyptian army 
an ob,,j_ous target, a layout against which they could plan their attack. Unlike 
Bar Lev; Sharon believed an attack on the Israeli defensive line on the Suez Canal 
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be vulnerable to ambushes, mining, and The IDF, Sharon claimed, 
'cannot win a defensive battle on an outer [canal] line . .  .' He proposed instead 
that it should a defensive battle the way it should be fought - not on a 
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Bar Lev; Sharon believed an attack on the Israeli defensive line on the Suez Canal 
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was unavoidable and inevitable; accordingly, he sought to disguise the IDF's 
defensive organization. 

Sharon's defensive plan aimed to maximize visual synergy, lines of fire and move
ment across the terrain. The isolated, semi-autonomous strongpoints were to be 
located so that each could be seen from those adjacent to it, and spaced apart at 
the distance of artillery fire so that they could cover each other. The strongholds 
were essentially command and logistic centres from where "'!hat Sharon called 
'armoured fists' - tank battalions - could be mobilized against the enemy's main 
effort in crossing the canal. Moreover, equipped with command, control and long
range surveillance facilities, underground bunkers, anti-aircraft positions and emplace
ments for tanks and artillery, each strongpointhad a semi-independent battle capacityP 
An expanding network of roads and signal stations was to weave the strongpoints 
together. Towards the rear, the emplacements gave way to military training bases, 
airfields, camps, depots, maintenance facilities and headquarters. 

\lVh.ile unable to convince the IDF General Staff of his plans for the Sinai, 
Sharon, in his role as director of training, dispersed the various training schools 
under his command throughout the depth of the West Bank. Moreover, Sharon 
saw military installations as a first stage in the domestication and naturalization of 
the vast Occupied Territories: the layout and infrastructure of the camps were to 
become the blueprint for their civilian colonization by settlements.18 Beyond that, 
it was an innovative geographical time/ space arrangement with the system of defence 
in depth requiring a different form of military organization.19 Linear fortifications 
rely on the ability of central command to control all areas of the extended linear 
battlefield equally; in contrast, defence in depth seeks the relative dispersal of military 
authority and the increased autonomy of each semi-independent battle unit.20 

Although nested in traditional military hierarchies, the system's diffusion of 
the command structure allows independent units to develop what the military 
calls 'flexible responsiveness', according to which local commanders can act 
independendy, on their own initiative, and in response to emergent necessities 
and opportunities without referring to central command. Diffusclsl command has 
been a standard component part of a military response to the chaotic nature of 
batdes in which chains of command and communication are often severed and 
the overall picture of battle is often blurred. Sharon's command style was well 
suited to such a situation. It was encapsulated in his oft-repeated statement 'tell 
me what to do but don't tell me how to do it'. Although this was indicative of 
the command style of the IDF, Sharon took it further, seeking to break as much 
as possible with standard command structures and organizational forms. Equally, 
he often avoided - or pretended to avoid - intervening in his subordinates' 
actions, providing them only with general guidelines and making them believe 
that they themselves had planned their own missions. 
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If the principle of linear defence is to prohibit (or inhibit) the enemy from 
gaining a foothold beyond it, when the line is breached at a single location - much 
like a leaking bucket of water - it is rendered useless. A network defence, on the 
other hand, is flexible. If one or more of its stongpoints are attacked and captured, 
the system can adapt itself by forming new connections across its depth. The 
category of 'depth' is thus not only spatial but conceptual, and is used to describe 
the level of synergy between various elements that compose a military system. The 
degree of a system's depth lies in its distributed capacity to reorganize connections, 
and the degree to which these connections can permit, regulate and respond to 
information flow from strongpoints positioned in other areas in the battlefield. 
The relation between the system's components is a relative figure defined by the 
speed and security of travel across its depth, between the different strongpoints.21 

\lVh.ile the rationale of the Bar Lev Line was to stop the Egyptians from 
disturbing the geopolitical status quo that the line delineated, Sharon's plan 
conversely encouraged an Egyptian attack; Israeli forces would then counterattack 
the moment the enemy's supply lines became overextended:22 'If the Egyptians 
did try, to cross [the canal], we could afford to let them get a mile or two inside 
the Sinai. Then we would be able to harass them and probe for their weak points 
at our convenience . . .  [after which] we would be in a position to launch the 
kind of free-flowing mobile attack we were really good at.'22 

Therefore, while the line is a military-geometrical instrument that seeks to separate 
two distinct hostile realms, the spatial-organizational model of the network creates 
a more diffused and dynamic geography. Following this logic, the system of defence 
in depth has the capacity to exchange space and time alternately. At the beginning 
of an attack it trades space for time - the attacker is allowed to gain space while 
the defender gains organizational time; later, it exchanges time for space as the 
trapping of the attacker within the web of the network enables the defender later 
to ·progress into and attack the latter's unprotected rear. 

The Israeli public was exposed to the classified disputes between Sharon, 
Bar LeV, and the other members of the General Staff that reached their peak 
in 1 969. Sharon was leaking them to the press, which in turn used his 
anonymously delivered comments to portray the military and political elites as 
reactionary 'slow thinkers', a tactic that had particular impact on Bar Lev, whom 
the Israeli public loved to mock for his slow, ponderous manner of speaking. 
The disagreement was also presented as a conflict between the tank officers 
with their heavy-handed, technical way of thinking and the pioneering maverick 
frontiersman/ commando-soldier embodied by Sharon.24 

By the summer of 1 969, when Bar Lev realized he could no longer contain 
Sharon's ability to mobilize the media against the rest of the General Staff, he 
dismissed him from military service on a technicality: Sharon had forgotten to 
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sign routine documents for the renewal of his military contract. Bat Lev's action 

was supported by Prime ::\:finister Golda Meir who, remembering the days of 
Unit 101 and Sharon's rumoured threats to lock the entire Israeli government in 

a room and force it to order the start of the 1 967 war, saw Sharon as a liar and 

a 'threat to Israel's democracy ', a man 'capable of surrounding the Knesset with 

tanks'.25 In response, Sharon revoked his membership of the Labor which 

all officers over the rank of colonel were expected to hgld at the time. He 

scheduled a with Menachem then head of the right-wing oppo

sition, at Jerusalem's I<ing David Hotel, whose lobby was generally well frequented 

by journalists, ensuring that the was widely noted and The 

meeting was a political masterstroke. The Labor Patty was apprehensive of the 

possible in public opinion that Sharon could provoke before a general 

election scheduled for October 1 969. Party officials forced Bar Lev to reinstate 

Sharon landing him where Bar Lev needed him least and feared him most, on 

the banks of the Suez Canal as Chief of Southern Command. There, between 

1 969 and July 1 973, Sharon set about implementing his defensive 

network behind the Bar Lev Line, which was then almost complete. After the 

end of the War of Attrition in 1 970, Sharon started evacuating parts of the line, 

cutting the number of strongholds from thirty-five to twenty-two. 

The canal zone was enveloped in a frenzy of construction. Hundreds of 

trucks and bulldozers were assembled, and hundreds of thousands of cubic 

metres of crushed stone were again hauled into the desert. Mountain outposts 

were constructed and fortified, and a network of high-volume roads 

were to connect them. The western Sinai Desert was fashioned by 

Sharon into a future battlefield, and the desert seemed to Sharon to be perfect 

for it contained only installations, bases, roads and minefields, "rith 

no civilians to disturb the wargame. Sharon's sphere of operations was 

soon shifted elsewhere: shortly after entering into his new post received orders 

from Dayan to crush Palestinian resistance entrenched within the densely populated 

urban areas of Gaza, where IDF units were losing control. was the real 

reason Sharon was given the Southern Command: it was another of the dirty 

jobs no other officer wanted to - and at the time very probably could not -

undertake. 

The 'Hanssmanization' of Gaza 

Since his time with Unit 101, Sharon had grown to view the armed conflict ·with 

the Palestinians as an urban problem, and the rapid expansion of the refugee 

camps as something that Israeli occupation forces would later call the jihad of 

68 HOLLOW LAND 

Building'. The IDF sought to address this by physically transforming 

and redesigning the very 'habitat of terror' whose centre was in the 

camps.26 In the years to follow, regional and urban planning was to merge into 

a militarized against the Gaza-based resistance. 

After the 1 967 occupation of the West Bank and Gaza, Palestinian groups 

began to establish armed cells around a loose network of local command head

quarters. Without the thick jungles of the Fatah, PFLP (Popular Front 

for the Liberation of Palestine) and other armed groups that belonged to or 

splintered from the PLO, based their command within the dense, winding fabric 

of the refugee camps, which they themselves developed into an extra-territorial 

network of armed enclaves. From there engaged in military 

against the occupying as well as in terror attacks against Israeli civilians 

and against Palestinians suspected of collaboration. The grid of roads along 

which UN agencies laid out prefabricated sheds to house the 1 948 refugees grew 

into a chaotic .a.5J.;"u"""'oJ..a.uv.u of structures and ad hoc extensions, forming a 

no more than a metre or so wide. Although they 

the occupation forces could rarely enter the camps, 

make arrests, collect taxes or impose regulations. 
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The counter-insurgency campaign in Gaza started in July 1971 and lasted until 
resistance was suppressed in February the follm.v'".ing year. Sharon ordered extended 
curfews and a shoot-to-kill policy of suspected and established assas
sination squads who worked their way through lists of names. Sharon was trying 
to break the resistance by anyone involved in its organization. Over a 
thousand Palestinians were killed. The campaign also acquired a different dimension: 
that of undertaken by destruction. Writing the and most brutal chapter 
in the urban history of the Sharon ordered bulldozers to carve 'W-ide 
roads through the fabric of three of Gaza's camps -Jabalya, Rafah 
and Shari. The new routes divided these camps into smaller neighbourhoods, each 
of which could be accessed or isolated by infantry units. Sharon also ordered the 
clearing of all buildings and groves in an area he defined as a 'security perimeter' 
around the camps, isolating the built-up area from its surroundings and 
making it impossible for anyone to enter or leave the camps without being noticed. 
Other activities such as the paving of roads and the introduction of street lighting, 
were meant to enable the occupation forces to drive into the camps rapidly and 
without fear of land mines.Z7 Together, these actions caused the destruction or 
the damaging of about 6,000 homes in a seven-month period.28 It was not the 
first nor the last time that the single-mindedness of Sharon's military planning 
was transferred to the ground without mediation, adaptation or friction, giving 
the execution of his the functional clarity of a diagram. 

The urban destruction of the Gaza camps was complemented by proposals 
for two types of construction; both demonstrated Sharon's ability to mobilize 
planning as a tactical tool. The first was for Jewish settlements to be built along 
what he called 'the plan', which positioned settlements as deep wedges 
into Gaza in order to separate its towns and break the area into manageable 
sections. The southernmost 'finger' was to be built in the Rafah Salient, beyond 
the southern of the Gaza Strip on occupied Egyptian and was meant 
to sever Gaza from the arms-smuggling routes in the Sinai Desert. The other 
project that Sharon enthusiastically promoted was considere,d more 'experimental' 
and involved the construction of new neighbourhoods for the refugees. It was 
designed to bring about the undoing of the refugee camps altogether, and so 
remove the reasons for dissent that Israel believed was bred there through the 
immizeration of their Palestinian populations. When, in 1 972, Palestinian 
resistance appeared to have been suppressed, Dayan, to home-grown 
and international outrage at Sharon's excessive military measures, transferred 
responsibility of the Gaza Strip from Southern to Central Command, taking it out 
of Sharon's hands. Sharon had done his job and now Dayan wanted to dissociate 
him from it. In the summer of 1 973 Sharon finally resigned from rhe -'"•---· 

when he realized he had no chance of being awarded the top job. 
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military mgineers in the Bar Lev Line and moving across it, October 1913 

Breaking the Line 

In 1973 the Bar Lev Line looked so fum that it seemed to Dayan's boast, 

probably for propaganda purposes, that it 'would take the �Aunerican and Soviet 

corps to break through [it]'.29 The Egyptian dally Al-_Ahram 

claimed, some thirty years after the war, that some So-..riet experts, them

selves \\ranting to make a point, had in 1 973 that nothing less than a 

tactical nuclear explosion would breach it. But, on 6 October 1 973, on the Jewish 

holiday of Yom Kippur, in a surprise Syrian-Egyptian t\vo-front attack, it took 

only a few hours to break through Israeli fortifications conventional military 

strategy. General Shazly recounted the clockwork that led to the 

breaching of Israeli lines on the Egyptian front: 

At precisely 1400 hours 200 of our aircraft skimmed low over the canal, their 

shadows across enemy lines as they headed into the Sinai . . .  their 

overflight was the signal our had been waiting for . . .  The 4,000 men of 

the first assault group poured over [the Egyptian] ramparts and slithered in discipline:d 

lines down to the water's edge . . .  a few minutes after 1420 hours, as the canisters 

began to belch clouds of smoke, our flrst assault wave was ,..----·, 

furiously across the canal.30 
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The breached Bar Lev Line, circa 1974. Film stills, IDF film unit (Images courte.ry of IP) 

Because the attack started with an artillery barrage, the 450 Israeli soldiers 

manning the strongholds on the canal at the time of the attack were forced to 

dive into bunkers beneath the surface of the artificial landscape, thereby losing 

eye-contact with the Egyptian soldiers who were scaling the ramparts. By the 

time the bombardment stopped and the Israelis were able to resume their battle 

positions, the line had already been stormed and its strongholds encircled. The 

ramparts of sand, which had withstood two years of Egyptian artillery fire during 

the War of Attrition, succumbed to water. Using the Suez Canal, special units 

of the Egyptian engineering corps used high-pressure water cannons to dissolve 

the hardened packed sand and open more than seventy breaches within the 

artificial landscape.31 The water cannons were similar to those that, throughout 

the late 1 960s, had helped clear the banks of the upper Nile in preparation for 

the Aswan Dam whose construction was inaugurated in 1 970; indeed, the idea 

for breaching the Bar Lev Line came from an Egyptian engine�t, employed on 

the Aswan Dam project.32 

Once the Bar Lev Line had been breached, two Egyptian armies, about 100,000 

soldiers, were transported over pontoon bridges and through the breaches in the 

earth dyke and onto the eastern, Asian, previously Israeli-controlled bank.33 They 

advanced through the ravaged landscape a few kilometres into the Sinai. Then, 

wary of the fortified depth of Israeli defences and at the limit of their anti

aircraft umbrella, they halted and dug themselves in, facing east.34 

The dawning of 8 October 1 973, two days after the Egyptian army had 

breached the Israeli line, heralded the most bitter military defeat in IDF history, 

when, in a counter-offensive, waves of bewildered Israeli tank units broke against 
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an entrenched Egyptian army equipped with the previously little-known Sager 

anti-tank missiles. The Israeli counter-attack was-- defeated, and with it Israeli mili

tary and civilian moral. The perception that the breaching of the Bar Lev Line 

was akin to breaching the city walls and storming the homeland was more imaginary 

than real, considering the himdreds of kilometres Egyptian troops would have 

had to cross before reaching any Israeli settlement. But this sensation was never

theless evoked in Dayan's famous hysterical statement that the 'Third Temple 

was falling'. The trauma of the breached line, resonant with a sense of divine 

punishment, began a shift in national consciousness that helped liberate Israeli 

religious and messianic sentiment and in four years was to force Labor out of 

government. 

In Israel the political significance of the 1 973 war was amplified by the fact 

that it had started only weeks before the general elections scheduled for 31 

October 1 973, and a few months after both Sharon and Bar Lev had retired 

from military service. Both were busy campaigning for opposing political parties 

but when war broke out they were both called back to service. Since all senior 

positions were manned, each had to accept a single step down the command 

ladder. Sharon received command of the 143 armoured division Oater known as 

the Likud Division) and Bar Lev the overall command of the entire southern 

front. As the war unfolded over the following weeks, old rivalries resurfaced 

when the glory-hungry generals used the military campaign as an extension of 

their electoral one. Sharon realized that whoever first crossed the canal to its 

African side would be crowned the war's hero. Bar Lev and the other generals 

associated with Labor understood that if Sharon was allowed to achieve personal 

success he would 'turn into a major political headache' after the war. Sharon 

himself undoubtedly turned the war to personal political advantage. He used 

open radio communications so that many of his division's soldiers could hear 

him; and he continued to leak secret military information to his large embedded 

entourage of admiring reporters.35 The battles of 1 973 demonstrated that war 

could be more than simply the continuation of politics by other means; it could 

itself become electoral politics, conducted within the resonating chamber of 

mediatized military manoeuvre. It also established different military officers as 

independent political players. 

In his relentless drive towards the canal, Sharon allowed himself a large measure 

of autonomy, ignoring the desperate restrairling orders of Bar Lev, again his 

direct military superior. The latter complained to Chief of Staff David Elazar 

that Sharon was 'out of control', and was disrupting the entire command hierarchy 

at the front: 'I have a divisional commander here who is a politician . . . who 
wants to [get the political credit for] crossing the canal.' Elazar asked Dayan for 
his opinion on dismissing Sharon. Dayan agreed that 'Arik can only think "how 
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The breached Bar Lev Line, circa 1974. Film stills, IDF film unit (Images courte.ry of IP) 
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'W':ill this war make [him] look, what can [he] from all this" . . . He is 
to do a Rommel-type breakthrough - if it works, good; if not, the People of Israel 
lose 200 tanks . . .'36 Fearful of the impact on army morale that Sharon's removal 
might have, decided for the meantime to leave him in command of his division. 

Sharon was indeed deliberately out of control and out of communication. 

At times he switched off his radio altogether. \'\Then he was available on the 
radio, it was hard to talk to him because of his wilful misund<;Fstanding of orders; 
at other times, he was heard snoring into the Sharon's attitude to 
military communications both concealed and his scramble to achieve 
those ends that he deemed politically important. 

The following is a of one of the rare occasions when contact was 
made successfully with Sharon. On the night of 1 7  October Sharon was called 
to the radio to take orders from Southern Command. The communications officer 
tried to remind Sharon of a plan for which he had received orders the previous 
day. Because it was a non-encoded radio connection, the officer dropped hints 
- which Sharon resolutely refused to take: 

Southern Command: A second thing, you were asked to carry out a manoeuvre in 
the manner of do you understand what this is? 

Sharon: No . . .  

Sharon: I don't understand what he J.Bar LevJ wants . . .  

SC: You remember a wooden structure, a line of soldiers? 

Sharon: Listen, I can't remember . . .  yesterday I was woken up at 23:00 to be 

asked if I could remember Anthony Quinn in a movie - I couldn't remember. 

What can I say . . .  If there are ideas, tell me in the morning, now I cannot [do 

anythingJ .37 

Three days earlier, on 14 October, during the second week of the war the Egyptian 
army, holding a narrow a few kilometres east of canal, tried to 
progress deeper into the The four Egyptian brigades that entered IDF 

defences in depth were The Egyptian military had to transfer 
more forces to hold the eastern side of the canal. Because of the new numerical 
balance, Sharon finally got to prepare for a counter-attack and cross to 
the western side of the canal. This was to be done according to 'Stout Heart', 
which Sharon had conceived, planned and prepared during his tenure as Chief of 
Southern Command. In the last of the v,rar he led the attack through an 
un1ororected gap in Egyptian lines, separated the second Egyptian from the 
third, reached the canal, broke through the Bar Lev Line and constructed two bridges 
across the water into a small enclave on the western bank of the canal that the IDF 
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dubbed 'Africa'. Over these bridgeheads rolled most of the IDF armour, led by 

Adan and his deputy Dov Tamari, smashing into the rear of the third I-<.O'<mt1<>n 
army; it was now within striking distance of It was a perfect demonstration 

of what British war theoretician Basil Liddell Hart called the 'indirect approach'.40 
According to this doctrine, to defeat an army it is enough to direct an attack 
against its weak points and unprotected rear, its organizational logic 
off balance. The Israeli counter-crossing of the canal had created a bizarre 
stalemate, with the two armies exchanging sides and continents - across the 
canal. Such was the power (or lack thereof) of linear defence that it was crossed 
twice in both directions during a war that lasted less than three weeks. 

On the international stage it was clear, however, that victory was Egypt's and 
Sadat's. Although much of their military was surrounded, the Egyptians held on 
to their territorial \'\Then the war ended, the k:notted�together positions of 

the two armies necessitated direct negotiations, which Sadat used to lead to the 
diplomatic process that would win him back the entire Sinai peninsula. 

In Israel the military blow handed out by previously little-respected Arab 
armies was seen as proof of the fact that the elites and ruling Labor 
Party were out of touch. As gloom descended, Sharon's popularity 
increased: he was as the only rebel the government and its 
crony generals. After the fighting, banners were hung on his division's vehicles, 
carrying the slogans that would later feature in so many political campaigns and 
carry the right-wing coalition to power in 1 977 'Arik King of Israel!' A photo
graph of Sharon a military jeep with a bloodstained bandage around his 
forehead, his hair blowing in the wind, featured on the posters of his party
political campaign. In contrast to the ageing Meir and Dayan, he seemed to offer 
a youthful, energetic and anti-institutional alternative to Labor. 

The debate surrounding Sharon's conduct during the 1 973 war is still ongoing 
today. The significance of his military undertakings were by all those 
who had a political stake in showing up Labor's incompetence. They pitched 
him as a military an unparalleled tactician who had 'saved the nation'. 
Sharon indeed demonstrated he could successfully imprmrise amid scenes of 
chaos. However, what the war best demonstrated was Sharon's understanding of 
conflict as a means of communication; throughout the war, his decisions were 
governed by his desire that his actions resonate media with an anxious 

public consciousness. It was primarily Sharon's the criticism he levelled 
at his superiors and his access to the media that made him the focus of atrenrion.41 
His appeal stemmed from the ,popular perception that he was an undisciplined 
rebel, a radical, a violent transgressor. Sometimes he was seen as a 'hippie', a 
Kurtz-type lone-rider and the only alternative to a tired and failing political system. 

* * * 
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Reinforcing the na:rrative that placed Sharon at the centre of a new military para
digm was TRADOC, the US military Training and Doctrine Command, which 
was established a few months before the 1 973 war. TRADOC started its activ-ities 
with a comprehensive study of this conflict, the performance of 
different Western and Soviet weapons systems; it also studied IDF organizational 
and command structures, especially Sharon's 'generalship'. his military 
career backwards, TRADOC researchers examined Sharon's in previous 
battles, retelling their histories in a way that demonstrated their doctrinal aims, 
which engaged then with a 'system' approach to warfare and early engagement 
·with network theories.42 In particular, US military researchers examined Sharon's 
command of an IDF divisional raid on the main Egyptian line in the northern 
Sinai at Abu-Ageila, on the first night of the 1 967 war. This raid, the 
researchers, was unique by the standards of the time. It was conducted as a simul
taneous attack by a of small forces, each attacking a different unit in 
the synergetic Egyptian defence system - so that, instead of and 
supporting each other, as were designed to, each of the units was 
fighting for its own life. This battle exemplified for TRA.DOC the very approach 
it sought to promote. It was via the TR.ADOC researchers that this otherwise 
played down in the Israeli historiography of the 1 967 war- a story more concerned 
with emotional images of weeping soldiers at the Wailing Wall, of armoured 
columns storming through the desert landscape and of casualties and 
abandoned military equipment - later became a central component of military 
education in the United States and the IDF.43 

For the US military, the battlefields of the 1 973 war, one of the last ·sylll!lo.etnc:3.1 
conflicts' pitching fully mobilized state militaries against each other, prov-ided a 
laboratory for a possible ground war with the Warsaw Pact, and had 
profound effects on NATO's geography. The military doctrine of 
'active defence,' based upon a study of the war, was introduced in the 1 976 
edition of the US military field manual. Although this doctrine has since become 
extremely controversial, and was replaced, it emphasized the corl.;ept of 
introducing it into the military discourse of the late 1 970s and 1 980s.44 The . 
doctrine of 'active defence' translated the paradigm of US military operations 
into a territorial model that led to the construction of an expanded network of 
American military bases 'Wi.t:hin battlefields in West Germany.45 

The IDF's crossing of the Suez Canal also triggered a series of global reactions. 
On 16 October 1 973, incidentally the Israeli forces established a foothold 
on the western (.African) bank of the Canal, the Arab states announced a blanket 
70 per cent increase in oil prices and a monthly 5 per cent reduction 
in output, which would continue until Israel withdrew completely from the Occu
pied Territories and 'restored the legal rights of the Palestinians'. On 23 December, 
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OPEC members decided to double the already inflated oil prices - in fact, the 
of a barrel of oil quadrupled from before the war to $10 at the 

beginning of 1 974. The world was into recession and an inflationary 
spiral that lasted a decade. It precipitated a shift in the global economy from the 
socio-political unity that the Keynesian, state-centric model sought to 
create and maintain towards the network economies of neo-liberalism. Indeed, 
the 1 973 war coincided v,-:ith major transformations worldwide - industrial produc
tion retreated in favour of an ' illlllo.aterial' service sectors that gradually shifted 
its from analogue to digital and one increasingly interested 
in flexible and dynamic networks. 

In the JYfiddle East, an arms race in conventional weapons ensued, partially 
sut>Po•rte<l by the increased oil revenues of the Arab states.� Total Israeli spending 
on security itself grew to a monstrous 23 per cent of the state's GDP, almost 
30 per cent of the state budget, which in the years 1974-85 led to a massive 
economic crisis that further increased Israel's reliance on financial and political 
aid from the United StatesY 

Political fragmentation 

The debate between the two different doctrines of territorial organization 
linear fortifications and a network of strongholds laid out throughout their 

depth recalls comparisons suggested by Antonio Gramsci between the 'war of 
and 'war of manoeuvre', with similar political patterns.48 For Gramsci, 

the shift from the former to the latter implies an erosion in political hegemony. 
He noted (allegorically perhaps) that since linear defence 'demands enormous 
sacrifices by an infinite mass of people . . .  an unprecedented concentration of 
hegemony is necessary, and hence a more "interventionist" government . . .  [that 

·will] permanently the "impossibility" of internal disintegration - with 
control of every kind, political, administrative, etc'.49 The political 'war of ' 
manoeuvre', by contrast, exists according to Gramsd as a multiplicity of non
centralized and loosely coordinated actions that compete with the 
power of the state. 

In local terms, the breaking of the Bar Lev Line seemed to have turned the 
former model into the latter. The war and the breaching of the line fragmented 
more than geography. It dislocated the cohesive structures that seemed 
to have held Israeli society togetb;er, and set in motion a process of social 
and political that shattered the unity and of the state. Indeed, 
in the post-1 973 period, processes of fragmentation took place in the social, 
economic, political and geographic arenas. The political of the Labor 
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movement started to cede power to a variety of micro-political, non-governmental, 
extra-parliamentary organizations and pressure groups that began to comprise a 
larger, more complex and multipolar political landscape. These organizations chal
lenged the state centralized power structure, a structure best described by the 
term 'Statism' in Hebrew Mamlahtfyut, literally 'kingdomhood'. 

Throughout the autumn and winter of 1 973-74, the LabOl;,government was 
confronted a nationwide wave of demonstrations, which ended up bringing 
down the Meir-Dayan government. The were the first public expressions 
of dissent in Israel concerning issues of Other movements were already 
err1er,gJ.r.tg before the war-5° - for example the Israeli 'Black Panthers', a protest 
movement of Mizrahi Jews that came to public attention in Jerusalem in 1 97151 

(and of whom Golda Meir famously remarked that they were 'not nice'). The 
difference was that the postwar protesters were coming from the affluent 
of Israeli society and from soldiers returning from battle. That the political dissent 
was closely associated with the breaching of the Bar Lev Line is evidenced by 
the fact that Moti Ashkenazi, who established one of the protest movements 
and soon became its symbol, was a reserve officer who, during the war, commanded 
the only stronghold on the Bar Lev Line stronghold Budapest - which did not 
fall to the Egyptians. Whether were promoting left- or right-w"ing "1'\'"ucm�, 
expansionist or partitionist politics, the protesters did so with the attitude and 
some of the style of the US anti-Vietnam War movement, which pruradoXJ:cally 
found in Sharon, again, the very of the anti-institutional rebe1.52 

In the following year in Cairo, Palestinian delegates at the 12th Palestinian 
National Council interpreted the wave of protest in Israel as heralding the possible 
beginning of civ"il war and Israel's imminent collapse. The passed a 
resolution stating that the PLO would form a Palestinian government in every 
area of Palestine that might be liberated. Although the political implications of 
this position were clearly articulated and officially adopted only in 1 988, the 1 974 

resolution was effectively the first time that the PLO accepted a twb;-state solution, 
even if this acceptance was seen only as a temporary stage in the liberation 
of Palestine.53 In fact, at the same the 1 973 oil crisis kick-started a process 
that gave birth to a multiplicity of 'sover�onty-free actors' worldwide. These were 
independent organizations as varied as protest and revolutionary movements, reli-
gious groups, humanitarian organizations, new businesses and groups who 
positioned themselves on the international stage, conducting diplo-
macy' and in actions previously reserved for states 

In Israel this process was best exemplified by the consolidation as an extra-
parliamentary of a powerful new brand of Zionism, 
one that knitted disparate and contradictory threads already existing 
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within Zionism - and militarism, religion, nationalism and messianism. 
The core of the religious-messianic right-wingCush Emunim (Block of Faithful), 
which was founded to promote the Jewish settlement of the 1 967 occupied 
territories, was formed by demobilized soldiers and officers who had served 
together during the 1973 war. Its ideas were consolidated by soldiers stationed 
on the Suez Canal before the IDF completed its withdrawal from the area in 
March 1 974. For these activ"ists the 1 973 war was a part of a messianic process 
that started with the conquests of 1 967, and was a test for the nation of IsraeL 
They viewed any conflict as a war over Jerusalem, and thus a war against God, 
a point seemingly underscored by the timing of the Arab armies' attack on Yom 
Kippur. The Israeli ;;,�ctory to come, through their combined effort, would thus 
be the victory of the 'rule of God', a conquest of over darkness. For them, 
the moment of national regeneration - a revival that could only come through 
belief must emerge from below, from the themselves, because earthly 
governments failed them. Indeed, once the messianic process of settlement was 
under way, no withdrawal ordered by the government from any part of the holy 
land was to be countenanced. 

The emergence of Gush Emunim could also be seen as part of a general 
revival of political religion around the globe from Iran to the United States, 
loosely collected under the term 'fundamentalism'. Gush Emunim attempted to 
liberate some of the previously repressed messianic sentiments within Zionism, 
and to invert the social hierarchies and cultural values within Israeli society.55 In 

the organization sought to the secular, and therefore temporary, 
'state of Israel' ·with the transcendental power of the complete and permanent 
' land of Israel'.56 For the settlers of Gush Emunim, the frontiers of the West 
Bank and the Sinai were a zone liberated from the stifling 'statism' of government, 
the conceptual terrain for the formation of yet a new Israeliness, one that 

to combine some of the rough and rugged characteristics of frontier 
individuality, intolerance to the law and central government, with a devotional 
and pious way of life.57 

Demobilized soldiers from the 1 973 war also formed the basis of an organ
ization that in 1 978 evolved into Peace I" ow , which had an entirely opposite aim 
to that of Gush Emunim: to promote peace treaties v;�th Arab 
based on security arrangements and the formula of 'land for peace'. Within a 
weakened centralized state, these two non-governmental organizations were the 

protagonists in the reshaping of an extended political field. It was Gush 
HrnuJoirlrr, however, that best managed to government weaknesses and 
organizational chaos, and build for itself a small settlement empire within an 
expanding (mini) state empire. 
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The suburban matrix 

The febrile postwar political climate brought Likud's combination of right-wing 
foreign policy and hands-off economic policy to power under Menachem Begin 
in May 1 977. In this election Sharon did not run on the Likud ticket but at the 
head of a small party that he had formed called 'Shlomzion'. After gaining only 
two seats he joined his party with Likud. Sharon demanded th�.Defence Ministry, 
but was instead appointed Minister of Agriculture; he also took over the Ministerial 
Committee for Settlement. He made the latter position into an influential and 
powerful portfolio in an administration of politicians who, with the exception 
of Dayan - who had also crossed political lines and joined Likud - were 
accustomed to permanent roles in political opposition, lacking any experience in 
government. 

By the time Likud came to power, almost thirty settlements inhabited by some 
4,500 Israelis had already been established in the West Bank, mostly within the 
borders of the Allon plan, but also in Hebron and in Gush Etzion southwest 
of Jerusalem.58 Having publicly demonstrated the shortcomings of the Bar Lev 
Line, and having used the war to prove his point to the Israeli · public, Sharon 
now turned against the second of the Labor defence lines. Seeking to implement 
the lessons learned from the 1 973 Sinai campaign, Sharon claimed that: ' . . .  a 
thin line of settlements along the Jordan [i.e. the linear Allon plan] would not 
provide a viable defence unless the high terrain behind it was also fortified . . .  
the vital strategic issue was how to give depth to the coastal plain . . .  the answer 
was to build a [network] of urban, industrial settlements on the ridges overlooking 
the plain'.59 

Forty days after assuming ministerial office, Sharon announced the first proposal 
in a series of plans for the creation of Jewish settlements throughout the West 
Bank. The plan was prepared in collaboration with the architect Avraham 
Wachman, a professor at the Technion Institute of Technology in Haifa. Wachman 
was by then already world renowned for his role in the devt�opment of the 
Eshkol-Wachman Movement Notation, designed in 1 9  58 to enable choreographers 
to 'write' a dance down on paper like composers write notes. And so Sharon's 
plan for the colonization of the depth of the West Bank emerged out of the 
meeting of the architect of dance notation with the architect of manoeuvre
warfare.60 The plan projected a network of more than a hundred points to be 
inhabited by suburban, urban and industrial settlements on the mountain ridges 
across the depth of the West Bank.61 According to the plan, settlements were to 
be organized in sustainable 'blocks', in which a number of smaller rural and 
suburban settlements would receive services from larger urban, industrial ones.62 
Each block of settlements was to be connected along major highways to other 
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such conurbations, and to the main metropolitan centres in Israel proper. The 
high-volume traffic network that would connect the settlement blocks was itself 
to be protected by other settlements along the routes. 

According to the Sharon-Wachman plan, the settlements would also function 
as barriers, enveloping the Palestinian-populated mountain region from both east 
and west, and fragmenting it internally with Israeli east-west traffic corridors and 
by settlements located on the Palestinian road network. The Sharon-Wachman 
plan was not therefore a network of fortifications placed in an empty abstract 
space; rather, it was a network superimposed upon another, the pre-existing living 
Palestinian spaces. The aim of the Israeli settlement and roads was to splice and 
paralyze the Palestinian one. The result would be several isolated Palestinian 
cantons, each around a major city, with the connections controlled by Israel. 
Years later, the Israeli activist Jeff Halper called the interlocking series of settle
ments, roads, barriers, and military bases built throughout the West Bank, the 
'matrix of control', and likened it to a game of 'Go' - inadvertently referencing 
Deleuze and Guattari:63 'The Matrix, an intricate and an interlocking series of 
control mechanisms, resembles the Japanese game of "Go". Instead of defeating 
your opponent as in chess, in "Go" you win by immobilizing the other side, by 
gaining control of key points of a matrix, so that every time your opponent 
moves he or she encounters another obstacle.'64 The nodes of the West Bank's 
matrix of control act as on/ off valves regulating movement, replacing the necessity 
for the physical presence of Israeli forces within Palestinian cities. This distributed 
logic would later allow Israelis to pull out of densely inhabited Palestinian areas 
under the terms of the Oslo Accord while still dominating the Palestinians phys
ically, collectively and politically by remotely controlling their movements. 

On the smaller, tactical scale of the ·Sharon-Wachman plan, individual settle
ments were located on strategic summits, thereby allowing them to function as 
observation points: maintaining visual connection with each other and overlooking 
their surroundings, main traffic arteries, strategic road junctions and Palestinian 
cities, towns and villages. Sharon claimed that 'there was no place [settlement] 
that was built without a reason '.65 The logic of visibility - to both see and be 
seen - dictated the overall mode of design. Visual domination was important 
not only in order to exercise domination, but to demonstrate the presence of 
the occupation's power. Sharon, flying over the Occupied Territories once 
remarked: �abs should see Jewish lights every night from 500 metres.'66 Tactical 
consideration engaged simultaneously thus with both seeing and being seen. The 
sense of always being under the gaze was intended to make the colonized 
internalize the facts of their domination. 

Sharon's plan was not officially accepted by the first Begin government -
indeed it was unintelligible to most of its members - but the government did 
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IDF defence in depth throught the West Bank, late 1970s. The '�ggs" represent military strong
points. Jcif.fee Centre for Strategic Studies 1982. 

authorize some settlements, and more were built without official permission 

through Sharon's private initiative. By the late 1 970s and early 1 980s there began 
\ 

the frenzy of construction that was indicative of Sharon's pro:xi.J:llity to executive 

power. A growing spider's web of installations was being spun throughout the 

West Bank. Like the Sinai a few years previously, the land was being inscribed 

by two symbiotic and synergetic instruments of territorial expansion: the settlement 

point and the road network. The latter served the former, the former overlooked 

and protected the latter. 

Without full government backing, and fearing the reversal of his project, 

Sharon was reluctant to implement his plans sequentially, one settlement after 

the other, but adopted a simultaneous approach. He believed that it was important 

'to secure a presence first ["m all points] and only then build the settlements up '.67 
He wanted to establish the entire skeleton for the geography of occupation, 
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Ariel Sharon as minister of Agricultur and Head of the Government� settlement committee, 1979. 
Photograph: Arnold Newman, Getty Images. 

present it as an ineradicable fact on the ground and later allow it to evolve and 

consolidate. He accordingly started scattering the West Bank with small outposts, 

some hardly more than footholds, composed of tents or mobile homes, knowing 

that each of these places, once established on the ground, could later grow into 

a settlement. Journalists writing in this period described the outposts as akin to 

frontier towns in the wild American West: caravans organized in a circle around 

a windswept hilltop, inhabited by rugged but enthusiastic settlers slinging the 

straps of their guns around their shoulders. To complete the analogy, even their 

religious Tzitziot (the tassels attached to garments worn by observant Jews) resem

bled those of ponchos. 

The outposts had a potential for immediacy, mobility and flexibility; they were 

the perfect instruments of colonization. Tents and prefabricated homes could 

be deployed quickly and under cover of night on the back of trucks or, in cases 

where a road was not available, by helicopter. Named after their topographical 
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latitude - 'hill 777', 'hill 851' - settlement outposts are often referred to in Hebrew 
as 'points on the ground', and a single settlement sometimes simply as Nekuda 
- 'point' in Hebrew (Nekuda is also the title of the official j ournal of the 
settlers' movement). This is indicative of a planning culture that conceived the 
settlements in essence more in terms of their strategic location than as places 
of residence. is the choice of points where force is to be applied, and 
points themselves are nothing but coordinates, abstract pqsitioning. The rigidity 
of the prefabricated caravans and mobile homes allowed for the quick multi
plication and flexible distribution of settlements: an instant urbanism. The 
outpost-seed could then evolve into a 'mature' settlement when conditions 
permitted. This is the reason why contemporary outposts (numbering 1 03 at 
present, to 'Peace Now') should not be seen differently to settlements, 
but rather as a in their evolution. 

The network of roadways that was purportedly built for the purpose of 
facilitating manoeuvres became effective instruments of development 
- not only for the ideological core of Gush but for Israeli suburb
dwellers. The settlements project was explained to an Israeli public traumatized 
by the 1 973 war as a defensive system designed to protect the state from 
invasion, a precaution against another surprise conventional war, this time not 
in the 'endless' open deserts of the Sinai but much closer to home - in the 
West Bank. Sharon, expert in manipulating and profiting from public fear, 
warned: 'If we don't begin settling in Judea and Samaria [the West Bank], 
Jordanian artillery will come to us.' He later explained in military terms the 
logic of defence embodied in the project: 'In any attack our lines had to be 
held by limited regular forces in conjunction with the civilian communities 
whose role is to guard our borders, secure roads, insure communications, and 
so on . . . West Bank settlements] would be organized for defence, with 
their own weapons and ammunition, their contingency plans and their integration 
into the overall defensive system.'68 Battlefield terms such as strongpoint, 
advance, penetration, encirclement, surveill.�ce, control and 
supply lines migrated, from the military to the civilian sphere. For Sharon the 
architect/ general, politics was war as much as war was politics and both were 
exercised in space making. The concept of 'depth' was also civilianized. Flexibility 
became the hallmark of Sharon's work as an architect across the Israeli frontier. 
The mobile home and later the small red-roofed single family house ret>la<:ed 
the tank as a basic battle unit; homes, like armoured divisions, were 
in formation across a theatre of operations to occupy hills, to encircle an 
enemy, or to cut its communication lines. Sharon 'trekked from place to place, 

with map in hand to decide where settlements would be located, 
''"''"'''""'·'""' for high, important terrain and vital road junctions'. 69 In the hands of 
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Sharon, his followers and colleagues, architecture and were presented 
as a continuation of war by other means. The civilianization of military terms 
was to lead in turn to the militarization of all other spheres of life. War was 
only over because it was now everywhere. 
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The "ascent" of the Elon Moreh Settlement core to Sebastia, West Bank, December 1975. 

3. 

Settlements: Battle for the Hilltops 

Although he played a central role in the settlement of the mountain region of 
the West Bank, and his visions were partially implemented, Sharon cannot be 
said to be the master-planner of the settlement project there. The 'authorship' 
of this project was diffused rather amongst a multiplicity of agents and organ
izations and embodied more contradictions than a set of coherent strategies. Far 
from being a result of an ordered government-led master-planning process - the 
translation of a single governance or defence rationality to a process of territorial 
organization - the colonization of the mountain district of the West Bank has 
in fact emerged out of a series of fundamental crises and conflicts that took 
place between various ministers and ministries within a series of Israeli govern
ments, and between these governments, the settler organization of Gush Emunim, 
other non-government organizations and the High Court of Justice from 1 967 
to 1981.  These conflicts, a feature of both the Labor governments of the first 
decade of occupation (1 967-77) as well as the flrst Likud government of 
Menachem Begin (1 977-81), were physically acted out on the hilltops of the 
West Bank, but also within the halls of the Israeli High Court of Justice in a 
number of landmark legal cases. During these years the High Court was trans
formed into an arena in which government agents, military officers, settlers, Pales
tinian landowners and Israeli peace and rights groups battled over land 
expropriation and the establishment of settlements. In the process of these legal 
battles, terms such as 'defence', 'security', 'temporariness' and 'divine right' were 
argued and defined in a way that continues to inform the practices and strategies 
of the occupation to this day. 

The organizational chaos and improvisation that characterized the settlement 
project in these years could be contrasted with what Israeli architectural historian 
Zvi Efrat called the 'Israeli Project' - the top-down planning and construction 
of the physical environment of the Israeli state in the first two decades of its 
existence prior to 1 967. According to Efrat, during the 1 950s and 1960s the 
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The "ascent" of the Elon Moreh Settlement core to Sebastia, West Bank, December 1975. 
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'Israeli Project' was based on state-centric master-planning that he described as 
'one of the most comprehensive, controlled and efficient architectural experiments 
in the modern era� echoing 'Stalin's Five Year Plan for the Soviet Union . . .  the 
American New Deal infrastructural projects and public works of the 1930s . . .  
and the post-World War II British schemes of New Towns'.1 This project was 
subjected to centralized political control, it was governed by rational principles 
of organization and standardization, a clear division of lapor and the distribution 
of the population according to a single plan and a book of instructions that 
were prepared in 1949 by the Bauhaus school graduate, architect Arie Sharon. 
Whereas in the 19  50s and early 1960s state planning was undertaken by professional 
architects and planners, after the 1967 war it was mainly undertaken by politicians, 
generals and ideological activists. While the Arie Sharon plan regarded the borders 
of the state as fixed, post-1967 settlement efforts, in which Ariel Sharon played 
a major role, saw the territoriality of the Occupied Territories as �elastic' and up 
for grabs. 

Shortly after the end of the 1973 war, a group of young women, led by Daniella 
Weiss, who would later become secretary-general of the settl�r organization Gush 
Emunim, met with Prime Minister Golda Meir. They came to ask for government 
permission and assistance in establishing a small settlement in the mountain 
region of the West Bank. The location, recommended by Ariel Sharon, who had 
recently left military service to begin his political career, was a disused Ottoman
era railway station located near the Palestinian village of Sebastia, northwest of 
the town of Nablus. The site was well outside the borders of the Allon plan, 
which sought to colonize mainly the Jordan Valley and the areas around Jerusalem, 
and thus in contradiction to its principal goal of only settling areas sparsely popu
lated by Palestinians. Meir was personal and supportive, but politely declined the 
request. Her refusal led to eight consecutive attempts in the following three years 
to settle the location without government permission. 

The 'ascents,' as the settlement-establishing expeditions \:ere called, were led 
by a group of would-be settlers who comprised the 'settlement-core' of Elon 
Moreh, logistically supported by the Israeli National-Religious Party. On occasion 
they were accompanied by a large entourage of rabbis, university professors, 
writers and I<nesset members. The ascents were often confronted by demonstra
tors of the Zionist left and were disbanded by the military. Sharon himself had 
a role in organizing some of the ascents, and in evading military attempts to 
break them up. Leading a group of settlers in July 1974, Sharon broke through 
military roadblocks, leading soldiers on a wild goose chase through the surrounding 
hills, only to let another group quietly arrive on site from another direction. When 
the settlers arrived at the railway station they chained themselves together, so 
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that Arie Shalev, the then military governor of the West Bank, had 'to bring a 
large hammer from the prison house in Nablus to break apart the steel chains 
that held together a settlement constructed of living bodies'.2 In February 1974 
the members of the Elon Moreh core and various other national-religious groups 
joined together to form Gush Emunim. In the winter of 197 6, during the holiday 
of Hanukkah, after another ascent, a compromise was reached between the 
settlers and the government in the main hall of the Sebastia railway station. In 
one of his famous 'creative solutions', Shimon Peres - serving as Minister of 
Defence in the Labor government oCYitzhak Rabin, formed after Golda Meir's 
forced resignation in April 197 4 - allowed the settlers to remain within a specially 
allocated section of the military base of Qadum, southwest of Nablus. Over the 
next two years, the settlers' enclave grew larger than the entire base, and was 
officially civilianized into the settlement of Qedumim.3 

This modus operandi exemplified the power and capabilities of Gush Emunim. 
The group's function was twofold: to act as an extra-parliamentary activist pressure 
group in the halls of power, and to serve as a settlement organization in the hills 
of the West Bank. By these means, it tried to fashion itself as the true heir to 
the pre-1948 Labor pioneering movement. In its 'ascents' to the hilltops of the 
West Bank, Gush Emunim also attempted to resolve the paradox inherent in the 
territorial approach of Zionism: while seeking a return to the 'promised land', 
early Zionists settled in the coastal plains and northern valleys that had good 
agricultural soil but relatively little in the way of Israelite history. The later 'ascents' 
were seen as the 'regeneration of the soul' and the achievement of 'personal and 
national renewal', infused with the mystical quality of the heights. For these 
settlers, the 1967 occupation was not understood as a mere progression along the 
horizontal axis of expansion. It was primarily an uphill assault from the Israeli 
coastal plains to the mountains of the West Bank, the Syrian Golan Heights and 
the Sinai mountains. For them the mountains were seen both as strategic ground 
as well as the cradle of the nation. Years later Ephi Eitam, the retired general who 
further radicalized the National-Religious Party, opposed any dismantling of the 
mountain settlements of the West Bank in these terms: 'Whoever proposes that 
we return to the plains, to our basest part, to the sands, the secular, and that we 
leave in foreign hands the sacred summits, proposes a senseless thing.'4 

According to Gush Emunim, the state's 'weak governments', those adminis
trations responsible for the catastrophe of the 1 973 war, were to be suppressed 
by the group's outpouring of religious energies and mystical power. The settlements 
became a tool in the modern struggle between the people and the sovereignty 
of the state of Israel. 

That the government could be pressured into authorizing and establishing 
settlements had become evident only three months after the 1967 war when, in 
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of that year, I<far Etzion became the first settlement to be established 
in the West Bank southwest of Jerusalem. It was established contrary to general 
2:ove:mrne:nt guidelines in response to insistent pressure a group of settlers, 
some of whom were relatives of the residents of the original community of 
Kfar one of several Je-wish co=unities that fell to Palestinian militias 
and the Jordan at the beginning of the 1 948 war. 

Gush Emunim's most effective tactic was to settle sites government 
permission -with the intention of forcing it to give retrospective legitimacy to 
settlements whose existence was already established in fact. The strategy was to 
build many settlements in areas that the government may have other-wise evacuated 
under international pressure, thereby forcing it to hold onto as much of the terri
tory occupied in 1 967 as possible. 

The methods of Gush Emunim demonstrate the difference between the 
top-down master-planning logic of governments and the bottom-up operational 
logic of independent political organizations. \\-'1ille a masterplan seeks 
to mobilize resources and organize the landscape and the built environment in 
a manner that embodies a strategic vision, Gush Emunim to 
identify cracks and fissures -within the organization of executive power, and 
exploit conflicts between government members, political opportunities and ad 
hoc alliances. 5 

In 1 977, shortly after the handover of power from Labor to Likud, H <>-.,...,.,,, 

President Anwar Sadat made a visit to Jerusalem and the peace process 
Although Menachem Begin's was engaged in peace talks -with 
it was not yet inclined to fully to the impatient demands of Gush 
Emunim, although it did authorize some settlements and continued building 
around Jerusalem. However, the organization again found an ally in Sharon, 
then head of the government's Settlement Committee, seeing in bim a champion 
in their battle against the 'defeatism' of the other members of the government, 
who seemed all to have fallen under Sadat's charm. Angry at having been excluded \ 
from the peace negotiations by who feared his impulsiil-e nature, Sharon 
timed the launch of new settlements to coincide with impending diplomatic 
breakthroughs, or to clash '.vith the trips to of his main political rival, 
Minister of Defence Ezer Weizman, whose job he coveted - and four years 
later got. 

Together -with Gush members, Sharon even initiated some 'Potemkin settle
ments' empty decoys and ship containers that could be mistaken for settlements 
in order to convince the Americans, who were monitoring the area from the air, 
that new settlements were being constructed under their noses in areas of the 
Sinai that Israel had already agreed to hand back thereby causing the Egyptians 
to negotiations. 6 Settlement construction therefore provided Sharon -with 
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the means to intervene in, or interfere Israel's foreign policy. A hilltop scattered 
-with several mobile homes and manned by a 'group of young zealots was the kind 
of micro-tactics, replete -with geopolitical implications, that was bis particular forte. 

Settlement chaos 

One of the characteristics of Sharon's military command and civilian ministy was 

his reluctance to outline precise operational plans. 'I settle where I can;' he often 

said. What Sharon said, what he did, what he proposed, was based on general 

wbich he decided upon only at the moment he needed to act, 

had an opportunity to act or felt compelled to act. His was that if he 

did not know what he was going to do the following day, neither would bis 

enemies and rivals. One of Sharon's other obvious talents was the use of maps 

and In photographs of variou:; both as soldier and as 

politician, he is often seen pointing to details on maps, or marching with a rolled

up map tucked under bis arm. Taking adv'"llntage of the limited experience among 

his in the government, he drew complex maps of new settlements 

that could not be easily understood or, in total contempt for bis colle�oues' 

abilities, maps of areas other than those in and still forced 

through decisions in his favour. 7 At other rimes he helped new settlements 

from his fellow ministers by claiming they were actually ad hoc 'workers 

camps', 'military bases' or 'archaeological sites'. 
In early 1 978, Sharon persuaded the rest of the government to award a group 

of Gush Emunim members a permit to establish a 'work camp' for the purpose 
of archaeological excavation at the presumed site of the biblical tO\\'ll of Shiloh. 
There, on the foothills of a separating the present-day districts of Ramallah 
and Nablus, during the time of the biblical 'occupation and settlement' of Canaan 
by Yehoshua Bin-Nu.n., the Tabernacle was believed to have temporarily rested on 

its way to Jerusalem. the 'archaeologists' were more in prayer 

and dance than in the deeper the excavation went, the more established 

the encampment became. Soon after, the 'site acco=odation' of the 'archaeological 

expedition' was and family members of the 'archaeologists' arrived to 

live -with them on site. Mobile homes replaced tents, water towers were built, and 

electricity was provided courtesy of a nearby military base. Wben the excavation 

camp was finally as an act of optical-political camouflage, the modern 

settlement of Shiloh was already a fact on the ground. 

Until the end of 1 981, when the second Begin government fully adopted Gush 

Emunim's ideology, and was so acquiescent to its demands that the organization 

considered disbanding the settlement project in the mountain district 
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Left: Alton Pian, 1967-71. The dark sections mark the areas to be handed back to Jordan 
(58 per cent of the West Right: Sharon Plan (the H 1977-82. The separate 
areas of Palestinian would extend over 40 per cent of the West Bank. In both 

the separate parts of West Bank are to be linked fD: extra-territorial roads. 

of the West Bank could be described as an 'anti-government' project conducted 
by Gush Emunim '.>rith support from allies within the government. 

The number of settlers and settlements in the West Bank rose, no doubt, 
after Likud was elected to power in May 1 977. At this time there were about 
4,500 settlers living in twenty-eight settlements throughout the 'West Bank (a 
further 50,000 settlers were already living in Jerusalem), most of them in the 
Jordan Valley according to the i\llon plan, but also in several Gush Emunim 
settlements in the mountain region as well. At the end of the Likud government's 
first term of office, in June 1981, the number of settlements had more than 
doubled to and the number of settlers almost quadrupled to 16,200.9 
In these years, however, the geography of the occupation did not emerge out 
of clear government decisions and planning guidelines, but mostly evolved out 
of confused interaction between different, mosdy inconsistent, and often opposing 
political agents and ideological interests. In although many people - including 
Sharon himself would have liked recognition as the master-planner of the 
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settlement project, the colonization of the occupied territories did not grow out 
of any masterplan; rather, it evolved as a 'strategy without a strategist'.10 Because 
the settlement proj ect was founded through ad hoc improvisation, opportunist 
actions and conflicts between different politicians, its imprint on the ground 
cannot be read as the material embodiment of a single coherent ideology. Despite 
there being countless government masterplans for settlements, in its years 
the project deliberately fostered an 'anti-planning' ethos. 'Operators' on the 
ground, and the facts they managed to establish, rather than the master-planners, 
dictated the larger political priorities and agendas, intentionally limiting some 
political options of the government, and opening others. 

The indecisive nature of the post-1967 war Eshkol government, the paralysis 
that has plagued the traumatized post- 1973 Meir government, the power struggles 
between Rabin and his :Minister of Defence Shimon Peres during the first Rabin 
government, and the contradictions between the desire to settle and the peace 
process with Egypt during the first government, meant that most often 
executive political power in these years did not fully mobilize for the settlement 
effort but swung behind the makers of 'facts on the ground'. The indecision of 
these governments was often in fact structural; successive Israeli governments 
decided not to risk splitting public opinion by outlining a clearly defined policy 
on this deeply divisive issue; instead, they let events take their course. 

There were, however, several colonization plans prepared; indeed, during this 
period, planning became something of an obsession. Israeli technocrats, ideologues 
and generals all put forward their o"'n plans, each proposing different areas to 
be carved out of the West Bank and annexed to Israel. Throughout the 1970s 
each of these colonization plans tried to outdo the others in its territorial ambition, 
thereby unleashing a process of ever-increasing territorial radicalization. Immediately 
after the 1967 war, the Eshkol government believed it would have to return the 
West Bank to Jordan, but sought to annex only Arab Jerusalem and the areas 
around itY The first settlement plan debated by the government after the 1967 
war was, as previously mentioned, the Allon plan, 12 according to which the 
prerequisite was to separate the West Bank from the Arab countries on its eastern 
border. Consequently, the plan primarily envisioned settlement along the Jordan 
Valley that runs between the West Bank and Jordan, on the river's western bank. 
Allon, the main political rival of Minister of Defence Moshe Dayan, was at the 
time seen as the most likely candidate to succeed Eshkol as prime minister. In 
1968, in response to Allon's plan - and no doubt in order to refute it with a 
completely different vision Dayan a diametrically opposed solution 
in which the most important strategic requirement was in fact to settle the mountain 
strip of the West Bank, the terrain that dominates the Israeli cities on the 
coastal plains. To this end Dayan proposed building five large military bases along 
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settlement project, the colonization of the occupied territories did not grow out 
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the central mountain range of the West Bank, and surrounding them with what 
he called 'fists of Jewish setdements' that would 'dismember [Palestinian] territorial 
continuity'.13 Unlike Allon's setdements, these were to be not agricultural but 
industrial, turning the local Palestinian population into a source of cheap labor. 
Around the same time, Chief of Central Command Rehavam Ze'evi submitted 
yet another strategic plan. This positioned setdements according to a military 
logic, near all tactically important crossroads throughout thf entire depth of the 
West Bank. Sharon's plan of a few years later incorporated elements of previous 
plans: it sought to setde the Jordan Valley along the oudine of the Allon plan, 
the mountain range along that of Dayan's, and, adding his own unique contribution, 
setdement blocks on the western slopes of the West Bank mountains that were 
meant to completely envelop Palestinian habitable areas, physically separating 
them from the villages and towns of nearby Palestinian citizens of Israei.14 
Although it never followed formal plans - even those of its own devising - Gush 
Emunim presented to the government a series of provocative masterplans that 
further radicalized Sharon's proposal. Gush Emunim suggested locations for 
setdements not only according to military-strategic or economic-suburban logic, 
but also according to a national-religious one, near 'historical [that is, Arab] towns 
. . .  in order to naturalise the Jewish people as a healthy nation sitting safely in 
all its land'.15 

Most setdement masterplans, drawn up by people either within or outside the 
government, were also partition plans: planners placed setdements in the areas 
they wanted the government to annex. The logic of partition of the Occupied 
Territories has always swung between selective presence and absence, addressing 
two contradictory Israeli strategies: territorial (attempting to annex as much empty 
land as possible); and demographic (attempting to exclude the areas most heavily 
populated by Palestinians). Moreover, as has been seen, each successive plan 
aimed to undermine politically the plans that preceded it. In these years it seems 
that Israeli politics was acting out its internal and external conflicts on the hilltops 
of the West Bank. None of the plans provided the basis for a �herent setdement 
policy, and none was officially adopted by the government, although certain 
elements of each of the different plans were followed in the construction of 
setdements. 

Governments gradually learned to benefit from the setdement chaos; indeed, 
they sometimes promoted or even agitated it, creating the atmosphere that allows 
certain crimes to take place.16 Although the trajectory of political initiative has 
swung from the institutions of the centre to the organizations of the frontier, 
when the setdement activity seemed to degenerate into complete chaos it was 
because this chaos was often promoted from the centre. Actual or claimed loss 
of control in the Occupied Territories thus itself became an effective government 
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strategy. The appearance of being out of control allowed the state to achieve its 
ideological objectives without accepting responsibility for themP When criticized 
internationally, the state was always able to absolve itself of responsibility, claiming 
that what was taking place were illegal actions, local initiatives of non-governmental 

organizations or exceptional excesses undertaken by 'rogue citizens' - when, in 

fact, these exceptions were the norm. In the late 1970s, the fact that setdement 

activity could be presented as 'rogue' allowed the Begin government to negotiate 
with the Americans and Egyptians in seemingly good faith, while setdement 
activity was still going on. The fact that setdements were illegally established 
helped Begin explain to the Americans the significance of the West Bank to 
Israeli public opinion and argue that this area could not simply be handed back 
as the Sinai Peninsula had been. Speaking to the 'outside', the government did 
not own the setdements; but when speaking 'inside' it boasted about them. 

Adding to the organizational chaos was the 1977 change in power which also 
led to wholesale changes in state bureaucracy. The largely well-tested functionaries 
of the Labor movement, accustomed to running state matters, were replaced 
with inexperienced new political functionaries, resulting in increasing institutional 
chaos.18 The geography of the West Bank setdements became the territorial result 
of pressure by Gush Emunim and other setder organizations, the willing suspen
sion of government control, irregularly imposed 'facts on the ground', Sharon's 
haphazard improvisation, military 'emergency solutions', and conflicts between 
different Zionist agencies and ideologies. This incoherent, conflictual process and 
the involvement of independent activist agencies seem to have increased moti
vation and efficiency and was, paradoxically, one of the reasons for the success 
of the setdement project - both in terms of politically dictating national priorities 
from this point onwards, and in terms of its burgeoning population and economic 
sustainability. Significandy, all of this was achieved against the backdrop of the 

general economic and social failures of the state-centric 'Israeli Project' of the 
1950s and 1960s. 

Legal tactics 

Throughout the 1 970s the Israeli High Court of Justice (HCJ) became the central 
arena where conflicts regarding setdement activity were played out between Pales
tinian landowners, setder organizations, the military and relevant government 
ministries. These took place, in three consecutive landmark cases debated in 
response to petitions of Palestinian landowners and Israeli human rights groups 
against land requisition for the purpose of establishing the setdements of the 
Rafah Salient in north Sinai (1972);  the Bet-El setdement near Ramallah (1978); 
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and the Elon Moreh setdement (1979) near Nablus in the West Bank. In these 
cases the High Court determined the legal rationality that helped define the 
political, ideological and military nature of the occupation. 

Access to land was essential for the establishment of setdements. However, 

according to the principles of the Hague Convention on the laws and customs 
of war on land, and the accompanying Regulations of 1 907, which define 
the rights of civilians and the duties of armed forces in situations of belligerent 
occupation, and were accepted by Israeli courts as binding, an occupying power 
may only requisition land and undertake physical transformation in occupied 
territory if such acts serve one or both of two purposes: 'urgent military necessity' 
or 'benefit to the local population'.19 An occupying power could, for example, 

erect temporary barriers on private fields or take possession of build-
ings in strategic locations in order to house its forces and administrative 
units.20 Requisition is distinct from land exjJro•pr:lanon or seizure in that it does 
not change the title of ownership over the but rather constitutes only the 
temporary right to its use. Therefore, when the reasons for requisition no longer 
exist, the land is to be returned to its owner. The lawmakers' emphasis on this 
category of 'temporariness' reflects the perception that belligerent occupation 
was understood to be a transient state, one to be quickly resolved by agreements 
on annexation or return after wars are won or lost. In the imagination of its Hu::tOl)ea:n 
lawmakers, war was a temporary aberration in a general history of peace.21 Suspension 
of rights was therefore defined by this vague concept of 'temporariness' - to which, 
however, no prescribed time limits applied. 

'Temporariness' and have thus become the two central categories 
around which the aforementioned three High Court of Justice cases revolved. 
The tactical-legal manipulation of the term 'temporary security necessities', testified 
to whenever needed by the military, has turned into a government charade in 
attempts to deny the HCJ the possibility of blocking government access to 
Palestinian land. 

Strategic settlements 

The first High Court of Justice petition challenging the legality of land requisition 
for setdement took place in 1972 in response to . actions undertaken by Ariel 
Sharon, then still Chief of the IDF's Southern Command. As of his counter-
insurgency campaign in Gaza, Sharon wanted to sever the from the Sinai 
Desert and thereby from the PLO supply lines that supposedly traversed 
it. The area south of Gaza, known as the Rafah Salient, was setded by a 5,000-
strong Bedouin tribe. 'Between the in places where the meagre rainfall 
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collected, Bedouin farmers tended almond, peach, olive, and castor-oil trees and 

patches of wheat. Near the coastline, where groundwater rose almost to the 

surface, they farmed a strip a few hundred meters wide that yielded richer crops. 

Herds of sheep and goats added to their livelihood . . .  they were settled tribes; 

some lived in tents, but more in tin shacks and concrete houses.'22 In the winter 
of 1 972, acting without an explicit government order, but very likely in response 

to an indirect oral suggestion from Dayan, Sharon ordered the destruction of 

the orchards, the blocking up of the water wells and the deportation of the 

villagers. He drew a line on the map where the encampment was located and 

ordered bulldozers to drive along it, carving a swathe several dozen metres wide 

that crushed all obstacles in its path. 

The eviction of the Bedouin from their lands provoked outrage in a nearby 

Kibbutz, whose members commissioned a human rights lawyer to represent the 

villagers via their tribal elder, Suleiman Hussein Ucla Abu Hilo, in an HCJ petition 

against the state of Israel in general and against Ariel Sharon as the military 

commander in particular. This is how the eviction was described in court: 'In 

the early morning hours of the 14th of January, 1 972, Petitioner no.1 [Abu Hilo] 

was urgendy alerted by members of his tribe that soldiers of the Israel Defence 

Forces had ordered them, orally, to leave their homes and their community. Peti

tioner no. 1 proceeded to those IDF soldiers, addressed their commander, a 

second lieutenant, and asked that he explain the actions of his soldiers. The 

officer answered Petitioner no.1 that, "This is a government order to expel you 

from here." '23 

Although Sharon appeared personally in court, bringing with him maps and 

documents that apparendy demonstrated existing, urgent 'security concerns', the 

petitioners claimed that the evacuation was undertaken for no other reason than 

to make way for the construction of a town and several smaller agricultural 

settlements, which they further argued should not be considered a 'temporary 

security matter' at all. Indeed, while the case was still pending in court, the Tel 

Aviv-based architects Yehuda Drexler and Ze'ev Drukman, togeth�:r; with a group 

of planning experts, were secredy commissioned by Minister of Defence Dayan 

(who had known Drexler when he was an officer in the military) to prepare the 

blueprint for the development of the small port town of Yamit in the Rafah 

Salient. After the planners had - rather naively - produced a design brochure 

for distribution, soldiers arrived in their office and confiscated all copies in case 

they should come to the attention of the court. Their design replicated existing 

moulds of Israeli development towns with rows of block housing. In its ruling, 

however, the HCJ was prepare to accept that these setdements, if indeed 

constructed there, might in themselves be considered as a legitimate security 

measure, in creating a wedge of loyal Israeli residents between the Gaza Strip 
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Yamit, circa 1980. Yehuda Drexler and Ze'ev Drukman 

and Sinai. In ruling this and in most other petitions, Justice Vitkon represented 

the general spirit and tone of the court. He stated that although 'the area [or 

part thereof, may be] designated for settlement of Jews [these settlements] . . .  

are in themselves, in this case, a security measure'.24 

A similar use of the 'security value' of settlements was again tested in 1978, 

when Suleiman Tawfik Ayub and Gamil Arsam Mataua petitioned the HCJ on 

behalf of themselves and five other Palestinian landowners against the requisition 

of their land for the establishment of the settlement of Bet-El near Ramallah. 

In this verdict, Justice Vitkon explained in further detail his decision to allow the 

land requisition for the sake of settlement: 

In terms of purely security-based considerations, there can be no doubt that the 

presence in the administered territory [the occupied territories, according to the 

terminology of the time] of settlements - even 'civilian' ones - of the citizens 

of the administering power makes a significant contribution to the security situation 

in that territory, and facilitates the army's performance of its tasks. One need not 
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be an expert in military and defence matters to appreciate that terrorist elements 

operate more easily in territory occupied exclusively by a population that is indifferent 

or sympathetic to the enemy than in a territory in which there are also persons 

liable to monitor them and inform the authorities of any suspicious movement. 

With such people the terrorists will find no shelter, assistance and equipment. These 

are simple matters and there is no need to elaborate.25 

That a High Court Judge imagined that this matter needed no elaboration testifies 
to how far the idea of settlement was coextensive with that of security throughout 
Zionist history. From the perspective of international law, the problem with 
Vitkon's rulings was that, under these conditions, the reverse must also be correct: 
if settlements are used for security purposes, they may also become legitimate 
targets for attack.26 

Curtain of sand 

In June 1979, in an operation again directed by Ariel Sharon, the settlement-core 
of the Elon Moreh settler group once again made an 'ascent' on a site near Nablus. 
The Palestinian owners of the land on which the provisory encampment was set, 
Azat Muhamed and Mustafa Dweikat, representing sixteen others, petitioned the 
HCJ against the requisition of their land by the state of Israel.27 In an affidavit 
presented to the court in support of the government's position, IDF Chief of 
Staff Refael Eitan, then still a protege of Ariel Sharon (the relationship between 
them soured during the Lebanon war of 1982 and over responsibility for the 
massacre in the Palestinian refugee camps of Sabra and Shatila), provided a historical 
account of the military function of Zionist settlements. This was undertaken in 
order to demonstrate that the settlement of Elon Moreh was, like its historical 
predecessors, of the highest military necessity. This account could help explain how 

\ 
Zionist mythologies, which celebrated the significance of early agrariap frontier 
settlements in setting and buttressing the borders of the areas under Jewish control, 
eventually evolved into a set of legal arguments, used for the establishment and 
post factum justification of contemporary suburban settlements. 

For a man notorious for being economical with words (and with a bizarre 
tendency to speak in basic rhyme), Eitan's account was rather surprising in its 
extent. His narrative began in the pre-state years of Zionism, during the years 
of the 'Arab Revolt' of 1 936, with the story of the para:military 'Tower and 
Stockade' - a prefabricated, fortified settlement system designed to be assembled 
in one night across the frontier zones of pre-state Palestine, and be strong enough 
to withstand counter-attacks in the morning after its establishment.28 Eitan's 
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narrative also took in other periods of Zionist expansion. According to him, the 
architecture of the Zionist rural settlement was shaped not only by the methods 
of agricultural production and in response to its socio-ideological organization, 
but also according to tactical considerations dictated by a militarized logic. In his 
account Eitan was nourished by generations of military generals involved in 
physically planning Zionist frontier settlements. 

Foremost amongst those was Yigal Allon. In his role as the commander of 
the P:almach, the Haganah's (the Labor movement's pre-state armed group) elite 
guerrilla battalion - Allon, himself a Kibbutz member (l<.ibbutz Ginnosar on the 
Sea of Galilee) was instrumental in locating and planning new frontier settlements. 
Allon later dedicated an entire chapter to settlements in his 1959 strategic and 
political manifesto Curtain of Sand, observing that, 

The integration of the civilian settlement in the military regional defence, and espe

cially in frontier areas . . . will provide the state with forward observation posts, 

saving on military men. These settlements are capable not only of informing the 

military in advance about a surprise enemy attack, but of trying to halt it, or at 

least delaying the progress of the enemy until the military reinforcements arrive to 

control the situation . . . Z9 

'Regional defence' was a military doctrine that sought to integrate civilian settle
ments. with military units in the protection of the borders of the state. For Allon 
the organized layout of the Kibbutz - a cooperative settlement sharing its means 
of production with separate areas demarcated for housing, public functions, fields 
and farms - was superior to all other forms of Zionist settlements. Moreover, 
the I<.ibbutz 'is no less valuable than a military unit, and may even surpass it'. 30 
Indeed, as he himself remarked, some Kibbutzim in the Negev, Adan's I<.ibbutz 
Nirim being one,31 played a role in holding back regular military units of the 
Arab armies during the 1 948 war. 

" Strategic and tactical considerations also informed the design of other settle
ment types, and led to the formulation in 1 948 of a military document entitled 
'Security Principles in the Planning of Agricultural Settlements and Workers' 
Villages', by the Settlement Department of the IDF General Staff's Operation 
Branch.32 The fact that such a department existed at all testifies to the strategic 
importance that the military attributed to rural settlements. The 'Security Principles' 
provided some guidelines on the organization of Moshav - a type of settlement, 
which unlike the Kibbutz, combines. private property with joint ownership of 
some means of production.33 To prevent infiltration or the return of Palestinians 
to their lands, the 'Security Principles' instructed planners to devise a compact 
and dense layout, in which homes were located no more than 30 metres apart, 
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\ 
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and laid out concentrically so when under attack, settlers could gradually 
withdraw to a more secure core. Following the principle of military perrrr1et•::r 
fortifications, the report also advised that the roads of the Moshav, 
homes and farms were organized, should form 'star shapes' so  that fire 
could be maximised'.34 

In his affidavit to the HCJ, himself a Moshav member (Moshav Tel 

Adashim in the Jezre'el Valley), criticized his predecessors' neglect of the principle 

of 'regional defence'. Eitan claimed that this neglect was one of the main reasons 
for the initial setbacks suffered by the Israeli Army the 1 973 war,35 and 
he had already taken it upon himself to reverse this trend. 'Today the settlements 
of regional defence are armed, fortified and trained for their task, which is to 

defend their area. Their location was dictated after consideration of their 

contribution to the control of the and in assisting the IDF in its various 
tasks.'36 Eitan further explained the ,.,,.;m,,.,·" advantage of civilian settlements over 

military positions. 

In times of war, the military forces exit their bases in order to undertake dynamic 

and offensive tasks [whereas] civilian settlements [whose population] remains in its 

are essential in controlling their immediate surroundings by observation, and 

would resist attempts to take control of them. In the early stages of a 

war, it is important to keep the roads open, in order to ensure fast movement 

towards the enemy.37 

Eitan was one of the officers who, supporting Sharon, clashed with Bar Lev on 
the issue of fortifying the Suez Canal, and who supported 'defence in depth'. 

Eitan believed that the frontline of the Allon plan would quickly fall under 
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attack just as the Bar Lev Line had fallen, and that a network of settlements 
throughout the depth of the terrain would serv:_e military purposes to far better 
effect. 

Permanent temporariness 

To obtain a legal in favour of land requisition the government had to 

convince the court that the settlement in question was designed to meet 'pressing 
security needs',38 and also that it was a 'temporary irltervention', and not a 
'permanent transformation of the occupied area'. If the role of settlement in 
defence was well established in Zionist culture, Palestinian petitioners wondered 

how settlements built on land requisitioned from them could possibly be 
considered as 'temporary'. Commenting on the ruling of the 1 978 Bet-El case, 

Landau addressed the issue: 

to answer . . .  how is it possible to establish a permanent settlement on land that 

was requisitioned only for temporary purposes? This is a serious question. The 

civilian settlement will be able to exist only as long as the IDF holds the land on 

the of a requisition order. This possession itself may one day come to an 

end as a result of international negotiations which could end in a new arrangement 

that will force under international law and v;>il! determine the fate of the settle

ment, like all other settlements in the Occupied Territories.39 

Settlements could be understood by the judges of the HCJ as 'temporary' in the 
context of contemporary developments. The Bet-El case was argued in court irl 
the winter of 1 978-9, when the terms of the peace process with Egypt had to 
start to be fulfilled. In the Camp David peace talks, Menachem Begin to 

evacuate all Israeli settlements from Sinai, including the town of Yamit and the 
smaller agricultural settlements of the Rafah Salient. This was enough to convince 
the court that all homes, public institutions, roads and industrial zones that had 

been built in the West Bank and Gaza sirlce 196 7 had a temporary presence 

on the ground. Indeed, in the same Bet-El ruling, Justice �firiam Ben-Porat 
recorded the ju�oment that the term 'permanent community' was a 'purely relative 
concept'.40 Indeed, the nature of property title deeds irl the settlements reflects 

their temporary nature. consist of the standard Israeli renewable 49-year 
leases, but include a clause that e�phasizes that the deeds are valid only as long 
as the Israeli military maintains a presence on the ground. The title explicitly 
leaves with the military commander the authority to immediate possession 
of the property.41 
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for the initial setbacks suffered by the Israeli Army the 1 973 war,35 and 
he had already taken it upon himself to reverse this trend. 'Today the settlements 
of regional defence are armed, fortified and trained for their task, which is to 

defend their area. Their location was dictated after consideration of their 

contribution to the control of the and in assisting the IDF in its various 
tasks.'36 Eitan further explained the ,.,,.;m,,.,·" advantage of civilian settlements over 

military positions. 

In times of war, the military forces exit their bases in order to undertake dynamic 

and offensive tasks [whereas] civilian settlements [whose population] remains in its 

are essential in controlling their immediate surroundings by observation, and 

would resist attempts to take control of them. In the early stages of a 

war, it is important to keep the roads open, in order to ensure fast movement 

towards the enemy.37 

Eitan was one of the officers who, supporting Sharon, clashed with Bar Lev on 
the issue of fortifying the Suez Canal, and who supported 'defence in depth'. 

Eitan believed that the frontline of the Allon plan would quickly fall under 
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attack just as the Bar Lev Line had fallen, and that a network of settlements 
throughout the depth of the terrain would serv:_e military purposes to far better 
effect. 

Permanent temporariness 

To obtain a legal in favour of land requisition the government had to 

convince the court that the settlement in question was designed to meet 'pressing 
security needs',38 and also that it was a 'temporary irltervention', and not a 
'permanent transformation of the occupied area'. If the role of settlement in 
defence was well established in Zionist culture, Palestinian petitioners wondered 

how settlements built on land requisitioned from them could possibly be 
considered as 'temporary'. Commenting on the ruling of the 1 978 Bet-El case, 

Landau addressed the issue: 

to answer . . .  how is it possible to establish a permanent settlement on land that 

was requisitioned only for temporary purposes? This is a serious question. The 

civilian settlement will be able to exist only as long as the IDF holds the land on 

the of a requisition order. This possession itself may one day come to an 

end as a result of international negotiations which could end in a new arrangement 

that will force under international law and v;>il! determine the fate of the settle

ment, like all other settlements in the Occupied Territories.39 

Settlements could be understood by the judges of the HCJ as 'temporary' in the 
context of contemporary developments. The Bet-El case was argued in court irl 
the winter of 1 978-9, when the terms of the peace process with Egypt had to 
start to be fulfilled. In the Camp David peace talks, Menachem Begin to 

evacuate all Israeli settlements from Sinai, including the town of Yamit and the 
smaller agricultural settlements of the Rafah Salient. This was enough to convince 
the court that all homes, public institutions, roads and industrial zones that had 

been built in the West Bank and Gaza sirlce 196 7 had a temporary presence 

on the ground. Indeed, in the same Bet-El ruling, Justice �firiam Ben-Porat 
recorded the ju�oment that the term 'permanent community' was a 'purely relative 
concept'.40 Indeed, the nature of property title deeds irl the settlements reflects 

their temporary nature. consist of the standard Israeli renewable 49-year 
leases, but include a clause that e�phasizes that the deeds are valid only as long 
as the Israeli military maintains a presence on the ground. The title explicitly 
leaves with the military commander the authority to immediate possession 
of the property.41 
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Two seemingly contradictory conditions thus maintained the 'temporary' state 

of Israel's military regime: the persistence of violence, on the one hand, and 

initiatives for political resolution, on the other. The fact that some degree of 

violence persisted justified the continual application of what the military 

understands as 'urgent, temporary security measures'. Violence allows 'security' 

to be invoked as a legal argument to justify the undertaking of transformations 

that could otherwise not be accepted. For security to go OlJ fulfilling its role, a 

condition of insecurity and instability must therefore be continually present. Secu

rity measures should thus not bring about absolute security, because that would 

mean the loss of the rationale for the further application of such measures.42 

Secondly, the constant presence of political initiatives on the diplomatic table 

- and there have been proposals for conflict resolution from day one of the 

post-1 967 war era, right through to the present day - helps create and maintain 

the perception that the conflict is always just on the brink of being resolved, 

and that therefore the 'temporary' measures and violations of rights will no longer 

be relevant. Indeed, throughout the occupation, arguments based on 'temporary' 

security needs have not been confined to court cases, but have been deployed 

in order to create political facts of various kinds.43 Israeli writers Adi Ophir and 

Ariella Azoulay claim that the entire logic of military rule in the West Bank and 

Gaza relies on the principle of 'temporariness', and that it is the very definition 

of the 'temporariness' of the state of conflict that allows it to continue indefinitely: 

Temporariness is now the law of the occupation . . .  temporary encirclement and 

temporary closures, temporary transit permits, temporary revocation of transit 

permits, temporary enforcement of an elimination policy, temporary change in the 

open-flre orders . . .  This occupier is an unrestrained, almost boundless sovereign, 

because when everything is temporary almost anything, any crime, any form of 

violence is acceptable, because the temporariness seemingly grants it a license, the 

license of the state of emergency.43 

\ 
The position of the HCJ demonstrates the extreme tautology embodied in the 

term 'occupation'. Because the occupation is 'temporary' - and an occupation is 

'temporary' by its very legal definition - any project carried out across the Occupied 

Territories could also be 'legalized' as 'temporary'. The use of the term 'occupation' 

for the forty-year-old Israeli military control and administration of the West Bank 

and Gaza Strip may thus itself be complicit with the legal charade on which its 

entire system rests. An 'occupation' is understood as a transitional state, in process 

of being resolved or terminated politically or militarily. 

There is another anomaly in the legal use of the category of 'temporariness' in 

the context of this conflict. In international law the definition of 'temporariness' is 
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predicated on the states of 'war' and 'peace' being clearly distinguishable. Wars 

between states may be long, but they tend to have clearly delineated beginnings 

and ends. By contrast, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, like many other colonial 

conflicts, is an ever-present asymmetrical, low-intensity conflict between a state 

and quasi-state actors. It is a conflict that persists throughout time rather than 

one which disrupts its flow. Throughout the occupation, 'war' and 'peace' are no 

longer simple dialectical opposites, but merge into a single extended continuum. 

Resistance is violent, constant, but sporadic; pacification missions are sometimes 

brutal and at other times bureaucratic. Peace is not possible but war has no end. 

Between 1 967 and 1 979, on the basis of the exceptions of 'temporariness' 

and 'security' the government issued dozens of orders for the requisition of 

private land in the West Bank. When called upon to do so, the government and 

the military demonstrated their claim for the pressing security needs by inviting 

expert witnesses, usually high-ranking military officers or the Chief of Staff 

himself, to testify that a particular settlement dominated a major artery, or another 

strategic location, that it could participate in the general effort of 'regional 

defence', or in the supervision and control of a hostile population. As long as 

this claim was maintained, the High Court of Justice rejected all petitions of 

Palestinian landowners and accepted the government's interpretation of the term 

'temporary military necessity'. 

Security vs. defence 

In its rulings the High Court of Justice tends to place a good deal of weight on 

the professional evaluation of the security forces. :Military officers appearing 

before the court presented 'security' as a specialized discipline and implied that 

the court should simply accept its logic as objective and final, rather than �g 

to question it. However, the trust placed by the court in the military ability to 

evaluate security issues was eroded after the setbacks suffered by the Israeli 

military during the 1 973 war.44 High Court Justices gradually started insisting on 

the necessity of comprehending, evaluating and ruling on issues of security. The 

court started examining military and settlement plans, and defining its own 

position in relation to them.45 

In his affidavit to the 1 979 Elon Moreh case, Chief of Staff Eitan claimed 

that the settlement was strategically necessary, as its location - dominating a major 

crossroads - served urgent se;curity needs in taking part in the military effort of 

'regional defence'. However, in this case the petitioners invited several former 

Israeli military generals to testify to the opposing view. Two of the generals were 

Sharon's political rivals - Minister of Defence Ezer Weizman and the then 
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himself, to testify that a particular settlement dominated a major artery, or another 

strategic location, that it could participate in the general effort of 'regional 

defence', or in the supervision and control of a hostile population. As long as 

this claim was maintained, the High Court of Justice rejected all petitions of 

Palestinian landowners and accepted the government's interpretation of the term 

'temporary military necessity'. 

Security vs. defence 

In its rulings the High Court of Justice tends to place a good deal of weight on 

the professional evaluation of the security forces. :Military officers appearing 

before the court presented 'security' as a specialized discipline and implied that 

the court should simply accept its logic as objective and final, rather than �g 

to question it. However, the trust placed by the court in the military ability to 

evaluate security issues was eroded after the setbacks suffered by the Israeli 

military during the 1 973 war.44 High Court Justices gradually started insisting on 

the necessity of comprehending, evaluating and ruling on issues of security. The 

court started examining military and settlement plans, and defining its own 

position in relation to them.45 

In his affidavit to the 1 979 Elon Moreh case, Chief of Staff Eitan claimed 

that the settlement was strategically necessary, as its location - dominating a major 

crossroads - served urgent se;curity needs in taking part in the military effort of 

'regional defence'. However, in this case the petitioners invited several former 

Israeli military generals to testify to the opposing view. Two of the generals were 

Sharon's political rivals - Minister of Defence Ezer Weizman and the then 
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general-secretary of the opposition Labor Party, Chaim Bar Lev. Both intended 

to give their professional opinions - but they were also eager to disrupt any plans 
associated with Sharon. Bar Lev challenged the arguments of military ne<:es:nty 
in establishing the settlement. In his own affidavit on behalf of the petitioners 
he stated that in a time of war the settlement would not contribute at all to 

defence of the state: 'Elon Moreh, to the best of my professional evaluation, 
does not contribute to Israel's security.'46 To expect a subuJiban settlement to 
-withstand an attack by a regular Arab army with and tanks seemed to 

him nothing but preposterous. Moreover, Bar Lev the settlement would 
present a drain on military resources because the IDF would have to allocate 

forces to protect it. Instead of guarding, the settlement would itself have to be 
placed under 

Referring to his former rulings, Justice Vitkon made ll11 important distinction 
that raised another considerable objection to Eitan's tP<:rinn,...,mr· 

In my concerning the Rafah salient and in my on Bet-El, I assumed 

that the Jewish settlements are located to help the quotidian struggle with the terror

ists . . . but this time the Chief of Staff Eitan explained to us that the most 

important 

regional defence in a case of a 'total' war . . .  I must say that this [argument] is 

not clear of doubt.47 

For an HCJ 

Staff was no matter. But with it Vitkon insisted on a distinction between 
two military concepts: 'defence' and 'security'. Of the two, he was willing to 
accept only that of 'security' as an acceptable legal basis for settlement, questioning 

that of 'defence'. 
The difference between the terms is spatial as much as it is conceptual. The 

logic of defence deals with wars and seeks to constitute with borders, barriers 
and fortifications clear distinctions between 'inside' and 'outsid� - the territory 

that falls within the state and that which is exterior to it. The danger that is 
perceived to exist outside borders comes in the form of a regular army 

threatening full-scale war. In the logic of defence, settlements were seen as compo
nents in a fortification system to this threat at The logic of 'security', 
on the other hand, presupposes that the danger is already inside, presented by a 
population in which subversive elements exist. The relation that 'security' implies 

between 'inside' and 'outside', as well as between military lllld police action, is 
ambiguous. Although the logic of tends to be ever-present and LVLU'-''�""' 
covert and ghostly, its practices engage \\ith ll11 active and constant reconfiguration 

of the built environment. If defence engages directly with the concept of war, 
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security engages with the temporarily ill-defined lllld spatially amorphous 'conflict' 

not between but within them as well. 'Security' conceives new 

spatial practices and arrangements. It erects barriers and channels and rechannels 

the flow of people and resources through space. According to the logic of 

se<:urlty; only a constantly configured and reconfigured environment is a safe 

environment. The logic of security conceives of the settlements not as fortification 

systems, but as components in a project of pacification, as places from which 

observation lllld control Cllll be generated and the circulation of people can be 

managed. 
ln1:en:>ret!ng the order lllld intensity of - deciding which threats are 

more serious than others is a political-ideological process that reflects more 

thllll professional valuations. The umbrella term 'security' includes a 

variety of concepts, many differing from the common uses of the term (usually 

in to protection from bodily harm or to property) and morphing 

into political and ideological uses directed at the preservation of political hege

monies. In Israel, 'security' has always been associated with the of the 

state to remain sovereign lllld Je-wish. This is the very reason why the demographic 

growth of one category of its citizens - Arab Palestinilllls - can always be 

presented as a 'security problem'. 
'Security' replaced 'defence' as the legitimate consideration in the High Court 

of ruling because, given the nature of the political situation, judges 

. viewed the Palestinillll problem as more crucial than the problem Israel had with 

the Arab states. Indeed, as the 1970s drew to a close, \vith the terms of the peace 
agreement with Egypt finalized and Soviet assistllllce to Arab states 

declining, the dllllger Israel faced from an armoured invasion was considerably 

reduced. The Israeli military apparatus, which had grown so monstrously large 
in the years immediately following the 1 973 war, accumulating excessive armament 
and technology desigrled to defend the state's borders from another war like the 

last, would gradually begin to focus on the Palestinian problem both in Lebllllon 
and the Occupied Territories. In the latter instance, Israel has turned its back on 

the cease-fire lines to concentrate on regulating and controlling the population 
already inside. 

Other differences in the perception of settlements emerged during the 1979 Elon 
Moreh court case. Several Gush Emunim settlers of the new Elon Moreh core, 

called as witnesses for the state, sowed even more confusion when they claimed 
that their right to settle the 'land of Israel' was based neither on 'security' nor 

on 'defence' but on biblical commands, and is thus 'permanent' lllld not 'tempo
rary'. Encouraged by the 1 977 hlllldover of p ower from Labor to Likud, 

which seemed to share some of their ideology, settlers decided to challenge the 
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security concept which, thus far, had done them a service. Their right to the 
land, they claimed, was not 'temporary' at all - rather, it was ineffably 'permanent'. 
Menachem Felix, one of the Gush Emunim settlers called to testify in the trial, 
explained the difference between Gush Emunim's view, and that of the state and 
military, in the following way: 'Basing the requisition orders on security grounds 
in their narrow, technical meaning . . . can be construed only in one way: the 
settlement is temporary and replaceable. We reject this frigptening conclusion 
outright, and see Elon Moreh to be a permanent Jewish settlement . .  .'48 

Given its own criticism of the military position based upon settlers' testimony, 
the HCJ had no option but to order the settlement dismantled and the land 
returned to its owners. However, the previous requisition orders undertaken for 
the purpose of constructing settlements were not reversed. The Elon Moreh 
case was the first in which contradictions in the Israeli discourse of settlement 
and security were publicly exposed. No land requisition for the purpose of settle
ment construction based on security considerations has since been permitted by 
the HCJ. Land requisition for 'security' purposes, based on a similar justification 
of 'urgent and temporary military needs', has, however, continued to allow the 
establishment of 'sterile security zones' around the settlements, for the construc
tion of settlers' bypass highways, as well as, years later, for the construction of 
the Separation Wall. Use of private Palestinian land went on after 1 979 regardless 
of the ruling mainly because private landowners had not the means, the physical 
access or the political inclination to address the Israeli High Court of Justice.49 

Although the liberal press celebrated the Elon Moreh ruling as a victory over 
the Likud government, it later became clear that this ruling was nothing but a 
Pyrrhic victory. Not only was Elon Moreh established on an alternative site; 
indeed, for whoever wished to read it, the ruling's wording itself indicated alter
native methods of access to land. The court confirmed that future access to land 
in the Occupied Territories for the construction of settlements would be permitted 
on public land entrusted to the custodianship of the military power, and added 
that if the state adheres to this principle, the court would no lbjlger interfere in 
its future settlement efforts.50 The government thus managed to make the best 
of this ruling, transforming the High Court's prohibition concerning the expro
priation of private land into a potential for seizure of huge quantities of public 
land in the Occupied Territories. 

Indeed, with the possibility of gaining regular access to land opening up before 
it, and with a more solid right-wing coalition, the second Begin government 
embarked on an ordered, national and master-planned process that sought to 
turn an improvised, 'temporary', occupation into a permanent one, and with it 
to domesticate and close the open frontiers of Palestine. 
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Ma'ale Adumim. Adam Broomberg and Oliver Chanarin, 2005 

4. 

Settlements: Optical Urbanism 

The first morning in Ramallah. I wake up and hasten to open the window. 'What 

are these elegant houses, Abu Hazim?' I asked pointing at Jabal al-Tawil, which 

overlooks Ramallah and Bireh. 'A settlement . . .  '1 

Mourid Barghouti 

I look out of the window and see my death getting near.2 

Unnamed Palestinian 

In 1 978, a year after it carne to power, the Likud government made an early 
attempt to transform the settlement project from an improvised undertaking into 
an elaborate state project. It decided to establish a city on the upper slopes of 
the Judean Desert of the West Bank, a few kilometres east of Jerusalem, at a 
place where a makeshift 'workers camp' of twenty-three families had been estab
lished some three years previously without formal government authorization but 
with the active support of former Defence :Minister Shimon Peres.3 The govern
ment's decision to award the project of designing the city to Thomas Leitersdorf, 
an architect and planner associated with the Liberal Party - then part of Likud 
- was meant to set a new architectural benchmark for the settlement project in 
the West Bank's mountain regions. Leitersdorf was an international architect. He 

had been educated at the Architectural Association in London and began his 
career working with the Southern California 'glamour' architect Bill Pereira on 
suburban projects in places such as Orlando, Florida, on US military bases world
wide, and, among other things, on a city extension for Europeans in the Ivory 
Coast capital of Abidjan. 

In order to determine the settlement's location, Leitersdorf's team set up 
climate-measuring stations and conducted detailed topographical surveys of several 
hilltops. The hilltop finally chosen, 500 metres above sea level, was selected for 
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its location near Jerusalem, so that the settlement could function as a dormitory 

suburb, and for its overlooking of a strategic traffic route, Road Number 1, which 

connected Jerusalem with Jericho and with the Jordanian capital, Amman, across 

the border Leitersdorf described his presentation of the project to government 

representatives as follows: 

When we put the alternatives to the Ministerial Committee for Sel:tlfment, headed 

at the time Sharon, the only asked were: 'Which of the alternative 

locations has better control over the main routes?' I :replied that according to these 

criteria the ideal location would be location A . . . At that moment Sharon rose 

up and declared, without consulting the Committee that 'the State of Israel decides 

on location A.'" 

Proximity to power taught Leitersdorf what one needs to say in order to get a 

settlement approved by Sharon and his proxies. 

Directing a team of twelve architectural practices, economists, transport special

ists and climate Leitersdorf planned and oversaw the construction of 

an entire city in less than three years. This undertaking, according to him, was 

nnth1no- less than 'revolutionary, compared to what had previously gone on [m 

the West Bank]'; indeed Ma'ale Adumim ('Red Ascent', after the colour of the 

desert earth into which its foundations were sunk) was and built for a 

first phase comprising more than 2,600 housing units at a time when other 

settlements in the West Bank consisted of a dozen or so mobile homes 

scattered on a hilltop, usually before infrastructure was even provided. Because 

the work took place a tight time schedule, and for reasons of secrecy 

(there was a fear such a large-scale undertaking would create diplomatic problems 

for Israel) the contracts were not put out to public tender, Leitersdorf simply 

commissioned the companies he chose to work with. He later boasted of his 

achievement in the official publication of the :Ministry of Construction and 

Housing: 

The need for rapid development made it necessary to abandon the conventional 

approach to planning, which proceeds in stages from the general to the specific 

(regional tow-n building site plan, block building plan, etc.) . Instead, 

it was decided to engage a multi-disciplinary team work] on all levels simulta-

neously. Consequently work on the infrastructure systems was started within less 

than 4 months from the approval of the town's location. The allocation of all 

required resources, made it possible . . .  four years later, with the combined efforts 

of 1 0  construction companies and 80 consultants and experts in all fields to construct 

2,600 dwelling units - a unique rate of development in IsraeL 

1 12 H OLLOW LAND 

Peace Now, 2002 

This rate could be achieved establishing a 'rapid feedback between 

.his office and all other teams to enable them to work in parallel, so that, at 'the 

time the town building plan was complete all the neighbourhoods were already 

designed . . .  and all construction companies could start working at once'.5 

The process revealed some of the contradictions and confusions that beset 

Israel's relations with the United States at the time. At the start of the peace 

process with in the autumn of 1 977, the US administration demanded 

that Israel freeze all settlement Since it did not trust the Begin government, 

the US embassy sent observers to make periodic visits to various parts of the 

West Bank to check that no building works were in progress. At the same time 

the United States was funding several massive construction projects in the 
Desert in southern Israel, including two new Israeli Air Force bases to replace those 
that Israel was in the Sinai, for which purpose much new construction 

equipment was to IsraeL The situation was described by Leitersdor£- 'the 

State of Israel wanted a city; true, there was a fear of the Americans, but there was 

a lot of construction equipment standing motionless in the desert. One day someone 
said that the observers are gone and ten construction companies with six big infra

structure companies went up the mountain and in one go erected a city.'6 

* * 
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, I  

Film Stills, � City in the Desert: Ma'ale Adumim'; 1983 (Film by Israeli Ministry of Construc-
tion and Housing). Standing on Thomas uitersdoif. 

Leitersdorf described his scheme for Ma'ale Adumim as a 'Garden 
combination of city and country, conceived as a utopia by the British architect 
Ebenezer Howard at the end of the nineteenth century, aimed to provide a 
healthy and hygienic alternative to the 'material filth and grime, unparalleled in 
history' of the congested slums of industrial urban England; it gave rise to an 
evolutionary chain of urban forms that similarly attempted to merge city and 
countryside, leading to the modern suburb.8 The concept arrived in Palestine 
\vith the British in the early years of the 1\fandate, one of its earliest examples 
being built outside the predominantly Arab port town of Haifa. The Zionists 
who originally lived 'N-ithin the town's Arab neighbourhoods sought to move 
out to a modern 'European suburb' on the ridges of Mount Carmel, above the 
Arab city. 

Patrick Geddes, a Scotsman and one of the most eminent British town planners 
of the time, first visited Palestine in September 1 9 1 9, wrul� en route to India, · 

in response to an invitation from Chaim the then president of the 
World Zionist Organization. 9 Geddes stayed in Palestine for less then thtee months, 
producing town planning schemes for Tel Aviv and Haifa that subsequently had 
a considerable impact on the development of these and other Israeli cities. 
��cLUJ.lllLt�<, to Palestine in May 1 920, Geddes summer months completing 

before returning home to Scotland. Although Geddes promoted 
Ebenezer Howard's utopian vision, which he called a 'neotechnic order, charac
terised electricity, hygiene, and art, by efficient and beautiful town planning 
and associated rural development10', he also drew on his first vocation, biology, 
in order to devise organic layouts that distorted Howard's machine-like circular 
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Film Stills; "EmanueL· A Cify that is a Home'; 1984 
and By plans: Thoma..· uitersdoif 

by Israeli of Construction 

diagram. Geddes saw urban design as an instrument with which a new social 
order could be invented somethi..'lg that resonated well with Weizmann's idea 
of national regeneration, as well as \V-ith his admiration for all things British. 
Unlike his well-known urban plans for Tel Aviv; Geddes no drawings 
for Haifa, but conducted a single site-visit and formulate a written 
report. In their studied account of the history of modern architecture on the 
Carmel, Gilbert Werbert and Silvina Sosonovsky described some of the principles 
of this project: 'For Geddes, respect for topography was a cardinal principle . . .  
he deplored the over of regular gridiron planning [as he said, "to rule 
lines on paper is easy o ffice work"] and instead of the desk-bound indoor 
draughtsmanship, called for "design on the spot." '11 Establishing a direct relation 
between city form and human body, the urban design was undertaken while 
walking the landscape of the proposed development site. Disembarking at 
Geddes, then sixty-five years old, spent the next days walking the upper slopes 
of the Carmel, dictating his orally to his Zionist companions who strugg:!c:a 
to keep up, and in particular to his son-in-law, later renowned architect, 
Frank Mears, who jotted notes and produced sketches as they trekked The 
hikers' principle of walking along a fixed altitude line the curves of 
the topography, a habit Geddes must have acquired during his treks in the Scottish 
highlands, was well suited to the principles of modern in which roads 
and infrastructure are themselves constructed along topographical lines. According 
to Geddes' 'walked , the city's neighbourhoods were to be located on the 
ridges, following the natural form of the mountain, leav-ing the valleys between 
them as green open spaces.12 
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In his design for Ma' ale Adumim, Leitersdorf followed similar principles, often 
the desert hilltops that formed the site of the settlement's construction.B 

He later wrote that his 'planning concept reflects the morphological structure of 
the mountain'. He placed the neighbourhoods on the ridges 'which because of 
the morphology are connected to the centre, with the valleys between 
left open and untouched, leading direcdy to the heart of the town . .  .'14 In his 
next design for a setdement a private commission to ;plan the ultra-Orthodox 
�"�'�1c'u" city of Emanuel, west of Nablus - Leitersdorf's confidence had grown 
considerably: 'instead of sending surveyors to the site we took large-scale [topo
gntptucl maps and enlarged them up to the scale of 1 : 1 ,000. We decided, as we 
were not road engineers, that we would simply lay the roads on the natural 
morphology, that we would not change the mountains at alL It was as if you 
were to take a topographic line from the map and make a road on it this is 
how it was built.'15 

Strategies of planting 

Regularizing access to land was another component in the Begin government's 
attempt to formalize the setdement project under state control. In 1 979, in the 
wake of the Elon Moreh case, which ruled that access to land for the construction 
of setdements for 'security reasons' could no longer be permitted, the government 
embarked upon a new method of gaining access to land, one that would be 
immune to further petitions to the High Court of 

Government agencies started a large-scale project of mapping and land regis
tration in order to discover public lands to which Israel could lay claim. Any 
piece of land that Palestinians could not prove was privately owned, and any 
privately owned land that Palestinians could not prove was actually in use at the 
time of survey, i.e. public Palestinian land, was declared 'state land' and seized 
by the state. This 'state land' could then be leased out to 

'
'a variety of Israeli and 

Jewish organizations for the purpose of settlement construction. The legal playing
field was thus transferred from the late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century 
international laws of belligerent occupation16 to the agrarian land laws of the 
Ottoman Empire. Whereas legal battles had been argued on the basis 
of different conceptions of , and lav.'Yers and judges had had to become 
experts in the ins and outs of military fortification and security, they now had 
to do so Qiterally) in the field of agriculture, v.ith ha-v-ing to become 
experts in different cultivation techniques and crop types. 

The Israeli government's main legal resource was the Ottoman Land Law of 
1 858. This law was the result of an agrarian reform across the Ottoman Empire, 
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of which Palestine was part until 1 9 1 7. The 1 858 law continued to exist in the 
West Bank as a reflection of local-,tradition the successive periods of 
British and Jordanian rule, and was designed to regulate traditional agrarian 
economies by means of a new tax system. It a plot of land as 'miri' 
(privately owned) land, if it had been continuously cultivated for at least ten years. 
If a landowner failed to farm the land for three consecutive years, the land 
'-U'"'-'>'>"'u its status to 'makhlul', which came then under the possession of the 
�u'/"�'"''-'111.17 The rationale behind this provision was to create an incentive for 
cultivation which in turn increased taxation. on the other hand, did 
not want to pay tax for land that could not be used for cultiv--ation, and therefore 
gave up ownership over uncultivated areas, even if these were only small patches 
of rocky ground that actually existed \V-ithin their fields. Uncultivated 'state land' 
therefore existed in widely scales, some tracts of desert as m 

the southern and eastern parts of the West Bank, along the Jordan Valley 
and the Dead Sea - others smaller islands of rocky land, and 
puncturing the private fields of farmers. The borders between cultivated and 
uncultivated lands often followed a clear topographical logic. The mountain range 
of the West Bank is cort'\:,o-ated by a repeating sequence of wrinkles and folds. 
The agriculturally suitable allu1rial soils erode down from the summits to the 
slopes and the valleys. These summits are thus and windswept, while the 
slopes and valleys are fertile and cultivated with orchards and arable crops. 

The 'makhlul' land seized by the state of Israel in areas suitable for settlement 
was therefore primarily the ground of the West Bank.18 In total, by the early 
1 990s, more than 38 per cent of the land area of the West Bank, comprising 
this patchwork quilt of isolated plots and non-contiguous pockets of land, as 
well as tracts of desert, were registered under Israeli ownership.19 If, by this 
one were to slice the terrain of the West Bank along an invisible horizontal datum 
line a few hundred metres above sea level, almost all the land over this line was 
setder territory annexed by the Israeli state; the valleys below it remained 'occupied 
territories'. The topographical folds, summits, slopes, irrigation basins, valleys, 
rifts, cracks and streams, were no longer seen as naive topographical 
features, but as signifiers to a series of legal manipulations. Many of the complex 
borderlines of the present-day West Bank were thus by the application 
of the principles of a nineteenth-century land law to the particular nature of 
mountain topography. Latitude became more than a mere relative position on 
the contoured surface of the terrain. The colonization of the mountain regions 
created a vertical separation between two parallel, overlapping and self-referential 
ethno-national geographies, held together in startling and horrifying proximity. 

Sometimes irregularities in the patterns of land cultivation left 'islands' of 
small privately owned orchards within an area of uncultivated 'state land'. This 
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gave rise to a situation in which some private Palestinian land could be left 
between the homes of a Jewish settlement. In such cases accommodation was 
sometimes reached whereby the settlement council in question permitted access 
to Palestinian farmers to cultivate their orchards. But after the start of the second 
Intifada in 2000, Palestinian farmers were no longer allowed to enter settlements. 
And so, after three years of non-cultivation, these orchards themselves became 
'state land', according to the 1 858 Ottoman Land Law,�.and ownership was duly 
handed to the settlement council. 

The Likud government lived to present the new legal technique for land seizure 
as evidence of its commitment to liberal values of 'private property', which it 
compared to Labor's aggressive security logic. In fact, during the Likud years, 
large tracts of private Palestinian land were still being secretly grabbed for the 
use of Israeli settlements - this without official requisition orders, and without 
being challenged in court. The public land, which Israel claimed so easily on the 
grounds that it was 'uncultivated', very often had other legitimate uses for the 
Palestinians, such as grazing. More fundamentally, all peoples h?-ve the right to 
open space and common land. In this light, the Likud claim that these lands 
were unusable for cultivation, and thus that their appropriation by Israeli settlers 
could hardly be seen as 'dispossession', is tantamount to claiming that any public 
land of one nation can be claimed and used for the settling of another. In fact, 
here, as in other incidents throughout the occupation, the law did not prevent 
violations, it simply became a tactical tool for regulating them and giving them 
a cloak of legitimacy. 

Beginning in December 1979, the government launched a systematic, large
scale project of topographical and land-use mapping across the West Bank in 
order to define all those areas that were not under active cultivation. Mapping 
the West Bank was primarily undertaken from the air.20 The advantage of aerial 
photometry lies in its rapid collection of data. It saves map-makers the trouble 
of moving through a hostile terrain and undertaking slow triangulations using 
visible landmarks. An area of a few thousand square kilb\0-etres_ takes only four 
hours to photograph. Photometrical land surveying from aerial photography, 
reproduced at variable scales and with breathtaking clarity, has now replaced 
the conventional land-surveyed maps as the most rapid and practical way of 
studying a territory. Every two years since 1 967, a thorough aerial survey has 
been undertaken. 

The mapping project was run by the director of the civil department of the 
State Prosecutor's Office, Plia Albek, an ultra-Orthodox woman who entered · 

Israeli settlement folklore by touring the West Bank mountains by helicopter and 
driving through areas under dispute in jeeps, determining land ownership by cutting 
the trunks of olive trees to count the number of rings (since every year makes 
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Fragments of "state land'� Regional Council of Bif!_Yamin, Hebron region 

a visible ring, she could thus establish the age of an orchard), and walking the 
sites intended for expropriation with Palestinian village elders to register any 
possible objections and obstacles to her policy. Her survey sought to identify 
private 'miri' land that had not been farmed for at least three consecutive years, 
thus becoming 'makhlul', and 'miri' land that had been farmed for less than ten 
years, and which had therefore not yet come under the farmer's private ownership. 

Prior to this system of land grab coming into general practice, the Israeli 
military government had focused on the improvement and expansion of Palestinian 
agricultural production. Throughout the flrst decade of the occupation, Israeli 
agencies conducted a survey of 30,000 farms in about half of all West Bank 
villages, examining the utilization of farm areas and their yields. They offered 
Palestinian farmers development loans to purchase agricultural equipment and 
machinery, introduced fertilizers and pesticides, improved varieties of seeds for 
arable crops and devised about 400 model plots where almost 20,000 Palestinian 
farmers were trained to use modern equipment and technology.21 According to 
Israeli political theorist and activist Neve Gordon, this policy was part of a governing 
rationale initially devised by the Ministry of Defence under Moshe Dayan, which 
sought to pacify the territories under occupation by reducing poverty and increasing 
the dependency of the Palestinians on Israel by improving the general quality of 
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life. Dayan wanted to be remembered as an enlightened sovereign. According to 
one of Dayan's speeches at a government meeting, Israel should follow the model 
of enlightened colonialism. In the Togolese Republic in West Africa, he claimed, 

'people still had good memories of German colonial rule before WW1 . . .  the 

Germans "left orchards and culture". Israel . . .  should follow the example of 

benevolent colonialism.'22 Dayan's policy had the effect of increasing agricultural 

productivity throughout the first five years of the occupatiqn by 1 6  per cent 

annually; it also allowed Palestinians to cultivate areas that had previously gone 

uncultivated.23 In 197 6, the policy was scaled down. By 1 979, when the government 

realized that the expansion of the Palestinian agrarian economy was counter 
productive to its aim of annexing uncultivated lands, it stopped the policy that 

actively encouraged cultivation altogether. Thereafter, Israel's gradual reduction 
of water quotas to Palestinian farmers forcibly reduced the scope of the West 

Bank's agricultural sector, forcing more Palestinian farmers to seek jobs as day 

laborers in IsraeF4 By 1 985 the cultivated land in the West Bank had decreased 
by 40 per cent. The decrease in the Palestinians' ability to cultivate land enabled 

the confiscation of more land.25 As if this was not enough, the government also 

invaded private fields that settlements needed for their expansion. For this purpose 

another category of land was established. 'Survey land' refers to land whose 
ownership is in dispute, generally in cases where a Palestinian's title to the land 

is being challenged by the state. Under Israeli law, such land cannot be developed 

legally, either by the state or by the Palestinian claiming ownership. But in reality, 

settlement construction has been taking place on such land too.26 

This direct relation established between land use and land ownership led to 

the widespread and strategic use of planting throughout the Occupied Territories. 
Understanding the logic of Israeli land seizure, Palestinians intensified their agri

cultural land use, planting as a pre-emptive strategy in areas they felt were threat

ened with impending expropriation; such planting was often subsidized by 
Palestinian and international solidarity organizations.27 On the other hand, the 
Jewish National Fund GNP), an organization dedicated to the "development of 
Israeli state land for the benefit of its Jewish population, was planting pine forests 

in areas declared as 'state land', mainly around greater Jerusalem in what it called 
'the green belt '. These planting programmes were undertaken to prevent Pales

tinian planting, and to maintain land reserves for new settlements or for the 

future expansion of existing ones. Pine trees were chosen both because of their 
fast growth and because of the acidic deposit of pine needles they leave on the 
ground, which eradicates most smaller plants and undergrowth between the trees. 

'Pine deserts' were meant to make the land unusable for Palestinian shepherds 
by depriving their flocks of pasture. In many places across the West Bank where 

there has been large-scale forestation by Israel, there has also been small-scale 
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planting by Palestinians; the lines separating pines and olives are among the many 

boundaries produced by the colonization -of the West Bank.28 

A complex fabric of laws, regulations and military orders thereafter combined 
to turn Israel's land seizure into a de facto project of annexation. All the separate 

tracts of 'state land' throughout the West Bank - a non-contiguous archipelago 
of thousands of separate 'islands' - were imbued with Israeli law. The military, 

which is the actual sovereign in these areas, simply stamped Israeli law books 
with military insignia, turning Israeli law into military orders.29 The seized highland 

thus acquired an effective extraterritorial status.30 This divided the West Bank 

into two zones in which different laws separately applied to Jews and Arabs. The 
laws of the state were applied to the mountain summits whereas military rules 
were still in effect within the cultivated valleys below and between themY To 
almost all intents and purposes, the lives of settlers resemble the lives of Israeli 

citizens within Israel. 
In 1 981, a year before he took Israel to war in Lebanon, Ariel Sharon, now 

lYUnister of Defence in the �econd Begin government, set up the Civil Admin
istration, a subsidiary of the military designed to deal with the government of 
the Palestinian population in the West Bank and Gaza. The separation of the 
Civil Administration from the regional territorial command made a clear distinction 

between the two roles with which the military was then engaged in the Occupied 
Territories: the protection of Israeli civilians (through the suppression of the 

Palestinians); and sovereignty over the Palestinian population. Through its latter 
role the Civil Administration demonstrated Israel's intention of making the occu

pation permanent and underscored its desire to continue normalizing it.32 

Under the Civil Administration, development plans for the Occupied Territories 
similarly operated along two paralle� complementary lines: one promoting the 
construction of Jewish settlements, the other working to limit the expansion of 
Palestinian towns and villages. On the one hand, the Civil Administration granted 

the Jewish regional councils the status of 'special planning committees', empow
ering them to prepare and submit detailed outline plans and to grant building 
permits to settlements within their municipal boundaries? effectively fast-tracking 
the planning and development process. Meanwhile in Palestinian areas, every 

conceivable obstacle was placed in front of Palestinians attempting to plan and 
develop their lands. In regulating the planning system in the West Bank and Gaza, 

I 
the Civil Administration rarely updated the regional plans prepared in the 

1 940s by British Mandatory planning offices for a Palestinian population that 
was a fraction of its current �ize. This has severely limited the areas available in 
which to modernize and expand.34 The Civil Administration planning office has 
in many cases used aerial photographs to draw schematic 'blue lines' as close to 
the Palestinian built-up area as their felt-tip pens permitted. Construction outside 
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The settlement of Efrat - note the Palestinian fields around and within the settlement, and the small 
pine-planted areas on the left. Milutin Labudovic for Peace Now, 2002 

these perimeters was Whatever housing or other were 
subsequendy 'illegally' constructed there were, sooner or later, demolished. 

Suburban colonization 

Although before 1 979 the case for Israel's settlement policy was on the 
basis of strategic and security considerations, the setdement process was also 
driven by other impetuses: religious-ideological (seeking to setde the 
summits close to sites of biblical history) ; political (trying\to pre-empt the 
possibility of territorial compromise by settling areas in and around the 
Palestinian towns and cities); and economic (the search for cheap land for the 
construction of suburbs and urban sprawl close to the metropolitan --·---·--r 

Each of these approaches saw the mountains of the West Bank as a different 
kind of resource, finding in the contours of its terrain different locations to suit 
its requirements. Israeli policy towards the settlements in the West Bank has 
undergone various changes over the years, reflecting the divergent political views 
of decision-makers, the relative of various interest groups active in this 

and developments in the international arena. While these divergent 
approaches have been manifested in changes in the scope of resources allocated 
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to the settlements, and in the areas in which it was decided to establish them, 
all Israeli governments, Labor, Likud or Unity governments, have actively 
contributed to the development and expansion of the settlement 
enterprise. 

The centrifugal forces that led the Israeli middle classes to flee the centres 
for suburbia started to momentum in the early 1 980s. reflected a 
global phenomenon of metropolitan sprawl and segregation into and 
religiously homogenous communities that mirrored the American and South 
African gated communities. With the exception of the national-religious Gush 
Emunim, which inhabited the mountain ridges of the West Bank, the majority 
of setders moved into suburban settlements located close to Tel Aviv and 
Jerusalem, only a few kilometres beyond the 1 967 Green Line. were drawn 
there by the promise of standards - a better quality of life at a very 
affordable price. 

Since the inhabitants of suburban settlements have to seek work outside 
them, they rely on a road system to connect them with the employment centres 
in the metropolitan areas around Tel Aviv and Jerusalem. The population 
mosdy consists of secular, middle-class Israelis, but includes two other groups 
encouraged by the government to move into the area: new immigrants from 
the former Soviet republics and the ultra-On:hodox non-Zionist communities. 
The latter, large families of limited economic means, were concentrated in 
dense, custom-built setdements, such as Modi'in Ilit, B eitar Ilit and Kiyat 
close to the Green Line and on the road between Tel Aviv and Jerusalem. 
These setdements have been to cater for their particular way of 
and have also been a magnet for corporations establishing factories where 
ultra-Orthodox women are employed as cheap manual labor in the 

Hrlwt>.ve�r. settlement growth has been fuelled not so much by economic forces 
of supply and demand, but by a government programme uc::,lge..•c:u 
to encourage Israeli citizens to migrate there from the urban centres of Tel Aviv 
and Jerusalem. The government as one of its most closely guarded secrets 
the precise amount of money allotted for the benefit of settlements in the West 
Bank and Gaza Strip. The state was deliberately constructed so as to 
make this information opaque, with the money allocated to settlements 
divided between general without mentioning whether the communities 
in question are within Israel or the Occupied Territories. In the most compre
hensive audit of this issue,., conducted at the end of 2003, the Israeli newspaper 
Ha'aretz claimed that the additional cost of the settlement project since 1 967 had 
already passed the $ 1 0  billion mark.36 

However, the geography of economic incentives was already outlined in a 
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The settlement of Giveat Ze'ev; circa 1983 (ZE) 

masterplan prepared by the rural settlement division of the World Zionist 
Organization (WZO) at the beginning of 1 983. The Masterplan for Settlements in 
the West Bank the Year 201 0  was prepared Likud party member Matityahu 
Drobless, who worked in collaboration with Sharon's Settlement Committee. This 
plan was also known as The Hundred Thousand Plan, a reference to its main objective 
to bring the total Jewish population in the West Bank to 1 00,000 by 1 986.37 In 
the accompanying text, the masterplan admitted that 'the settlement process 
as a whole includes "natural" motivations for settlement guided by economic 
demand, as well as "artificial" motivations for settlement based on ideological 
commitments'.38 It went on to suggest the principles of the geography of 
economic incentives: the amount of government subsidy was\�o be inversely 
proportional to the level of economic demand. areas of low demand 
were highly subsidized, with the government most development 
expenses, and effectively almost free housing to whoever agreed to 
settle there, while high demand areas in the West Bank received less (but still 
considerable) financial aid. demand areas were defined as those within a 
'travel time of 30 minutes from the outer ring of Tel Aviv metropolitan region, 
and about 20 minutes' drive from that of Jerusalem', and were marked on the 
map as a strip of 1 5-20 kilometres wide, immediately east of the Green Line, 
and as a band 1 0  kilometres wide around Jerusalem. Other factors defining 

demand areas included 'local elements with positive attraction, such as the 
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view', while low demand areas included elements possessing 'negative attraction 

value, such as proximity to Arab population'. Areas of medium and low demand 
were generally defined as those located 'in the mountain range . . . minutes 

drive from Tel Aviv and thirty-five minutes drive from Jerusalem'. There, 'ideological 
population with human potential and social quality is to be located in 
small groups within small settlements . . .'39 In the government's subsidy 
policy followed a rule: the more settlers were willing to undertake personal 

hardship and the further they were from Israeli employment centres, 

the higher the government subsidy. 
The policy of financial incentives was successful in continuously channelling 

increasing number of Israelis into the West Bank. This could be demonstrated 
by the following statistics. In May 1 984, at the end of the Likud government's 
second term in office, 35,000 settlers were living in 1 02 settlements in the West 
Bank. By 1 992, when Likud lost power to Labor and the Oslo process began, 
about 1 00,000 people occupied 1 23 settlements. In the following decade, under 
the O slo process, the number of settlements did not increase, each 
settlement became much more densely populated, with the population doubling 
to about 200,000.40 the violence of the second Intifada, the growth in 
the number of settlers continued, especially in the ultra-Orthodox settlements, 
increasing the total number of settlers by 1 5.3 per cent in the first four years of 
the conflict, so that the total number of West Bank settlers (excluding Jerusalem) 
had reached 268,000 inhabitants in 2006. 41 

The community s ettlement 

The settlements established in the West Bank fall into a range of different types. 
Cooperative agricultural settlements of the Kibbutz and Moshav types are the 
historical settlement forms of the Labor Zionist movement. 42 There are currently 
nine settlements of the Kibbutz type and twenty-two of the Moshav type in the 
West Bank, most of them established during the 1 970s under the Labor govern
ments and situated in areas within the Allon plan. The remaining settlements 
established throughout the 1 970s were urban or rural settiements.43 

Since the method of land seizure restricted settlement construction to 
uncultivated land annexed by the Israeli state, and since the Israeli-Jewish settlers 
(both the national-religious Gush Emunim as well as secular city-dwellers seeking 
an improvement in their qu�ty of life) had no experience in agriculture nor any 
wish to start eng3.c,oing in it, a new settlement typology had to be conceived. In 
the early 1 980s the 'community settlement' was developed by the settlement 
division of the WZO with i\manah, the settlement arm of Gush 
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Emunim, for the purpose of settling the mountain areas under Israel's control, 
both within Israel in the Galilee, and in the occupied areas of the West Bank. 
In both regions this was part of the national effort to create a 'demographic 
balance' between Jews and Arabs.44 

The 'community settlement' is legally defined as a cooperative association 
registered with the Israeli Registrar of Associations; in essence, it is a 
members-only, suburban village. Each 'community settlement' h�s an independent 
admission process and a monitoring mechanism that regulates all aspects of 
community from religious observance and ideological rigour to the very form 
and outdoor use of homes. Members can be expelled after ignoring wul.l.JJJ.>f�,�, 
if they refuse to conform to community regulations, or if they do not int•egrate 
socially, or ideologically. The 'community settlement' was conceived in 
this way to avoid the possibility that Palestinian citizens of Israel might make 
their homes in these settlements. 

The system developed other mechanisms of exclusion against Palestinian citi
zens of Israel that were designed to bypass Israeli laws prohibiting the allocation 
of resources according to preferential criteria. 'State land' v;rithin Israel or the 
Occupied Territories was transferred to the custody of either the jewish 
(JA) or the WZO, both non-governmental associations registered in the United 
States. Their registration outside Israel enabled the state to circumvent its own 
laws.45 The WZO and the JA represent not the citizens of Israel but 'world 
Jewry', and their stated mission is to direct resources exclusively to the state's 
Jewish population. Both organizations are sustained by donations from Jews 
abroad and, as US-registered charities, benefit from special tax exemption.46 When 
a 'suitable' settlement core is formed, the WZO and the JA pass the lands on 
to it and the cooperative association of the settlement is thereafter entrusted 
with the further screening of members.47 

Residential construction in these settlements might be undertaken 
ment development companies, by a commercial developer, o.t on a 
Unito•rrr.litv of architectural taste is often imposed through the .�:.,.�,._u,u.u·u 

small variety of single and double, family house-and-garden uc;'''�'J'�· 

that exists within some settlements is the 'build your home' scheme, in 
which people are encouraged to design and build the 'house of their dreams' on 
a small plot of land. 4il Within all these types, the red pitched roof became the 
emblem, the ubiquitous symbol of Jewish settlements. In an interview, a young 
architect based in the West Bank explained this issue to me: 

A lot of ink was critical discussion] over the issue of the red roofs . . . 

I personally think that there is something about it though . . . since it 

was inaugurated as the common practice some twenty years ago . . .  you can easily 
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Left: A house in a ]wish settlement in the 1980s; Right: A house in a Palestinian 

reco)l;ltllZe, even as you are coming from the distance a Jewish settlement! . . .  

it does not blend in with the surrounding, but it makes a strong statement 

and marks an orientation this settlement is Jewish!49 

Beyond responding to 
settlement homes with red roofs also serves a function: the sites can be 
identified from afar as Israeli. This common architectural practice was formalized 

in the 1 980s, the military recommended that settlement councils impose 
the construction of red-tiled roofs as part of the settlement planning bylaw. 
Besides allowing the settlers to orient themselves within the landscape, the roofs 
aid the military to better navigate and 'friend from foe', from both ground 
and air. 

The red roof has also become a common sight in Palestinian cities and 
vu''"'""x with red roofs being constructed over what is otherwise a perfectly 
serviceable flat roof common to Palestinian single-family homesteads. During 
the urban euphoria of the Oslo years (1995-2000) a real-estate boom in Palestinian 
cities was fuelled by wealthy returnee elites, and new neighbourhoods were built 
on the peripheries of Palestinian cities and towns. As French theorist 
Bulle observed, the architecture of these housing schemes resembled the suburban 
and semi-urban nature of the settlements, reproducing many of its urban and 
architectural typologies - and similarly responding to the anxieties that drive the 
middle class everywhere to seek privacy and away from the congested 
and potentially dangerous centres. New Palestinian housing, built on hilltops 
with concrete domes, arches and other oriental paraphernalia, sometimes followed 
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PEDESTRIAN WAYS - VIEWS 

Stucfy Drawing of the Jerusalem neighbourhood of French Hi/4 showing view fines as the generator 
of the urban !qyout. Source: Israel Builds, Ministry of Construction and Housing, 1972. 

Facing page: Above, the settlement of Geva'ot (road plan); below, the settlement of Har Shmuel 
(outline plan) 
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The settlement of Eli. Eyal Weizman, 2002 

romantic inclinations similar to those of the Jewish neighbourhoods of occupied 

Jerusalem.50 Such mimicry, or perhaps - considering the military directive 

mentioned above - camouflage, sustains a discourse of mirrors which destabilizes 

the decisive visual boundaries, creating two types of architectural hybrids that 

challenge the visual binary opposition of 'setder' and 'native' architecture.51 

Optical urbanism 

In 1984 the Ministry for Construction and Housing published a guidebook en tided 

Building and Development in the Mountain Regions.52 Its author, the Israeli architect 

Michael Boneh, aimed to provide what would in effect become the first official 

advisory guideline for architects engaged in the design of setdements in the 

mountain regions under Israeli control. These were primarily areas inhabited by 

Palestinians: the Galilee (inside Israel proper), and the mountain district of the 

West Bank. Summarizing the experience gained in the construction of setdements 

and Jerusalem suburbs, the publication testifies to the shift in the focus of Zionist 

planning, from the coastal plains and agricultural valleys to the mountains. It 

stated that: 'the continual growth of setdements in the Jerusalem, Galilee, Judea 

and Samaria Mountains [the West Bank] is dependent on the development of 

difficult mountainous areas' and concedes that 'the expertise in building on moun

tain regions is not yet fully established'.53 

The construction of the mountain setdements necessitated building in areas 

with steep slopes. Boneh divided up the mountain area according to various topo

graphical conditions, allocating a distinct setdement typology to each.54 In these 
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formal codifications, which base the design of mountain setdements on distinct 

topographical conditions, the laws of erosion have seemingly been absorbed 

into the practice of urban design. The specific morphology of the hilltops on 

which setdements were to be designed became the blueprint for the layout of 

the setdement. According to this guideline, and following the principles tested 
by Leitersdorf in Ma'ale Adumim, the suburban layout of a mountain setdement 

typically follows a principle of 'concentric organization', in which the 

topographical contours of the map are retraced as lines of infrastructure. The 

roads are laid out in rings following the shape of the mountain to create a 

complete circuit around the summit, with the water, sewage, electricity and tele

phone lines buried under them. The division of lots is equal and repetitive, 

providing small, private red-roofed houses positioned along the roads, against 

the backdrop of the landscape. 

Most often, setdement layouts aspire to create an 'ideal' circle around an 

elevated civic centre positioned on the summit (generally, it is the synagogue that 

stands at the centre of the setdement at the hilltop's highest point). But in reality, 

a setdement's contours are distorted by specific topographical morphology and 

by the constraints of land ownership, as well as in response to a generally accepted 

rule - first defined in Leitersdorf's planning of Ma'ale Adumim - that sought 

to limit to 250 metres the distance pedestrians have to walk from their homes 

to access civic services and amenities, preferably without having to cross a main 

road. 

However, a major issue arose in the Ministry's guidelines of views and sigh dines 

as oudined in Boneh's text. His guidelines advise that: 'Positioning openings 

[windows] in the direction of the view is usually identical with positioning them 

in the direction of the slope . . .  [the optimal view depends on] the positioning 

of the buildings and on the distances between them, on the [built] density, the 

gradient of the slope and the vegetation.'55 The publication further advises that 

in order to maximize visibility, the inner circle of homes should be · positioned 

in front of the gaps left between the buildings along the outermost ring. Vision 

dictated the discipline and mode of design in all aspects, down to the positioning 

of windows in houses. Discussing the organization of the buildings themselves, 

the text recommended that sleeping quarters be oriented towards the inner public 

spaces and living rooms oriented towards the distant view. 

This geometric order seeks to produce what can in effect be understood 

as optical devices on a suburban scale. The type of mountain setdement in 

the Galilee - akin to that in the ,West Bank - is referred to in Hebrew as Mit:(pe 
(Lookout) setdement, a term that itself indicates the primary function of setde

ments in the mountain regions. The arrangement of homes and roads as rings 

around summits imposes on the dwellers an axial visibility oriented in two 
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The settlement of Eli. Eyal Weizman, 2002 
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formal codifications, which base the design of mountain setdements on distinct 
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directions: out and down, towards the surrounding landscapes; and in and 
upwards, a gaze folded in on itself, overlooking the common public spaces 
and homes of the other members of the community. Each of these constructed 
gazes, inwards and outwards, embodies complexities and contradictions of 
different kinds. The inward-looking gaze aims to reinforce a sense of community, 
facilitating the intimate management of the inhabitants' lives, and with it, regu
lating 'acceptable' public behaviour. The disciplinary pq�er of this urban layout 
conforms the subject under a common gaze which is diffused amongst all 
other community members. The fact that the circular layout is closely oriented 
inwards towards the common public areas, promotes an 'unconscious policing' 
with controls on acceptable public behaviour.56 With the social and physical 
cohesion of its cul-de-sac environment, closed off to its surroundings, the 
'community settlement' promotes a communal coherence in a shared formal 
identity. Indeed, many inhabitants of West Bank 'community settlements', 
initially coming in search of an improved quality of life, have been gradually 
drawn into a more nationalist ideology, and will no doubt struggle against any 
policy initiatives to remove them from their homes. It is in everyday life and 
its small rituals, travel, work and spare time that the ideology of settlers is 
transformed and sustained.57 

The outward-facing arrangement of homes orients the view of the inhabitants 
towards the surrounding landscape. In this context the wording of the verdict 
of High Court Justice Vitkon on the security function of the settlements of Bet
El should be revisited.58 It attests to the perceived role of visual control in the 
state project of pacification: 'terrorist elements operate more easily in territory 
occupied exclusively by a population that is indifferent or sympathetic to the 
enemy than in a territory in which there are also persons liable to monitor them 
and iriform the authorities of any suspicious movement '59 [my emphasis] . Implicit 
in this statement is the Israeli government's enlisting of its civilian population 
to act as its agents alongside the agencies of state power, and the fact that the 
settlers' presence is being used to serve the state's secun\y aims.60 The task of 
civilian settlers - men, women and children - is to investigate and report Palestinian 
movements in the West Bank, to help turn the occupied territory into an optical 
matrix radiating out from a proliferation of lookout points/ settlements scattered 
across the landscape. 

In a further affirmation of the power of observation, until the recent 
Intifada made the life of settlers extremely precarious, only few settlement 
councils accepted the advice of the security establishment to fence themselves 
in from the surrounding landscape. The thinking behind their refusal to do 
so combined the metaphorical with the practical. Fencing themselves in might 
signify that settlements have no further territorial claims beyond their outer 
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fences. Confirming this argument, in one of his documentary fl.lms, Israeli 
fil.m-maker Avi Mugrabi recorded, Sharon bragging off record while sitting 
down to a meal in one West Bank settlement: 'I told [them] : don't build fences 
around your settlements. If you put up a fence, you put a limit to your 
expansion . . . we should place the fences around the Palestinians and not 
around our places.'61 On the other hand, some settlers believed that the self
protection afforded by visual supervision rendered the material protection of 
a fortified wall or of a fence redundant and even obstructive. The security 
officer of the settlement of Qdumim, Shlomi Hazoni, stated this in a manner 
that confirms the · prejudices which Israeli security officials are thought to 
harbour against Palestinians and Arabs: 'Fences project fear that the Arabs 
can sense . . . When they can sense our fear they will attack . . .  fences are 
definitely not working as a security measure.' Instead, Hazoni proposed that 
'the layout of the settlement and the design of its houses should be part of 
a single security concept'.62 

Seeking safety in vision, Jewish settlements are intensely illuminated. At night, 
across the landscape, they are visible as brilliant white streaks of light that contrast 
with the yellowish tint of the light in the Arab villages and towns. Seeking their 
safety in invisibility, Palestinian neighbourhoods, on the other hand, employ black
outs to protect themselves against impending aerial attacks. During the Intifada, 
the military finally ruled that settlements be surrounded by several layers of 
fencing systems, cameras equipped with night-vision capability and even motion 
detectors placed on the perimeter fence, further extending the function of the 
naked eye. Reinforcing this one-way hierarchy of vision, according to rules of 
engagement issued by the occupying forces at the end of 2003, soldiers may 
shoot to kill any Palestinian caught observing settlements with binoculars or in 
any other 'suspicious manner'.63 Palestinians should presumably avoid looking at 
settlements at all. 

But it is hard not to see a settlement from wherever one is in the contemporary 
West Bank. The Israeli journalist Gideon Levy writes: 

You can hardly find a window in a Palestinian house that does not open onto some 

red-tiled roof of the neighbouring settlement . . .  From the window of a burnt 

clothing store in re-occupied Bethlehem, from a bathroom window in Kafr Beit

Dajan, from a living room "'indow in the village of Sinjel, from the mouth of a 

cave belonging to the cave-dwellers in southern Mount Hebron, from an office in 

Nablus, from a store ill Ramallah - from everywhere you can spot the settlement 

on the hilltop, looming, dreadfully colonial . . . alienated, threatening, conquering 

houses, lusting for more.64 
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The paradox of double vision 

Most Israeli architects building in the West Bank do not see the panorama as consri-
a strategic or defensive category. They have simply internalized the security 

discourse of the state and have learned to use it when discussing matters \v:ith state 
agents in order to get their projects approved. \X'hen they have designed 
bourhoods and settlements overlooking the surrounding landscape, they have gener
ally done so in order to provide residents \!lith views of the landscape - as any 
architect would do in a hilltop environment. The value of the landscape visible 
from windows in the settlement of Ma'ale Adumim, was summed up �u<XJJClCilV 

Leitersdorf: 'We were selling something that did not cost us a penny.'"5 Similarly, 
the majority of settlers did not to the West Bank in o:t:der to act as security 
agents of the Israeli state. Settlers have migrated to the West Bank for a 
of other reasons. Beyond ideology, these included a high level of services 
and amenities, a cheaper life close to nature - and of course, great views. 

The sales brochure for homes in the ultra-Orthodox\settlement of -'-""'">UlucOI, \ ' 

the second settlement designed by Leitersdorf, published f�r member recruitment 
in the United evoked the picturesque: 'The city of Emanuel, situated 440 
metres above sea level has a magnificent view of the coastal plain and the Judean 
Mountains. The hilly landscape is dotted ,,,ith green olive orchards and a 
pastoral calm.'66 In the image or

" the pastoral landscape, integral to the perspective 
of colonial the adrnitation of the rustic panorama is viewed through 
the \VWdow-frames of modernity. The retreat from the city to the country reasserts 
the virtues of a simpler life close to nature. It draws on the opposition between 
luxury and simplicity, the spontaneous and the planned themselves the opposite 
poles of the axis of vision that stretches between the settlements and their 
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surrounding landscape. In the settlement of Leitersdorf's plan aimed 
to provide 'panoramic landscape views for all homes'.67 For most settlers, the 
landscape was not initially much more than a pastoral view, but for the ideologists 
of Gush Emunim, its topographical features were cast as national metaphors. A 
constructed way of seeing to re-establish the relation between terrain and 
sacred text. Topography turned into scenography and formed an land
scape with a mesh of scriptural signification that must be read, instead of simply 
viewed. The mountain region of the West Bank therefore became both a physical 
entity and an imagined, mythical geography. Far from evoking solemn contem
plation, the 'biblical' panorama formed the of a religious ritual causing 
a sensation of sheer ecstasy. Menorah Katzover, the wife of a prominent settler 
leader, said of the view of the West Bank mountains from her living room 
windows in the settlement of Homesh. 'It causes me such excitement that I 
cannot even talk about in modesty.'68 

The settlement of Shiloh69 advertised itself on its website in the following 
way: 'Shiloh spreads up the hills overlooking Tel Shiloh [Shiloh archaeological 
Mound], where over 3,000 years ago the Children of Israel gathered to erect the 
Tabernacle and to divide lot the Land of Israel into tribal . . .  This 
ancient spiritual centre has retained its power as the focus of modern day Shiloh.'70 
The landscape, imbued with religious signification, establishes the link that helps 
people relive and re-enact religious-national in a way that juxtaposes, on 
the very same land, ancient \vith modern time. In 1981,  its spiritual leader, Rabbi 
Yoel Bin-Nun, one of the founder members of Gush Emunim whose chosen 
surname (referring to that of Yehoshua Bin-Nun who occupied the same 
area for the Israelites) reflects a similar relation between the biblical period and 
the present project, announced with great fanfare the discovery of the precise 
location of the Tabernacle. With donations gathered from communities 
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and Christian 

the 'Synagogue of the Dome of the Divine Presence', whose architecture was 

based on construction guidelines he found in the Bible. From the building 

bears some approximate resemblance to contemporary reconstructions of what 

the Second Temple of Jerusalem might have looked like. Today, the synagogue 

and the archaeological site have become comical objects of nationalist-religious 

pedagogy where settlers dressed in biblical period costume guided tours 

for schoolchildren from neighbouring settlements. 
A cyclical process of landscape is thus set in ·the sites 

defined by the military as a threat are understood as components of a biblical 

panorama. The stone houses of Palestinian v'il.lages, the olive terraces and the 

dust roads are read as cultural-historical signifiers. A gap opens between what 

the military and the government want settlers to see (sites of national strategic 

importance and human objects of state control); what the settlers think they see 

(a pastoral biblical landscape and its and what settlers really do see -

the daily life of Palestinians and their poverty under oocu�'ation. 

panorama lies a cruel paradox: the very thing that renders the lar.lu�catJc: 

or 'pastoral' its traditional habitation and cultivation in terraces, olive orchards, 

stone and the presence of livestock - is produced the Palestinians, 
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1 
the very people whom the settlers would like to displace. Like a 

. 
set, 

the panorama is seen as an edited landscape put together by invisible stagehands 

who must step off the set as the lights come on. On different occasions, Palestinians 

could exist between the visual resisters of danger, biblical authenticity, native 

pastorality and political invisibility. This lacuna of the latter register has been best 

demonstrated by Sa' adia Mandel, the head of the architecture department in Ariel 

College in the West Bank, who claimed that his architecture students watching 

out of their classroom windows 'see Arab villages, but don't notice them. 

They look and don't see. And I say this positively.m 
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Palestinian border control at the Allenl?J Bridge terminal. Miki Kratsman, 1999. Kratsman strys of 
this photograph: 'When I positioned over the shouider of the Palestinian border policeman to 
take this photograph, I sudden!J voices behind me: 'Zoo'?/ Zoo'?/" ('Move, Move" in 

On!J then did I realize that behind the mirror mm the Israelis. When I tried to take a 
P!Jii'Z:Of!712P/J of the mirror; I Jvas tbe terminal l?J the angry Fa�qstuzzan pv"""m,un. 
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5. 

Checkpoints: The Split Sovereign 
and the One-Way Mirror 

Without drawing a single line, the Israeli and Palestinian peace bureaucrats meeting 

in Oslo in the summer of 1993 conceived one of the most complex architectural 
products of the occupation. Article X of the first Annex to the Gaza-Jericho 
Agreement (also known as Oslo I) is called 'Passages'; it is concerned with the 
interfaces bet:�.veen a variety of differently defined territories, in particular the 
border connections bet:�.veen the 'outside' world and the areas handed over to 
limited Palestinian conttoP The architecture of the terminals connecting these 
territories sought to resolve the structural paradox that resulted from the seemingly 
contradictory desire to enable the functioning of Palestinian autonomy while 
enabling Israel to maintain overall control of security. For the Palestinian nego
tiators, the border terminals and the process of passing through them were impor
tant symbols of an emergent, autonomous national self-government. For the 
Istaeli military officers leading the negotiations, the terminals were to articulate 

a new security concept that delegated direct, on-the-ground control of West Bank 
and Gaza Palestinians to the nascent Palestinian Authority under Israel's overall 

'invisible' controL Israeli security personnel and Palestinian politicians considered 
various options; the architecture finally agreed upon teflected a last-minute 
compromise achieved shortly before the planned signing ceremony at the White 
House on September 1 993. This architecture allowed Israel to control on a case
by-case basis who would be allowed to pass through the terminal (described in 
Article X as a large military base), and to keep 'the responsibility for security 
throughout the passage', but for Palestinians to run the terminal building, and 
for Palestinian national emblems to be the only ones visible on the ground.2 

Article X describes in exhaustive detail a flowchart which separates the Pales
tinian crossings through the border terminals into different colour-coded lanes 
and sub-lanes. Together, these make up a complex choreography of pathways 
and security checkpoints that divide passengers according to destinations defined 
by the geography of the Oslo Accords: by the end of the Oslo process, the 
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several hundred separate enclaves, about 40 percent of the territory of the 
West Bank, under autonomous Palestinian self-rule (areas A and B); the rest of 
the West Bank under Israeli control (area C); Gaza; and East Jerusalem. Incoming 
Palestinians would not see the Israeli security personnel who exercise overall 
control: Article X stipulated that the Israeli security agents, although present 
throughout the terminal building, would be separated from travellers by one-way 
mirrors. 3 The travel documents of Palestinians were to be 'ch�ked by an Israeli 
officer who [would] also check their identity indirectly in an invisible manner'.4 
Within the terminal, Palestinian police officers would conduct some security 
checks, but provision was made for Israeli security personnel to emerge into the 
main hall from behind the mirror in the event of what they perceive to be an 
emergency situation. As a 'last resort', they were permitted to use their firearms.s 

The unassuming Allenby Bridge, which spans the Jordan River on the historical 
Amman-Jerusalem-Jaffa road, is the main connection between the West Bank 
and Jordan. At the western end of the bridge, on the Israeli-controlled bank of 
the Jordan River, the existing old terminal was expanded and remodelled, according 
to Article X in the following manner: several interconnected rooms, partly glazed 
with one-way mirrors, were positioned at different intersections within the 
terminal's various pathways. Access to the rooms concealed by the mirrors was 
provided by a back door. In accordance with Article X, incoming Palestinians 
would see only 'a Palestinian policeman and a raised Palestinian flag'. They would 
also see a Palestinian police counter in front of one of several large mirrors 
facing the 'incoming passengers' hall. The mirrors were positioned so that Israeli 
security behind them could observe, unseen, not only the Palestinian passengers 
but also the Palestinian police personnel themselves. 

The waiting room itself is a large open hall with rows of plastic benches 

fixed to the tiled floor. In 1 996, at the height of the Oslo process, the Palestinian 

poet and PLO activist Mourid Barghouti described the scene when he crossed 

the bridge back to Palestine for the first time after thirty years of exile: 'I 

entered a large hall, like the arrival hall in an airport . . .  a row '6£ windows to 

deal with people going to the West Bank and those going to Gaza . . .  Thousands 

of Palestinians like me passing with their bags for a summer visit or leaving 

for Amman to get on with their lives.' Barghouti goes on to describe a hall 

crowded with large families and many children. There was a very long wait to 

be checked. On the benches, on their mothers' laps, or on the floor, children 

were sleeping. 

- "'Where do I go now?" 

- "To the Palestinian officer, of course." ' 6 

140 H OLLOW LAND 

The Palestinian border policeman, standing behind a large counter, receives the 

passport of an incoming passenger, examines it, and then slips it into a drawer 
hidden behind the counter, which is then opened on the other side by the Israeli 

security staff. There, the information of the passport is processed, a decision 

regarding entry is made, and the passport is pushed back with one of two 

coloured paper slips denoting whether or not an entry permission could be 

given. The Palestinian police officer subsequently welcomes the passenger or 

denies him or her entry, and stamps the passport accordingly.7 On the other 

side of the terminal is the usual commotion of emotional meetings, vendors, 

kiosks, buses and taxis. 

More than a mere solution to a specific security/ political problem, the architecture 

of the terminal is a diagram of the new power relations articulated throughout 

the Oslo process (1 993-2000) .8 Embodied in the architecture of the terminals 

was the very military, political and economical logic of the Oslo process, one 

that sought to replace direct occupation and management of the occupied Pales

tinians, and thus direct responsibility for them, with the creation of a Palestinian 

Authority - a prosthetic political system propped up by the international commu

nity - and the delegation of local functions to it. According to this logic of 

governance, Israel remained in control of the Palestinians by regulating their 
movement through space, without resorting to managing their lives within the 

separate enclaves it sealed around their towns and villages. In assuming the duties 

of day-to-day governance within the enclaves under its control, the Palestinian 

Authority has freed Israel of its obligations as an occupying power by international 

law.9 
The architecture of the Allenby Bridge terminal incorporated within the scale 

of a building the principle of surveillance that dictated the distribution of settle

ments and military bases across the Occupied Territories. However, unlike these 

mechanisms of surveillance and discipline, which, following principles set up in 

the nineteenth century, called for power to be 'visible but unverifiable,'10 the archi
tecture of the terminal is designed to hide from the passengers the mechanism 

of power and control altogether. Here, power should be neither visible nor veri

fiable. The aim of the terminal's architecture is not to discipline the Palestinian 

passengers but rather to mislead them as to the effective source of power, to 

make them believe that they are under the control of one authority, whereas they 

are in fact under the control of another. Significantly, it was not the Palestinian 

passenger, but the agent of the Palestinian Authority, who had to internalize the 

disciplinary power of surveillance and be under the gaze of the Israeli security 

personnel. This hierarchy of surveillance could be understood in relation to the 
almost maternal rhetoric with which Israel argued the Oslo agreement as an 
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attempt to inaugurate the Palestinian Authority into a differentiated world, where, 
after taking its first in supervised self-government, it would, in due time, 
function separately from Israeli power.U 

Mo dulating flows 

Israel's conception of security has always included a complex territorial, institu
tional. and architectural apparatus, conceived in order to manage the circulation 
of Palestinians through 'Israeli' space. The Israeli writer-activist Tal �"irbel has 
called this 'Israel's mobility regimes'Y Until 1966, Israeli military administration 
was imposed on Palestinian citizens of Israel, v;-ith checkpoints located in and 
around their towns and villages, them the possibility of travelling v:rithout 
special permits. After 1 967, Minister of Defence Moshe Dayan's 'open bridges 
policy' extended the 1 966 of travel restrictions on Palestinian citizens of 
Israel going to the Occupied Territories allowing West Bank and Gaza Pales-
tinians to travel to Jordan and to enter Israel. It was part of a policy he 
called 'the inv-isible occupation', the goal of which was that 'a Arab can live 
his life . . .  without needing to see or speak to an Israeli representative'. Dayan 
wanted to allow for a situation whereby Palestinians would run their own lives 
and societies under imperceptible but overall Israeli control In the context of 
this policy the Israeli military was to avoid patrolling Palestinian cities, keep Israeli 
flags to a minimum, and avoid interfering in Palestinian daily life.13 The policy 
also sought to incorporate Palestinian laborers into the Israeli workforce. Dayan's 
1n1t1at1ve was as 'humanitarian' but the ability to open and dose the Allenby 
Bridge was also, according to Dayan's coordinator of government activity in the 
occupied territories Shlomo Gazit, part of a behaviouristic 'carrot and stick' 
policy, which allowed the 'denial of privileges' when the security or political 
situation demanded.14 In :reality, more often than intended, the bridges between 
the West Bank and Jordan were dosed, or open in one di:rectib.p. only - allowing 
only the departure of Palestinians. Throughout the years of occupation, restrictions 
on Palestinian movement gradually increased. Travel permits were first introduced 
with the creation in 1 981 of the Civil Administration - a subsidiary of the IDF 
tasked with governing the Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza. Their use 
accelerated during the first Intifada (1987-91), when towns and cities 
were placed under curfew for extended periods.15 .In 1 991,  for the duration of 
the first Gulf War, Israeli Prime Mnister Yitzhak Shamir ordered the closure of the 
entire Occupied Territories for the first time from Israel and the rest of the world. 

During the Oslo years, the politics of closure was further extended, perfected 
and normalized. During 1994, Israeli security control retreated into the :roadways 

142 H OLLOW LAND 

that connected centres of Palestinian population. Bet\Veen 1994 and 1 999, Israel 

installed 230 checkpoints and imposed 499 days of dosures.16 Israeli sovereignty 
was exercised in its to block, filter and regulate movement in the entire 
Occupied Territories, and bet\Veen it and the 'outside'. The occupation effectively 
shifted to the road net\Vork, working as a system of on/ off valves of checkpoints 
and roadblocks. The Israeli occupying forces further ruled by modulating flows 
of other kinds: labor, goods, energy and waste. Even the level of flow in the 
water pipes connecting the separate Palestinian enclaves throughout the territories 
was controlled by the Civil AdministrationY 

The Allenby Bridge terminal was merely one node in the complex 
spatial-ideological apparatus of Oslo. The governing system not only comprised a 
net\Vork of civilian structures (although, as we have seen, the number of buildings 

in the settlements doubled during the Oslo years1� and new roads reserved for the 
exclusive use of settlers, other Israelis and the Significantly, it was also 
composed of an array of 'legal' and bureaucratic procedures that attempted to 
manage the Israeli settlers and the Palestinian inhabitants of the Occupied Territories 
as two territorially overlapping but increasingly insular, autarkic networks. 

Indeed, the bureaucratic infrastructure of the Oslo process sought to replace an 
'occupation' with 'management'. The Israeli sociologist Yehouda Shanhav recounted 
how during the Oslo years, the Israeli military launched an experimental project: the 
implementation of Total Quality Management (TQM) for the administration of all 
relations between Israeli security and Palestinians in Gaza. TQM is a client-oriented 
'management approach . . . based on participation, aiming at long-term success 
through customer satisfaction, and benefits to all members of the organization . . .'19 
The system is internationally used in manufacturing, education and the service 
industries. It was first introduced to the IDF in 1 991 by Ehud Barak, then Chief 
of Staf:t; in order to manage military staffing and supplies. In 1995, a young officer 
and recent graduate of an MBA programme managed to convince the IDF command 
in Gaza to apply this management approach to its :relations with the Palestinians. 
Following this system the military occupation was reinterpreted as the provider of 
services and security, and the Palestinians and settlers as its customers. In this way, 
Israeli-Palestinian interactions, which by the standards of international law were 
still performed within the framework of belligerent occupation, were depoliticized 
into a smilingly neo-liberal 'service economy', a mere business t:ransaction.2° The 
aim of TQM and the Oslo process in was to reduce 'friction' between the 
various groups that inhabited the Occupied Territories (Palestinian residents, 
Palestinian police, Israeli soldiers, settlers, even tourists) and avoid, as much as 
possible, the application of Israeli military force. 

Within this larger system of control the architecture of the border terminals 
operated as valves regulating the flow of Palestinian passengers under Israel's 
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volatile regime of security; simultaneously, :and to those who passed through 
them, the terminals became au ideological apparatus that aimed to naturalize :and 
normalize the powers of the Palestinian Authority. 

Transparent border 

Unlike the one-way mirrors we become accustomed to in almost every 
police station, detention facility :and control room worldwide, the one-way mirror 
system of the terminal/ camp of Allenby Bridge was more than the mere apparatus 
of control - it functioned also as :an international border o f  sorts. In fact, not only 
did the mirror demarcate a border, but in its positioning :and function it created a 
new conceptual border to the concept of sovereignty. It is in this context that 
one-way mirrors have become important components in the redesigning of 
sovereignty across the frontiers of the 'war on terror', enabling, for example, the 
United States' 'politics of deniability' (almost Clintoui:an in that allows LS 
agents to engage in torture \Vithout resorting to physical contact. The process 
which the Bush administration calls 'extraordinary rendition' was conceived in 
order to bypass the outlav.ring of inhuman :and degrading treatment of 
prisoners in US custody' by turning terrorist suspects over to foreign governments 
that do �c-age in torture.21 The one-way mirror behind which US agents :and 
behavioural science consultants observe :and perhaps even guide the process of 
torture in Saudi Arabian, Moroccan or Syrian prisons has become :an 
extension of US borders, acting as the physical and optical medium across which 
a previously unified sovereignty has now been split.22 

A if more complex, power relation was established through 
the one-way mirror o f  the Allenby Bridge terminal. Although Article X renders 
the Palestinian Authority's border procedures mere performance, the nature of 
this performance is nevertheless significant. The Oslo process was designed in 
such a manner that Palestinians would no longer identify therrtselves merely as 
the individual oijects exposed to military power but also as political suijects of 
another. If Israeli security control was always directed at the occupied Palestinians, 
the same was not true o f  the Israeli ideological project. The attempt to 'produce' 
and a political subject remained distinct from the security control that 
dominates the individual via threats and violence.23 the Oslo Accords, 
Palestinians were still, as before, subjugated to Israeli domination in that 
they were exposed to the threats of its military actions, but encouraged to believe 
themselves the subjects of their own political authority. (This had the effect of 
directing Palestinians' anger and frustration for the deterioration o f  their freedoms 
and economy at their own Palestinian Authority rather than at Israel.) This sepa-
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ration between the functions of direct discipline and indirect control no longer 
fits the theoretical narrative that presupposes au evolution from 'disciplinary soci
eties' to 'control societies',24 :and makes these two systems of domination coexistent 
as two components of a vertically layered sovereignty, which is here horizontally 
separated across the sides of the one-way mirror. 

Throughout the second Intifada, the clause in Article X, which allowed 
Israelis to break temporarily into the terminal in order to enforce , was 
permanently in effect. On the rare occasions that the terminal was open to traffic, 
Palestinians needed to appeal directly to Israeli border police without the mediation 
of Palestinian border policemen. Palestinians became ex-posed to the overt 
military power. If cooperated, acquiescently complied 'N-ith military orders or 
lowered their eyes in front of the architectural machine, they did so out of fear of 
violence rather than by internalizing a citizen-like relation of subjugation. 

The architecture of checkpoints 

The discontinuous lines of fences, ditches, concrete walls and high-tech sensors 
referred to by the Israeli government as the 'seam-line obstacle', by the 

Israeli public as the fence', and those Israelis :and Palestinians 
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opposing it as the Wall or sometimes as the 'Apartheid Wall' - are only the most 
visible and mediatized barriers built in a frenzy of fortification construction that 
has pockmarked the entire West Bank since the beginning of the Oslo Process in 
1993, with the aim of separating Palestinians from Israelis at every opportunity. 

Since the beginning of the second Intifada in September 2000, Israeli attempts 
to isolate and fragment Palestinian resistance and limit the possibility of suicide 
bombers arriving in Israeli cities have further split the fragile ll1ternal matrix of 
Palestinian society and the geography of the Oslo Accords. Using a complex, 
ever-present system of closures and traffic restrictions, the Israelis brought the 
Palestinian economy to a virtual standstill. This system relied upon an extensive 
network of barriers that included permanent and partially manned checkpoints, 
roadblocks, metal gates, earth dykes, trenches, 'flying' or mobile checkpoints, all 
of which were operated according to a frequently changing assortment of bans 
and limitations. According to a report prepared by OCR.'\ � the UN Office for 
the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, which has been monitoring this policy 
of traffic restrictions - by September 2006 the number of these restrictions 
comprised a system of 528 physical obstacles. During one week in December 
2006, OCHA researchers registered 1 60 new 'flying checkpoints' �d an extra 38 

kilometres of roadways that were fenced off to prevent use by Palestinians.25 These 
barriers sustained the creation of a new geographic, social and economic reality.26 
Although the checkpoint system gradually emerged as a series of local responses 
to what military officers saw as a series of tactical necessities, it has gradually assumed 
an overall strategic layout, constituting a complete territorial system whose main 
aim is to dominate and manage the lives of the Palestinians, without having to 
encroach on their cities, towns and villages, and (mostly) without need for overt 
violent force. The various barriers splintered the West Bank into a series of 
approximately 200 separate, sealed-off 'territorial cells' around Palestinian 'popu
lation centres' (roughly corresponding to the boundaries of tljle Oslo era, areas 
A and B) with traffic between these cells channelled through military-controlled 
bottlenecks. Paiestinians have to apply for more than a dozen different travel 
permits, each allowing different categories of persons to travel to different cate
gories of space through different categories of checkpoints. Palestinians are, 
furthermore, barred from the Jordan Valley, Jerusalem and the enclaves trapped 
between the Wall and the Green Line unless they have still further kinds of 
almost-impossible-to-get permits.27 The checkpoint system is also designed to 
impose and maintain a policy of total closure - complete prohibition on movement 
from the Occupied Territories to Israel. This is put into effect whenever there 
is an alert or suspicion of a terror attack, but also as a matter of routine on 
Jewish festivals and holidays, often on Muslim festivals and holidays, on special 
occasions (such as the death of Yassir Arafat), or when there are large, international 
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sports events in Israel, such as a European basketball championship match. (This 
alone should be a good enough reason for in,ternational sports bodies to rethink 
agreeing to stage events in Israel.) According to the Union of Palestinian Medical 
Relief Committees, 85 per cent of people in the West Bank did not leave their 

villages during the Intifada's first three years due to the curfews and closures.28 
The security rationale for the checkpoint system is further founded on the 

belief that the less Palestinians are permitted to circulate through space, the more 
secure this space will be.29 As director of the GSS (General Security Service, or 
Shabak), Avi Dichter was one of the strongest advocates of the checkpoint 
system to the degree of accusing those military officers who removed some 
checkpoints, when they felt they were unnecessarily punishing entire cities, of 
murder.30 

Machsom [checkpoint] Watch - an organization of women dedicated to moni
toring human rights abuse at military checkpoints - has painstakingly recorded 
and reported the violence and humiliation caused by the checkpoint system; the 
delaying of the sick, the elderly, and infants needing medical care, the births and 
deaths occurring on the hard shoulder; the manner in which the circulation regime 
penetrated and violated every aspect of Palestinian daily lives, delaying, humiliating 
and exhausting people in a daily struggle to survive, attempting, as they claimed, 
to make Palestinian political resistance beyond their capacity to undertake.31 At 
Huwwara checkpoint south of Nablus, Machsom Watch activists reported the arbi
trary and random nature of Israeli orders designed to make travelling by Pales
tinians an uncertain experience, and often discourage it altogether. For example, 
on 6 September 2004 Israeli soldiers decided to detain every ninth adult male 
wishing to cross the checkpoint, on the 19th of the same month, every man 
whose name was Mohammad was detained, which accounted for very large 
numbers. Sometimes, again at random, some passengers were asked to wait four 
hours; at others, without warning or announcement, the checkpoint would be 
closed. While the queues of Palestinian passengers stretch on both sides of the 
checkpoints, Jewish settlers cruise unhindered through separate gates and down 
protected corridors that lead to segregated Jewish-only roads. 

The checkpoint system has become so omnipresent and intrusive that it has 
grown to govern the entire spectrum of Palestinian life under occupation. In 
Checkpoints, the recent book by the Palestinian-Israeli member of parliament, 
writer and political activist Azmi Bishara, Israel is no longer called by its name 
but termed 'the state of the checkpoints', the Occupied Territories are the 'land 
of checkpoints', the Israelis 'owners of checkpoints' and the Palestinians 'the 
people of the land of checkpoints'. 'The checkpoint takes all that man has, all 
his efforts, all his time, all his nerves . . .  the checkpoint is the chaos and the 
order, it is within the law and outside of it, operating by rationality and idiosyncrasy 
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Erez termina� Gaza. Nir Kafri, 2004 

through both order and disorder.'32 The long wait to pass through checkpoints 
has given rise to a secondary economy, which feeds off the arbitrariness of the 
first - an improvised food and goods market that Palestinian passengers sardon
ically call 'the duty-free'. Because of the deep depression of the Palestinian 
economy, these markets have gradually expanded to become almost the only 
functioning Palestinian public space. The neighbourhoods, cities or villages that 
the checkpoint cut apart have become its suburbs. 

In the beginning the checkpoint was made up of large tin barrels filled with stones 
. . .  the barrels were later filled with concrete. They were soon replaced by red and 
white plastic road barriers, which were later themselves replaced �th concrete road 
barriers, to which large concrete cubes were added, to which fencings of barbed 
wire were added and then rocks of many sizes . . .  In the beginning soldiers stood 
under the open skies; later on, a steel tower was erected next to them with a plastic 
water container on its top. The field-tent was replaced by a pre-fabricated structure 
. . . From time to time the soldiers used rocks or dust bins as a creative touch to 
their art work. 33 

The checkpoints not only carve up space, but divide up time as well. Israel changes 
to daylight-saving time a month after the rest of the world because of coalition 
agreements with ultra-Orthodox parties whose constituency's hours of prayer are 
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governed by celestial composition and level of daylight. The Palestinian Authority 
shifts its clocks to daylight-saving time ill tune with the rest of the northern 
hemisphere. In spring, a one-hour time difference opens up across the two sides 
of the checkpoints, creating two time zones.34 'The working day ends at 6pm 
local time but 7pm checkpoint time. The checkpoint shuts at 7pm its time. Until 
everybody got used to move the clock backwards and finish work an hour earlier, 
the checkpoint was blocked with hundreds of winter time people begging the 
summer-time soldiers to allow them back home.'35 

Humanitarian design 

In the middle of 2003 the IDF inaugurated the programme 'Another Life' whose 
aim was to 'minimize the damage to the Palestinian life fabric in order to avoid 
the humanitarian crisis that will necessitate the IDF to completely take over the 
provision of food and services to the Palestinian population'. 36 This programme 
has turned 'humanitarianism' into a strategic category in Israeli military operations, 
and influenced the design of its various instruments of control. In January 2004 

Ariel Sharon appointed Baruch Spiegel, a recently retired IDF officer working 
at the Ministry of Defence, as 'IDF director of civilian and humanitarian issues'. 
One of Spiegel's tasks was to overhaul the inefficiencies and humanitarian 
problems caused by the checkpoint system. Upon assuming his post, Spiegel 
sent Israeli representatives all over the world to examine technologies of control 

· along the borders between Finland and Russia, on the borders of China, between 
Malaysia and Singapore, the United States and Mexico; even the French-German 
border arrangements after World War II were studied.37 Two months later, in 
March 2004, Spiegel published the first part of a plan devised ostensibly to 'ease 
the lives of Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza'. Spiegel's plan, written in 
English to placate foreign governments, severely criticized the harshness and 
inefficiencies of IDF soldiers at checkpoints, and proposed some significant 
changes. 

Spiegel's plan followed military terminology in referring to checkpoints 
according to two general categories: the 'envelope checkpoint' (Machsom Keter); 
a checkpoint that regulates movement between different Palestinian 'territorial 
cells', whose total number Spiegel wanted to reduce; and the 'closure checkpoint' 
(Machsom Seger) that regulates movement between the Palestinian areas and the 
western side of the Wall, usually called the 'Israeli' side - even though it is some
times located within the occupied areas. According to the Spiegel plan, twelve 
permanent 'closure checkpoints' were to be built along the length of the Wall, 
to be operated by the Israeli Airport Authority as if they were international 
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borders. 38 Their construction was to be partially funded by the '2005 CS .._"", ... "'LIS"''"" y 
i\.id to the Palestinians' which was intended, according to President Bush, 'to 
support Palestinian political, economic, and security reforms'. However, the 'pro
Israeli' US Congress made it difficult for the White House to hand out any of 
this aid to the Palestinian Authority. Out of $200 million allocated for 
the use of Palestinians in 2005, Israel received $50 million to help fund the 
construction of the terminals. 39 American money meant to iohelp Palestinians was 
therefore used to fund one of the most blatant apparatuses of the occupation, 
demonstrating how distorted American perception could be when believe, 
contrary to all evidence during four decades of occupation, that Israel 
knows best how to spend Palestine's money on its behalf, and that oiling the 
cogs of the occupation is somehow in Palestinian interest. 

An 'artist's impression' of one of the terminals, Sha'ar Ephraim, near the 
Israeli-Palestinian town of Taibeh, in the northwest part of the . West Bank, 
uc;�;.tgl.t<:u for the Airport Authority by the Haifa-based architectural firm Lbyton- · 
Shumni, gives the impression of a respectable international border crossing. It 
appears to be clad in tiles and glass like a suburban shopping mall. It has 
a parking lot with disabled parking spaces, and a serieS of spacious halls 

can accommodate hundreds of passengers. The architectural impression of 
the Sha'ar Ephraim terminal appears under the heading 'humanitarian concerns' 
on the l\1ini.stry's of Defence website, which also promises that the terminals 
'will employ advanced technological systems that v.rill minimize friction'.40 
The l\1ini.stry of Defence further announced on 1 5  January 2006 that, in order 
'to lessen the friction in the checks, humanize the process and 
improve standards of service', security will be privatized and civilians rather than 
soldiers will conduct all security checks.41 Spiegel called this privatization 'taking 
the army out of the checkpoints'.42 

It would later become dear that this and other plans of a 'humanitarian' nature 
that were aimed at reducing the extent of closures sustained by the checkpoint 
system, or it more efficient, would either not be irhplemented by the 
military officers in command, or would make the treatment of Palestinians harsher. 
In fact, according to OCHA, the number of physical barriers throughout the 
West Bank has steadily increased since the Spiegel report was released.43 

Towards the middle of 2004, the improvised checkpoint system began to be 
regularized. Whereas previously there was chaos now appeared to 
according to strict procedures. At this time revolving or turnstiles started 
to be installed in many of the permanent checkpoints throughout the West 
ostensibly to make more ordered, efficient, secure and 'human' the process of 
passage. The turnstiles became the centrepieces of a new 'design' for the checkpoint 
system that attempted to slow, regulate and organize the crowded mass of 
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Palestinians to cross the checkpoints into sequenced and ordered lines 
in which one Palestinian at a time would fa�e the soldier checking his 
and baggage. In most cases, the checkpoint had two sets of turnstiles with space 
between them. The first set was placed several tens of metres away from Israeli 
military so as to keep the congestion away from them .. Soldiers regulate 
the pace of passage by using an electrical device that controls the turning of the 
gates. One person at a time passes through at a push of a button. Every few 
seconds soldiers stop the rotation of the turnstiles, so that several people remain 
caged between the gates. Sometimes they trap within the arms of the 
turnstiles. Tal Arbel discovered that the manufacturer of these turnstiles had been 
asked by Ministry of Defence contractors to change their production specifications 
and reduce the length of their metal arms from the Israeli standard of 75-90cm 
(used at universities, swimming pools, railway stations, etc.) to a mere 55cm in 
the West Bank and Gaza,44 so that the turnstiles physically press against the 
passengers' bodies, ensuring there is nothing under their clothes. According to 
testimony from Machsom Watch, the tight turnstiles ended up causing more harm 
and chaos. 'People got stuck, parcels got dragged along and burst 
open on the ground. Heavier people got trapped in the narrow space, as were 
older women and mothers with small childten.'45 It is hard to the 
cruelty imposed by a minor transformation of a banal, and otherwise invisible 
architectural detail, ostensibly employed to and make easier the process 
of passage. 

The upgrade of the Qalandia terminal crossing, which connects (or :rather 
disconnects) Jerusalem from Ramallah, was completed, according to the principles 
of the Spiegel plan, at the end of 2005. The new system includes a labyrinth of 
iron fences that chatillels passengers en route to Jerusalem via a series of turnstiles. 
All commuters must go through five stages: the first set of turnstiles, the X-ray 
gates, the second set of turnstiles, the booth and an machine 
fo:r the bags. This entire process is by a dense network of cameras, and 
the passenger is instructions via loudspeakers. From their protected booths, 
Israeli security operate the revolving gates remotely, regulating the rate 
of passenger flow. The inspection booths are encased in bulletproof glass. The 
glass is so thick that it tends to reflect the outside light rather than letting it 
through, thereby obscuring the security personnel inside, and func
tioning as a one-way mirror. Palestinians must their identity cards and travel 
permits into a small slot under the windows. Communication takes through 
push-button Still in the process of installation, new operated 

biometric cards will eventually make even this minimal interaction redundant. 
After crossing this checkpoint, the passenger is allowed through another turnstile 
and then through the Wall. Near the exit of the terminal a large mockingly 
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greets in Hebrew, Arabic and English: 'The Hope of Us All'. Some Israeli anti
occupation activists have sprayed on it the words �beit Macht Frei'. 

Each of the large terminals also includes what the military calls 'humanitarian 
gates'. These gates have a small waiting area with a bathroom and a water cooler, 
designed for the passage of those in wheelchairs, parents with baby strollers and 
people over the age of 60.46 Indeed, 'humf!nitarian' has become the most common 
adjective in matters of occupation-design: 'humanitarian .gates', 'humanitarian 
terminals', 'humanitarian technology' and 'humanitarian awareness', as well as 
according to a procedure already in effect since the beginning of the Intifada -
a 'humanitarian officer' (usually a middle-aged reserve soldier) employed at check
points to smooth the process of passage and mediate between the needs of 
Palestinians and the orders of soldiers. The 'humanitarian' rhetoric of the current 
phase of the occupation is part of a general attempt to normalize it. The urgent 
and important criticism that peace organizations often level at the IDF - that it 
is dehumanizing its enemies - masks another more dangerous process by which 
the military incorporates into its operations the logic of, and even seeks to coop
erate direcdy with, the very humanitarian and human rights organizations that 
oppose it. In March 2006, Chief of Staff Halutz received s�me members of 
Machsom Watch at a mediatized meeting where he claimed he was ready to hear 
their suggestions with a view to improving IDF conduct at its checkpoints and 
to addressing the problems of the Palestinians under occupation in general. Cases 
of colonial powers seeking to justify themselves with the rhetoric of improvement, 
civility and reform are almost the constant of colonial history. Currendy, moreover, 
the massive presence of humanitarians in the field of military operations means 
that the military no longer considers them as bystanders in military operations, 
but factors them into the militarized environment, just like the occupied population, 
the houses, the streets and the infrastructure. Beyond that, as we have already 
seen, the new terminals built according to Spiegel's plan are the physical infra
structure that sustains a political illusion: two states politely separated by a border 
and connected by a terminal \ 

The most extreme act of architectural-political camouflage, however, must 
surely be the new terminal in Rafah, between Gaza and Egypt. In November 
2005, following the Israeli withdrawal, 'The Agreed Principles for the Rafah 
Crossing' were reached after another last-minute compromise was brokered by 
US Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice. The logic of the Agreed Principles 
recreated, this time electronically, the spatial logic of the one-way mirror terminals 
of the Oslo era terminal.47 The document specified that the Rafah terminal 'will 
be operated by the Palestinian Authority on its side and Egypt on its side according 
to international standards' but that the entire process of passage will be overseen 
by Israeli security. 'A liaison office, led by the 3rd party [i.e not Israelis or 
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Flow Diagram of Qaiandia Crossing. IDF, 2005 

Palestinians] would, according to the agreement, receive real-time video and data 

feed of the activities at Rafah . . .  [and] resolve any disputes arising from this 

agreement.'48 A Joint Control Room was thus constructed off-site within Israel 

and was staffed by European observers and Israeli security officers. The control 

room receives constant live video streams from a network of CCTV cameras 

operating at the terminal. The face of each passenger standing in front of the 

Palestinian border police is thus transmitted to the control room as well as the 

real-time video feed from the machines X-raying luggage. From the control room 

the Israeli and European observers can communicate with the on-site Palestinian 

security, demand a rescan or a search in this or that bag, or halt the transit of 

suspected passengers altogether.49 When Israel wants the terminal closed it simply 

denies the European observers access to the control room. According to the 

agreement, Egyptian border police must then close the passage on their side. In 

this way, Israel has kept the Rafah crossing, the only gateway Gaza has to the 

- outside world, closed for 86 per cent of the time since June 2006 when an Israeli 

soldier was kidnapped and taken into Gaza. 
But neither the architecture of the Oslo-era Allenby Bridge terminal, nor 

Israel's pseudo-'border terminals', and not even the new Rafah crossing should 

be mistaken for metaphors for new forms of domination exercised by Israel; 

rather they should be seen as components in its ubiquitous and fractalized logic. 

The logic of the late occupation is not represented by but embedded and saturated 

within these structures. The Wall itself reiterates some of these built physiog

nomies. It is not only an instrument of partition but also an apparatus of obser

vation and control, a sensitiv_e linear sensor directed at Palestinian towns and 

cities. The biometric passes that will soon be used to permit Palestinians to travel 

through the Wall will make Israel's demographic data on Palestine more complete 

than the data Palestinians themselves could ever hope to compile.50 
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of J isr a! Zarka and the landscape feature separatiNg 
2004 

Enclaves exclaves 

the town 

The open frontier of conflict has spread this politics of separation throughout 

the entire Israeli territory. In Israeli manned checkpoints and 

guarded entrances have been erected to protect bus stations, shopping malls and 

inner-city residential neighbourhoods from suicide attacks. Even entry into shops 

and coffee houses generally requires an identity check. Physical and manned 

fortification systems surveillance alone is no longer seen as adequate 

in face of the intensity and immediacy of threats) are available to the public on 

the open market, and to security market as Israeli 'innovations'. Exported 
these Israeli practices and technologies have connected ili:e: uniqueness 

of the conflict 'With world'Wide predilections to address anxieties through 
'circulation management', now, to state but two e.xamples, along the 

external borders of the EU as well as along the United States-Mexico 
and United States-Canada borders. 

W"ithin Israel, the barriers between Jews and Palestinian citizens o f  Israel 

have had, for legal reasons, to camouflage their real motivations. The high 
earth rampart, which was raised in 2003 between the poor Palestinian coastal 

o f  Jisr al-Zarqa and the very wealthy town of half an hour's 

drive north of Tel Aviv, was planted \vith trees and flowers and presented as 

a supposedly innocent landscape feature in order to its real function 
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of national-economic separation. Following this example, the 

previously and presently suburban Moshav Nir Ziv, quarter of an 

hour's drive east of Tel Aviv, demanded that the government construct a 1 .5-
kilometre long and 4-metre high 'acoustic wall', which would in effect separate 

it from the inhabitants of the predominantly Palestinian-Israeli, government

neglected and drug-plagued neighbourhoods o f  the city o f  Lod. Residents o f  

Moshav claim that Lod's inhabitants bother them, steal from them and generally 

disturb their quality of life. The territorialization o f  Israel's demographic 

phobia has generated numbers of barriers between J e'Wish and Arab 

communities in neighbouring villages or shared and has led to the further 

fractalization and of the terrain into an archipelago of enmity 

and alienation. 

The physical exclusion of Palestinian citizens of Israel from Israeli space 

obviously mirrors their increased political exclusion. That the inner borders of 

the conflict are constantly multiplying is not surprising given the fact that Israel's 

own Palestinian comprising more than 20 per cent o f  its population, 

have been cast as second-class citizens. They are included within the Israeli 

economy (mainly, but not only, to provide cheap labor and services), but are 

increasingly excluded from other spheres of life and are often even described 

as a 'demographic problem' that upsets rather than forms part of an Israeli 

public.51 New legislation forbidding Palestinian married couples (even if one of 

them is an Israeli citizen) to reside in Israel and become naturalized 

citizens is part of this and practical system that sees the physical 

separation of Jews and Arabs, and the total control of Palestinian movement, as 

an important component of Jewish collective �pc·nn1rv.-

Prosthetic s overeignty 

Although the terror of the second Intifada heralded a security response of 'perma

nent emergency', and led to the total breakdown of political negotiations and to 

the current Israeli policy of unilateral action, the most important aspect of the 
Oslo Accords' articulation.of remained in place: a Palestinian govern-
ment is still apparently in of all civil matters under Israel's overarching 

control. Whether the Palestinian Authority under Hamas recognizes Israel, 

or whether Israel is at all 'Willing to negotiate \\rith it, are secondary questions to 

the facts created and daily confirmed by the very existence of such a Palestinian 

The victory of Hamas in the January 2006 Palestinian legislative 

elections. demonstrates not the collapse of the system of prosthetic sovereignty 

but, paradoxically, its culmination. The Hamas government's and practice 
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of resistance confirm more than anything else an independent agency, external 
to Israeli sovereignty. 

W� should Israel's security control seek to appear invisible? The Fourth Geneva 
Convention of 1 949, which defines the international laws of belligerent occupa
tion, demands that an occupying power assume responsibility over the management 
of the institutions - welfare, healthcare, judiciary and education, among others 
- that govern the life of the occupied Palestinians. Of special r€).evance is Article 
55 of the Fourth Geneva Convention: 'To the fullest extent of the means available 
to it, the Occupying Power has the duty of ensuring the food and medical supplies 
of the population . . .  '53 Inscribing Palestinian lives under Israel's military regime 
made them objects of state responsibility. This responsibility operated as a mech
anism of restraint in moderating military violence, as it was Israel itself that had 
to face the consequences of any destruction it inflicted.54 However, considering 
the costs of day-to-day government of 3.5 million Palestinians, and of the violent 
resistance during the two Intifadas (1 987-93 and 2000 to the present), Israel has 
wanted to absolve itself of the responsibilities it had assumed as the occupying 
power, without losing overall 'security control'. If Israel's excessive security actions 
had previously been moderated, however lightly, by considerations of an economic 
and functional nature, since the Oslo Accords, increasingly since the start of the 
Intifada and increasingly still, in Gaza, since the evacuation of August 2005, 
Israel's security control coUld be assumed without the duties of o-overnance and b , 
could freely penetrate every aspect of Palestinian life, consequently aggravating 
the desperate Palestinian economic situation without having to pay the price in 
an adverse impact on its own economy. That this logic was guiding the politics 
of Israeli retreats from Palestinian-populated areas during the Intifada became 
apparent in Sharon's speech of May 2003, delivered to Likud Party members 
ahead of his decision to evacuate Gaza. Surprisingly echoing the rhetoric of the 
Israeli centre-left, Sharon stated that 'the occupation cannot go on ind�finitely', 
and further asked his colleagues to make their choice: 'Today there are 1 .8  million 
Palestinians fed by international organizations. Would you like to \ake this upon 
yourselves? Where will we get the money?'55 

By assuming a degree of political autonomy, the Palestinian economy and the 
mobility of its labor force have become completely dominated by Israeli security 
considerations. 56 The temporary/ permanent policy of road and checkpoint closure 
and traffic restrictions effectively disconnected the Occupied Territories from the 
labor market in Israel and brought the Palestinian economy to a virtual standstill. 
By imposing itself from above and diffusing throughout the territories from 
within, Israel's security devastated the Palestinian economy and any possibility of 
effective local government. Indeed, since the Oslo Accords, the Israeli economy, 
benefiting from wider access to the global markets, has been rapidly expanding 
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Huwwara checkpoint. Nir Kajn; 2005 

while the Palestinian economy, with restricted access to the Israeli and global 
economy, was actually shrinking.57 According to the UN Office for the Coordi
nation of Humanitarian Affairs, the closure system is presently the primary cause 
of poverty and humanitarian crisis in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip.58 

The costs of managing this crisis were (conveniently for Israel) subcontracted 
to the international community. Increasingly since 2000, international aid to the 
West Bank and Gaza has been cast as crisis management, with much of the 
funding allocated for emergency aid, and directed to essential provisions, hospitals 
and infrastructure, which would otherwise have collapsed. The ensuing crisis has 
been regarded (in both Israel and the international community) as 'humanitarian', 
as if it had an unforeseen natural cause, although its reasons are in fact clearly 
embedded in the political-security situation described above. Recasting the crisis 
in terms of 'humanitarian politics' was itself a political decision by the European 
and American donor countries; in doing so, they effectively released Israel from 
its responsibilities according to international law and undermined their own 
potential political influence in bringing the occupation to an end. Between 1 994 

and 2000 the donor community disbursed $3.2 billion - the equivalent of 20 per 
cent of the GDP of the West Bank and Gaza Strip; between 2000 and 2006, 
the level of aid averaged about $800 million per year. 

An existing Palestinian Authority with an elected 'government' and 'parliament' 
disguises a reality of social and political fragmentation and total chaos within 
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Palestinian Government control was lost to armed organizations (and the 
conflicts . between them) and local gangs on the one hand and to international 
and humanitarian organizations on the other, with the effective services and 
provisions bypassing the mechanisms and bureaucracy of the Palestinian Authority 
altogether. 59 �ost of the $800 million annually donated to the Palestinian 
Authority since the start of the Intifada by the international community has been 
spent on crisis management, some of it - amazingly enouglj;. - earmarked to 
repair the damage caused by periodic and ongoing Israeli military incursions. 
Israel could therefore indiscriminately bomb indispensable Palestinian infra
structure safe in the knowledge that its excessive violence v;rould be mitigated, 
and the damage caused by other states. Another way of manipulating 
the involvement of international organizations and independent NGOs engaged 
in humanitarian relief efforts in the occupied areas was through the checkpoint 
system. 'Internationals' must obtain 'security clearance' from Israel in order to 
enter the Occupied Territories and move through Israeli-controlled checkpoints. 
Israel can suspend or withhold these permits from organizations and 
individuals it doesn't like.60 Certain international aid organizations, in particular 
the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), questioned 'whether their 
mandates included performing actions that international law defined as the respon
sibility of Israel as the occupying power; they even engaged in several ui!r:-cJav 

strikes to protest over the conditions of their work.61 
Ariella has claimed that although the Israeli government has brought 

the Occ:upied Territories to the verge of hunger, it tries to control the flow of 
traffic, money and aid in such a way as to prevent the situation reaching a point of 
total collapse, because of the international intervention, possibly under a GN mandate, 
that might follm.v.62 The 'occupation' of Gaza has been thus reconceptualized as 
'crisis management' modulated by Israel through the opening and closing of 
checkpoints and terminals. It is through this regulation of international aid, under 
the of security, that Israel still controls the Palestinian economy - and, in 

I 
life - in Gaza and the West Bank. \ 

The illusion that the policies of Israel after Oslo were instrumental in the 
'production' of the Palestinians as sovereign suijects- proto-citizens of their own 
political representation has paradoxically led to them becoming the oijects of 
humanitarian assistance. From the perspective of these subjects/ obj ects, it is 
precisely when, starting in the Oslo years, they perceived themselves to be almost 
liberated from repressive occupation that they have become most exposed to its 
unrestrained powers. 

Given these conditions, Palestinians are right to question whether it would 
not be better if the Palestinian Authority dismantled itself completely until 
conditions for full sovereignty are met. Dismantling the Authority would place 
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responsibility for government of the territories squarely in Israeli hands. Israel 
would have a choice of either recognizing itS'-obligations as the occupying power 
under international law, thus using its own budget to cater for the occupied 
people, or desisting immediately from its policy of intentional economic stran
gulation and ending the occupation, in all its various dimensions. From the Pales
tinian perspective, accepting a walled off, aerially policed, infrastructurally 
dependent and security-controlled territory as a 'state' is bound to perpetuate the 

of the one-way mirror rather than mark an effective stage to full sovereignty. 
A call to reconnect the concepts of security control and government, and amend 
the split described within the function of sovereignty, is not a call for a return 
to nineteenth-century type imperialism, with its technologies of government and 
production of colonial subjects. It is rather a call for power either to assume the 
expensive full responsibility for the people under its security control or to avoid 
'security' action when it cannot, is unable or unwilling to do so. 

The Palestinian sociologist Elia Zureik has noted that the Palestinian passengers 
crossing the Allenby Bridge terminal in the late 1 990s were in fact fully aware 
of its architecture.63 The flnal perspective of this chapter will therefore be theirs. 
Late in the afternoons, when sunlight falls through the outside \.vindow of the 
Israeli control room facing west, the balance of light between the control room 
and the now-darkened hall is rendered almost equal by the setting sun. This 
makes the one-way mirror transparent enough to expose the silhouette of the 
Israeli security agents behind it, and with it the designed charade of prosthetic 
sovereignty. On his return to Palestine, Mourid Barghouti was similarly not fooled 
by the architectural manipulation of the terminal. 'I did not concern for 
long v;;-ith the odd situation of the [Palestinian police]man. It was clear that the 
Agreements had placed him in a position in which he could make no decision.' 64 
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The Wal4 jerusalem region, illustration on newsprint 

6. 

The Wall: Barrier Archipelagos and the 
Impossible Politics of Separation 

At the 2004 annual convention of Israel's Architects Association, the architect 
Gideon Harlap, campaigning unsuccessfully for the chairmanship of the associ
ation, delivered a speech highlighting the fact that 'no architect [had] been 
employed on the project of the Wall'.1 Harlap had previously been associated 
with plans, thought by some to be quite crazy, for the construction of a synagogue 
on the Haram Al Sharif/Temple Mount on behalf of an organization of Temple
Faithfuls.2 As a result of the Israeli government's reluctance to incorporate 
architects into the design process, he claimed, the Wall 'looked clumsy and ugly', 
whereas it could have been an attractive structure, 'potentially as beautiful as the 
Great Wall of China'. According to Harlap, the fact that the Wall had become 
an aesthetic eyesore was' the main reason for the fierce international opposition 
to the project. Furthermore, the government's exclusion of architects from the 
process denied them 'much work and significant potential revenue from the most 
expensive project in the history of the state' - $3 billion and counting as these 
lines are written - at a time when the building industry was in deep recession. 

That the Wall, a barrier constructed through the entire West Bank to separate 
Jewish settlements and Israeli cities from Palestinian towns and villages, was not 
designed by any pedigreed architect does not mean, however, that it has no archi
tecture. The components that alternately or simultaneously comprise the Wall -
8-metre-high concrete slabs, electronic fences, barbed wire, radar, cameras, deep 
trenches, observation posts and patrol roads3 - have been devised and sequenced 
by the Department of Regional and Strategic Planning of the IDF's Central 
Command. Since 1994, this department, staffed by civil engineers specializing in 
'security design', has been unP.er the direction of Danny Tirza, an expert map
maker, reserve officer and national-religious West Bank settler, who was involved 
in outlining the changing borders of Palestinian enclaves (Areas A and B) during 
the Oslo era. Tirza liked to think that he was a personal friend of Sharon, styling 
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himself the 'Defence :Ministry's Chief Architect for the West B ank Security Fence'. 
The role of the Department of Regional and Strategic Planning was to adapt 
the general political outline of the Wall's path, authorized by the government, to 
the precise topographical conditions of its various sites. However, by being in 
charge of detailed Tirza managed to influence the path and nature of the 
entire project. 

The project was announced in April 2002 and was put qnder the charge of 
the l\lfinistty of Defence, which acted, v;rith the Department of Regional 
and Strategic Planning, as its general contractor. In the early stages of planning, 
the projected route was divided into subsections, each a few dozen kilometres 
long, which were tendered out to one of twenty-two private contractors 
on the Ministry of Defence's lists. The contractors competed among themselves 
on quality, price and speed. The construction of the Wall began in June 2002 
and was undertaken incrementally: while some segments were built, others were. 
still, or even not yet, planned. The government's initial authorization of the 
project as a concept rather than as a complete route allowed different 
interested parties to interfere with and influence the route of the as yet unbuilt 
sections. Although the very essence and presence of the Wall is the obvious solid, 
material embodiment of stare ideology and its conception of national security, 
the route should not be understood as the direct product of top-down government 
planning at all. Rather, the ongoing fluctuations of the Wall's route, as this 
will demonstrate, registers a multiplicity of technical, and political conflicts 
over issues of territory, demography, water, archaeology and real estate, as well 
as over political concepts such as sovereignty, security and identity. They reflect 
as well the effect of a multiplicity of organizations and agents - Palestinian 
'popular farmers' committees', Israeli real estate developers, settler associations 
and their political lobbies, environmental activists, Jewish religious organizations, 
political and human rights groups, armed paramilitaries, local · and international 
courts and international diplomacy. Throughout the process of its construction, 
the Wall was continuously deflected and reoriented, repeatedly i:hanging its route 
along its length, and could thus be seen, as Tirza himself noted, as 'a political 
seismograph gone mad'. Not merely a reflection of the government's political 
vision, the folds, deformations, stretches, wrinkles and bends in the route of the 
Wall plotted the influences of these different political interests and the actions 
they could have brought to bear. 

Israeli public opinion overwhelmingly supports the politics of separation 
embodied in the Wall. 4 However, each different strand within the Israeli political 
spectrum promotes its 'own route', which runs somewhere between the Green 
Line closer to the Green Line the more left-leaning the proposal) and a frag
mented patchwork of around Palestinian 'demographic centres'. Most 
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opposition to the Wall does not address the fundamental idea and politics of 
separation, but rather focuses on which route it should take .to cut through Pales
tinian lands. Although the settler organizations initially rejected the idea of the 
Wall, understanding that it would eventually put a limit on their territorial ambitions 
and ultimately concede parts of the West Bank to the the majority 
has since grown to accept it and learned to manipulate its route according to 
their interests. Mostly, they have managed to radicalize the project, making it 
more invasive, encapsulating more settlements and even areas meant for the 
potential of already settlements. Palestinian inhabitants of the 
'seam-line' the area around the route of the Wall - and political activists have 
brought the of Palestinians to international attention. The American 
administration limited Israeli territorial appetite and demanded modifications to 
its path and rerouting in several places. The Israeli Court of called 
for 'proportionality' between: the state 'security' needs and Palestinian human 
and allowed no other consideration to be taken into account, ordering, iri cases 
where other considerations were present, the dismantling of sections of 
the Wall and the rerouting of its path. Changing governments and coalitions have 
caused yet more transformations. It sometimes seems as if the Israeli state was 
acting out its social and political conflicts in a tug-of"war over the Wall's route. 

The diffused 'authorship' of the project was made possible by its 'elasticity' 
- a category that does not imply the built Wall's physical softness or pliability, 
but rather that the outline of the project has continuously accommodated political 
pressures of various kinds into its changing path. Complex political processes 
do not of course fully articulate themselves in formal and material organization, 
but the Wall's chaflooing layoutS can potentially reveal the micro-structure of the 
conflicts that saturate its environments, and thus add a significant to our 
understanding of the nature of the political force-field of the late occupation. 

· In this chapter, the contours of the Wall's path will be read as the 
design of its many and various 'architects'. 

Political shaping forces 

2002, while military bulldozers were carving new roadways through the 
camp of Jenin, and with all other major Palestinian cities under military 

control, Sharon 'surrendered' to public pressure and to the demands of the 
Labor ministers in his unity government, and announced his decision to construct 
what he called 'the seam-line obstacle'. His initial intention was a 'security area' 

a deep fortified zone rather than a fortified line. The decision was approved 
by the government - although the exact nature of the project was clear neither 
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to them nor to the general public. Two months later, in June 2002, Defence 
.Minister Binyamin Ben-Eliezer cut the ribbon on the first phase of the Wall's 
construction a 4-kilometre long and 1 00-metre wide sequence of various 
fortifications and sensors in the north of the West Bank along the east-facing 
slopes of an olive orchard, between the Palestinian-Israeli village of Salem and 
the Jenin region. At the centre of the fortification system stood a 3-metre-high 
touch-sensitive 'smart fence', immediately west of it ran a trace road where foot
prints of intruders could be imprinted, while alo� patrol roads, trenches and 
pyramid-sectioned barbed-wire fences stretched on both sides. 

The idea of a separation barrier between Israel and the West Bank had first 
been proposed some years earlier, in 1999, by Prime 1-finister Ehud Barak and 
.Minister of Internal Mfairs Haim Rarnon, via Barak's Oslo era 'Peace Bureau' . 

. The idea was founded on the following assumption: if a final status agreement 
could be reached w-ith the Palestinians along Israel's proposed territorial outlines, 
all well and good - the barrier would stand on undisputed state land. If, however, 
an agreement coUld not be reached, Israel would be ready for unilateral separation. 
Immediately after the collapse of the Camp David talks in July 2000, Barak, 
pursuing unilateral separation, proposed two barriers, one along the international 
Green Line and the other deep within the West Bank, meandering around 
settlement blocks and separating them from the Palestinian towns and villages 
next to them. 

Although in the spring of 2002 it might have appeared that Sharon was bowing 
to military contingencies and political pressures by transforming his politics of 
territorial expansion, and adopting the proposals of his political rivals, his initial 
route for the Wall suggested otherwise. He did not at first like the idea of partition, 
but he believed that if somebody had to do it there was . no better man for .  the 
job than he. When the project was under construction, Sharon fell in love with 
the very act of its creation, becoming 'Sharon the Bulldozer', spending 
hours studying maps and plans, cruising the terrain from the air and on the 
ground, trekking from hill to hill with the large entodr,age of security personnel 
and reporters who hung on his every word, theatrically drawing rough outlines 
on nylon-covered maps ('I want everybody to pay attention to what I do here') 
or tracing ima,o:inary paths against the horizon with his finger. The first path 
drawn by Sharon incorporated roughly half of the West Bank. 5 In these plans, 
the Wall was :routed not only to the west of the Palestinian-populated mountain 

but also behind, east of it, through the western slopes of the Jordan 
Valley. The plan Sharon presented to the public showed a redrawing of the 
contours of the settlement plan he had prepared with architect Av:raham Wachman 
back in 1977 as the 'Double Column' or the 'H' Plan.6 According to the contem
porary variation of this scheme different segments of the Wall would enclose 
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The Wall Jerusalem Nir Kqfri, 2005 

several discrete enclaves of Palestinian territory around each of the major West 

Bank cities. Moreover, the plan ensured that the Palestinians would not only be 

surrounded on the terrain's but would also be enveloped vertically, both 

above and belo\v: Israel would keep effective control over the mountain aquifer 

beneath the Palestinian areas, and of the airspace above them. Gradually - as 

and when political and security circumstances 'allow' this archipelago of sealed 

enclaves would become what the George Bush-sponsored 'roadmap' called the 

'Palestinian state within temporary borders' a 'soft' Palestinian sovereignty ·within 

temporary borders which the Palestinians, if they so desired, would be free to 

call a state.7 However, as Sharon and the government soon came to realize, 

different political pressures impacted on the planned route. As the following 

months began to reveal the horrific impact of the Wall on the daily lives of 

Palestinians, a diffused global campaign v"ia the UN, the Israeli Court 

of Justice, local and international NGOs, the International Court of Justice, the 

media, and scores of foreign governments acting along visible or backstairs 

diplomatic channels managed to deflect the sweep of the lines drawn on Sharon's 

original plan. European leaders demanded the cancellation of the project and 

American officials proposed significant reroutings. The American administration 

was particularly 'worried' by the loop designed to encapsulate the :rapidly expanding 

settler towns of Ariel and Karnei Shomron in the centre of the West Bank, east 
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The path of the Wall in Qalqifya region. Left: Government-approved path, August 2002. Right: 
Approved path March 2003, completed Jufy 2003 (Israeli settlements outlined in white). 

of the Tel Aviv metropolitan region, and even threatened to reduce loan guarantees 

as a penalty if construction went ahead. 8 

In response to political criticism, Tirza claimed that the detailed path of the Wall 

he had drawn up using Sharon's outlines was not designed in accordance with 
political considerations - such as the desire to set a unilateral borderline - but 

was 'generated' as a mathematical (perhaps algorithmic) response to a variety of 
'security' issues and geographical conditions. His detailed design of the Wall's 

path sought, he insisted, to optimize security considerations in terms of local 

geographical singularities and generate a path of maximum efflciency, allowing 

for what the military calls a line of 'topographic command and control' - a 

situation in which armed patrols could visually dominate the Palestinian towns 

and villages located on the other side of the barrier. As Tirza summed up: 'From 

a security perspective, mountains dominate valleys. To provide security, [the Wall] 

must control the high ground in order to dominate tl:\� area. and not have others 

dominate us.' 9 Latitude is indeed an important tactical wnsideration in the posi

tioning of fortification lines. According to the IDF's practice of border fortification 

and fencing, however, a defensible line should not run on top of a mountain 

ridge but at about three-quarters of its height, on the slope facing the threat. 

The reason for this is to prevent the silhouettes of military patrols driving along 

the ridge from appearing against the background sky (driving slightly lower would 

make them disappear against the dark background of the ridge). It would also 

deny the enemy the possibility of accessing the summit and looking over the hill 
into Israeli territory. The military naturally prefers fencing systems to concrete 

walling as fences allow soldiers to see and shoot through them. Concrete walling 
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is, however, the default option when the Wall is routed through urban environments 

without 'tactical depth', and when Ralestinian areas have a direct line of sight 

(and fire) to Israeli settlements or roads. Because patrol roads run along the Wall's 

length, its path must also conform to the limitations of vehicular movements, 

one of which is a maximum gradient no steeper than nine degrees. According 

to Tirza, the detailed design for the route of the Wall was generated by a calculation 

that took into account these factors in relation to the topography of the western 

slopes of the West Bank, the density and distribution of settlements, their infra

structure and the location of Palestinian villages. The claim that the Wall followed 

the 'ideal' path from a purely security perspective formed the Israeli state's most 

prominent argument when the Israeli High Court of Justice was asked to rule 

on various segments of the Wall. Both Israeli and international law tend to tolerate 

acts deflned according to the logic of security. 

Notwithstanding Tirza's explanations, the Wall's route was influenced by other 

considerations. In fact, at the beginning of 2006, Tirza was severely reprimanded 

by the High Court of Justice (and suspended from his job) for misleading it 

during a case brought before it by a Palestinian whose land was requisitioned. 
Tirza had 'forgotten' to mention that the section of the Wall in question was 

routed to incorporate an area designed for the planned expansion of several 

settlements and where several real estate investors had a vested interest. 
The fust attempts to influence the route of the Wall came from a variety of 

settlement lobby groups. As the Wall drew closer to their region, settlement 

councils started to apply political pressure for the route to loop around their 

communities and absorb them into the safer, 'Israeli' side of the Wall. However, 

settlers also created pres,sure in ways other than lobbying. The logic behind the 

recent frenzy of outpost construction in the West Bank lies in the settlers' desire 

to influence the Wall's path by seeding the terrain with 'anchor points' around 

which it might loop. The settling of outposts east of the settlement-town of 

Ariel was an attempt to create settlement continuity that would force the Wall 

even deeper into the West Bank.10 A particularly strong outcry came from the 

settlement of Alfei-Menashe, a relatively wealthy suburban community of 5,000 
residents, a quarter of an hour's drive east of Tel Aviv metropolitan region. It 

was the fust settlement to lobby the government and has since encouraged a 

number of other settlement councils to do the same. Plans authorized in June 

2002 for the northern path of the Wall left Alfei-Menashe 'outside' it, on the 

eastern, Palestinian side. Local panic about being 'abandoned' was mediated 

through political pressl\!e and ultimata from right-wing ministers in the govern

ment. The head of the settlement council, Eliezer Hisdai, opposed the Wall on 

ideological grounds, as he believed its presence would curtail the Zionist project of 

expansion, but he also knew his settlers wanted protection. He tagged along with 
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The path of the Wall in Qalqifya region. Left: Government-approved path, August 2002. Right: 
Approved path March 2003, completed Jufy 2003 (Israeli settlements outlined in white). 
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one of Sharon's mediatized West Bank tours and pleaded with him, in front of 
running TV cameras, to run the Wall around his settlement. On the spot, aware 
of the cameras, but unaware of the complicated implications, and that such a 
move ran contrary to military opinion, Sharon announced that Alfei-Menashe 
would be incorporated into the 'Israeli' side of the Wall, a decision that forced 
Tirza's office to revise the path and to extend a loop to envelop and incorporate 
the settlement. This loop meant, however, that the road cgnnecting Alfei-Menashe 
with Israeli territory also had to be rerouted to pass through the suburban commu
nity of Matan hugging the Green Line within Israeli territory_ll The infuriated 
residents of Matan in turn decided to engage in a legal battle to protect their 
private community from becoming a thoroughfare for the residents of Alfei
Menashe. They assembled a powerful legal team that successfully petitioned against 
the routing of the road, resulting in yet another rerouting of both the path of 
the Wall and the road. As a result, the neighbouring Palestinian towns of Qalqilya 
and Habla, which were not engaged in lobbying and complicated legal battles, a 
few hundred metres apart as the crow flies, were cut apart and walled off in two 
sealed dead-end enclaves. Families were separated, children were cut off from 
their schools, residents from services and shops - all in order to allow the settlers' 
road to pass safely between the two towns, and for the residents of Matan to 
complete their schlafstunde undisturbed a few hundred metres away. 

A report jointly published at the end of 2005 by the human rights organization 
B'Tselem, and an Israeli planning rights group, Binkom, demonstrated that one of 
the primary reasons for the Wall's routing in the area of Alfei-Menashe was not 
only to surround and grab the settlements themselves, but also to grab hilltops 
intended for their expansion, and that this route was dictated at the expense of 
the very security principles, defined by the military, that formed the whole basis 
for the Wall's conception.12 In some cases, the report claimed, reasons for routing 
reflected the interests of real estate companies with existing construction 
contracts on the land on which they had already made a large investment. The 
annexation of colonized lands had the potential to yield eh\)rmous profits. That 
there was much money to be made - or lost - by the routing of the Wall 
intensified the conflict over its path.13 Indeed, following the principles of Israel's 
capitalist colonization, prices of properties left to the east of the Wall immediately 
lost 1 0-1 5 per cent of their value - in addition to a considerable drop in their 
prices following the outbreak of the second Intifada in September 2000.14 In 
settlements left to the west of the Wall, as the Israeli historian and activist Gadi 
Algazi noted, 'real-estate developers could promise middle class Israelis the 
luxury and security of gated communities, with the local Palestinian inhabitants 
barricaded out of sight '.15 

There were further influences on the route of the Wall. In 2003 religious 
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parties succeeded in pressuring the government to alter its path south of Jerusalem. 
A small concrete loop, a few hundred metres in length, was formed which cut 
through the built fabric of Bethlehem in order to snatch and grab an archaeological 
site believed to be the biblical-era tomb of Rachel. On one occasion, when 
pressed by the High · Court of Justice, Tirza was himself forced to admit that 
'archeological factors generated changes in the route of the barrier '.16 Indeed, 
ten archaeological sites, including one complete ancient Egyptian city, were 
unearthed when the Wall's foundations were dug, and in some cases the route 
was changed to incorporate these sites on the 'Israeli' sideP 

In one particularly strange case, some of the residents of the settlement of 
Sal'it near the Green Line protested, without success, that the Wall's path separated 
them from the nearby village of Ar-Ras, where their Palestinian housemaids lived. 
Elsewhere, the desire to link the Wall with subsurface resources resulted in the 
incorporation of the water extraction points of the mountain aquifer 'inside' the 
Wall, while the desire to look after Israel's aerial interests led the Ministry of 
Defence to attempt to force a rerouting that would include those areas located 
within shoulder-missile range of the paths of international flights into Ben
Gurion airport.18 

Along a ridge on the northern edge of the West Bank, one rerouting responded 
to pressure from Israeli environmentalists, who believed that the protection of 
a nature re�erve of rare irises could only be guaranteed if it were to remain under 
Israeli control; they also argued that the Wall should not cut through the ancient 
forest of Abu Sudah, near Bethlehem, but run around it. In fact (and contrary 
to Gideon Harlap's assertions), some landscape considerations were taken into 
account, and architects were indeed involved in the project, mainly as landscape 
designers and advisers to the Department of Regional and Strategic Planning. 
The association of Israeli landscape designers published an article by one 
such architect, who claimed that 'although human security is the main consid
eration in the routing of the barrier, other considerations take into account the 
values of landscape and nature and their relation to topography . . . in many 
places the route has been changed to preserve special and ssnsitive areas like 
cliffs and springs or eagle nests . . . my hope is that the route of the separation 
barrier will become a landscape route in the state of Israel, a touristic route, 
crossing various kinds of landscapes.'19 On the Israeli team responsible to the 
liberal, but unofficial, 'Geneva Initiative' - a blueprint for peace negotiated by 
teams of Israelis and Palestinians led by former ministers Yossi Beilin and Yasser 
Abed Rabbo - which proposed the path of separation to run through the centre 
of Jerusalem between Jewish and Palestinian neighbourhoods, was an architect 
named Ayala Ronel, who, besides being in charge of drawing the maps, proposed 
'original' ideas for wall-like devices. These included camouflaging the partition 
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ExproprlationOrder�n 

expropriation order for land for the construction qf the Wall in the area qf Jerusalem 

as landscape elements or as tbick ">'>'-'"""'v.u. At some places, where Israel was 
to be bordered out of very striking uu;tu."'<-"-�'"'"• she envisaged transparent plastic 
n�·rnt""'"" while at others she suggested border by terracing, geJnel:atlng 

differences between one side and a kind of present day ha-ha, 
as conceived by England's romantic designers to blend landscape and 

Al-Quds University President Sari Nusseibah, who still maintained good 
relations with Israeli politicians, managed to convince the government to order 
another of the planned path of the Wall in the eastern outskirts of 
Jerusalem, to avoid splitting the university in two and separating it  from the rest 
of the although the revised path did separate the campus from the 
homes of many of the students on the other side of the Wall. However, few 
other Palestinians managed to force such when the Wall cut whole 
communities off from their schools and clinics. Along the built and proposed 
paths of the Wall, the fabric of Palestinian life has been completely deracinated, 
while the economy of the zone around the Wall has already ground to a standstill. 
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People have been separated from their farmland and water sources, from their 
fan:illies, friends and places of from recreation areas and universities. 

The visibly devastating effect of the Wall helped mobilize Palestinian, 
and international groups. The Popular Committee against the Wall was an organ
ization of Palestinian farmers from the of Jayyous, Biddu, Dir Ballut and 

who had lost their fields, orchards and vineyards to the "'<Xrild meanderings 
of the Wall in the Modi'in area northwest of Jerusalem, near the northern Tel 
Aviv-Jerusalem road. Its members gathered every Friday, together with Israeli 
peace activ-ists, in non-violent demonstrations in front of the developers' bulldozers 
and the accompanying soldiers. At the of 2006 they even set up an 
'outpost', mimic�ng those of the but unlike settlers' outposts, they were 
immediately dispersed by the military.20 The physical appearance of the Wall 
helped the opposition to the project further support from international 
organizations and private volunteers. Whereas the images of mundane, almost 

red-roofed suburban settlements might not have been menacing enough 
to mobilize a global campaign, images of barbed-wire fencing and high concrete 
walls cutting through pastoral olive orchards, wheatfields and vineyards, or through 
the fabric of towns and cities, brought home the plight of Palestinians to an 
international audience. Beyond its impact on the ground, the Wall functioned 
very as a powerful image within a media-economy of the conflict, one 
�._o,v.ua.o..u.,5 within a Western historical imagination still engaged with unresolved 
memories of its colonial and Cold War The different semantics of the 
names to the project - whether a 'fence', a 'wall', a 'Wall' or a 'barrier' 
also played a major role.21 It has also become particularly associated with the 
word , although even at the ,height of its barbarity, the South African 
regime never erected such a barrier.22 

Constructing volatility 

Throughout the process of the Wall's construction, the High Court of Justice 
has been an arena for these conflicts over its route. Responding to petitions 
submitted by Palestinians and Israeli civil rights groups against land requisition 
orders for the building of the Wall, the HCJ has so far ruled four times that the 
state must reroute several sections in order .to take into account the negative 
impact it would have on the lives of Palestinians in the surrounding area. The 
legal followed by HCJ rulings on this matter was that of 'proportionality'. 
According to tbis principle, the state must find a route that balances security 
needs (which, controversially, also includes the security of the West Bank 
settlers) the livelihood of the Palestinian inhabitants, and that no 
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other consideration could be taken into account. The first petition ruled on 
June 2004 was the Beit S ourik Village Council vs. The Government of Israel and the 
Commander of the IDF Forces in the West Bank.23 The HCJ ruled that some 30 kilo
metres of the Wall northwest of Jerusalem, between the settlements of Maccabim
Giveat Ze'ev and the Jerusalem-Modi' in-Tel Aviv road (Road 443), constructed 
on lands belonging to farmers from Belt Sourik, should be rerouted and the 
segments already built dismantled. Tirza, who was called upon tq, testify to the 
court, responded to a reporter's question by it was 'a dark day for the 
State of Israel'. He redrafted the entire route of the yet-to-be constructed sections 
of the Wall, ordering the rerouting of some sections that had already been built 
but were considered vulnerable to further However, other fortifications 
had to be built east of the Wall The Israeli-only Road 443, now running on the 
eastern side of the Whll, itself became a massive barrier with high concrete 
elements running along both sides, and with all Palestinian entrances to it blocked 
by earth mounds. Although it later became clear that these were only Pyrrhic 
vic:to!ies. the concentrated action of Palestinian activists and international diplo-
macy had for almost the first rime been effective in transforming the 
'elastic' geography of Israeli domination.24 To a general idea, the 2002 route 
of the wall would de facto annex 900 square kilometres to Israel, about 16  per 
cent of the West Bank. (This figure includes only the western part of the Wall, 
not the one planned at the same rime along the Jordan Valley - with the latter 
the would be closer to 50 per cent.) Estimates made at the end of 2006 

at 360 square kilometres, about 6 per cent of the West Bank.25 

In order to requisition land for the Wall's route, the government had to argue that 
the barrier was a 'temporary security measure' a similar argument to that used 
by Israeli governments in the late 1970s to requisition land for settlement. On the 
Israeli of Defence website there is still an announcement stating that 'the 
anti-terrorist fence [the Wall] is a passive, temporary . . . measure, not a permanent 
border' emphasis) and that decisions regarding its nature and path �e designed 
to address 'urgent security needs'.26 This claim attempts to the Wall as an 
instrument of contingency in a temporary state of emergency. Barriers are indeed 
different to borders: they do not separate the 'inside' of a sovereign, political or 
legal system from a foreign 'outside', but act as structures to prevent 
movement across Such measures are legally tolerated precisely because 
they are temporary. However, the very logic of military rule in the West Bank and 
Gaza has perpetuated itself through ever-new; 'temporary' factsP 
It is the very definition of the occupation as 'temporary', and the definition of 
every violation of as merely 'temporary' evils, that has allowed Israeli society 
and its courts to these ongoing acts.28 When the government was cballenged 
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in court as to how such a massive construction could be considered 'temporary', 

it cited its various as proof that the W'!ll could be further rerouted and 
even removed - when the 'security situation permits' It was thus the 
'elastic' property of the Wall that affirms its 'temporariness'. What the temporary 
'state of emergency' is to this elasticity became to space. According to this 
principle the Israeli planning system has learned to use ever-developing and fast
transforming security threats to erect .temporary security measures that can be 
�xplained at every as an ad hoc reaction, but which finally add up to comprise 
and embody a coherent strategic reality. 

This use of 'temporariness' as a legal measure exposes the paradox 
behind Israel's system of domination and control: in order to the territories, 
'temporary' measures must be employed, but since the Palestinians rebel 
against the very measures (the settlements) that were originally put in place 
to pacify them, further 'temporary' security measures (the Wall) are erected to 
manage the radicalizing resistance and violence, and so forth. The definition of all 
Israeli military activities as responses to security threats therefore perpetuates the 
condition that justifies their further deployment. 29 Violence becomes a necessary 
condition for the constant application of seemingly ad hoc but actually strategic 
security measures, and is the very justification for the suspension of state budgetary 
constraints and the allocation of massive funds for the purpose of security. The 
combination of emergencies and economic recession the early years 
of the second Intifada the ground for the radical restructuring 
and -the deep cuts in spending (on all public projects but that 
typified the neo-liberal reforms promoted in 2002 by Minister of Finance Benjamin 
Netanyahu. Revealingly, Netanyahu called the first such plan 'Economic Defensive 
Shield', insinuating that neo-liberal restructuring must be seen as an emergency 
measure comparable to the operation 'Defensive Shield' of April 2002, 
which led to the destruction of the institutions of the Palestinian Authority and 
of many Palestinian urban areas, and which was extremely popular in Israei.3° 

The changes to the Wall's route imposed by the HCJ managed to alleviate slightly 
the harsh living conditions of Palestinian communities along its path. In relieving 
pain and suffering any action is commendable and must be supported; as 
the legal scholar Aeyal Gross has pointed out, the regime behind the Wall has gained 
judicial and moral legitimacy as a result of the HCJ rulings.31 The Israeli HCJ's 
imposed 'improvements' in the path made the entire regime imposed the Wall 
seemingly 'tolerable', or at least aim�d to make it tolerable to the The 
moderating influence of the H CJ also helped the government withstand international 
media criticism, and in particular political demands that it abide by the n.uv'"'lJl v 

Opinion of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) in The Ha.:,oue. Handed out in 
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July 2004, less than a month after the first rerouting case was ruled upon in Israel's 
HCJ, the ICJ statement declared the entire project, constructed on occupied lands, 
and the \Vall's associated regime, to be in contravention of international law.32 
Because of the fierce international criticism, it was always in the interest of the 
Israeli government to resolve the humanitarian problems from the Wall's 
construction, thereby deflecting attention from the fundamental poJ.\tical and 
illegitimacy of the entire project. Although it often seemed as if the Israeli HCJ 
adopted a profoundly adversarial position towards the government, by amending 
seji�m:nts of the route and 'balancing' human rights against security, the HCJ has 

in its design. Furthermore, when, in the aftermath of the 
rulings, the itself began using the vocabulary of international law; principles 
such as 'proportionality' started to become compatible with military goals such as 
'efficiency' and 'necessity ', generating a more sustainable route for the Wall, 
make military action more economical.33 Indeed, the frequent reroutings cost the 
government an extra $200 million, and Tirza was put under pressure to create a 
route that would be 'immune' to petitions.34 
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Danny Tirza himself paraded the 'humanitarian' approach he adopted at a 
late stage in the Wall's design: 

Israel's High Court of Justice said we had to give gxeater weight to the daily life 

of the Palestinians, so we changed the route in some places . . .  We also understand 

that we have to take the needs of people into consideration, and we sometimes 

have to build new roads for the villagers. We have also more than 90,000 

trees in the area to try to rni.rllinize the damage to local farmers . . .  [and] provided 

services for people living east of the fence. In one we ga'lre land for a school 

so pupils won't have to cross a checkpoint every day. In other we have to 

build clinics so the population won't have to cross into Jerusalem. We deal with 

these questions every day; everywhere the fence . . .  35 

These statements, in which Tirza seems to have completely adopted the language 
and operational aims of humanitarianism, do not of course reflect a sense of 
altruism or care for the Palestinians; rather, they form part of a legal-moral 
rhetoric that attempts to pre-empt possible restrictions on or delays to the project. 
The 'lesser evil' approach towards the villagers thus allowed a 'greater evil' to be 
imposed on the Palestinian people as a whole. 

From the perspective of those opposing it, the 'elastic' nature of the Wall is 
thus simultaneously empowering and frustrating. It is empowering because bringing 
pressure to bear on the route, in protests and court petitions, has been demon
strated to alleviate conditions on the ground, and further pressure may be effective 
in pushing the Wall further westwards, closer to the international border of the 
ween Line and making marginally more tolerable the lives of Palestinians who 
are suffocating under the weight of its regime. However, the principle of 'elasticity' 
is also frustrating because it demonstrates that any action directed against the 
Wa.IJ.'s route, rather than against its very concept, presence and essence (the 
approach the I CJ  has taken), not only legitimizes it and confirms it as a fact, but 
effectively takes in its - the frontier continually remoulds itself to 
absorb and accommodate opposition, which gradually becomes part of its discoUtse 
and contributes to its efficiency. Oppositional action has therefore played a part in 
the collective, albeit diffused, authorship of the architecture of the Wall. 

Extraterritorial islands 

As international pressure the Wall mounted, so did the pressure of the 
settlers' lobbies for more intrusive routing for the incorporation of their settle
ments 'inside' the Wall. In a curious role reversal, after several High Court of 
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Justice cases were won and the ronte of the Wall altered to a less injurious path, 
the settlers themselves started appealing against route changes. Using language 
similar to that which won the Palestinian cases, started claiming that the 
new path would now leave them - the settlers landlocked within isolated 
enclaves, 'separated from their land, work and services'.36 At one small section 
along Road 443, northwest of Jerusalem, where the Wall was adjusted to a route 
less injurious to Palestinians, it was later rerouted again due to the saunter-petitions 
of Jewish settlers. 

The political forces around the Wall started each other in a loop of 
ever-radicalizing feedback. But pressure from settlers' groups to incorporate many 
settlements within loops in the Wall, together \vith the military intention to route 
the Wall through strategically important territory, were not compatible with the 
diplomatic and legal pressures to place it as close as possible to the internationally 
�c:<.Vli;lilloc:u Green Line. No longer able to translate the contradictory 
force-field into a complex, albeit linear, geometry, the Wall also ceased being a 
singular, contiguous object, and broke into separate shards, fragm=ts and 
discontinuous vectors. Like a worm sliced into segments each assuming a renewed 
life, the fragments of the Wall started to curl around isolated settlement blocks 
and along the roads connecting them. Each of these segments, dubbed 

barriers' by the Ministry of Defence, comprised a sequence of fortifications 
and sensors similar to that of the main section of the Wall, and were designed 
to specific material responses to the 'local security problems' that could 
not be addressed by the main, linear section. In September 2004, the fragmentation 
of the Wall's route prompted the Israeli government to release an apparently 
contradictory statement, in which four major settlements, Emanuel, 
Qedumim and Karnei Shomron, about 50,000 settlers on the western 
slopes of the West Bank, 'would be on the Israeli side of the barrier [the Wall] 
. . .  but the barrier would not be connected to the main section'.37 These, as well 
as other settlement blocks, would become Israeli 'extraterritorial islands' 
within Palestinian space. With public demonstrators and directed 
exclusively on the visible, linear part of the Wall, its offspring barriers' 
remained largely invisible to international criticism. In fact, the further west the 
opposition succeeded in moving the Wall's path, the more 'depth barriers' were 
constructed to resolve security problems left within the depth of the territory, 
the more the \Vest Bank terrain effectively became, and the more 
disrupted life has become for Palestinians. A pact of convenience has seemingly 
been established between Israel and international opposition to the Wall: Israel 
will move the main section of the Wall closer to the Green Line, following HCJ 
guidelines, but will not be censured over the series of politically invisible barriers 
it places in 
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Underpass connecting the two parts if Palestinian Beit-TifZfofa, under the road connecting 
Jerusalem city centre with the neighbourhood Gilo. Eyal Wei'(!17an, 2001. Underpass 
connecting Hab!a to Qa!qi!Ja under the road to Alfti Menashe. 2005 

none of the maps released by the media or independent right 
v.c1sru.,"""'""''"'"" actually shows it, and all photographs of it a linear object 
resembling a border (and which all foreigners from territorially defined nation 
states \\rill immediately understand as such), the Wall has in fact become a discon
tinuous and fragmented series of self-enclosed barriers that can be better under-
stood as a prevalent 'condition' of - a shifting frontier - rather than 
one continuous line neatly cutting the two. With the multiplication 
of 'depth barriers' the face of the territory has grown to resemble maps more 
redolent of Scandinavian coastlines, where fjords, islands and lakes make an 
inconclusive separation between water and land. 

Current projections of the \Vall's route leave fifty-five settlements, twelve of 
them Jewish neighbourhoods in East Jerusalem, contiguous with Israeli territory 
on the inside of the Wall.38 In Jerusalem the Wall did not separate Israelis from 
Palestinians but Palestinians from Palestinians. Sharon, fearing accusations about 
'partitioning the city' included \V'ithin the Wall around Jerusalem most of the 
Palestinian neighbourhoods that belong to the municipal area. 

More than a hundred settlements, are left east of the main section of 
the Wall; since the start of the second about 700 kilometres of fencing 
have been built around these settlements - about the same projected 
as the main section of the Wall. The settlement islands encircled by 'depth barriers' 
were declared by the IDF to be 'special security zones' and the area 400 
metres around them to be 'sterile'. Beyond the neurosis suggested the 
term, its definition means that the military and the settlements' civil militias may, 
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Several dozen Palestinian villages with a total population of around 60,000 
inhabitants were trapped in enclaves west of the Wall, between it and the Green 
Line. In October 2003, the IDF declared these Palestinian enclaves 'closed military 
zones', enforcing this arbitrary new status with extra barriers between the enclaves 
and the Green Line. Simultaneously, IDF orders have forced on their residents 
the new legal status of 'temporary residents', which prevents them from entering 
either Israel in the west or the rest of the West Bank to ,the east without special 
permits. Together with those Palestinians left on the 'Israeli' side of the Wall in 
Jerusalem, altogether about 250,000 Palestinians will be trapped in this inter-border 
zone. 

The result of the Wall's fragmented route is a mutual extraterritoriality, a 
condition of double enclosure. Settlements in the 'special security zones', like 
the Palestinian communities in the 'closed military zones', are territorial 'islands' 
physically and legally estranged from their immediate surroundings. Under this 
arrangement, the traditional perception of political space as a contiguous territorial 
surface, delimited by continuous borderlines, is no longer relevant. 

The function of the respective barriers that enclose these islands must not 
be confused, however. The walls around 'Israeli islands'; where Israeli law 
applies, are meant to protect the lives of settlers and exclude a threatening 
exterior. Gates within the fences open onto protected fast and wide traffic 
corridors, effectively integrating the settlers economically and politically with 
Israel. The fences, walls, ditches, dykes and all sorts of other territorial 
apparatuses and inventions placed around Palestinian territorial islands, on the 
other hand, are conceived to prohibit 'security threats' from leaking out.40 By 
designating and constraining habitats, by physically marking out the limit of 
different legal jurisdictions, these barriers function mainly as administrative 
apparatuses of population control. More than merely a fortification system, 
they became bureaucratic-logistical devices for the creation and maintenance 
of a demographic separation. 

The Israeli fantasy of separation seeks to create a defensitle and homogeneous 
Israeli political space that will guarantee, if not protection from Palestinian attacks, 
a space of Jewish demographic majority and control. Why is this fantasy? Because 
although unilateral evacuation of more settlements was discussed until very 
recently, mainly in the context of Prime Minister Ehud Olmert's now discarded 
unilateral 'realignment plan' (the name of which inadvertently confirmed the elas
ticity of the Wall), no Israeli government has ever displayed the desire or the 
political resolve to dismantle the large blocks of settlement-islands within the 
West Bank or the Jewish neighbourhoods in the annexed part of Jerusalem.41 
Their future incorporation into Israeli territory was furthermore implicit in a 
letter sent by President Bush to Ariel Sharon in April 2004.42 Without these 
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evacuations the terrain would remain fragmented and non-contiguous. Although, 
and perhaps because, the Wall is unable to create a contiguous political border, 
it attempts to display the reassuring iconography of one. Notwithstanding the 
constant shifting of its route, in its massive physical presence that has made it 
the largest and most expensive project in the history of the state, the Wall seeks 
to appear as a heavily fortified border. The illusion that \!/"ith a set of unilaterally 
fortified lines reinforced with concrete, barbed wire and surveillance technology, 
Israel and Palestine could both become ordinary, territorially defined nation 
states, disguises the violent reality of a shifting colonial frontier.43 

Hollowed land 

After the Wall has coalesced around a permanently temporary Palestinian state, 
scattered in an archipelago of landlocked 'sovereign zones', and itself further 
perforated with islands of state-claimed Israeli territory, yet another paradox will 
have to be resolved. The fragmentation of Palestinian jurisdiction is apparently 
incompatible with Sharon's public pledge of 2003, and his assurances to President 
Bush in 2004, that with the implementation of the Bush-sponsored 'roadmap', 
he will carve out a 'contiguous area of territory in the West Bank that would 
allow the Palestinians to travel from Jenin [the northernmost city in the West 
Bank] to Hebron [the southernmost] without passing any Israeli roadblocks'. 
When bewildered reporters asked how the two apparently contradictory terms 
of continuity and fragmentation could be accommodated within a single territorial 
reality, Sharon responded (probably with one of his notorious winks) that this 
would be accomplished with a 'combination of tunnels and bridges'.44 

If this type of continuity - first given substance by Sharon in 1 996 when, as 
Minister of National Infrastructure under Benjamin Netanyahu, he inaugurated 
the 'Tunnel Road' - cannot be achieved on the surface of the terrain alone, it 
must De accomplished in three dimensions. The 'Tunnel Road' connects Jewish 
Jerusalem with the West Bank settlement of Gush Etzion and, further south, 
with the Jewish settlements of Hebron. As it leaves Jerusalem it cuts a straight 
line through mountains and valleys much like the nineteenth-century colonial 
routes designed by the engineers of France's School of Highways and Bridges 
(to tame an arbitrary nature and express the 'Cartesian logic' of the empire and 
the goals of Reason). To accomplish this feat in Palestine, the 'Tunnel Road' 
performs a double conto:t;tion: it spans as a bridge over Palestinian-cultivated 
valleys, and dives into a tunnel under the Palestinian town of Beit Jalla. Meron 
Benvenisti, who first wrote about this 'engineering wonder', described its territorial 
effects as the 'crashing of three dimensions into six: three Israeli and three 
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A reconstruction of the path of the Wall around the Tunnel Road Daniel Bauer, 2003 (illustration 
f?y Eyal Weizman, 2004) 

Palestinian'.45 Although the road is under Israeli control, both the valley it spans 

and the city it runs beneath are areas under Palestinian control. As the road 

threads itself through this folded, topographical arrangement of different 

jurisdictions, Israeli territory finds itself alternately above and below the Palestinian. 

This physical separation of transport infrastructure also cuts through the territorial 

labyrinth created by the Oslo Accords. The tunnel and bridge are under full 

Israeli control (Area C), the valley below the bridge is under Palestinian civilian 

control (Area B), while the city above the tunnel is under Palestinian civilian and 

military control (Area A). When the bridge's columns rest on Palestinian ground, 

the 'border' runs, presumably, through the thermodynamic joint between the 

column and the beams.46 

Following this principle of partition in three dimensions, the Department of 

Regional and Strategic Planning conceived of a mesh of two parallel road 

networks throughout the West Bank, separated along national lines, to be inau

gurated with 'a pilot' of thirty-five roads. At places where two road networks 

cross, a vertical interchange of bridges and tunnels will separate the traffic 

systems, and Palestinians from Israelis. Twenty-six such interchanges of 

vertical separation have already been constructed; the other nineteen are 

currently being planned or are under construction.47 The neighbouring West 

Bank towns of Habla and Qalqilya, cut apart by the Wall into two separate 

enclaves in 2003, were reconnected the following year according to this principle 
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by a subterranean tunnel constructed by Ministry of Defence contractors, running 

under the Wall and the Israeli road. 

Danny Tirza explained this logic of separation by saying that 'the dangerous 

friction' between the settlers and the Palestinians 'could be reduced if certain 

interchanges enabled Palestinians to enter the area from one side [and settlers 

from another] . We would drive above and they would drive below, and vice 

versa.'48 This separation of the road system is a complementary project to that 

of the Wall. It facilitates the possibility of contiguous walled-out Palestinian 

territories without the need to evacuate the Israeli settlements. Although the 

traffic networks pass by each other, the physical arrangements deny even the 

possibility of a cognitive encounter. According to Tirza, Israelis should be able 

to travel through the upper highways 'without even noticing the Palestinian 

traffic underneath'.49 

Indeed, Israelis driving along Road 443 from Tel Aviv via Modi' in to Jerusalem 

pass through a section of the road surrounded by high concrete walls on both 

sides. In 2004, the road became a border itself, and the concrete walls lining 

its sides, while painted with idealized images of the surrounding landscape, 

were raised to protect the passengers from the perils of the real landscape. 

These walls also conceal from Israeli commuters the fact that this part of the 

road is a bridge that spans an entire Palestinian village - Al-Muwahil (or the Mud 

Neighbourhood) . 50 
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A reconstruction of the path of the Wall around the Tunnel Road Daniel Bauer, 2003 (illustration 
f?y Eyal Weizman, 2004) 
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Another of the most ambitious instruments of vertical separation is the new 
Jerusalem eastern ring road, currendy under construction. The road is a botdeneck 
in the system, both setders and Palestinians (the latter would have to use 
it when travelling from Bethlehem to Ramallah, because they are not allowed 
into walled-off Jerusalem). The road is split down its centre by a high concrete 
wall, dividing it into separate Israeli and Palestinian lanes. It extends across three 
bridges and three tunnels before ending in a complex volume_p:ic knot that untan-

in mid-air, channelling Israelis and Palestinians separ;�ely along different 
spiralling flyovers that ultimately land them on their respective sides of the Wall. 51 

A new way of imagining space has emerged.52 After fragmenting the snrface 
of the West Bank by walls and other barriers, Israeli planners started attempting 
to weave it together as two separate but overlapping national geographies - two 
territorial networks overlapping across the same area in three dimensions, without 
having to cross or come together. One is an upper-land - the land of the setde
ments - a scattering of well-tended hilltop neighbourhoods woven together by 
mode:tn highways for the exclusive use of its inhabitants ;  the other, Palestine -
crowded cities, towns, and villages that inhabit the between and unde:tneath 
the hills, maintaining fragile connections on improvised underpasses.53 Within 
this new political space, separate security corridors, infrastructure, bridges and 
underground tunnels have been woven into a bewildering and impossible Escher
like territorial arrangement that to multiply a single territorial reality. 
However, in the over-complexity it requires, the system of tunnels and bridges 
clearly demonstrates the very limitation of the politics of separation. Out of the 
endless search for the forms and mechanisms of 'perfect' separation emerges 
the realization that a viable solution may not necessarily lie within the realm of 
territorial design. 
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7.  

Urban Warfare: Walking Through Walls 

I h,"·c long, tndccd !in vcors, pl.tytd with the tdc.l .. r se <tlll)- nut tht spht rc ot lift: 
hios gctplllndh on ;t rnap. Fir'! I Cl)\ ,..,:tgcd 1.11 ordHLll \' nur, lntt now I would 

incline to :'\ gc.'ll<.'Ltl :-.taff'� 11lap o[ ,\ citY n·rJtr<.\ 1f -..uch a d1111g t':\l�fc. d. D(luhllrf.s 

It doc:s !lot, hccausc of 1hc tgnorancc ol 1hr IIH.::n n.: of future.. w.us. 

lf.tl!<r &n/,1111111 1 

l no loflJ!t'f knl)v, '' h,tt 1hc..·n. h hchnlll lhL" w.1ll. I no h Hlgc:r kno\\.' there.· t\ .1 ,..,·aU, 

1 no longer kno\\ thts ,,·,til ts .t w.tl!, I no lon�l·r knn\\ wh:11 .1 \\ .\IJ 1>. l nil longer 

knnv. 1h:u rn Ill\' .tp:trtmc..·nt tht:re .nc w.tll' . . uul th.u t! dl( n· \\t n.-n't :tn\ '"·tlls, 

rh'-n ... would ht> no .tp:tnrnull 

(;o ti1Si<k. IK ord,ttd 111 hrstcncal lm •ken rn�ltsh lnst,k' l .Jill .t!Jt:t<h lll'l<kt 

h took Ill� a ft'\\ Sl'Cnnds 10 undt·rstand th.tt rlus UHtn.\! .oJdH. r \\�1' u:dditung 

(n..,idt (O llH..·an ;ul\ tlung tbat 1� no1 \1st hi<, tu hun 1 t  It .t ... t \h hnng •<Htht<!t·· '"·Hhm 

the '11"1<k' was both.:ung him. 

The lll<l!Hlt'U\ n· rondunnl bv r�racli miliun· units 1n \ptll 2llf12 dunng t h e  ;ltt:lck 

on thL \X'cst lhnk Cit\ of '\J,1blus. w.l' dcsnihnl b, t ts  (< llllllLtndu, Bng.tdter 

Ct•ncr.tl \,·t,· "och.lYt. as 'inn:n<c .t.:eomcrn ·. wh�<:h ht· cit ftncd .ls the n:org.tn 

intton ol the urban srntaC\ h1 means of .1 sent s of mtn" t.ttllcal ,l(ttons. Soldtcrs 

.t\·mdcd ustng the s tru.:ts, road<. alleys and comnards th;n ddint the logtc of 

moY<:tllLt1t through tht CHI', ,l, \H:II <IS tl�<: cxtl'rn.ll doot '· tnte rna! stalrwdls and 

windows thJt consututt' the order oi hmldtng,; rather, tht ' \\ l'rt purKhtng holes 

through parn· w.tlls, culmgs and floors. and moYtng :\cross thl'm through 100-

mctrc long pathw.ws of domestic in tenor hollo\\ cd out of tht den'e and 

conttguous Cll\' f.1l>rtc. ,\lthnugh seH'ral thousand bratli sokuers and hundreds 
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of Pale�1inran gu<·rniL1 ti�htcr' \\ L i t  m.ttt<•CU\TIIl� 'lmult.ut<·ou\ly 111 tit<· tnwn, 
they \\'ere S<Hur.ttcJ \Utlun ns t.thn< to a dn:rcc th.11 thn '':ould h.\\'c h<Til brgck 
1m istbk fn>m .tn acrul pu,pt•rttH· at .tn\ �i,c· n monl( llt. ' I  hts lot Ill • of lll<>\·unuH 
i� part of a ucuc tlut thl' otttlll.tr\' rcft·" to, tn mnaph<>rs 11 """"'''' lrom the 
world of aggregate .tnttnal tormatton, <lS ·sw;tnlltng' :md 'onft·stanon'. ,\l oving 
through dome�ti1· imt·o tors, thts manucu,-rc turned in�ide to outstck and pnvarc 
domains to thoroughf'an.:s. Fi.�bting rook place '' ithtn halt dcmt�lisla:d lo\·tng 
rooms, bedrooms and corridors. It \\aS uot the giYcn < • rd<·t ot sp.t<T th:ll go\nnnl 
patterns ol I110\ ('I11t:n l ,  hue mo,·< ml'nt itself that produco.:d span around H. '!'his 
thrt:e-dimen�ionaJ lllO\'('IlH;IH through \\·ails, ceilings and noors thrt>togh the bulk 
of doc cit� runt< rptunl, short ur< urtnl and n:compnsed boc h an:huu tural amJ 
urban nnrax. l'h� l:tl'tlt' nf '\\ :tlkmg through "alh,' 10\'oh·c·d .1 r<Hll'tpuon of 
the c1ry as not JU�I tht \Itt', hut a' th<· , ,.;., mrdmm ol \\'<HI.tr<' ,t tk�1hlc, .tlmost 
hqllld matter that ts t'on:s·cr C<>llttrt��t:llt and m tlux. 

According 10 Briti'h gc·ow.tphu Stc:-phen Grah<un, sintt· tht: t·nd of the Cold \\'ar 
a vast imcrnarional 'tntcllcct ual iidd' that he cails a 'shaJmv world of llttht.tt ,. urban 
research io�rirutcs and tmttung centres' ha� been c�tahhshcd 111 ordn w rethtnk 
miiWtr\ opcrauons tn urh,ut tcrr:un.1 The: expanding neN·otk of these \Iucio\\' 

! 1 01.1 0\\ L\NI) 

\\urlds' mciU<ks mtl tun· sthools, as \\·el l  as mcchanl'ms t . .  r the t'Xchangc of 

knt twledgo.: ht'l\\'t'l'll ditkrtllt molitaties such •t' ronlt:n.:rKt's, workshops and joint 

traoninl!; cst:rt'l't:S. In thur :utcmpt t<> comprehend urhan ltk, soklKTS take crash 

rourst:' 111 ordn to nt:tsttr t<>pics such ·" urha11 tnfr.tqrunurc, rompkx systems 

anti) sis, smu t ural st,ththt; and bmlding techntt(ll< '· and stud1 ,t ' :tnt· � of thcorio.:s 

.ll\d mt:thodologtc·s dC\dllpo.:d within comempor.tn· ttvtli.t n  .tc.tdun�:t. There Is there

iorc· ,, Ill'\\ reb11onslup emerging \11thin a rrnngk ot' tntt rrt:l.t!nl components that 

this dtaptn ''""' to c·x.tnllll<': ,umul contlKts, the huilt t'll\'lflltllnt·m and the 

thcorcur:tl l.tu�uagc conruvcd ro conct:ptu.tltrt· them. Tht rudttw list,; of �omc 

cotltt mporar} mtltt.tr\ tn,ntu!lons include \Vorks d.ttttll! !rom around I <)(,8 (in 

pattlnol.tr, tlu: wntings "' those theorist> \\ ho h:t\l' \ :o.p.mdnl tht' nolion ur space, 

such .ts ( oJlks I kivu?<', I ·t'lix ( ;uattari and Cuy Dc:>ordl, ·" \\ t l l .h mort· contemporary 
:want -�,\1'< k \\TIIIIlgs ou uthanisrn and architecture th.tt pn >I tit t.ttnl widch 1hroughout 

tl oc J 9911s, and rel ied ool postcolmu,d and I"'" -strucnoultst rlll'ol'\ . .  \crording rn 

1orh:on tl>c< •rist Stmon t<.l.tr\ltt. tht· mil itary archlltTtltt•tl 'slut!"'' wotld' os curn:ndy 

L;l'lll'J.t!lnt• n u nc tntcnsL .111d better funded urh,tn rc,c.m h pr<>)'f.ll1llllt'S th.m .ill 

tll11\'l rstfl· progr·.trnnle' pnt togctht r. l f some \\fltLI s .nc· f'I).!IH tn datmtng that the 

'l'·ln r .. r uincaht\' h.l, to \Cllllt' ""<'Ill withered ,(\\,(\ I ll  l:tlt' f\\'t!Hit'th-centur) 

c.tpit.tll't cuhurt·, it ,urdt· st't'ms to ha\'t· tPnnd :l pl.tn· l i t  tlnun'h til the rniltt:try. 

Scdotng out the dcstm� ol the di,ctphnt' nf trcllltu lttrt 111 another - tht: 

mtln.n1· thts < lupll'r "ill "'·tmino.: lsr:tcl's url>.lll \\'.tt tar<· st r.ttcgocs throughom 

the 't:C<>nd lnuf.td.t, and i ll<' t'tth:rgn1t rdauon>hlp h<·t\H t n post modcrn critical 

theory, mtli t<ll'\' pt.tctKI' ,tnd onsriruttonal contltcts \\ nh111 rht I I )  I lh<tt tt brought 

:tbt >ut, 111 .llt.th·qng tht·'l dt'\Tinprncnrs tt wtll also ' ,ffu .t 1 t'llt·ctton on t ht c.:rhical 

,tnd poltl tcal rq,crcu>Stons ol these pr:tcli<T'o. 

h ollnwmg glolxtl tn·ndo;, 111 recent \'(;<tr!• the lDI· Ius t'st:thlio;h,·d st:\'Lr.11 111stitutcs 

and thmk t.mks .tt dift,·ocnt lnt·ls of i 1s comm.md and Ju, .tskt·d them lO n:con

< qHu.tlt/t: str:ttl'gtl', taUt< .tl .tnd org.lniz>lUonal rcspl)nsc·s tc • tht· hr uta! policing 

"' >rk tn t hL ( )n uptt:d ' I  cnll< >lit'S kno\\ n .t� \lin v '  < >r 'lr>\\ tntc·n;lt\·' war�. Notable 

tmongst rht'O,l' tr1<,(llll!LS IS the Upcrational Tht:ol'\ Rest· an h r mttllllt' (OTR 1). 

\\hi< h "Jwratcd tbrouvhout t l ot  decade cxtcnchng fmnt rill' hcginntng ut 199(, 

rn \ l:t\ ,2(1()(,, under 1 he co dtrt·cwro,hip of Shimon ":tl d1 ,ttl< I I )m Tam;tri, both 

r1·nred brig:uht r gnwrak ( )'J'R I cmplovul snnal nlht r n urn! oificns, .til at the 

r.tnk ot bngad1er gt:neral. from tht: dtffer<·nt corps of th<· I Dl fkstdcs t:' .,, >ldicrs, 

11 �mplo\t:d se\·crnl \'oung t<.:\!:trcbrrs, usual!� doctoral c.mdtd.ttes tn philo�oph1· 

, or polttll'al sncnce from Tel \1·1\· L'ru,·ersity. L' ntil 200\ th <:ore course. · \Jt·anceJ 

( >pt:rauonal ,\pprntth', \las ohltgarory for .til high J ,ll1ktng b1.1dt officus. In an 

tnttT\te\\ l conducrnl wtth htm, '\.a,eh 'llll11ncd up tlw mi"ton of ( )TIH: '\\'e 

eire· hh· the .1<-sull ordtr \\t: attempt to te:lCh :1nd tt.ll ll soldtns to thtnk . . \\e 
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have established a school and developed a curriculum that traim "operational 

architt•cts".'6 Former Chief of �tafl Mo>he Y:•'alon, who promoted the activities 

of OTH I ,  described the significance of the institute after irs closure in May 2006: 

�rhe method of operational assessment that is u:;ccl today in rhe Regional 

Commands and in the General Staff was developed i n  collaboration with OTRI 

. .  OTRT also worked with the Americans and taugh t them the methods we 

had developed.' The collaboration between ( Yl'RI and the US armed forces was 

confirmed by Lt. Col. David Perc of the US Marine Corps, who is now writing 

the corps' 'operational doctrine manual': 'Naveh and OTRl's int1ucnce on the 

intellectual discourse and understanding of the operational level of war in the 

US ha' lx c·n immense. The US Marinl' Corps has comnus�ioncd a stGdy- . . . rbu 

is largely based on Shimon [Navehfs lworkj. One can hardly attend a m ilitary 

conference in the US without a discussion of Shimon's !work] . . .  ' According 

to Perc, the British and 1\nsrralian militaries are also integrating the concepts 

developed at OTRI into their formal doctrines.' 

One of d1e maln reasons why TsraeJ i military doctrine on urban operations 

became so influential among other rnilttarics is rhar Israel's cont1ict with the Pales

tinians since the Intifada has had a distinct urban dirnenston. The targets of both 

Palcst.intan and Israeli attacks were primarily the citil's of the other. Israel's new 

methods of ground and aerial raids wcrl' honed during the second (Al-Actsa) 

lmifach and especially in 'Operation Dcfl'nsivc Shidd', the series of military raids 

on Palesuntan cities launched on 29 !\·larch 2002, followi ng a spate of Palestinian 

suicide at tacks in Israeli citjes. The attacks targC'ted d1fierent kinds of Palestinian 

urban environments: a modern city in Ramallah; a dense historic city centre i n  

the Kasbah o f  Nablus; an international holy city i n  Bethlehern; and the rcfi.tgee 

camps of Jcnin, Balata and Tulkarm. The urban setting of these att:acks was 

why they were keenly observed by foreign militaries, in particular those of the 

USA ;tnd UK, as they gcan:d up to i nvade and occupy !ray.' lndeed, during 

'Operation Defensive Shield' the West Bank has become a giant laboratory of 

urban '.varfare at  the expense of hundreds of civilian lives, propeny, and infra

structur('. 

In my imcrvic\v with Naveh, he explained the conditions that led the Israeli 

military to change its methods during the early years of the second Intifada: 

'Although so much is invested in intelligencl', fighting in the city is still incalculable 

and messy. Violence makes events unpredictable and prone to chance. Batdes 

cannot be scripted. Command cannot ha\·e an overview. Dcl'isions to act must 

be based on chance, probability, contingency and opportu nity, and these must 

be taken only on the groun d  and in real time.'9 Indeed, as far as the military is 

concern ed, urb;m warfare is the ultimate post-modern form o f  warfare. Belief 

in a logically structured and single-track batde plan is lost in the face o f  the 

188 HOLLOW LAND 

Patb nl ][)}·· aitark on Nablm, Apnl 2002. Diagram: OTRl, 2001 

complexitv and arnbiguitv of the urban mayhem . Those in command find it 

clitTrcult to draw up battle scenarios or single-track plans; civtlians become combat

ant>, and combatantS become civilians again; ident ity can be changed as C[uickly 

as gender can be feigned: the transformation of a woman into a fighting man 

can ocl'ur at the speed thar it takes an undercover 'Arabizcd· lsraelt soldier or a 

camouflaged Palcsuruan tighter to pull a machine' gun our fwrn under a dress. 

l ndecd, mili tary attempts to adapt their practices and forms of organtzation 

Ita> been inspired by the guerrilla forms of violencl' that confront it. Because 

they adapt, mimic and learn ftorn each other, the military and the guerrillas toter 

a cycle of 'co-en)lution'. M ilitary capabi lities evolve in relation to the resistance, 

,,·hich itself evolves in relation to transformations in military practice. ;\]though 

the mimicry and reappropriation of military techniques represent the discourse 

of a common experience, the Israeli and Palesrjn.ian methods of t!ghting are 

fundamentally different. The fractured Palestinian resistance is composed of a 

multiplicity of organizations, each having a more or less independent armed wing 
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I'· I din ,i/.(!,;.;r,,, f, >1 l lama�. S'""l'" ·u·!Jud< 'rhe Jerusall'm l>ngJtks ti >r I si.HtiiC 
Jtl1.1d, II lq.<a \/,11/)r< il1��adt. 1-nm 1 - .tnd /{mzi!IJ t�! l ·at.�h for Fat;th 'lhc·sc· .m· 
supple lllL'lllcd hj tht· independent /'/{( tPopuhn Resist a net: C<>JnnHilu:s) and 
1111;t<•,lncd or rnl memhas of lft'\hollt�b and or -II fJat"dtJ. l'ht f.tn th.11 dKsc 
< >t"'.lf1t/,\1 ic >11� shttr hcl\\n'n co<>per.Hi< >n, C< >mpninon and VI< >knt contlkt innt·:tsLs 
rht I�LrtL r.tl compk ,it\ of their imruclions and with It thctr colkctr\ c <.tp.ll'!t ,., 
< tliu .. nn .mJ tl'sthl'II<T. The dtffused nature of 1\Jesunun reststann, .111d the 
LKI 1 h.11 knowkdge. skdls and munit ions <trt: 1 ranslurcd \\ >tbm <1nd hU\\ LL'Il 

tl1<" org.miz.IIHll" .111d rh;H they somtnmcs sragc JOint .ttt.tcks .tnd .\1 others 
compLiL to outdo LKh <>thn suhst.mualh reduces tht L-flccl tlut the '" ·tch 
o<Tttp.utnn forces seck t• > .tchicLC h' ttr.Kkmg them. 

\rrordrng t o  N.tn·h, .1 ccmr;tl CliLgon in the 101'  conception uf tht· nn\ 
urb.tn opt•tauons IS 'swarming'-· .1 term that has, in fact, been part ol l 1:-, rn>lu;uy 
tht<ll \ for SC\fr,ti dct.tdcs. It w.ts JnelopL·d in rhe conte'\1 of the Rnt �lution 111 
r\ lrhr.n1 •\!fours (Rr\1 \) ;tfrcr the < lld of the Cold \\"ar and tn particul.n 111 tht· 
dot"tlll1< nf 1 ·crwork Cl'mric \\ arf.trt· which conccptualin·d the field ol rml ll.trl' 
operatto!ls as d"tnhutcd netwurk·systU1lS. WU\TI1 togetl1<:r hv intorm;l lhl l t  tech 
nolog�.'"\wa> r tung '<·cks to describe ntil ttary operation� 1s ,, netl\'(lJ'k of dtltU't'd 
multtpl iu t v  of sm.1ll, 'L'ntl tndepcndt·n t hlll coordinated unn� operat ing tn gt nnal 
"11Lf1-!\ wtrh .til othu,. 

\ccord ing to !Itt R \ 'I) Corpor;IUon theorists O.n rd Ronfddt .1nd John 
\rtJllllla, 1d1o arc ut·thteJ '' itlt much of th, dtTclopmt:nt of this mtlitan docuint , 

the tnam assumptlt •n of low·intcnsll} tontlict, parunrl.trly m cities, 1s that 'tt 
takes ,t network ro comhar a network'." The term IS 1n  fact d<-rin:d frn111 the 
,\rufinal [ ntdhgt IKl pnnCiplt. of 'SI\ arm intelligence'. This principle oi'<Slln1t'S 

!<l(l II 0 1 . 1  0 \\' l. \ ;-..l D 

0 

llnakllt;( throll,t.l> ll'aiiJ. him \"tilt.. II)/ . _'Ofl2 

rh:n problem soh·ing t· tp•KII>t·s .tn found 1 n  dw ll'ttracuon .tnd commnrucaunn 

ot rdatinh unsophtsucatnl .tguns (anh, lmds, hcc<. ,.,]dtc!SJ '' 11hout (or \\ ith 

mtntmal) n·tllrah;ed control ''>L\ ,trl1\ uHclhgL nee' rhus rd(:rs to the n\erall , 

cnrnbmcJ tntdhgtnn• of .\ >I"SILI11. t.nlll"r th.111 to tf,, mtdhg�nn· of tts consutucnt 

parts . .  \ sw.1rm 'karns' throu,•h th< 11 1 1\.'r.tUl<ll' c)f ll> constinHJ\e dements, 

through thur ad.lptauon to t·mt·rp 111 o<itu:HI<>tl', ncl tn rcactt<'n 10 ch:mgmg t:ll\ i 

ronments.1 

ln�tcad of 1111\':tr, hierarchical ch.11ns of n •ll1Jll.llld and comrnuntcations. swarms 

are point ntrlt" net\\ orks, in whtch nllh autuk It unll· 's,tn h 's tt·rm) can commu 

mrate wnh the other� \\ nhcntl ncccssotrll\ <•<>1111' throu�h central L·omlmlnd. ThL 

swarm manoLm·rc ts pntTI\Td ll\ the mthrarv "' non-hncar Ill kmpoml terms as 

wdl. Tradllion:tl mtln,tr\" opn.uions arc chrwl<> llllL'ar in tht scnst: that thty sed< 

to follow a dL·tt:rmincJ sC:l]liL"IIn' of ,., enrs emhmliccl in the idea of 'the plan' 

which impltt:s tlur .tctinns .tn: prccoudttiont'd I < '  "'me degree on the successful 

tmpkmLntallon of prt'\"lous ;ttl l< li1S. Tht auiL it\ of a sw.trm, b) contrast. is 

based upon <.tmultaneous .t(ll<llh wluch .Hl dept ndcnl but nor preconditioned 

on t:ach othcr. The n,ur:lt i\ C  of the hattlt pl.tn " rhus replaced hy what 1\.,t\'t"h 

calh: 'the toolbox' approat h, •lt tordmg to wlurh lllltts rc<.:CI\T th<.< wols theY nn·d 

to deal \\ it h Lmergcnt situations and sn.·n.111< "· hut cannot prnlkt the ordu hr 

which these t'\Tilt� \\ould arlll.lll� occut. [h lowutng the thrt:sholds of dcclston 

nuking to the tmmedi;ue t.tnic.ll lnTI, .tnd hy tht t nconragemcnt nt loc:�l initiaU\·L, 

different p<lltS of Lht: swarm art 'upposnl to pro\ ttk an'i\\'t:rs to tbt: forms of 

uncertainty, cham e and uncontrolled <·vcnl u:tlll ies that the nmetecnth·centur� 

mditar) philosopher C.ul 'on ( Lwsnnrz ctlled {iit1ion. '  

The concept of the sw.ulll " a ct·ntt.tl c< >mponent of the lsradi milit.tr\ 's 
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l' HI< nted nl lnnpt to adopt the lant,>1.tagt of 'de tcrntonaltl..ttlon' and tJ ansforrn 
" h.11 thn pnn:t\ ed a� thetr organizntion,tl •tnd tact teal 'ltncarirv' imo 'non 
ltnc.trtl\ '. ln thts rt·gard. a m.11<>r iustorical rdn t neT for the ttotchmg <>f OTRI 
''·'' tht tmht.lr\ carnr of .\riel �harnn. �or onh \\,ts �haron tht pnme mim�rer, 
. tnd thus ' t�thlt: .ts tht 'commandt:r 111 chtd" throughout most of t ht lnrifada, 
hut Ius nuht:tn ctrccr ' '  hJ' bnn ch.tr.tucn;cd by alltmpts ro brLlk ;1\\ ,t\' from 
tr:Hitnon.tl nulu;�n organi1nuon dnd dtsnphnt The tartlts for punltiV< r.uds on 
P.tlt:stmtan \'tlht.�cs :tnd rer-ugcL camps th,H ht dn dnpul :mel t:'-erctst:d 111 1 CJ51 
·" U>llltnanda <II  I mt 1 0 1 ,  :tnd lattr thost that t·nahlcd hts brutal coumer
tmmgt·nt·y l':llllf'<llgn tn the G.t:ta rt·fug�e camps 111 I CJ-1 7 2, 111 many " JY' 
prd\�urnl bracli t.tntcs 111 dealmg wlth the prt>s�m Int ifada. 1\n tndication of 
the htstom.tl int erest tiLtt < lTRl had in Sharon's nultt.ll) cart·er uas the last \H>rk 
shop org<Ulill·d .tt O'l'Rl m t\l.tv 2006, 'Tht ( ,cneralshlp ot \riel :::.baron', which 
was a fotnl < ' I  hom;�ge to the.: dying Sharon, and his mlluc.:nce ou the IDL1' 

The attack on Balat�t 

The !sudt sc.:nmtr cst:tbltshmcnl Ius :th\.tl'' tended to st·c.: the rcfugn· camps as 
hoth the louts of and the urban comlluon lor tht 'hn:nlmg' of re<t�tance. Th<: 
camp� have thu� l)l·en prutc.:cted in Israel's stmplttictl �-;cogtaphtc inugin,lr} as 
cnl and dangerous pl�lCes, 'black holes' rh.n the I I  )F dare not cnter.16 The J DF's 
avoidance of the Jwm and Salata refugee camps throughout the first (198--91) 
ami second intifadas allowed them to e,·olve tnto t"Uraterritorial encla\eS 
surrounded hv Israeli military power; indeed. the milnary coc.lena.mc for the Jenin 
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ramp, in which rt·st,t;mcc group' \\ere most stronglv entrenched, was 'Gcrmania'. 
\\ ln 1hc.:r 111 rdt•rt·nn: to 'I acint< :tnthlvalcnt dc.:,cnptton of the barbarians,' or m 
rdcrt·nn 10 the 1'-.azi rq!;tlllt', thts lt:rm t:nc:tpsul.m·s lsr.1di fear of the \·,·tl' it bclit:vcs 
ts hrc:d. ;\her beconnng pnme mmtstn 111 �l.trclt 2lXll,  •\rid Sharon pcr�tstcnth 
mocked th< mllaary t(.>r not daring to c.:nttr tht refugee omps: '\\nat '' happt.ning 

Ill the Jenrn and llal.tta GllllJ"? \\ hy don't 1011 go in?' Sharon ncYer rin·d of tdling 

nubLtrv ofticns how, in the I <ro,, he 'madt· order' iJ1 the refugee camps of ( ;aza 

\\lth ,1 combin:uion of commando nud�. a��:l'stll<lllnns and bulldozers." 

The mt· thod of ·walkinj:!; through \\:tlls' employed b1 the: 'lDl· 1 11 the attacks of 

'Oper<�non f)d(·nsivc Shtt.:IJ' had <tlready been p<trt t>f its tactical manual in 

marrers ot small scale ope�ettlons and arrests where the doorway of a home w:1s 

suspected of being boohv trappt•d. l l mH'I cr, a� the clcfinmg mode of mi.Lttat) 

m.mocuYrc in largt·-�calc opnauon,, it was tit$t teqetl out tn early J\larch 2002 
11 1 a ratd commanded by i\,·iv hochavJ of the para1 roop bngadc on the refugtT 

camp of Balata at the t'.t�tt·rn entrance of N:�hlus, 1ust ,1 few wceb befon: Upn 

.uion l)cfcn�tve Sh1eld commenced. lt \\as cmpk>� cd 1 1 1  response w ranictl nlTl'< 

sit). ln anticipation of <111 1 mpend1n� l�r.tt:li attack, m1lttants from different 

Palestiman :mnnl organizanons had hlocknl all entrit::s to the rcfu��,c:e camp. filhng 

ml barrels \\ tth cell)ent, dtge,ing trenches .tnd ptltn� up barricades of rubble . 

�rrctt' \\ere mtned wtth improvtsnl cxpi<>SI\'CS .tnd ranks of _I!;,ISolinc, and enlrant·c� 

I<> hutlcltng' on d11.:se <outes wut· hooh1 -tr.tppnl, :ts were the t ntcnor stainn II<, 
doon1 ars .1 11d corndors of some pn 1tllli1Ult strucntn·s. Scn:ral hghtly armed tntk 

pt:nclenr t!:Ucrrilla groups wne posinoncd wtthin 1hc t .unp in houses facin)!; major 

routes or .11 ntaJor intasecUI>ns. 
In a bneting called b1 L--ochavi prim to 1hc.: attack, h<: explained to h.i� suhor

dlnatt· ofticers the problems 1 hey ln>uiJ ,·ncountlT in tltc tmpending opnattorL 

l,ocba' i appan:nrly told his officas (as parapht<tst:d by i"(aY(:b): 'The Palcsttntans 

ha'e set the stage ror ;t fighung spcrtack in wh1ch they expect us, when .tt ucku1g 

1hc ,·nclaiT, to ohc1· the logic t hat the\' h.tvc dctctllltncd . to Ct>mc in old style 

mcchanin·d formations, tn cohesive hnt'' and massed columns t·onforming to 

the gconwtr1cal order of the street m·r,,·ork.' 1\ftc!r .lll.tly,tng and discussing thJs 

snuatton w11h l11s officef', Korh.tn includt·d the follmnng tnstructjon i n  h1s hallie 

comm.tnd: '\\'c completely tsol.ttc tht· camp 111 d.t�·hght, creattng the tmprcssion 

oi " lortbc<,ming s\·stematic stegt: operauon . . . [and then! appl) a hact tl 
manoeuvre �w.rrnung stmult;uleoush from every c.ltrection and through vanou� 

dtmensions of the enclave . . .  Each unit ref1ccts in us mode of action both the 

logic :md form of the general manoeuvre . . . Our movemenL through the buildings 

pushes [the insurgents] into the streets .tnd alleys, where we hum them down.'19 

lsraeli troop� d1en cut off electrical, relephont' and water connections to the 
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camp, po�ittwJc·d �nirn> and look-ours on t he nH>uotain� and i ltl' htgh buildings 
surrounding t hC' arc?., �nd <• >rdom:d off a Ltrgc perimeter around the h,ntk 
ar<>na 21) Soldtn� dcparl i!lg frnn1 their asscmbl) :t.oncs in the se t tkmcnrs of I Lir 
Llracha ,tnd l ·:lon i\lorch m·ulo(JKillg :--Jahlus \\('fl' greeted and hugged l.w the 
settlers. DiYtdcd into snu!l lllllts rhc soldters then entered the refugee camp trom 
.Ill direction� stmtdtancoush·. pundung boles through walls and mm·ing through 
the humcs oi Cl\ ili:tn' rarher rh,u1 along the· routes where the! \n·re cxpecrnl. 
They thus rn,tnagcd to take hold ot the c:trnp, hut allm\·cd the guL·t nllas to ret real. 

For anyone " ho rnight im:tginc that moving t hrough \\a i l s  con'timrcs a 
rcbtiveh· 'g<:"ntle' form of manonn rc, it 1s worth de>cribing the l DFs t.tellcAI 
procedures: soldiers .1sscmblc lwhmd a w:�ll. L'sing explosi\·cs or a large hamnwr, 
they hrt.'ak :1 hole large enough 10 pass through. "I heir charge through the \\all 
is sometime� preceded by stun grenades or a few random shots into what is 
usually a pri\'<He living room occupied by its unsuspecting inhabnants. \'1/hcn thl 
�oldie,�� ha\'C passed I hrough the parr\ wall, the occupants arc as�cmbled and, 
after they <Ire S(·archcd fiJr 'suspects', lockt:d lflsick one of the rooms, \\·hert.' 1 hn· 
an.' rnadc to remain - sornetin1cs for se,"<::ral dm·s - until the military operation 
is concluded, ofrcn "·ithout w.tlcr, sanitation, food or medicine. ;\ccording ro 
l Iuman Rights \Vatch and the lsr:1eli human rigl1ls organization B"fsclem, dozens 
of ci\·ilian P.llestmians han· dKd during rhc· attacks2' 

The f'akstrnl.lll \Hiler ,\danta Shibli described her visit to the H>tlata refuge< 
camp and lwr meeting \\ irh �alma, an older lady, in the aftermath of the ra ;d: 

�hc took us .tround 10 sec tit< holes that rhe soldier< had left behind :t:< the house 
was set suddenlr on lire whnt the main e lect ric e<lble was hir h\' >hrapnd from 
a hand grcn�dc tlut th<:\' thrn\ nun the housc and they ran ""'<!\', ka,•ing behind 
them a ltrc that hmm up the hair finished wreckage. :\long wtth h�r children 
and gr<ln<khtldrcn, she h.td bu·n li>rccd to cv:tcuarc the hou>e when the army 
srorrned in, hur her huslund rcrnt:tHJCd ne,lrby \\.'�t chjng the house, ,1nd whf"n h e  
sa\\ i t  hur111ng he nt5hnl o\ ('f a n d  tried in  \ <tin to put out rhc t1:-tn1c..:s. l t e  wa� 
asph\·xi,lh.:d .uH.I lo(,1 con':--nnu�nc'"- Inn dtd not the:: JU'\l sotncthrng happened to 
hts bnun hl'Llusc tt chdn'1 gel enough oxygc.:n t'nr � long \'-·hilt:, and he lus t his 
mind.2" 

The unexpccrcd penetration o[ war into rhe privatt> domain of the home has 

been experienced by civili::�ns in Palestine, just Like in Iraq, as rhe most profound 

form of trauma and humiliation. ;\isha, a Pak�tinian woman interviewed in the 

Palestine Monitor rn the aftermath of the attack in November 2002, described the 

experience: 
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lrna�,rnc H � \"ou'n .. �HUll�'. a n  \-our h\ ltl!f. roonL wlw.:h you kno\\ ' 0  \Vdl. tht� 1..., 

dH lfHHTI \.\-ht:re the Lund_\ \\<Hebe·� t\h.'\ 1'\lon tPgc·thc.r ahl'r tl1t: C\'Cnrng mt.ll 

. . . .  \nd. 'uddcnh, th.\1 wall di s:tppc�rs With a dt·�fcning nur, tht' rmifll fills \\'tlh 

dust .tnd debr", �nd thwugh the w.dl l1<''"' one soldin .li'tn the other, scr�.tltllng 

order�. You ha\"t' no tdca tf they're al t<:r \·ou, jl tlJcy\e conte ru take on..:r vour 

horn<.·. or 1f �our bou"<..' JU-.t h("s on then route to :-.onl('\\.hfn� else. The cluldrc-n 

arc :-.t:rc:;nning. panH.;ktng . Ls n pos,rhk to c\Trl hq�u1 ro tnl.tgine the horror 

l':\PI.�ncnccd by a tt\T-yc,u-nld child ts futtl, '1\., <..'ight, l\vc..- 1 \ c  �t )ldicrs, their LH:cs 
p�Hntcd black� sllbn)�tchin<.. guns F'�flttHtd <."\ <..1"\'\vhen , ;.tntcnna� protrudin� l·rom 

r heir backpacb, rnakll)g them look hk<" gt.Ult alien hugs. bl:"t thnr way thn 111)!h 

that wall?' 

Pmnting tu anotlwr wall now <'""red b\ a bookcase, she added: 'And tim IS 

whn<: they lcit. They blew Llp the wall and continued to nur netghbour's hon:<t.'ll 

Th< a btl!!\ of bracli ;oldins to 'occup1'  the Balata refugee camp leJ IDl' Ct'ntral 

Command (in charge ol the \X'esr lbnkj to adopt tht<. form of manocu\'re .1s 
the rn"de of attack on 1\:ahlus old ctt\ n·nt re (the K:tsb.lh) .md the J<·nin r efugee 

camp, \\'lllch comn tcoced on 3 :\pnl 2002. 

\n [sr.rtli soldier de�cribcd to me the beginning of the battle of Jcntn: '\'i/e 

t i n c t  kit the building> ,111d progressed emin:ly herwccn homes . we carved 

out se\·Lral dozen routes from outside 1 he camp lrlto liS t:nltrt· . WL \\Tn.: all 

- thL cnt tre brigade - inside r he hn111cs of the P.tlestinJans. no one wa' tn the 

streets . . we hard!\ n·rllured our \\ e had our headljUartc.:rs and sleeping 

encampments in t!lCsc· buildings . t'\Ttl vehicles whtre placed in car\'�d oul 

arc·as \1 ithm homes.''·' 1\nother '<>ldicr, \\ ho later wrote a hook about lus expe

nenn:s durin� thts a t t,1Ck, dc�cnbed in detatl the mon'nlent through walls: '\\'e 

swdtcd an aerial photograph to find .1 ''all connecting the house we were in with 

the house to its south. Peter took the hammer aml started worktng, but the \\'all 

\\·ouldn't break - f(lr thc: first time \\'l' faccJ a waJI that was built uf l'Oncrete 

rarlter tlun uf cinder blocks . . .  using dcmolirion cxplo�ive was the most sensible 

way. \\e dctonan.:d at least four demnhuon blocks [ol <..'plosi\'e] unt.il the hole 

became big enough t<> go through.' �ince Palestinian guerrilla fighrers were 

thcmscln·s manoeunmg through walls and prc-pbmncd openings, most fighting 

rook place in private homes. Some buildi ngs became like layer-cakes, with [srae.l i  

soldiers both a hove and below a t1oor '' here Palestinian> were trapped. For a 

Palcsnnian fighter caught .in the crmsiirc of rhe [sracli attack on Nablus in April 

2002, Israelis seemed 'to be everywht:re: behind, on the sides, on the right, anJ 

on the left . . . How can you fight that way?'l6 
The IDF has recently completed the production of 3- D computer models of 

the entire West Bank and Gaza, \vhich pro,·ide intricate dcta.il of individual houses, 
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mcludmg the location of internal doors and \\1ndow�. Ln 21102, hown er, soldier' 
\\"< rc sui I '"mg .tnial photographs on 1duch each IH>II'l w.t� gt\'Cil a four-digit 
destgn:tnnn numhn to facilimtc the commumc-.ltlon of postuons. ( )nentation was 
;udnl h\ gl< >hal posH I< >ning systems IGPS) and cc.:ntralh coorduuacd In rommandns 
usmg ttn.tgcs from unmanned drones. \\"hen solchus hbstnl a hole through a \\'all, 

tht·y cruckh" sprayed 'entrance', 'e,ir', 'do not <:mer', ·w.ty to . . .' or 'way from 
. .' on th<· \\ .til an ordt:r to regulate d1c traftic of sokhns .md to find thc.:tr way 

had thmugh ahc.: Lthninth thev ctnTd out through dll" hulk of the tir1. 

-\ sunc\" condtKt<•d h� the Palestinian <trchatc·u l\.urh.m .\hupda, .tfrn the 

1\.ahlu' .tnd l\;tLH.t attacks, showed that more: th,tn half of the: hutldangs tn rh,· 
:-..<thlu:; kt:;hah h;;d routes forced through thcrn rt'>ulring tn .tmthing from on<" 

I<> ,·ight otx·nmgs Ltl thc.:ir walls, floors or cetlings, crcattng se\"Cral haphazard 

cro._,. routrs. t\hujidi saw that the routes could not he und,•r,tnod ,,, docnbing 

stmplc l!nt";tt progrc·�sion; thev indicated for hn a \ t'r� ch:tlllll' m;HH>t"UYIT \\ i thoua  

rk.tr dtrtrllon -" Not :tll movctnl"IH was unckt t�ken thrnugh \�:Ills and ht"l\\l"t·n 

h< >mvs, 111<111\ hlllldings were bombed from tht: .u r Jnd C< •mplt t<·l, destru\·nl, 

111dudtng ht�tonc butldings in the old cit) n·n ne, :1mong'r whtch \\tr< the 
l"l)!htcullh CLntury ( )rrom;m Ctr.l\·anStT<U ot :d \\ akalh al Ltrn >ukk H<"h, ;tnd [.,, •th 
a la '.. .thlu't and the:: ( an:t';m soap lactoncc\. 'IlK ,\bdt:lh,l<k P.ll.tn·, th< < Jrthodo' 

( hurd1 .tnd th<· al-f\.aser .\fosque werc.: al�o hadh damaged. 

111<" t...,,,b,th of Nablu\ was the Site: ot a radtcal cxpocriment that t<>ok mtllt.ln" 

acttvil) beyond that of <I mere rnanocm re. I DF ofiicus had c'Cprt sscd tltetr ft us 

tr:uaon O\'Cr the fact that the qttJck invaston and occupanon of l 'alt· sll nt,m ttrban 

'lre:l,, surh a' Balata, had kd to guerrilla� disappearing and rmergtng .tgatn ,tfter 
tht: I OF's t'\C.:ntu;tl withdrawal. ln a war council at IDF C:enrr.d Comnund h..:ad 

qu.u tn� 111 prepM.ttion for 'Defensive Shield' at the end ot t\[ar..:h :'002, kochavi 

ttlststcd on the nt::ed h> redirect the operation and make its .11111 the 1-.tl l tng of 

mt:mhc:rs of Pak�ttnian armed organizat.ions, rather than allowan,� thtm to dt,,tp

pcar or even to surrender. Kochan's intentions were no longn to capture and 

hold the "-asbah, hut to enter, ktll a' many memhers of th<. Palcs11111.1n n:sasunce 

as posstbk and then withdraw.� i\lilirary operations wtth the sol< .um of k.tllmg 

were in accordance wtth clear l:,>"I.Uddtnes laid down at rhc pnltrtcal ltTLI In i\fay 
20()( , only two months after he assumed office, Sharon �tmunorH:d ( hid nf 

Staff Shaul J\Iofaz, AYt Dichter and their deputies for an urgent tm:t:tang at his 

private ranch. Sharon was explicit: 'The Palestinians . . .  nn·d to p:t} th{· price 
. . . They should wake up every morning and discover rhat they haYc ten or 
twelve people killed, without knowing what has taken place . . .  You must be 

creatiw, effective, sophtstacatcd.';o 
The foUowtng dav Mofaz spoke to a gailiering of field cmnmanders at a 196 7 
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war mcmonal 111 Jcrus<�lc:m ('.\mmunition Hill'). After cnsunng that his words 
were not betng recc mlnl, J\Jofaz stared that he \\'anted 'ten dead Palestinians 
cverv day, an cad1 oi the n:gion;ll commands'. In an cxcc.:puonal bypassing of 
militan hiuarcl1\ he bt<:r called lower-ranking field commanders individuallr on 
thc.:tr mobalc phones. saying that he wanted 'to wake up every morning to hear 
that you \\"l nt on opnarions and killed . . .'11 i\n auno�phere of indiscriminate 
rt·v�n�, ktlltnv ''''' 111 tl.c air. On ,\[ofaz's direct <'rdc:ts, 'unnccessar) kiUing' and 
tht· ktllrng of cinli.ms was rareh imTsti�atcd and �Qidters '' ho killed ci,·ilians 
\\ cr� lurdh c\ ,·r pun"hed. '" The horn fie frankness ol these ohjcctt,·cs was 
confirmed to mc an an inten·icw with Shimon t avch. N.n eh dc�cribed how tn 
th" pt·n,., l 'tht rnaltt<tn· startd thinking like crtmtn.tb like serial k.tllcr� 

Lhq ��or :tllocttnl an ,trea .md resc;trcht·d tt . . .  the\ studv the persons within rht 

vm:nl\" m.t�.tni:.-.ttton they arc asked ro kill, t hl·ir :tpp<'.tr:tnct:, thcir 1·oin: [as he:trd 

Ul tt·kphom· tapping!, tht:ir habib . . . like profc,stonal k tlkrs. \X'Iwn tht:y cuter the 

:Hea ahn· know wh< 1-c I n  look fm these: p<"oplc·, and thl'\' stan killing them.' 

Dunn)• tit< :tt!Jd.. on '\Jablus, Koclu� i tgnc >ll"d l'.t.kstlltJ,Ifl rcquc�ts to surrender 

and < < �ttttnuul tighttng. trving: t<• 1-..tll nwn pt:ctpk, un1 1l i\ lotaz ordered the .llt:lck 

m·u. It w:l< the I" .tinct! �nd itH<.·nuuon.ll ptt·s,urc htou"'.ha to bt·ar in the aftnttuth 

of the ,ksrnt<llon of Jemn rhat hrought the enrtn L;tmp.u::tn to a <(Utck halt. C.tl 

l f tt,h, .lllotlttr gr tdtt.lll. of ( rnu .lfld Clnd c>l ( >p<.r.HJc>ns Ill ( c.:nual ( .omm.tnd 

dumw tht hank. l.tt\'r ho.t>tt'd that Ill 2-1 !tout' ltlll" P.lksttnt.tnsJ lost mon d1.1n 

Hll ,  >I thnr )..'ttnmnt ,tnd the\ e< •ttld n<:<.Lr idcnrit\ "hue wt.. were.' ' . \ttc.:r the att.ll"k. 

l)dt:nn· \lint>tLt lkn I ]iezn c.tUnl "-odu\"1 on Ius mobak phone to congr.Httl.ltl 

httn; anothn \\l"ll dom·· \\"<l5 pa�scd on from Sh.uon. ·• Kocha,·i latt:r cl.umed that 

tf the pol itical eq.1blishrncnt had allowt·d hun to cotttlllLK fighting. his troops would 

ha\"l ktlkd hundreds. Tht arwrk on Nahlus was con�tdl'red :t success, both 1n terms 

of th,· number of f'alcstiwans ktllcd .tnd in demonst ratmg hnrh lo the Israeli mtlttan· 

and to tit< Pruc>tini;tns that tht· I D l '  could now ente-r Palestinian camps and ctty 

centres .tt will. l<ochavi\ forces went on demon,tr:uiug this and cntcrnl Nahlus and 

t lw lhLu.t cuup eight mort' times 111 the sanll" wav. lt tS mainly, but not ndu,ivdv, 

Ius cnthu'iasuc (,tying out .1nd cnactmg of Israeli sccuntv ohjccu,·es that expl.1in 

tnacnut.ionru c.tlls for 1<-..ochan to lace a war cnmes tnhunal. '' 

Inverse u r b a n  geometry 

l .tke many other career officers, Kocha\t had taken time off from acuve sencice 

to earn a university degree. Originally intending tO study architecture, he ultimately 

pursued philosophy at the l lcbrcw University, and claimed that his militar)' practice 

had been considerably influenced by both disciplines; as a military officer, he 
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II>, <11/atk 011 ;'\,:Mu ... • lp,;/ 2002; !ht .rtun si_gd[y Paiesti11ians kilt.tl Dt,(�rt/111: OTRI, .!00-1. 

<llso artended OTR I courses. kodM\'i\ d"scnpnon of the auark'. dehven·d 10 

rh�: conte:-.t or an tntcrnnv I ronduuc:d wtrh llltn, ts a rar� and a'tonishing 

manifestation of the rclatton hct\\'et·n rntli tary rhcor:- ,rnd pracricl'. 

Th1s �pace th.H \'OU look :n. rh1" roorn that you look at fht.· reft>rs to dlC.· roorn 
wht"r:e the mtu \ ll \\' t(Jok. pbu.-. at .t n11hury b,,,c nc�u l d .\vl\ J. is notlung: but 
your lfHtrpn .. f:Hion ot lt. L\"ow, \"<)ll < .Hl ''retch the houndarit.:s (,Jf \·our lnll'rprcuuon. 
but not In an unhrn11nl hshtun aftn all, it mmt ht bound h) ph''""· as ll 
cont.un' lauldtttgs and aJI,.,.,_ Tht· '1""'"'"\ is, ho\\ du rou tnterprct the '"'l) Do 
I'OU JntCr['rt·t II ·1' .1 pf.tet·, like �\·er \' ardmcct .tnd <:\'t· rv to\\ 11 rlanllt r Joe', to \\'a]k 
rhrough� or dn \'ou mtt·rpn.:l It :l" J. place tnrhtdt.k-n to w.tlk th1ough::. Thas dtpt'nds 
onl1 on inruprt·t.lll< •n. \\e i ntnpn tt·d the .ollel' .l> .1 pl.1n lorbrddcn to walk through. 
.uod the door �' .1 ·place fnrb1<kkn t<> ras; rhrough. and the windo\\ a' ;\ pi.H"e 
foriHdden to look tltr<>u)o(h, hcr.lL\Sc .r \\Capon aw.urs us in the aU.:v, .ond ,, booln 
trap aw:ut� u� hd11nd the door�. Thio;; �� hecauo;;c rhc t�nl'm\ intcrprcc:-. spao: in J 
tradrtiorul, d.l',teal nunner. and I du nut want to ubn th" rotcrprU;Hton ;lnd fall 
Into his trap' r-...ot only do I not want 11> f:lll 11110 tus tr.tps, I want to <urprht' hun. 
Thts is the <'"ctl<l' of war. I need to w1n. I n.:nl to emerge from an unc:-xp<·cted 
plate. And thi;, IS wh.u we trrcd to do 
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a matter of reAding, and (conceptually) decnnstwcting the cxtsnng ttrban 

em trnnmull . .:ven lw forl the opaation bc�-,>ins. 

R<:fcrring tel tht• n>lli<:Xt of 1-..ochaYi's 'succes�·. �anh explainc.:d that. 'ln 

'\..thlus, the IDI' st.trtnl understantling urban fighnng as a spaual pmblcm.' \X'ah 

rcg.ml w < >TRI's mlluenCL on these racttcs he said th3t 'hy tratntng sen-r:ll htgh
ranktnl-' offin rs, \\'<.: filled the 5\·srem with �ttb\'t'rStn a)!ents who ask yut·st 11 >lls 

. �onlt' ot tht top br"tss are not emharra<;•t·cl tn t.tH . hn11t DdC'Iti'l' or [tht' 

dnc Hl'tructtn .t rchitt'ct lkrnardj Tschumi. · \\'lwn I a�kcd hun. \\'In 1\chumt�!' 

(tn the .11ltl.lls of ardlltn tur.tl l11s1on: a spcctal place ot honour IS rest.:r\'ctl to 
'Jschlllnt as .t ·radtctl' .trchJtcct of the left) he replied. 'The td< '' of dtsjunrti�>n 

<tnh<u ltnl tn Tschu mt\ h"ok / lnhiterture and !.JiJ/111!· ""'' l•cr.cmt rdc.:v<tlll lot t:� 

. . .  I Tschumt had .tnul htr approach to ept>temolo�,,-; he \\';ttttcd to hrt.1k wtth 

siny,l(' pnspntn·t knowkdge :tnd centralized thinkmg. I I t s:m the world through 

a \"<tltl'l\" of dtflul'ttr soetal practjce�, from a consl.ullh shtfung potnt ol l'i('w . 

I thnl "'kul lunt, t! so, \\·hy doc� he nor rtctd Dcrnd.t .md decon-rruclion 

tns tc·.td� l it .tll>\Hf\:d, 'Dtrnda tn:t\' be a littk tot> op.tqu� (or our lll>\\d. \X c· 

share mot< wuh .�rchtlt'ctS; \\·c combine tht:or} anJ pr.lCUCc \X'c em re;td, l>ut 

we know as '' dl hem· to hmld and destrc>\', and somt·times ktll.' 

Itt .1 lnturt· tn 20114, �.1\eh prt:senrcd a dtagram rt·s<:mbhng .1 'qlu�re nf nppn· 

sitton' th.n pic >Itt d <I set of I< >gtcal rdaunnsl-Ups agatnst certain prop< >SIIII >ns rcl.wng 

to nllluan· .tnd gucrrilla opcratiom. l leadings such as ])rtf''' ,_.,, '""' lvpr!tlion -
/Jw l>iah "111.1 o/ ,\/mrlrtnllt tlltd Stmrlure: 'lvrmlt.<.r' l"vL<t! l 'llltltr.r; 1 tiltl<il \/,momrn•; 
I rlo.-it;· r.r. 1\/,)'Jhmr, II';J!Jh,Jht IFar \larb i11e; !'oJI 1£/J(km ln.11;bir:s: '\'oflltldir Trrror.s/1", 
:llld so c>rl, t·mplon·d the language of f7rench philnsophno; ( , tlk� Dckun· and 

l·dtx ( >LLitl1rt.'" Rd'nence ro Ddcuze and Cuattart ts tndicoll t\'l' of recent trans

formattons wuhin the IDI', because although thn· were intlut nced h\' rht study 

of \\'ar, the,· '' l rt con caned \\ ith non-stalist forms of \'toil-nee and n:srsrancc, 

rn whi('h tbc sUit and its military are the arch-t·ncmy. ln thetr book, l Tboll.rtmd 
1'/akrmf, De leuze and Cu.mari draw a distinction buv.ccn lwo ktnds of turuurialitv: 

a hierardHctl, Cartt'stan, geomct rietl, solid, hegernontl .md spattalh n�id $Lttl' 

S) stem: and tht• orlu:r, flexible. shifling, smooth, m.ttrtx ltkt· 'nom.tdtc' sp.tco "' 

\\ ithtn these nomadtr sp;Krs they fon:�aw soci.tl organtzau"ns tn a vane I\ of 
poh·morphous and dtffuse opcr:uiomtl networks. ( H these 1\t'tworks, rl•t;..t>IJICJ and 
U'tll lllrtcbmc.< art· organiz,tttons composed of a mul r.tplinn· nt �111.111 groups tlut 
can spltt ur or mt·rgt wnh one another dependtng on conttngenn· and Cttcum 
statKes .md .trc ch.trartcrved bv their capaCltY for adapt;\tlun and mtt.unorphosts. 
Thcsc organtnttonal forms resonated in themselves \\"tth mihtar\" tdcals such '" 
those Jc�cnbcd aho\'c. 

1\;,t,·th obs<.:rVl'd tlut ·�cn�ral of the concepts in l fboll•,md Plak<111S became 

instt umcnral for us [in the JDI·l · . . allowing us to c '-plain ('<Httl·mporan suu.tnons 
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t 
I tn a way that we could not have otherwise explained. lt problcmatized our own 

paracltj!lll . . .  Most tmportant was the distinction roeleuze and GuAttari) ha\•e 
potntnl out between the concepts of "smooth" and "striated" space . . . [�·hich 
accordingly rctkcteJ] tht• organizational concepts of the "war machine" and the 
"state appamtus''. ln the IDP we now often usc the term "to smooth our space" 

when we want to refer to operation in a space in sut'h a manner rJ1at borders 

do not alfen us. Palestinian an:as could indeed b� thought of as "�triated", i n  

the scns� that thC) arc enclosed by fences, walls, dttches, roads blocks and so on 

. . . \\t. want ro confront the ·'striated" space of tradtuonal. old fashioned military 

prac tice ltht wa) mmt rrHiitary units presently operate] wlllt smoothness that 

.rllows tor tno,·cment thn ·m�h srace th�t cros�t·s .mv bordns .tnd han ters. Rather 

than cont<lln and organtze our forces according to exis11ng borders, "e want to 

II HI\ l' through them.' \'('hen I asked him if mm·tng through walls was part of tt, 

he answernl that 'tr;t\'t'lling through w:tll' is <I siml'll' mcchantcal solution tlut 

connnt' thcon and prantrc. Transgressmg bound.tries I"> the defimtion nf the 

cond.tttt u1 of "smoothness".' 

Design by destruct ion 

rltL professnl l'ffc>ttkss 'sntoothncss' of the raids on B.tlat<1 ami Nahlus tntt'l 

lw n>mpucd with the difticultu:s, 'striatron' and phnu.al tkstrucuon that the lDF 

.ltLKk hrou�ht on Jeuin. Thc refugee camp of Jcnm ts loc,tted c>n the lull .lopes 

wtst of t ht• nn of _lenin, in the nonh o( th.: \'i.'.:st Bank dose t e l  thl G rcen 

l.tne. Its pn>xtmiLY to Israeli cities and Yillages was thL l"l\tsc>n man) attacks on 

lsr.tdi ct\"lltans and 1he nulitary originated from it, and tht· nulli.U\" \\:1S undn 

much gonrnmt·nt ;�nd popular pressure to attack tht .Jl'tltn camp. I n  prep.trattc>t1 

for an impendtng I DF atrark, the commander of the camp's defences, I J.varn 

J-.,.uhha 'Abu Jande!'. a former police officer. divided the camp tnto I 5 zon.:s, and 

as�tgned e,Kh t<, sevcr.tl dozen defenders, indud.10g Palesllnt:tn poltce ofticns. 

,, ho prepared hundred� ( >f irnpn)\'ised explostH'S from krultzer• 41 The .mack 

began concurrently w11h that on N,tblus, on ) \prtl, .tnt! �tatted \\ tth 1sral'lt 

soldters t'mploymg rather similar methods. l\[tlttan bulldozers clrm·t: into tht· 

cdgc� .,[ the cunp, ptcrcing holes within th.: external walls or tnhalmed pcripher,tl 

btt�ldtngs. Armoured vehick� then rt:\cr�.:d into tl1csL homt:s, ofllo<tdmg soklters 

through thl'se opt·rttn).,>S dut·ctly into Palcsrjnian homes, thcrch1 prorecung them 

from sntpcrs. hom thnc, solclicrs tried to progress from htluse to house through 

party wall,. :\s long as the fighling took place within and bcrwem homes, tht' 

P.1kqintan fighters, mewing through tunnels and secrt·t connections to the lower 

storcrs v. here I smelt ht'ljcopter fire could not reach them, managed to hold hack 
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an Lnttrt IDI diviston trying ro break in throu<>h the edges. The lsnch �oldicrs 

\\ ho ti•ttnnl the \''U1).,'1t.trd uf this ;llt:tck wen; tn<"th· ,1 tOIItTtion of r,tndom 

unu' (•t rt·s<.nt: troops, wuh less mJinan experit'lltl th,tn tht• torrc that :trtKknl 
thl.ua .md '-:thlu'. \�'ithin tht chao' of battle, U\ tluns .111<.1 fighter' were mtet 

ml!lglcd . .  md figh Hng occurred tn and .tmung the rul!t> ul d.uly hft \lurh .. r 
the l1ghung LPnsisttd nor of major a>saults hut of rt'ienlless, ktlul sm:tJI.scak 

cunlltt ts, of am hushes among huikhng� .111d rums. Paks11ni.m srupns It <rm to 

shnot from deep " 1 1lun the hwldtngs, locatin.g thcmsdn·s :1 fc\\ metro a\\ :I\ 

from \\,tlls md shooting through openmgs the� had cut through tllLm sontt' l l mt·s 

shooting th rough hole« cm through sn'Cr.u ht)Crs of walls. 

The masst\c Jestrucnun of Jenin's centre otartcd .titer IDI' attacks faJkd to 

bring about tht r.tpid collapse of the camp's ckfenn·. ( ln 9 \pnl, ;�hout a \\Tt.k 
:tftt'r tht hegmtuug of the .ltlack and \\ llh the !Dl' maktng lmk pro�>.r<·��. Paks

tlllt;lll militants had 1 ht:tr bigge�t success, blow tog up and collapsltlg a r11w of 
huilcl1ngs on :111 J[)l· patrol, in tlw 1-hwasbln di'!rict :It th< he,lrt of tht: c:unp, 

ktlling thlll<Tll soldiers. Ln\\ illing to nsk furthet losse� .md un.thle to subdut the 

n·stst.mcc: 111 any other 1:\',t\". I DP ofliccrs ordned gt.mt armoured DC) C.llt rptllar 

hulldo;ns tu start destroying the camp. hurrmg us deknders and rcmaHung C'l\ tl 

1.1ns 111 t ht rubhlt'. ( )m: of th<.: hulldo7cr npt r<ttnr>, \losiK 's:i�s1111, dt·scribcd h" 
cxpnKnc<.:s: 'For t!trcc dap, l just destro)cd and dcstron:d. The whnk ;1rn. ;\ny 

houst: that the\' fired from came down. And to knock it down, I tore dmn1 some 

more . . .  H) the enJ, I cleared an .Hc;l as l>1g as [the Jerusakm foot hall st;tcltum 

ofl "'!'cdch" I named aftt•r Jerusalem mavor '!'cdd\' l--..ollekl.'4 , \t umcs, bulldozers 

piled carrh :1nJ rubble onto buildmgs or betwn·n them, sealtng .m:as off and 
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Comtmrtion in _/min. Conslrttrtirm worl J • ., ,,,, ,, /If/ r-J.I��" Cd'!IP (ltjt): r '':RII;;/1 engin"r 
""""d I 'l>t:::m tn:l!,bl).. 

, hangmg the topography ot tht' hat de spat e. \s tht· centre of the camp succumbed, 

.t tluck cloud of dust started til fill the st n:us and 1llcrs, and ltngercd there 

throughour the rnnaming d:l\'s of the bart!< . ( )nlr wht:n rlw dust finally di�perst·d 

could tlllltnational orv·lnJZ<Ilions and the mt·th,t full\' comprehend tht: �cale of 

desrrucnon caused b\· the lDF hft\· two l'.tlt·sttnt.t<ls wuc kilkd. more then half 

of them ctvti.Jan« .. Some., mcludm�· thost whn \Wrt· c:ldcrh· or dtsabled, couldn't 

l'Sc:tpe 111 llme and '.\Ttl buncd .tlt\t· umkr 1 hl' ruhhk of their homes. 

I nspection of the acnal photographs t.tkt n afttr the battle rcH:aled that the 

de�trucuon of more than .fOil lnuldings. 111 :111 area of ·IO,OOIJ ,quare metres, wa� 
tnfnrmcd by the lngtc of nnluan· planmng!' 'l'his mu�t be understood not onh• 

as the response to the conttngt lllJ<'\ of b:u tk hut also as the crcauon of a 

radicaU} new layout for the camp. During thL h•lttk the JJ)F widened the nisting 

n.urow al!t:\'ways and cut nc·w nm·s through c't'flllg build1ngs 1n order to allow 

tanks ami armoured bulldozers to pcnnratt tht c.tmp's intcnor. An open space 

\\'cls cleared out at the camp's core. wht·rt tht: new routes came together. Thts 

was also the area, the ( law,tslun d.tsttltt. \\hut' tht rLstst,tnce made Hs last stand, 

and wluch Palcsutllan� later < alkd 'ground zt ro·. \!on!! rht:se new and \\ ickncd 

ro.rds tht: braeh miht.try could usth n ullcr rhc camp, :1 fact that undid ItS <rarus 

as an Jmpt:netrabk enclavL ,tnd ·a h,t\TII for tht re,Jstaoce'. 

I N sponsored reconstrunton efforts St. II ted almPst tmmt:tltateh. The plans for 
n·ronstrunion, howe,cr, sparktd off :1 Sl'rtes ot arg11mcnts between Palcsuman 

representan,-e� of the refugn c:tmp .tnd L ""' , ngmct " concerning the dtrect 

relauonshlp bet\\'t.:en desi)._'D, nu l.1tan iogK e1nd destruction." 
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• Ill rtdeo rltl/i, Nadm• Harei, Anre/111 I rank?. 1: ral It rt'{f'MI. :!fJ0-1 

The Unircd ;\rab Emiratcs' Red Crcsccnt had d'>tl;tt,·d $29 nullion which was 

allocated to allow the UN Relief and \'\'orks :\gcnn· (UN R\\ A) to impkmcnt a 

new masrcrplan fi)r the camp's layout, and replace most of th\' <kstroyecl homes 

wHh new ones. 'Jbe project was dedicated to Sheikh Zayed Blll Su ltan al Nahyan, 

the late President of the U nited i\rab Emirates. l!pon the rl'lea�c of the recon

struction plans, a controversial issue concerning tht.: wad layout i11Hncdiarcly 

became apparent. The: U NR\X:'A engineer in charge of the project's srn:cts and 

infrastructnrc, Ahmad A'hizari, wanted to 'takt.: adva ntage of the- destruct.ion and 

widen rhc roads to 4--6 metres across . .  .''6 This new width of the road> 'l.vould 
better serve the camp, he thought, but would also obviou�ly proYide enough 

space for lsracli tanks, if they rerurncd, to mon: through without smashing into 

house walls, and getting stuck between the buildings. 1 lowever, this widerung of 

the roods meant that between 10 and 15 per cent of the original ground area of 

private properties along the wads would be re-registered as public land. In wme 

ct�.:s rhc Ul R\\'1\ plan �ought to achieve road \\·Jclcning h} pushtng back the 

from u·alls of buildings at street level a metre or so into the boundary line of 

their respecm·e lot�, so that some of the upper tloors would ovnhang pans of the 

street. The loss of prh·at\' space ,\l the camp's ground kvd was to be compensated 

tor by the addttton of more tloors and hy expanding the camp's overall �i;oe into 
surrounding agncultural land purchased by U�RWt\. 

Although tJN R\\1A's proposal was ar�-,•ucd as a simple improvement to the

camp's traffic management, the camp's popular committee,47 in which the armed 

organi7.ations have crucial intluence, protested that the widening of the roads 

would allow Israeli tanks to pt•netratc the camp ..:asily whenever they wanted. 

204 H O LLOW Li\ND 

( )ne of the c0mmittce members insisted that 'it should be made more, not less 
difticult for Israeli tanks to enter the camp' 4g The debate ended with UN RWA 
cxcrci�ing tt� su,-ereignty over the camp's affairs and pushing on with construction 
of 1 he wider roads regardless of the residents' protests. l n  an apologet.ic after
thought, lkrrhold \'\'illenbacher, LINRWJ\:s second project· director, observed that 

'\\c dc\tgned a way for lsraelis to get through with tanks and we shouldn't have 
dorw that hccausc rhc armed guys have less chance of getting away than if  it'� 

rurrow allevs. \\'e didn't take their views into considcration.'49 

\ tragtc dcmon>traLion of the dangers of facilitating tank access to the camp 

took pbce six month� later in November 2002, when Israeli tanks re entered the 

camp. On�· of their gunners 'bot :1nd killed the first lJN R\'('/\ proj,·ct dnt·ct·>r, 

llri ton lam John Hook. claim ing ro have mistaken him for a Palcsdn ian and hi' 

mohilc phone for a grt·nade. 

By taking n·,ponsil>ility for the well-heing and maintenance of architntmc 111 

a situation of ongoing conflict, L:NR\X'A's planniug programme \\·as '''l'"''·d to 

one of 1 he !l\llfl: olwiou� cases o f  the 'humanitarian p.uadox' - namdy. th,tt 

hurHanitarian hdp may end up serving the: oppressing po\\ er. J\fore<wer. the lle\\ 

homes were bUJlt to a standarcl not previously seen at rhe carnp. and for t!..- tirst 

time l if'\ R\\'A had an oppornmiry to replace rht.: Jn:!dequatt' \\·;ttcr .md sew.n�e 

arrangcment� d�stroycd hy the IDE;o Ir is in this context that we can undcr;t:md 

a statement madc bv onl' of the members of Jentn camp's popular commtlltT 

who. ,1trcr stTing the L'l'/'� newly' built cream-coloured permanent-looking h<>mts, 

that \t:emed to hm1 to undo the camp's \-cry stallls of tcmpurarinl'ss, dccl.trt•d: 

'\\'e ha\.e lost the right oi return'.11 

'Smart destruction' 

Given the internadonal outcry that followed the rampant destruction of the Jcnin 

refugee camp, the Israeli military n:ali�ed that its engineering corps had to tmpnwc 

its 'art of destruction' which had seemingly spun out of wntrul. This kd tr> 

further in,·estment in alternative 'sma.ncr' ways of urhan warfare, such as, bu t 

not exclusively, those methods etnployed at 1 he beginnmg of tht: battle of Jenon, 

and successfully in Balata and Nablus and in the work of O"J1U. 

i\s parr- of trus new approach, two months after 'OperaLion Defensive Shield'. 

in June 2002, the military started to upgrade a small rnock-up town located at 

the lDF's base of Tze'elim in the Negev desert, named Clucago (invoking the 

bullet ridden myth of the American city), turn ing ir into what was then the world's 

largest mocked-up oriental citr used for pracnsing molitary assaults. Chicago 

includes an area called the Kasbah: '' dense market area \\1th narrow alk1·s, a 
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section simulating a refugee camp, a downtown area with broader streets �u1d 

tanks, and a nughbourhood resembling a rural 'illage. l inks h�ve been cut 

through the wall� of homes to allo·w solJiers to practise mo' ing 1 hrough them. 

In cenain training sessions the military enlisted the stagc::-st·t Jcstgner of a well

known Tel Aviv theatre to provide the relevant props and organtze the special 

effects. 
During this period other transformations wen: maniti.·,t iu the realm of milimry 

engineering. At a mdttary conference held in .:\hrch 20tl4 in Td \\·i\, an lsntdi 

engineering officer explained to his tnternational audit·tKl" that, t h,1nks to the 
study of archiH·cturc and bui lding technologies, 'the mil11an· C"an rt·nwve one 

flur •r in 1 b,1ilcling ,,·ithout ck�troying It complcteh· jsrrl , m n·ffi( \';L a hntlrling 

that stancb in a row nf buildings without damaging the other<.'' l lowe\'n cxag 

gcmted, this statement testifies to the ne\\' ,·mph;�si, placed br tht• mi li t:try on 

,,-h,n it perC"t:i\'c:S as the:> 'surgic-al' abil ity to n:rnm c dement" of buildi ngs supposedly 

without destroving the whole · essentially the m i !itar) t ngtnl'n's adaptation of 

the logic of '<>marc \\·capons'. 

Un-wall in g the \'\'all 

In htstorical Slt'ge warfare, the breadung of tht· outu CitY \\·all stgnallul the 

destrucuon of the sovereignty of the cit\ -st:ttt. J\<cordtngil. the 'all· oi stcgc 

,,arfart: engaged \\ ith the geometries of citv \\·ails 'utd wuh the dc\Tiopment of 

e<luallv complel-. technologies for approaching :mel breaching them. ( .ontemporarv 

urban combat, on the other hand, is mcrca,ing!y focuscd nn methods of trans
gn:ssing the limitations embodied by the domcstrc ,,·all .  C:omplcrnt"nting military 

tactics thai involve physically breaking and 'walking' through walls, new methods 

have been devised to allow soldiers not only to sec, but also to shoot 'tnd kill 

through solid wal ls. The lsntcli R&D companv Camero de' eloped a hand held 

imaging device that combines t hermal images with ultra \\'idcband radar that, 

much like a contemporary maternity-ward ultrasound system, h.t� the abtlit\ to 

produce three djrncn,ional renderings of biological I if .. conceakd behtnd harriers." 

! Iuman bodies appear as fuzzy ·heat marks' t1oating ilik<· I < >< r uses) within an 

abstract blurred rnedjum wherein everything solid - walls, turntturL, objects -

has melted tnto the digital screen. \\eapons using st.mdard \i.\T() 'i. ';(>rnm rounds 

arc complemented by use of 7.62mm rounds, \\·hrch ar(; capJbk of penetrating 

brick, wood a.nd sun dried brick (adobe) without much ddlecuon ot the bullet's 

trajectory. These practices and technologies will haw a mdical efiect on the 

rdation of militar} practices to architecture and the built cll\'tronmem at Ltrge. 

Tnstruments of 'literal transparencv' are the main components in the 'earC"h to 
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produce a military fantasy ·wor ld of bounJ!ess fluidity, in which the city's space 

lx·romcs as na,·igable as an ocean (or as in a computer game). By striving to see 

\\·hat is Iudden behind walls, and to fire ammunition through them, the military 

seems to have sought ro elC\·ate contemporary technologies to the level of meta

physics, �t:eking w move beyond the here and now of physical reality, collapsing 

time and space. 

This dc,ire to unvei l  ;tnd 'go beyond' the wall could itself explain military interest 

in transgressive theories and a rt from the 1 960s and the 1 97(ls. i\lost lit<"rally, the 

tn·hniLJU<'S of walking through walls hcing to mind wb�lt the 1\mcncan a.rtist 

Cnrdnn Marra C!:trk c:ti!cd the \m-walling of the wall'. ' From 1 97 1  until his 

death in 1 978, 1\ latta- Chtrk was involved in the tratt,formation and ,·inu,t! dtsman

tl ing uf abandoned buildings. In this body of work known as 'bui lding cuts', and 

his approach of mlfmlJilnJure (anarchic �rchi tccturc) u�ing lummcrs, chisels and 

bow saw�. he sliced hu ilcl tngs and opened holes through domestic and industrial 

in terior�.·• · This could be understood as his at tempt to subvert the reprcssin· 

01der ol domest ic span· anti the power and hinarchY it t·mhodJC�. The 'building 

cuts' of J\lana Clark were featured in OTR.l's prc:sentattllll material - juxtaposed 

with lDF hoks cut through Palestinian wall�. 

Other canonical rdcn.:nces of urban theory, touched on b1 OTRI, ;tre the 

::,ttuanoni�t practices of rlirive (a method of drifting through the d.tffen.:nt ,unbiances 

of the ntv that the Simationists referred to as ps)Chogcography) and tldoumoJIJ<III 

(the adaptauon of buildings to new sets of uses or purposes, other than those 

they wen: designed to perlorm). These ideas wert• conceiYed by (;uy Debord 

and other members of the SimationiJt lnlfmational as part of a general approach 

th<lt was intended to chal lenge the built hierarch) ot the capitalist city. They 

aimed to break down distinctions between private and public, inside and outside, 

use and function, to replace private space with a flurd, volat ile anJ 'bordcrkss' 

publtc smface, through which movement would be unexpected. References were 

also made to the work of Georges Batailk. who spoke of a ck�1rc to arrack archi

tect ure: his own call ro arms wa-; meant to dismantle the rigid rationalism of a 

p<>stwar order, to escape 'the architcctunJ straitjacket', and liberate repressed 

human desires. These taC"tics \vcre conceived to transgrt·ss the csrabhshcd 'bour

gcots order' ni the cit) as planned and deli, ered, in which the architectural 

c>lcment of the wall - domestic, urban or geopol.Jtical (like the iron Curtain that 

descended upon Europe) - projected as solid and tixc·d, was an embodiment of 

�octal �md political order and repression. Because walls functioned not only as 

physical barriers but also as devices to exclude both the visual and the aural, they 

have, SlllCt the eightc>enth cemury, prm·ided the physictl infrastructure for the 

const ruction of priYacy and bourgeois subjcctivity.56 lndced, architecrural discourse 
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tends to St't walls a\ arrhlteLturc's irrcducibk gi\LilS. If the \l,llb .llttmpt tc> 

harness thl n :ttlll.tl nHropy of the urban, breaking it \\ ould hh< r.ltc tll'\1 soual 

and I" >littcal lot nb. 

\lthou�h rq>rt:sentmg .t spectrum of different po,irt ons. m<:tiH>ds ;tnd pcnnds, 

for i\!arra ( lark, B.Harl l,·. tht \rtu.<tionists and Tschunu i r  11 .ts the rt prt·'St\'l, pow< r 

of thc utpnalist CitY that should have been subverted. In the hands ot the lsraelt 

mrlitan·. howt·n·r, tatuo 1nsprrcJ hy these thinkers \\'l'H' pn >il'l rnl .ts tht: h.1sis 

tor an .Huck on tht lnrlL protcncd habitat of poor P.llesllnLtn n·fugees undt·r 

sregc 
In rh!S Ct>lltt sr tht• r ransgn·ssion of domestic hound:lnt·s 11 1ust Ot' undr:tstuod 

a-. rlw \l't\' m.lntkst.t!loll of state repressron. l l antuh \rtndt's undustandtng of 
the pnltmal dotll:llll ot the classiC city would agree wtth the l'<lll<ltll>g ot walls 
with Lw. and <>nk<. \ccorcling to Arendr, the poltucal realm ts gu;tr.tm<·ed h) 

rwo k11hls of 1�<111< (pr W;tll ltke laws): the wall surrounclmg the ctt\', whtdt dt.:fined 

the zor1L ol tht politiCal: ;tnd the walls separaung pm :ttl sp.ttl fwrn thc:- public 

dt •111:1111, ensurm�: the at nonnm,· of rhe domcsnc realm · Tht· alnH>>t p;tltndromit

lingutsrrc \ln!Cturc nf l:tw; W<lll hdps to further butd thcsl' two strutllll<'' Ill ,tn 

intenll'pcndcnn that equates built and legal fabnc. Thl u11 11 alltng of tht· wall 

rnvanahh ht:rr>mcs the undoing of the law. Tht· mr.lrt.trv ptautcr: of \1·:tlkmg 

through 11 .db' <>II thr· �cak of the house or the Cit\ hnks tht J>hYsJctl properties 

of C<I!ISfl tKttnn \l tth r l11� s1max of architccrural, soct;\] .md polttlcal ordcrs. \:t:\1 
rn bnolo�:t<·< dt 1 doped rn allo'' soldiers ro sec It' mg organtsms through walls, 

and til f.lcrlttatt' thetr .!htht} ro walk and fire 1\'t:.lpons through tht.·m. thu, address 

not onh· rill' matt.Ttahty of th<:> ,,.,111. but also Its It' f)' t.·onn·pt. \\ 1th rhe wall no 
longt r phr,rc.lll\' or n>nccprualh o,ol.rd or lcgalh tmpent.•tt .thk, tht· t\mction.JI 
>patial " tl l .l:-. rhat 1l created collapses. In 'the camp'. \gamht·n\ WLll known 
oh"·n ,l!IO!l ti >Jin,,·s the t race left 1)\' Arendt, 'ern and holl\l' hl·camc mdtsun 

gtushahl<· .  The hn·a('bing of rhe physical, Visual and conn:pt u<tl border1 \\'<Ill 

exposes l l t.'\1 dom;uns to polnical po\\'cr, and thus draws the dearest phYsical 

diagr.un t < >  the conu:pt of the ·state of esccptton'. 

L e t h a l  theory 

\ltbtary mt· ot conrunporary theory ts  of coursc ttotluttg ttt.:\1. hom ,\]arcus 

\urclius to Robnt !llct anura. • power has .tlwa\ 5 found w:11 s ro utilt7.t' t heones 

.md rnetltDdolo��t·s concel\·cd in other fidds. !'he 'solditr poet phth>">phn' ts 

also a cc:ntral tih'1tre of /.ronist mythologtes. In t ht: 1 960s, 11 hen an academic 

educuinn became rhe �tand.1nl component of 1 carnr tn the !srael.r miltta(\', 

high-ranktng officers returnrng from snrdtcs Ill th<: l 'nited States invoked 
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philosnplo1· w dt·scnh<: tht' lutrktlcld, �omu tmt·s htt'Ltllv tlw :-,pmozan concept 

of 't·•>ttnston' \\ 11h re�pl-ct tn th.: I 'Ill- h.11 tk' of orcup.HI< HI. 

\ hhtar\ us<.: of theury !nr ends orhn rhan tlH>" 11 11 .1s meant to fulfil J� not 

dtssmul.tr to tht \\,1\' m '' hich prcgr<s�t\C and transgtt·sstn· th.;oreucal tdeas were 

applu:d 111 organizmg post modern m:m.t.�t·ntt·nt S\ stuns 111 husllleS\ .tnd a<- efticien0 

tnduators in tc:chnologtcal culture. I :ducl l t<>n 111 the humamttt•s, often bt:lin·ed to 

b<- the most po1n rful ,,,.,1pon agatnst captt.dtst unpnrahsm. could equal!} he 

<tpptopn.m·d as a tr,ol of u•lonial p<>ll'll nwll. J'hrs ts a p.�rticularly chdhng 

dunonstratton of wh,lf Hnh�n \l.m.uw 1\<llllnl ot' <IS c.trll ;1; 196•1: that. wrth the 

gt 0\\ rng unt·gr.won bet\\'l'Ul tht 1 .trh>ll' '"Pl'ltS 1 1f  sortll\, 'contmdicuon and 

('rllll'"tn' could be equJ.IIy subsumnl .tnd 111.tdl' opu:tllH' .ts an instrumt·ntal tool by 

1 ht hq.�t·mom of P"'' ' r - in I his C.l'l, thl' ,thsorpth >II .tnd tr:llt5fornution of post 

strut nil .tltst and e\'t n posr colont:tl tht·r 1 1 1  h) the t·olonial qdte."' 

'I hts ts not to pLtce hlam, for lsl.rt·lt\ tlTl'llt ;rg!'ll''SI<Hl ln the hands of r.1dical 

tht·on�ts and arllsf\, '" to < Jlll''• IIIHI the punn· of rherr t lllcnuons. It ts ;tbo nnt 

Ill\' ,11111 hl·rt to It\ til CLl'!l'l t tll\prn l torts .Jiltl l ,,\ggnations lll the mtlit.tr\ 

're:Himg'. usc· and llllerprct.u:r •11 nl 'r<< >ill rhenn,·s. I am conn:rnt·d pttrll:tnh· 

wnh undcrst.mdrng rht· ' .uious 11 a� s h1 11 hrch tht·nn. uken out ot us ethtctl 

pnhttcal cnmcxt, nu� ptrfnrn> \\ 1 1l11n tht mtltr.11 1 domatn. 

The practK.t! or t.tclt<.:.tl tttrll ll'>ll 111 riH:•H ' .  th<.: t xtem ro which It tntlut·nces 

mrht.tn t:lnK> ·1nd mano< m n·s, '' rt Lunl '" nwn: gt·nnal <.jU<:stJnns about the 

rclauon bctwn n tltu >I'\' .md prat tilT. l in" l' t r. 1 f till Ill'\\ l<l< ttcs ol thL 1 [) l · 

ar<.: rht· rt·sult nf a dtr<:ct r r.111sl.1ur>n of post modern tht·on· to )l�<ll'IICl, we should 

'"f'l'LI w set thl'S< ranKs .lmmmttng I<> .1 r.ldKal bre<lk wrth tt.Hliuonal ones. 

J lo\\t'\Lr, r ht\' r.tth<·• <<>llsttr urc .1 C<>lllllll>.ttll>rl of mam· of tbt· procnlun·� anJ 

prorc�ses that ha1·c htstonctll1 been part ot urban miltLtf\' <•pcrauon�. l)csrnhmg 

.\Crs of \\ ,11 •�' IlL\\, unpHTn!t-nrcd. or cl.unung dur rmlrtan str.uq�) 1� deep!} 

rontt·d tn n >rl lc·mpor.U\ "' .>rt<'i< 111 philosophy tllthttates lum till languagc:- of 

theory Hsdf nndd hcc<>mt· a \\ <'.tpon 111 tht· c<>nremporar) con!ltct, .tnd the 

insuwtton:tl e<·ologks that sustatn thenL \It hough rite concept ol \�:1lk111� through 

walls', 'swatmtng' and orher tnms n.:t'erring t < J  milrt <1n· non limant\· ma� tndct:d 

imph some \lrunural dungcs 1n mrht.lrY lllg.mt�.ttll>ll, cl.ums th;tt tlwse deYd

opull:nts constttute radtc.t l tr:lnsformations arc l.trgdl O\t·rstarnl. Thts, Ill Itself, 
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book on t\lgcria, A .\m;age ltrar of Peace,61 both describe such manoeuvres and 

arc both now part of US m ilitary and IDF curricula. 

The techni(lue of moving through walls was first recorded in writing by 

l\!arshal Thomas Bugeaud's J 849 military manual, La Guerre des Rues et des 

Maisons, in the context of anti insurgency tacnc; used i n  the class-based urban 

battles of nineteenth-century Paris. '1\re the barricades too strong to be broken 

dm\·n by the timil/eur.> �ight infantry manned ltsually by sol,liers drawn from 

france's colon ies]? Then one enters inro tlw fir�! houses that line either side 

of the �trcet, and it is here th:tt the detonator 1� a great advantage because he 
lluickh· achien::s the goaL One climbs up ro t ilL top floor and sy�rematically 

hLl�ts thm�:g!t ait the walls, fUla(iy ma�:.�ging to pa�s the harncade.'"2 On the 

other side of the barricades and a decade later, l .ouis-Aug:uslt Blanqui wrote 

this micro tactical manoeu,·n� into his ill.ftruclions po11r :me Jnisl' rl'ar111e,·.''' For 

BLW<jui, the h.trricade and tlw mouse-hole \\ere complementary clement, 

emplm-ed for the protection of �dfgoYcrning urb;�n encla�es. This wa' achieved 

bv a complete im ersion of the urban synt.n. L·.lemcnts of Circulation - pa>ing 
stones and carriages - bccamt: ebm·nts of blockage (barricades), while the 

existing clements of hlock:tg<' walls - bn::tme routes. The light in the city, 

and for the city, was thus equated with the abilitY ro Interpret and re-interpret 

it. No longer merely the locus of war, the citr became its medium and finally 

its apparatus. Similarly, the idea ot walkmg through waUs, as [sradi architect 

Sharon Rothard insisted, has been Invented allt'\\' in almost C\'Cry urban battle 

in history, and in response to local necessities and baule conditions.M [n Palesdne 

it may iirst have been used during the 1\pril I <J•IR battle for the occupation of 

.Jaffa by the Zionist lrgun or 'Begin Gang', as the British called it. lts sappcrs 

cleared 'o\·erground tunnels' between house walls through the ctty's contiguous 

built fabric, plantt:tl explosives along its path and blew it up 10 make a wide 

swathe of rubble all the way to the sea, cutttng off Jaffa's northern neighbour

hood, fv[�nshiya, from the rest of the ciry65 

Claims for the 'non-linearit}' and the 'breakdown of vertical hierarchies' in 

contcmporAr)' warfare are also largely exaggcratcd. Beyond the rhetoric of 'self

organization' and the 'flattening of hierarchy', mtlitary networks are sti!J largely 

nested within W :tditional institm ional hierarchies, units are still given orders, and 

follow plans and timelinC's. Non linear swarming is perfor med at the ,-cry tactical 

end of an inherently hierarchical systcm 66 Tn tbL: case of the \\'est Bank, some 

non-linear rnanocunes could be undertaken because the lsr.tdi military still 

controls all linear supply lines - the roads within rhc West Bank and those that 

connect it to its large bases within Israel proper, as well as the ever-increasing 

multiplicity of linear barriers that it has constructed throughom the terrai n. 1 n 

tact, what the military refers to as 'networks' (implying non-hierarducal cooperation 

212 HOLLOW Li\ND 

L:fi: Shtii/M \.areh. R.({(IJI: li>V Kochal'i. I 11lM rtt!IJ, ;Yad.n· / lam' and f·)wi IVeizm,m. 2004 

uf di,prrsed parts) should technically be referred to as 'sy,tcms', which arc· di,trib

utccl structure� with centrali:ted command. 

Furthermore, 'swarming' and 'walking through \\ ails' may be >ucce,sful pnma 

rily when the enemy is relatively weak and disorganized, .utd cspcci.tlh- "·hen the 

balance of technology, training and force is ckariy on tht· 'ide of the nulitar�·. 

During the years of Intifada, ti1C occupatton forces \\Till on Imagining the at tack 

of poorly armed Palestinian guerrillas and attacks on fnghtcncd ci,iltans in their 

ramshackle homes, as 'battles', boasting of their ;;chie\·cmems as 'tgnificant 

militar� accomplishments. The hubris of those crowned as the heroe:-; of these 

operations can only remporarily conceal the \·cry impasst and lnng-tcrm futtlity 

of this strategizing, the political stupiditv. tht· military crudeness and the wa,lc 

of life and dignity. 

Tht vt>ars spent att:tcking the ,,·eak Palestinian org.llli:;aLions, a sort of 'Grcat 

(�arne' for the fDF, was no doubt OJH' of the reasons lilt the incompt'tence 

demonstrated by the same Israeli sold.Ier> and ofllccr� when they faced the �troogcr, 

better .trmed and \\'ell traineJ Hizbolbh fighters in Lebanon 111 summer 2006. 

Indeed, the two officers most implicated in these fatlure' in both Ga:�a and 

Leban1ltl are none other than the two Israel militarv \\ hizz kid' graduat<::S of 

OTRT and 1·ererans of rbe 2002 Balata and NabJw. attacks, ;\vii 1--.odta\ i �in 

summcr 2006 commander of the Gaza Dtvision) and Gal I ltrsh Qn summer 2006 

commander of the Northern Galilee Division 91).  Tbe abduction 111 June 2006 

of an Israeli soldier by Palestinian guerrillas who were tunnelling under lDF 

fortifications was undertaken when Kochavi was in command, and l lizbllllah's 

kidnapplllg of two lsradi soldiers the following m.olllh was undertaken in I l irsh's 
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.tre .t ••I < • mt lll.llld "-.nch:t\ 1, \\ho dtrccred the punttiH' :l!tacb on ( .:t?a that 
l< ·liow«l. tnsi"ul '"' Stllktllg to Ius ohfuscuin,<• lant�ll;\j-'L .,\l rnttnd ' "  uc-.tte .1 
ch.t< ·� til the l'.tle·sttnt.tn stdc. to Jump from one pl.1n ro the otlwr. t<> k.t\T rhe 
'l!t:a .md thllt ruuru to l l  . \\t ''iU use all tht :tth am.l�•es of "r,ttd" r.uher than 
'on ttp.Ht<>n." · \It hough he sttcTccdnl in rnflin.ing hundred of ri\'lli:tn c.tstulut:s, 

.tnd dt·str<•l i11:· < <suHt.tl infr.tstrucrure. the .ttrack failnl tt> hnng luck thc· soldi, r 
or ('ttl .111 end In l' 1k�nni.tn rocket tire I n  a run;�r\..:thle <:thn of rht• l .c h.rnnn 
fn •tit, l l trsh '"" calkd f;,r 'rarJs instead of occupaunn', ""knng the h.ut,thons 
!lc" h .t 1 ,dhd to hts u>�nrnand (and llllttsul tc' the l.m�·u.tgt It, <lUjllllcd .11 
< I  I R l  1 > ',\\ mn' .111d 'itt lu-t · urban arc·as in south l .t'l>:tnnn. l lo\\e \'et, lu� suhor 
dtn.lt<. ' > I I ' ' '  1 s <lid rt< >t undt rst and \\'hat the·se rums rncmt. and '' ,  rc k Ct < ludc·" 
as to -.dt;tt ; h i  \\'ltt' u:('e·ncd to do . . \fter rhc 2!�1(, l.chanon \\.tt, f lrrsh \l.ts 
criticizc·d lor .ttrr>l',.tncc·, 'intdlecr u.tli�m· and hetng out ot touch. •llld "·" lornd 
lo H'Sil!ll t rurn lllllir.tn s<. r\ let'. 

Pond,·t 111.1' 1 he r,·,ulr '· '\,'I\ t'h lumst:lf publid,· admmul t h.tt tht' \\ tr in l .d•an< .,1 
" ·" :1 t·ul11t< .rnd I h.td 1 great p:ur in it. \\ !tar I h:l\'e l>r< >u�ltr to thl' ! I l l ·  has 
t.ukd 
•ntut<f\ c l > ' >tllh.ndlltt t l f  fn tl11 lllcrca,tngh- frustr.ttnl lsr.tl"lt mtln.tn ,t:t.tdualil 
lt.tll'l< •rmtt! l .t'b.ln<:st \lllavt,; and border tO\\ ns 1111<> a pggnl topo)!t.tphl ot 
iu"k"n u•nn, tt·, t:b ,, .tad t\\lstcd metal. \\ nhtn thts alft·fl l.mdsc:tpt. rite htlb 
nt' ruhhk \\ en· """''\l'olltl>e I \urh c·a\lrte' of buried rno •Ills. \\ htdt nlll rnl m• ,,,. 
u•n r tn t h<· de :'e'lltk r,, 1 11/h< •ll.th tightns, rhem<.t kc, dl t'Lit\ t h """ t •tnt• rl:rough 
tl11· r11hhk .tnd duriru'. riii'<Htgh undnground h.tsumnh Jnd the· wnut b thu· 
lud p• t p.unl. ,rudrcd the m• >\'l ll t<:n ts of lsradt solcht·r<,, 111d :11 t.Kkt:d thnn \\It h 
an r i-r.t:tk "'"'I'"'" tl pnTt<.ch the moment wht.:n tlttl <.:ntcn d rhe tiii<'I!Pr ot 
hutne·s .l!ld trrt.:d to \\,tl\.. t h roul>lt \\,tlls in dlt' mannn thl'\ \\'t'H· ll't·d to tn t it< 
l ine·s .llld rc·t'll!!<'t C.1111ps ' • I  the· \\ e\t Hank. 

l n q i t u rional e o n fl i ..: t s  

\lrhouvh . .  t s  I .ho\l t d  I>< ti>rt·. r h e  I s raeli nu!Jtan h.udh- ne-eded Dck·un to ,1ttcKk 
"'·"''"'· ·'"" Ill the n .tim of mtlttary opcrattom, .IS P.ttrl r IJrst ( )Jl(( sart.l,t!Calh 
t llll:nkul. ·w.u nt:tdttm·s run on pu rol and C�>;tl' :1nd 'bndrcs \\ tdt�>ut ort.;,ms' 
eknot<· <.:,lstt;tltte'"• rht·ory, in tlw c:tsc of ItS conrunpor.H\' tr.tn lorm.mon 111 the 
I Dl·, dtd prm tdt thL mtht:HT w11h a Ill'\\ language wtth '' hKh to 'f'< tk ro thdt 
. md othns. It  has hdpul .uucui.He tll'\\' rde.1s .tnd 'L'llstbtbtte·s, hut it '·'·" pruna11h 
used '" hdp t '!'!.tin, JuSIII\ .tnd Ct>nmlunic.Hc �ck.l'- r hat Ull( rgcd tndq,cnde ntl1 
Wtthr11 dtspar.ltc· tidds < >t  mtlirar� experience and pracuul kno\1 kdgc l f  v.c k l\'L 
astdc tor the lillie ht:rng th e npuall\'t' .tSjXCt of p racticL ·b:tst·d thcon. \\L can 
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pcrh<tps undcrst.tnd the wa\' 111 \\Inch the mtlt t:tn·\ II'<' ot' thc·ort'rtt.11 l.uH�.l�<' 

retlc:cts upon the rntllt.lf\ !!sell as .Ill tnsriruuon 

I n  rhrs ropcct. one ot � 1\Th \ :H1S\\'t rs w my tJUl"Str< >n tn tlw rntt:r•:Jt:\\' '' :t' 

rcnaling. \\ hen 1 askc·d '\: ;1\Th about tltL inn>mp.mhtlttl· nt tht tdcolt>�lt.tl .utd 

polinol found.urons of rhc· rhn >riL' he cmplo". Itt· .lflS\H' rnL '\\ t must dtff(:r 

cntt:Ht btt\\ ccn r he tharm, .md even s!Jillt \·aluc·s \1 ttlun \l.tntst tde·ol< >!''' :tnd 

\\ hat co1n be· t•tkttl from it for militarY ""'· Thcoru:s do not nnh- 'tn,·c for .I 

utoptan socio·polttt<.ll tdt·:tl '.\ t t h  \\·luch w.: ma� ••r nl:t\ nor <l",l't't ,  but .ttl .tlso 

!used on methodoln�iol j>rtncipk' that st·ck to disrupt .tnd suhl'lft the· l'-isnng 

pt>liucal, s<><.:t.tl, lUitural, or mthr:tn onkr. Th� chsruptm.: c.tp.tcll\ 111 thc"n [d�c

wherc.: Nan·h ulknl ol the 'mhilrst op.KIII ot' rheon 'I ts tl11· aspn t ot' ! IH.:on 

that \\'L !Jke· :md 11se . . . Tht5 theor� is IH>t m .. rnc·d tu rts :-.ocrali>t tdc:ab.' 

\\ 'hen N.t\'l'h 111\'f>ke·s the· tnfl\s riLH7t/!llt'l .111d 111hilixl to ""i'Lun ht> use o t  

thc orv, '"llltthutg < • t hn th.m .m :utack on r h e  !'.tlcsrinr.tns t s  .11 ,;take Th('ol'\ 

funtttons hen: "''' nnh .1' an instrument m th< cnniltu wirh th� l'.desriruans, 

hut pnmarill' as ,111 tnstrumcnt tn the: po\\Tt strugglts \\'ltlnn tl�t uulitan ttstlL 

( rttical rhe·nn· pro\ldt·s th(' tnJiilar� fas ir has tt tJmt·s 111 .tctdemu) wllh a tK\\ 

Ltnguag<· wtth \duch tt CHI dtalk ng<:: �ousting nult t.tn· donrine·s, brt: tk <tp.ur os�tfiul 

dr•.'-.IS and ill\ett insrnultonal h�er:uducs, " t th thl'lr '11H>nnpnly' on kno\\ kdge. 

Throughout the 1 <)<Ills \\·hen \\ e5tcrn militat;e·s \\ �n· unclugotnf! rc;truttunng 

md ·P<'Ctalizaunn rhroul:h tht '"L ot' htgh rn·hn�>logl' .md < nntputt rin·d nutuge· 

tn(nt, surh ·" the transtorm:Hton prnmnrcd lw rtu> cntts�.:n .lrt\'l'' Sllch as Dom,tld 

Rurnsfdd, rhe·y Ltce·cl 'trong opposrrion from \\'l thrn thell rc,pt:ctt\l' insttturtnns. 

�liKe· the c .trh l9'llls thl· I I )[· ha-. smul.uly urt.lcr�onc tnsmur ion:rl ronllt<.:ts tn 

tht u•lltt·xt ot rts dndopmtnt and rr;tn,tormauom. In thc: l'OIIlt::\1 t>t rhese 

tnstlltHton.tl rnnfltcts, the bnguage of pnsr strttctur:dlst rhrory \\·as used to <lrttc 

ularc the cntttlut of the t· "::.ttng, S\'Stun, to at!';llt: tor transtorrn.ttHHlS .mJ It> call 

for further r<.:org�r\IZ�II<>ns. '' :S.,I\Th .tdmllte·d this \\ lwn bt < l.t�mt.:d that < Yl'R [  

\:mplo�nl llllkal tht·on pnmanh i n  orrle r to crittc]<K the mtlit.ln rnstttutton 

ltsl'lt i ts fixed <tnJ he.t\ ' t oncc:ptuoti fnuncbtions 

�t>mt.:thmg of d1t:S<' tnternal cnnt1ic ts with in the fl)F \\.1� o.pose·d puhlrcl) ttl 

tht: context of tht nwdtati7cd contro\t:r\1' rhat \Urroumk-d th<: dnstng do\\ n Pt 

UT Rl tn \l.t\ 20[}(,, :md the· S\lSjl<'llSIOI\ of 's.J:I\Th llld ltts <.:o duccL<>r Do\ rant.tri 

\\tt:ks bdi>rt the war 111 I .eb:tnon broke our ;md tUhttlll<tttd \\'lth I ltrsh \ r<"st�naU<'ll 

a fc" month' alter tt. The'>tc ckbate·s hrou�hr to hght �"isnng l.tult ltnc·s wttbm 

the LDI:-, berween ofiicers as,oct.lted \\'ith < )'l Rl. for " ho m  's:tH:h tuncuoned 

as .1 kind of guru, and ofticers who re�htcd lum, hts nwrhuds ,1nd langu.tge . 

()flict.tlly, '\.a\ c:h\ suspenston came as the rt<.pnme ll\ ( htd of Staff Dan 

H.rlm,- 10 an early dr,lft o f  the report o f  �rare Comptrolkr l\l tdul'l l .tndensrrauss 

on the st;ltt: of I D f· officer rraming. The report .tccusc:d ( )TRl st.tft of ddt\ erinp; 
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their tctchmg oralh, 111 kuurt·' .md scmi n.tr'. \\lthout publ i\htng a book 01 a 

k•dron of rums th:tt \\ould taohtatc tht cnmprchen�ton of thctr compltcated 
,tnd .tmbtguons tLfllliiH>Int•\", and that thucf.,re thc·tr umcq)(< ttmaHlt"d \'a)..,'Ut 
and facul the 'dange r nf dttlt-rtnt intnpretallotts .tnd contusions . .' (thts in 
rtsdt could be read as .111 111l!>ltnl n> mplirncnt to post modern sch olars). ( >rht r 

sections Ill the rt·pnrt ac·cuscd 1\Jan:h and Tanuri ot ">me ntanagemen t  rrrq.:u 
laritie< of '' Inch thL\ \Wrt' l.11n rlurnl.-' The clostll)..: of the tnstitlllt h:td m11d1 
10 dn with tht· b(l dt:ll \ )"J R l ''as :t-;socr.nnl wtth formt•r ( htd of �tall (:lnd 
l l.tlurz\ ri,·al1 ;\f. ,slt.: Ya'al""· who had pbcnl the tnsututc at the centrt of rht· 
f I ) l "'s prncc<< of t Lllhlr •tlll tttort. l lal utz did n11t du ccrly confront the theorutctl 
conn pts pr . .  duccd I•\ l lTI{I l1111 the n11tqm· " ·" .uticul.nnl h1 tht fnt t!ll:t 
comm:tndn of tht 'sat trllt:tl I )t t(·nn· l ulkgcs, Ya'ako,· \mtdror. ;\midror, llP\1 
,( SCCUnt\ .lll:tll"st Ill l 1\·tliatt lt ft•, \\.IS one of the tirst 1 1)1� generals afttliatul tO  
I he (\;altona! Rt ltg�r •us ntm emt nt :1nd rhv n.t.:ht wtng �lit kr tl\0\ cmcnt. •\mtdror's 
p• >S\Itl "' 1 •n tcrntr >t Ltl c1 >Ill r< >I ts dt:tnH.:tnc.tlh· "l'l"'scd to that of ( )'("Rf: he rt>pcat 
,-dh d:umcd that 'lit< rt' '' tlt> \\,t} tn ti.�ht rnrllr wtth<>ut p ln �tcal prt·suKt and 
< llllt n •I "( tht tt-rnton··, :utd \\ ·'' rhcrdore conststtnth npposcd 10 1crnronal 
\\ trhdr.twals tl1 the ( kcuptnl 'I ( rnO< .rit·'· Conctrntng ( ff'IU. he belicYed th:tt 'tlwo
ruica.l cnmpl< ""' st.utds 111 .th'PIIItt cnntradictton to the operational lo):H ol 
flO\\l'f: ' I t  IS �ood that the in,tit utc i< ) rRij clo�t-d dm\11, because its effects Oil 

t h�· nltltt:tn· \'."l"r<' C<ll.l\1 ropfuc _ rr ta lktd "nntmbo jumbo" tnstead of clear 
bn)..,'l.t.tgc . . .  it ._,.a, ul1wtllmg to dtffcrumatt' tfltl from false· ;tccording ro tht· 
best of the l""t-modnn nadttt<>n that it mtroduced mto th e IDF . . . I rcalh 
cl1\\" am·one th:lt dot' m.tn.tgt to understand jwh.n thn· reach), a< this " f:tr 

he�o11d tn\ c.lp.•ut�.'� In 0J.tn·h \ 'tC\\, \n11tlror com·c rsch· epitomizes IDI 'ldcal

tz:ltton of nuhr:1n· empinusm. n jt:< til >n of the· ,·alut of theoretical studv and 
c ntical ltll]Uif\' . . impatlc.:JlC<. for conceptual dtscourse, diHcgard for IHtrary 

th�·ory and inwkrann: '"' phtlosophieal dt:>course'. Regardless of othcr reasons 
that may have been :It pla1·, 1\;:l\Th prcscm�·d ht� dism.issal �s 'a coup against 
( n Rl .tncl t hcorv'. I 

Th1s nultt.lf\" debatl was thus tiul 111 wttb current p< •lt t1cal diffnenc�·s wtthln 
hradt socic·ty .ll large i a\ Lh. 11 •get her wtth most of Ius former colka>�,uc� .l( 
( >TRI, arc ahgnn l wtth wh:tt Is rckrred to in hr<lt'l as tht· '/.inn1st left'. whtch 
supports ternton;tl \\ll hdt ,l\\ als. l,och .t\'t, \\ ho cnthusl.t!:-ticalh- acctpted the 
c<>nun:md of thc mtlitan opn,mon to e>acuatt and dcs trO) the Gaza �crtkmcnrs, 
tS suntlarly understood .,, a 'leftist' officer rcganlkss nf the atrocttics of wh ich 
lw \\":\S accmed in Gaz.t the follo\\·ing year. Some or the conflict about theur\" 

within the IDF tesonated thus \\lth political ones \\'ttlun the military. 

But readers 'hould not 11\Jsr:tke the 'Ierti,t' Israeli ofticcrs for a hopeful alttr 

n.ttt\T to the brutalit\ ol the 101· at large; m fact, the contran· may be true. ,\ 
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comparison between thl rwo attacb 111 2on2. on jctUn and on '\!ablus, could 

rl\Tal the par,tdt>x that nuv render tht "' cr:1ll eifen of rht. 'de tcn l!ortal', 'sma1 t' 

oll lccrs more dcstructt\T" '' hole in the w.tll lll<l\ Indeed not be as devastating as 
the c<Jmpkte ckstrut.tton of the home, but 1l the occupation forces arc not ;Jblc 
1.0 enter rc:fugct· camps without ha\mg to dcstiO\ them as they have done 111 
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A parade in Gaza; the model is about to be burned &inhard Krauss, 2001 

8. 

Evacuations: 
De-Colonizing Architecture 

On the morning of 12 September 2005, Israeli forces completed their withdrawal 
from the Gaza Strip. The gate whlch Brigadier General Aviv Kochavi, 
commander of the Gaza Division, last Israeli to have left the strip) was 
promptly buried in deep sand by bulldozers. Kochavi, who would order 
hls forces to re-enter Gaza nine months later, convened a small press conference 
at whlch he announced: 'Our mission has been completed . . .  Israel's 38-
year presence Gaza] has come to an end.' 

Behind it, the military left the bulldozed rubble of more than 3,000 buildings -
mainly single-family homes, but also public buildings, schools, military installations, 
and industrial and agricultural facilities built for the benefit of the twenty-one settle
ments and the scores of military bases that protected them - incidentally, around 
the same number as the Palestinian homes by the Israeli military in Gaza 
since the start of second Intifada in 2000.1 An Israeli journalist who visited the 

days before the evacuation was completed described seeing 
'mo�ds of rubble piled at the centre of what used to be private 
. . .  the disturbing stench of food remains . . .  pools of water and sewage . . .  endless 
swarms of flies . . .  and miles upon miles of packing rolls'.2 Hundreds of 
disoriented stray cats were left wandering the apocalyptic landscape to die of 
and thirst. The only structures remaining afloat on the swamp of debris and liquid 
waste were the nineteen synagogues of Gaza, whose destruction v;ras halted by an 
Israeli High Court of Justice ruling and a last-minute government vote. One of the 
synagogues designed as a three-dimensional extrusion of a Star of David and 
built of reinforced concrete (in order that, as its architect Gershon Shevah stated, 
jews [can] rid themselve� of their diasporic complex) - best embodied the aesthetic 
immediacy and inevitable fate of the art of Israeli occupation.3 A day after the 
withdrawal, Palestinian youths completed what the High Court of Justice had left 
undone, and torched the synagogue buildings. Thousands of Palestinian of 
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all organizations, and banners displaying images of many Palestinian leaders and 
'martyrs' were raised over the settl=ent rubble. The Palestinian Authority organized 

tours and renamed some of the ruined settleillentsaft��·d-;;�d ill.il.itants and 
lea:derS:.Thercins .of Neve-:_-Dek�-b�came Yasser·.��a�- ���·lfu;�-;fTiar 
Darom, Sheikh Ahmed Yassin City. celebrations were 
that could 'be reused had been taken, most of the destroyed settlements were 
occupied by militant organizations; those close to the border were used as launching 
sites for home-made Qassam rockets Israeli towns and villages adjacent to 
Gaza. Bombing by the Israeli Air Force and the constant pounding from Israeli 
artillery routinely shuffled the remaining mounds of rubble, reinforcing what the 
Israeli military called, in leaflets dropped from its fighter an 'aerially enforced 
closure' meant to put the evacuated areas 'off limits' to all Palestinians. 

Prior to the 'N"ithdrawal, and ignorant of the impending destruction of the settle
ments, a number of local and international interested parties speculated'upon several 
alternative scenarios for the possible reuse of buildings in the settlements. The 
impending evacuation opened up a arena of speculation, in which, between 
April 2004 when the plans for evacuation were firmed up and August 2005 when 

were carried out, some of the world's most powerful international 
grappled with that normally belong to the domain of architecture and 
planning. Although the evacuation was conceived and undertaken as a unilateral 
Israeli operation, the fate of the settlement buildings was debated by the United 
States, the EU, the UN, the World the International Monetary Fund (L\1F), 
some of the wealthiest Arab property developers, a of NGOs and some 
security and policy think-tanks. In addition, the various political parties within Pales-
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tine and Israel also had diffe:t:ing opinions, ideas and proposals. In the political 
rhetoric that surrounded the period immediately prior to evacuation, homes have 
alternately been referred to as physical entities embodymg power relations, as symbols 
of a set of ideologies, as sentient (even haunted) active agents, as weapons 
or ammunitions, as chips, as economic resources, accumulations of toxic 
waste or as the instruments of a crime. 

Although all aspirations to reuse the settlement architecture were later flattened 
into the debris oCtflel! -destr�rlon, "these visio"as are �evertheless valuable in 
contemplating the reuse of Israel's architecture of v"'"'�-'"""'vu, 

whentne· rest of tlievccup:ieciTerrirones·are redai��d (militarily or peacefully) 
by Palestinians. Furthermore, these plans present us with a rare opportunity to 
examine more general problems associated w"ith the reuse of the .arcillt�cti.lle" 
exClusion, violence and coritro( 3:'t th.; moment when such architecture is unplugged 

socio-political-military power that created and sustained it. The ritual 
reuse, or 'detournement' of the house may 

even suggest a possible repertoire of actions for its possible transformations at 

State of architectural emergency 

The economy of the Gaza settlements had been based mainly oh agriculture, in 
particular hot-house crops for European export, sustained low-paid workers 
from China and Thailand who gradually replaced Palestinian workers following 
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Evacuated settlements, Nir K.afri, September 2005 

the commencement of the Oslo process. Seventeen of the settlements were 
concentrated within the large enclave of Gusllk;rif ;� the so;th�e�tern beach
frOnt of Gaza, the rest were strategically positioned as isolated strongholds near 
Palestinian cities and refugeecami)s� -or -a�-tr�ffic ,;;;r�-g- on- the- mam -routes 
connecting them.-The more 'isolated' settlements also acted as bridgeheads for 
military operations in Palestinian urban areas. After the start of\t;he second Iritifiida 
in-September--2000, some of the settlement� were surrounded by 8-12-metre
high concrete walls constructed of the same modular components used to build 
the Wall in the West Bank. Hundreds of Palestinian homes and hundreds of 
acres of Palestinian orchards surrounding the settlement walls were destroyed in 
what the IDF called 'landscape exposure operations', aiming to remove cover for 
putative Palestinian attackS:Seenfrom·the ·ruf�lliesettlements appeared as pleasant, 
green islands, resting in the middle of a series of concrete cylinders (the , 
surrounding walls) and woven together by a thick web of infrastructure (roads 
for the exclusive use of settlers). 

In the weeks leading up to the August 2005 evacuation, the architects and 
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planners of the Palestinian Ministry of Planning operated under 'state of 
emergency' regulations: all holidays and weekend vacations were postponed, and 
routine work suspended. The fact that architecture and planning was seen as a 
service essential enough to be included in a 'state of emergency' - a measure 
usually reserved for security forces and valuable industries - demonstrates the 
prominent status of the built environment and its transformations in this context. 
The ministry became the centre of intense meetings between Palestinians and a 
variety of NGOs, different UN agencies, the World Bank, foreign governments 
and international investors, who outlined their proposed use for the evacuated 
settlements. The building itself appeared like a fortified beehive too small to 
contain all of these delegations, especially since the number of people making 
up each delegation doubled when foreigners were obliged by insurance companies 
to maintain personal bodyguards. 

Israeli discussions about the fate of the settlement buildings focused on the 
potential symbolic effect of Israeli �!5����(':_1:1£q�r_Ealo�wm.#!:�9JJ:trol::R.ep�".:. , 
senii!lg.-i:he·-a�de·s-oT'tfle dgh!-wing faction of the Likud Party, Benjamin 
Netanyahu - who later resigned his office as Finance Minister in protest at the 
e;;acti"� - demanded that all settlement homes be destroyed. This was purport
edly in order to avOid th.e-oioad.casi: of"\vhat he-�elt -������9-.�?_!�gz5=El.L������;:: , 

images: Arabs living in tneliomes of je";�·-an:�I�ynagogues tuning into mos51u�:� c The "j);k�ticiruJ:S'Wm:aanceCJ!lourrooffops""'�·--Netanyali.u-warfi.ed�-re:fe!rillg to 
br0aa:casts aired on Israeli TV during th;-1991 Gulf War, which showed Pales
tinians standing on rooftops in Ramallah cheering Iraqi Scud missiles aimed at 
Israeli cities - overlooking the fact that the roofs of most settlement homes are 
in fact pitched and tiled. His rhetoric conjured up images of _ a murderous Pales
tinian mob storming the gates of settlem-ents�·I-ooting-and-reo-cc;:;:p�g th.e.homes 
of-'([eceni' .. s�ttler;:·r� .. �;p��;;}yj;ti�-�;;:;ri�', he feared, would become the 
image for a reversal - and thus imply the reversibility _-:- of a_ Zionist p:oJ�ct 
previously characterized _ by the s�izme; destruction and, in some cases, reoccu- · 

pafionoCJ?alesrici� d-;�ii�g; 'tb.;t-. be;:;�m� highly prized real estate among an 
'onen:taliZed'-EraelibourgeoiSie. Images;'b�o�d-;:;a�tint�rnationally, of the evacuated 

settlements taken over by p;J.estinians may also have triggered barely repressed 
middle-class anxieties at the root of the suburban project itself: the internally 
ordered, well-serviced outposts of a 'first world' collapsing in the face of a 
'barbaric' surge of the 'third world' irrupting on it from the outside. Together 
with a vision of technological superiority, it may have been this fear that prompted 
a high-ranking Israeli military officer, inspired by newly developed techniques for 
physically relocating buildings, to propose rolling settlement homes across the 
border on steel tracks. In an equally bizarre scenario, when a rabbi from one of 
the settlements petitioned the High Court of Justice to oppose the destruction 
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of his Gaza synagogue, the government proposed to examine an option for the 
relocation of the synagogues of the Gaza Strip would involve 
airlifting parts of them out by helicopter. 

The US administration was firmly opposed to the destruction of the settle
ments. Handing over homes, public buildings, agricultural and industrial assets 
was seen by President Bush and Condoleezza Rice as more than a mere economic 
stimulus.4 What could better fit the American agenda of civilizi£1g the ]\fiddle 
East into a liberal society with broad middle-class values than Palestinians. 
live in American-style single-family homes? In response to US demands, the 
Israeli government announced that it would reconsider its decision to demolish 
settlement homes. Prime !Yiinister Shimon Peres to sell them to 
the Palestinians or to them 'on account' of any claims Palestinians might 
make for the homes were forced to leave behind in 1 948 in areas now under 
Israeli controP Mohamed Alabbar,_ the.;_flamQo_ygpt Ar_?..£..l�::::��an (who is 
slated to be the equivalent of Donald Trump in the pan-Arab TV show version 
of The Apprentice), arrived in Israel six months prior to the evacuation, met with 
Shimon Peres and with Sharon, and offered to buy all the homes and 
other real estate assets in the settlements of GmhKatiff�;--don. Alabbar 
isthe .. chattman�·;;r-:Emaar. Properties, a real . 
in the United Arab Emirates which has been a central 
opment of Dubai, speciallZiilg in rapid constructii:in of onshore 
and' residential projects:-:ae-:unagmed 1(al.:ifas-tlle site 't0r-i 'possJ:bletoUrist 
enclave.6 Tills resulted in bizarre and grotesque plans for Dubai-style, large high
rise hotel complexes, and settler homes becoming part of a set of tourist villages, 
on what was now dubbed 'the best beach resort of the Mediterranean'; had they 
come to fruition, such complexes would no doubt have become extraterritorial 
enclaves set the deep poverty that surrounded them. These fantasies never 
got very far. But, together with other proposals for wholesale privariz-;ri� 
w�clci�;Qbbed Palestinians of the evacuated public land to which they were 
entitled, and needed. \ 

It was therefore no v;ronder that, when Palestinians were asked to pay for the 
tw ·"m""·h the of 

to over-pay - or even to 
money that could have othen-v'ise been earmarked for their use, they responded 
a11aorily. Palestinian Minister Saeb Erekat stated that the Palestinians were not 
interested in purchasing the infrastructure and rold Israel simply to 'dismantle 
the houses and take them away'.7 Jihad Alwazil; permanent secretary at the Pales
tinian Ministry of Planning, claimecri:l:iat'i:he settlements are an alien body that 
was forced on the Palestinians', and that if it were to him, he would 'have a 
big bonfire the settlements] . . . where every Palestinian �hould-come 
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hammer and on a building'.8 In Israel, these and other similar Palestinian 
pronoU!i.Cementswel:e'mterpreted as are many Palestinian statements - as a 
bluff in the context of haggling over the price of the homes, rather than as 
sincere rejection; accordingly, Israel continued to 'play poker' over the price of 
the settlements up to the final weeks before the evacuation. 

In November 2004, I attended a discussion regarding the fate of the Gaza 
settlements in Sh�}, the Palestinian P.ia�e_�ci Kei:u1����1f! . ..Ka.m�uian. 

nr<m<)sals that Palestinians should reside in evacuated 
ave�rsl<Dn: 'How anyone expect us to reside 

�----�����----��--� in same windows, use the same rooms, that 
our oppressors have used?' Architecture was commonly understood to be one of 

� --- - - - .. . ,  

the direct instruments of occupation. For one of the speakers u,:;;_;;��::=::.-:..::';;', 
. even - a site in West Bank was referred to ��-
as ·rerAjnei!l,'hfu�Ofthed��ons'. In Palestine/Israel where almost every act 

must burn; in Alwazir's view, produce a 'cathartic release'.10 
Other grounds for objection to the re-inhabitation were 

articulated in the typical language of planning. While settlement homes might 
suit families of three to six, an extended family in Gaza is typically more than 
double this size. Furthermore, the 1 ,500 homes that were to be evacuated were 
s�en as almost irrelevant in the face of the urgent housing needs of more than 
half a million Palestinians. 

by the Palestinian 1v��-1:1}':_()E !:la��t anticip�ted the ?esttuc-
�::------------,-·-····-····-··-;· the re-ruralization of the evacuated areas. I was 

area of- the coastal Katif · �ettlement block by 
I<halil Nijem, Director-General of the :Niinistry of Planning in Ramallah; they 
were coloured with different shades of solid and hatched green, delineating the 
nature recreational and beaches that would replace the evacuated 
s�tkmentS:;fhi�f;,f�afbu�J.i�a- ;r.;;;u;,a�;sc�e;�n��a;i���s;�ated well with an �·;·�· ;k,;;;,;r;;:;;,�t2JP1 
forme perioci" £aO!e t:he: o·cctipafion:; ·when 
located among'the·- on i:he 
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Several months before the evacuation was scheduled to begin, the appointment 
of James Wolfensohn, formerly president of the World Bank, to the newly created 
office Spe�ial Envoy for Gaza Disengagement on 'beJ1alloftlie 'Quartet' of 
the US, U)J, EU and the Russian Federation testified to the broad international 
commitment to and engagement with the project. However, it also highlighted 
the kind of economic approach the Quartet wanted to adopt. Although Wolfen
sohn initially attempted to broker a 'peaceful handover of all stll,uctures', and 
even gave half a million dollars of his own money to help back Israeli 
greenhouses for the use of Gazan farmers, other economic prospects caused 
him to change his mind. Working in cooperation with the World Bank under the 
pn!Sl<leDLcy of the arch-neo-conservative Paul Wolfowitz, and in line vvith its reflex 
response of privatization, Wolfensohn assembled a coalition of wealthy property 

including who were prepared fo'inves'flargEsUins 
money in-excllange.for - -- leases' on -fue 'e"�Criai:eCf and vacanl:lanit"for 

various schemes of pnVate development.12 

D e-camping refugee s  

other prospects for development, the EU's foreign policy coordinator, 
Javier Solana, wanted the 'settlement villas' destroyed and removed in order 'to 
make way for high-rise construction'13 for the housing of The Palestinian 
Ministry of Planning itself exa,mined proposals submitted to it by the Foundation 
for Middle East a think-tank based in which p;;;po;-�d, 
in shoul;i�-
resettled in settlements close to Palestinian cities.14 

Thos�-who proposedhou.'siflgP:J��tinian in the abandoned settlement 
homes, or in European-style housing blocks built in their place, were treading 
on a p�t!s��€:!ft�ld. Attempts to implement permanent housing for refugees 
would be perceived many Palestinians as the �fth�temp�;;;y·;:;��;� 
of the refugee camps with it the physical proot · 
tinian dairn for a retUrn tO the frOln "rt1t>r1rP 
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policy became apparent in the 1970s, of Marxist 
1dZc;fogy, then prevalent within the PLO, to 
the Palestinian revolution. Th-e 'permanent of 

_lJ()1:!fge.<?f� culture. Maintaining the temporary, harsh 
conditions camps also formed of revolutionary guerrilla warfare which 
is termed in French 'li polirtque du the policies of niaking conditions 

ariseP 
the deep:=r the the faster political will < 

. -� · - ·  

_not surprising that counter-rev()lutio11ary approaches often tried to 
induce dome�ticailori:-From the British-built 'New Villages' in Malaysia through 
to ·-Portuguese 'Aldeamentos' in and the French 'Douars' in i\lgeria 
to the US-built 'Strategic Hamlets' in Vietnam, r�_s_e,:ttlement projects have been 
carried out as central components of strategies of 'counter-insurgency' and 
paCification; demoiisttattng response to the violence of the 
coloruzed Eas· il.lway� _ ])(;!�fl. mcieaseCf spatW.dlsqpline. These housing projects 
were seen as part of a general colonial policy v-ariously referred to as 'modern
ization', 'urbanizati�

_
'Y��enization', 'de-peasantization', or as in 

our context, the �e�_campmg' of refugees� 
In the eyes oFfl:re�IBF;�refligee-camp:/were seen not only as the place in 

which the resistance is located and but as the socio-physical environment 
that creates it. Throughout the occupation, periodic attempts the IDF to 
up;., ... <,u<- infrastructure and standards in the very it believed its 
enemies were located sought 1:0 eradicate what were believed to be the breeding 
grounds of discontent, but also to bring about a process of forced embourgeoisement 

which was meant to create the very vulnerabilities that may reduce the motivation 
of the urban population to support active resistance. 

According to a comprehensive study conducted Palestinian sociologist 
Norma Masriyeh Hazboun, it is for this very reason that the reho<;tsi:r;�L� re��ee� .. 

k•�L·"'�·.cc·· - central part of Isr.��.� .�tf.at.:gic :thinki:gg_ since Jhe ·-e�d of the 1967 
war, when Isri�i'g��d·;;;;��l over Gaza and the West Bank where many refugee 
camps were located.18 For Israeli politicians and military turning refugees 
into city- or village-dwellers was thought to be a solution to 'the refugee problem', 
itself���:S th�;;ain precondition of .the conflict, reflect��--���]i�lJ�L 
that political problems can be reduced to social-economic or even urban ones. 
Indeed, the first prop6sais 1or in the occ:up1ed ter:ntc>r1es, u.cu:«ccu 

by the Israeli ·government nnme:ctu>teJLY 
building of Israeli settlements, but for the provisi()l}Slf_::i:.��g.,.,,�.��·�::::�.::-: 
J:t::xugcc:; froin G��.19A central compon�!lt of the Allon plan20 sought to <i;;:,�;;::ir;.;;;;; 
the�refiigee problem' the evacuation of the�· ·��into n� spe'cially 
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Several months before the evacuation was scheduled to begin, the appointment 
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including who were prepared fo'inves'flargEsUins 
money in-excllange.for - -- leases' on -fue 'e"�Criai:eCf and vacanl:lanit"for 

various schemes of pnVate development.12 
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funding in some particularly arid parts of the West Bank and in northern Sinai. 
. .. . . . .. "" - "''="'·�· �.-..- ·�� "-"'-......,____-�-= ...... - - . " .  . - .. -·· - - ---- . .. . -��--·���-.... --·=-..-... rThe plan included oulliiles for the construction of �pilot settlement-towns 

on the eastern slopes of the Hebron Desert where the authorities would monitor 
whether or not Palestinian refugee families could adapt to the area's harsh climate.21 
In 1968, Prime :Minister Levy Eshkol was hesitant and ambiguous about these 
resettlement projects but reminisced how, when he was in Africa, he 'saw how 
to settle primitive nations' and supported 'the building of sope kind or another 
of prefabricated houses [in the Occupied Territories] . . .  '22 T�;,�.��-�:a:ly plans _all 
came to nothing because the governmt:_tJt_:!J.��-e:_�ecl t:ll�!_j! wa� the internati_QVal 
community that shocld rw:;_d_ these schemes; however, with objections from the 
':Ar�l:J states, Jlttie-illternaclona:n1elp ·was'forth��g. 

Attempts to rehouse the refugee have thus taken a coercive, violent turn. The 
destruction in Shari, Jebalia and Rafah refugee camps in 1971-72 by military 
forces under Ariel Sharon, then Chief of Southern Command, was undertaken 
with the intention not of widening the internal roadways and creating a controllable 
urban plan23 but of making the refugees homeless and in need of new homes 
- and thereby forcing the government to implement a refugee resettlement 
programme. In his autobiography Sharon later explained that the camps 'bred 
the most serious problems . . .  It would be to our great advantage to eliminate 
them once and for all . . .  [and] we should take pains to provide decent housing 
• • •  ' 24 The destruction of 6,000 homes in the refugee camps of Gaza was 
intended, in the words of Shlomo Gazit, 'to evacuate one-third of the Strip's 
refugee population, about 60,0000-70,000 people, to new places . . .  '25 Out of 
the 1 60,000 refugees in Gaza in 1971, Sharon suggested that the government 
should resettle 70,000 within new neighbourhoods to be built within the towns 
of Gaza; another 70,000 should be settled in the cities and towns of the West 
Bank, and 20-30,000 more, controversially, within Palestinian towns in Israel.26 
The idea was not accepted by the government, but other attempts to house 
refugees were nevertheless implemented with the support of Minister of 

\ 
Defence Moshe Dayan. Between 1972 and 1979 four new neighbourhoods for 
refugees we:r� <:on_s�r_uct�d":l1faceni:"to·Th-eTarge cairip_s _cWfue·G·aza·Strip. ·They 
illCiuoed i�raeli-style cie���- h�u;in.g-·s�h�!nes, simply replic�ting existing plans 
provided by the Israeli Ministry of Housing, constructed by Palestinian 
developers. The Israeli government took foreign visitors on tours to show off 
the new housing schemes, claiming they demonstrated their enlightened rule 
and at_tempts . solve the 'refugee problem� by providing decent housing. But 
Dayan also explained the behaviouristic logic of this policy when he claimed 
that 'as long as the refugees remain in their camps . . .  their children will say 
they come-liomJaftaortirufa;Iftb.�y -;;;_��--;-��t of tl:le · camps;-&-� hope is 
thaf"the'ywill feeLm attachment to their new land;: 27 In i SO 4 ;;:;_�the;�p£���h- . 
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Israeli settlements in Gaza, Eyal Weizman 2005 

ISRAEL 

/ ------ _./:-"'-....... ...., __ , / pal.��nt.;;.e \, / mUitarybaM. \. ) settlement built fabric. \ 
ar8as within set. council$. ) /,.--· ... �....-�_reas closed off to Pal.. 1. 

/ lne. "death zones" around fences ' 

for the resettlement of refugees was implemented with a program in which 
refugees were provided with plots of 250 square metres and given the means 
to build their own homes. Financial assistance was handed out on condition 
that refugees physically demolished their old�r h;;;�s i!l·tl:l·e· camps:28-Metl:iods 
used byls�aeli occupation authorities to c;-;:;_vincereJuct-aiiTrefugees included 
threats and random demolitions within the camps as well as visits by Palestinian 
collaborators to refugee households. The PLO forbade refugees to accept 
these Israeli offers and killed some of thosewho rud.� as-weJ:C:as-maiiy -oftfie 

- - - ---- -- --�- -··· -- - - ·----•- ••• • • - - •  .....----�·c-•�-�----•·'•-...,� · - ·- · - -� 

Palestiruan collaborators.29 The programme received its final impetus in 1981-2 
when Ar1el Sharon served as Minister of Defence, and died out after he was 
fired from government at the beginning of 1983 for his role in the Christian 
Falangist Massacre in the Palestinian refugee camps of Sabra and Shatila in 
Lebanon. According to UNRWA records, throughout the entire duration of 
the programme, a total of some 10,000 homes for refugees were provided by 
Israel, but barely keeping up with the natural annual demographic growth in 
the existing camps.30 Although, some neighbourhoods for refugees - such as 
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the �heikh Radwan resettlement scheme n_orth of Gaza City - were successfully 
constructed and inhabited and even named by the occupation authorities K.far 
Shalom (the Village of Peace, but referred to mockingly by Palestinians as 
Sharon's Neighbourhood) � the progra:ID"n:;e·f��d�to s�bd:��P�esrici��-����� ance,· ancCsome of the.new populated housing areas themselvc:s pecame centres 
of resistance.31 

. . -- . .  -- . •· 

Re-inhabiting de-colonized architecture 

The Palestinian rejection of proposals to re-inhabit the evacuated Gaza settlements 
in 2005 was to resist as well a strong temptation present throughout the history 
of decolonization. Colonial buildings and infrastructure left behind when impe
rialist regimes were dismantled were usually appropriated by newly formed post
colonial administrations. Such repossession tended to reproduce some of the 
colonial power relations in space: colonial villas were inhabited by new financial 
elites and palaces by political ones, while the evacuated military installations of 
colonial armies were often used to prop up new national regimes. Frantz Fanon, 
pondering the possible corruption of national, postcolonial governments, warned 
during the Algerian liberation struggle that, if not destroyed, the physical and 
territorial reorganization of the colonial world may once again 'mark out the 
lines on which a colonized society will be organized'. 32 

In the British Mandate of Palestine, during the Arab Revolt of 1936-9, 
British forces erected a string of military installations near or within Palestinian 
cities. Most of the British military infrastructure that remained in Israeli territory 
after the 1948 war later served as police stations and military bases. Some of 
these bases, built within Palestinian areas, were perfectly placed to continue the 
tactical task of population control for which they were originally built.33 

Some participants at the round-table discussions in Sham'l in Ramallah warned 
that following these patterns of colonial reuse, the postcoloni'aJ. adaptation of 
the evacuated Israeli settlements in Gaza might reproduce something of the 
alienation, hostility and violence of the occupation by turning them into 'luxury' 
Palestinian suburbs. They feared that the system of walls, fences, and surveillance 
technologies around them would hasten their seamless transformation into gated 
communities for the Palestinian returnee elites. 

But evacuated colonial architecture does not necessarily reproduce its previous 
power structures. Some evacuated British military infrastructure in the West Bank 
and Gaza became the nuclei for refugee camps. The Balata refugee camp, at the 
eastern entrance to the city of Nablus, and the Rafah refugee camp, at the 
southern edge of the Gaza Strip, were both established within evacuated 
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British military bases. Laid out according to a gridded, military geometry, these 
bases-turned-refugee camps have surrendered to the formless topologies of 
everyday human activity. Unable to expand, they have overgrown their original 
layout, forming dense maze-like environments. 

The subversion of the original use of evacuated colonial settlements was 
apparent in the fate of the first Israeli settlements to be evacuated. The town 
of Yamit and the agrarian settlements surrounding it on the Rafah Salient on 
Sinai's northern Mediterranean coast were razed to the ground after an evacuation 
conducted by Minister of Defence Ariel Sharon, in 1982 following the 1978 
peace accord with Egypt. Sharon's rationale was his wish to avoid an 'Egyptian 
town of a hundred thousand on Israel's border'.34 However, the Israeli settlements 
of Sinai's Red Sea coast - Neviot (Nuweba), Di Zahav (Dahab) and Ophira 
(Sharm el-Sheik) - were left intact and met different fates. Around the military 
and civilian infrastructural nucleus of the former Israeli town of Ophira, Sharm 
el-Sheikh has grown into an international tourist town, hosting more than a 
million tourists annually. The airport of Sharm el-Sheikh, busy with charter flights 
bringing European package holidaymakers, is an ex-Israeli military airport, strangely 
still carrying the name Ophira. Neviot, a small cooperative agricultural settlement 
of the Moshav type, has become home to Egyptian police personnel and their 
families. The evacuated Moshav settlement and desert retreat of Di Zahav 
provided the infrastructure for the expansion of the tourist Bedouin village of 
Dahab. 

In the spring and summer of 2005 I took part, _ t:>��-th<:� �t!_l }?ll.l<:s��--�_d 
Norwegian plan!lers (the latter have been en:;pioyed as advisers in the ministry 
since th�-Osi; Accord) from the Palestinian Ministry of Planning, in the archi
tectural formulation of another approach to the reuse of the Gaz[;ettJ.�;;;�nts. 
In.this s�he;;e: the -�ettlement bl.lilcfu:igs -would be �eused but for a function other 
than housing: they �oUicft)��tt�sformed into pub�c: llJ.�_tituti()�s - hospitals, 
clinics, schools, academies, trainillg centres, educational centres and cultural centres. 
If the ���E:�X.9.� ()C�::P�E£�."�::;J.s __ toJJC:: ���!.?:!�<:1, we_th()llg�t,)ts 

. P_��e_��al. 
should be turned against itself. 

-:Four months b�for� the evacuation was scheduled to take place, in May 2005, 
the Ministry of Planning succeeded in convincing the rest of the Palestinian 
government - each of its ministries themselves having claims on and plans for 
the settlements - to allocate the building of three of the settlements, Morag, 
N etzarim and K.far Darom, �o public institutions. From the Israeli pe� 
th�se fu�� ;�:ill�r c�lonies: strategically built like frontier outposts outside the 
main settlement-blocks, were considered 'isolated'; however, in relation to the 
Palestinian towns they were built to confront, they were very close, almost 
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In.this s�he;;e: the -�ettlement bl.lilcfu:igs -would be �eused but for a function other 
than housing: they �oUicft)��tt�sformed into pub�c: llJ.�_tituti()�s - hospitals, 
clinics, schools, academies, trainillg centres, educational centres and cultural centres. 
If the ���E:�X.9.� ()C�::P�E£�."�::;J.s __ toJJC:: ���!.?:!�<:1, we_th()llg�t,)ts 

. P_��e_��al. 
should be turned against itself. 

-:Four months b�for� the evacuation was scheduled to take place, in May 2005, 
the Ministry of Planning succeeded in convincing the rest of the Palestinian 
government - each of its ministries themselves having claims on and plans for 
the settlements - to allocate the building of three of the settlements, Morag, 
N etzarim and K.far Darom, �o public institutions. From the Israeli pe� 
th�se fu�� ;�:ill�r c�lonies: strategically built like frontier outposts outside the 
main settlement-blocks, were considered 'isolated'; however, in relation to the 
Palestinian towns they were built to confront, they were very close, almost 
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settlement <'" · .• -.......... �· -· 
designated an agricl1ltural education centre, an extension of the University of 
G�;: !t; �i:Ogl'�:f�y-h��es were to be adapted as classrooms, libraries and 
storage facilities. Some of the small gardens, surrounding fields and 
greenhouses were to be devoted to horticultural education. ThS'; built infrastructure 
of Kfar Darom, meanwhile, was to be assigned to the International Committee 
of the Red Cross for use as a hospital and medical campus. The large agricultural 
storage facilities of Netzarim settlement, the closest to Gaza City, were designated 
to provide facilities for the port of Gaza that was to be built on a nearby stretch 
of coast. The domestic part of  the Netzarim, comprising about fifty small, single-

homes, was to be converted into an education centre. Here, we allocated 
space for a gro'Wi.ng archive of documents, testimonies, films and photographs 
that had been widely collected by local and international organizations and NGOs 
throughout the occupation. 

Public institutions occupying the mundane fabric of suburban structures could 
spawn a new type of institution. It was possible to imagine th� subversion of 
the entire geography of occupation in the West Bank, with each of the evacuated 
residential settlements used to a different end from that it had been designed 
and built for. 

In the 

entirety. 
this destruction to be about 1 .5 million tons, between 60,000 and 80,000 truckloads. 
The demolition and the removal of the rubble posed a complex logistical problem 
as some of the older structures contained large quantities of asbestos. At the 
end of 2005, Israel and the UN Development Program (UNDP) signed an 
agreement in which Israel would pay the UNDP $25 rnillio�which, in turn, 
would pay Palestinian contractors to sort, clear, compact and store the rubble 
from the destroyed settlement buildings. With no international investment, ·with 
no possibility of working in Israel, and with no opportunity to export goods on 
account of an endless Israeli this financing of the clearing up of the mess 
it had left behind was presented by Israel in a mockingly philanthropic tone as 
a project 'aimed at boosting the economy of the Gaza Strip'.35 

This rubble - composed of the crushed mixture of the homes, public buildings, 
synagogues, fortifications and military bases that until made up Israel's 
colonial project in Gaza - is now being gradually wheeled into the Mediterranean 
and deposited there in the form of a arch, as a wave-breaker around the 
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site where the planned deep-sea port of Gaza is to be built. Standing idle - as 
the port construction ;,vill forever await'-Israeli security clearance this giant 
earthwork-jetty may after all demonstrate the best use of the arcbitectur� of 
Israeli occupation. 
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The remnants of a car an Israeli targeted assassination, Khan Yunil; Gaza. lvf.iki Kratsman, 2005 

9. 

Targeted Assassinations: 
The Airborne Occupation 

The fighter plane is the quintessence of modern civilization . . .  It soars above 

good and evil, a celestial goddess with an insatiable thirst for sacrificial tribute. 

A!(!11i Bishara 

On 13 September 2005 - the 'day after the day after' when the Israeli evacuation 

of the Gaza Strip was complete, the ground bases of the occupying forces were 

translocated to the airspace over the Strip, to the territorial waters off its coastline 

and to the border terminals along the fences that cut it off from the rest of the 

world. The geography of occupation thus completed a ninety-degree turn: the 

imaginary 'orient' - the exotic object of colonization was no longer beyond ___ 
the horizon, but now under the vertical tyranny of a western airborne civilization 

that remotely managed its most sophisticated and advanced technological plat

forms, sensors and munitions in the spaces above. 

Since the beginning of the second Intifada, limitations on its ability to maintain 

a permanent ground presence throughout the Palestinian territories had reinforced 

Israel's reliance on a tactical logic that sought to disrupt Palestinian armed and 

political resistance through targeted assassination - namely, extra-juridical state 
executions, undertaken most frequently from the air.1 In fact, the tactical precon

dition for Israel's policy of territorial withdrawal was that its security services be 

able to maintain domination of the evacuated areas by means other than territorial 

· control. An IDF think-tank called the 'Alternative Team' (as if it were a group 

of comic-book heroes) was involved in rethinking Israeli security after the 

evacuation of Gaza. They admitted: 'whether or not we are physically present in 

the territories, we should still b,e able to demonstrate our ability to control and 
affect them . . .'2 They, and other military planners, referred to the occupation 

that will follow the Occupation i.e. the domination of Palestinians after the 

evacuation of the ground space of the Gaza Strip and parts of the West Bank 
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cornpJlete:d - as the 'invisible occupation', the 'airborne occupation' and/ or 
U(.;l;.;u�JacLun in disappearance'.3 

The ability of the Israeli Air Force to maintain a constant 'surveillance and 
strike' capability over Palestinian areas was one of the main reasons for the Sharon 
go,rer:nm.en1t's confidence, and popular support, in unilateral ground with
drawals and accordingly transforming the logic of occupation. Sharon's sacking of 
Chief of Staff Moshe Ya'alon and his replacement with the pilot Yld former Air 
Force Commander Dan Halutz, several months before the ground evacuation of 
Gaza, testified to the perceived shift of military from the ground to the 

and of the Israeli government's acceptance of Halutz's mantra: 'technology 
instead of occupation'.4 Until the result of the 2006 war in Lebanon made him 
realize otherwise, Halutz was known to be the proponent of the belief 
that air-power could gradually replace many of the traditional functions of ground 
forces. In a lecture he delivered at the National Security College in 2001 
he explained that 'the capability of the Air Force today renders some traditional 
assumptions - that victory equals territory anachronistic'.5 

Indeed, throughout the years of the second Intifada, major efforts were 
directed at the development and of the tactics of airborne targeted 
assassinations. From a 'rare and emergency method' it has become 
the Air Force's most common form of attack. According to Ephraim Segoli, a 
helicopter pilot and former commander of the Air Force base at Palmahim, 
located halfway between Tel Aviv and Gaza, from which most helicopter assas
sination raids have been launched and currendy the location of the largest fleets 
of remote-controlled killer drones, airborne 'liquidations are the central component 
of IDF operations and the very essence of the "war" it is waging'. Segoli, speaking 
in May 2006, claimed, furthermore, that 'the intention to "perfect'' these operations 
meant that Israel's security industries have . . .  started concentrating [much of 
their effort] on the development of systems that primarily serve this operational 
logic'.6 

Most states at one time or another have engaged in assassinatibns of .their 
enemies' military and political leadership. Israel is no exception and has used 
assassinations in its conflict with Palestinian and Lebanese resistance for many 
years.7 However, since the of the Al-Aqsa Intifada in September 2000 
and increasingly since the evacuation of Gaza, targeted assassinations have become 
the most significant and form of Israeli military attack. From the 
ning of the Intifada to the end of 2006, 339 Palestinians were killed in tar��ete:d 
assassinations. Only 210 of those were the intended targets, the rest were Pales
tinians whose daily lives brought them to the wrong place at the wrong 45 
of them were children.8 The assassinated also included most of the political 
leaders of Hamas. 
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The policy of targeted assassinations, as this chapter seeks to show, cannot 
be understood according to the logic of terrorist prevention alone; rather, it has 
become a political tool in Israel's to maintain control in the Palestinian 
areas from which it has territorially and so has a ter:titorial dimension. 

'Technology instead of O c cupation' 

Perennial over-optimism regarding air power has led successive generations of 
airmen - from the early theorist of aerial bombing, Italian Giulio Douhet, at the 
beginning of the twentieth century; to the present- to believe that unprece
dented technological developments would allow wars to be won from the air, 
bombing to intimidate politicians into submission, and native populations to be 
managed by air power. The fantasy of a cheap aerial occupation, or 'aerially enforced 
colonization', is thus as old as air forces themselves. In the 1 920s, Wmston Churchill, 
as Minister of Wat and Air, was fascinated with what he perceived to be the 
economically efficient, quick, mechanical and impersonal alternatives that air 
power could provide to the otherwise onerous and expensive tasks of colonial 
control. Emboldened by a murderous aerial attack on a tribal leader in Somaliland 
in 1920 that had put down a rebellion, he suggested that aircraft be further adapted 
to the tasks of policing the In 1922 Churchill persuaded the British govern
ment to invest in the Air Force and offered the Royal Air Force £6 million to take 
over control of the lv1esopotamia (Irag) operation from the army, which had cost 
£18 million thus far.9 The called 'control \Vithout occupation', saw the Royal 
Air Force successfully large and expensive army contingents. Sir 

Cox, the high commissioner in Baghdad; reported that by the end of 1922 'on [at 

least] three occasions, demonstrations by aircraft [have been sufficient to 

tribal feuds to an end. On another occasion, planes . . .  dropped bombs on a sheik 

and his followers who refused to pay taxes, held up travellers and attacked a police 

station.'10 Arthur 'Bomber' Harris (so-called for his infamous bombing campaigns 

on German districts when commander of the RAF's bomber 
reported after a mission in Iraq in 1924: The Arab and 

Kurd now know what real bombing means, in casualties and know 
that within 45 minutes a full-sized village can be practically wiped out and a third 
of its inhabitants killed or injured.'11 The methods pioneered in Somaliland were 
also applied by the RAF against revolutionaries in Egypt, Darfur, Palestine 
(mainly 1 936-9 Arab Revolt)12 and in Afghanistan in Jalalabad and Kabul. 
ArltiClpacung the logic of targeted assassinations, Harris later boasted that the latter 
war was won by a single strike on the king's palace.13 

Similar belief in 'aerially enforced occupation' allowed the Israeli Air Force 
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to believe it could replace the network of lookout posts woven through the 
topography by translating categories of 'depth', 'stronghold', 'highpoint', 'closure' 
and 'panoramas' into 'air-defence in depth', 'clear skies', 'aerial reconnaissance', 
'aerially enforced closure' and 'panoramic radar'. With a 'vacuum cleaner' approach 
to intelligence gathering, sensors aboard unmanned drones, aerial reconnaissance 
jets, attack helicopters, unmanned balloons, early warning Hawkeye planes and 
military satellites capture most signals emanating from Palespnian airspace. Since 
the beginning of the second Intifada, the Air Force has put in hundreds of 
thousands of flight hours, harvesting streams of information through its network 
of airborne reconnaissance platforms, which were later placed at the disposal of 

different intelligence agencies and command-and-control rooms. 
Where previously the IDF had cordoned off an area with fences and earth 

works, and placed checkpoints on the approach roads, today the airborne occu
pation of Gaza enforces its closures by leafleting villages and refugee camps 
around the area to be shut off, declaring it to be off limits - and then targeting 
whoever tries to enter. In this very manner the evacuated settlements of the 
northern part of Gaza have remained 'off limits' ever since the 2005 evacuation. 
Following the evacuation, another procedure (code-named 'a kriock on the door') 
replaced military bulldozers with bomber jets for the purpose of house demolition. 
This new method involves an Air Force operator telephoning the occupants of 
the house to be demolished - as happened on 24 August 2006 at the A-Rahman 
family home in Jebalia refugee camp: 

On Thursday 24 AD-ooust 2006, at 23:30, someone telephoned the house of Abed 

A-Rahman in Jebalia claiming to be from the IDF. The phone had been disconnected 

because the bill had not been paid to the Palestinian phone company, but was 

activated for the sake of this conversation. The wife of Abed A-Rahman, Urn

Salem, answered the phone . . .  [on the other side of the line a voice] said 'evacuate 

the house immediately and notify the neighbours'. She asked 'Who is talking?' and 

was answered: 'The IDF'. She asked again but her interlocutor ha� hung up. Urn
Salem tried to use the phone but it was disconnected again . . . the entire family 

left the house without having the possibility to take anything with them. At 24:00 

the house was bombed by military helicopters and was completely destroyed.14 

Operational planning 

The operational aspects of airborne targeted assassinations rely on military devel
opments that originated in Israel's war in Lebanon during the 1 980s and 1990s. 
In February 1 992 Hizbollah Secretary-General Sheikh Abbas Mussawi was the 
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first to be killed in an airborne assassination when a group of Israeli helicopters 

flying inland from the Mediterranean Sea, attacked his convoy, killing him and 
his family. The first airborne targeted assassination in Palestinian areas took place 
on 9 November 2000 when an Israeli Apache helicopter pilot launched a US

made 'Hellfire' anti-tank missile at the car of a senior member of the Tanzim 
al-Fatah organization, Hussein Muhammad Abayit, in Beit-Sahur near Bethlehem, 
killing him and two women, Rahmeh Shahin and 'Aziza Muhammed Danun, who 

happened to be walking by the car when it exploded in the middle of their street. 
The IDF's spokesperson announced that the killing was part of 'a new state 
policy'.15 In recent years it is Gaza, however, that has become the world's largest 
laboratory for airborne assassinations. The US administration made feeble 
protestations about the Israeli assassinations, diplomatically demanding that Israel 
merely 'considers the results of its actions', and suggesting that different branches 
of the US security forces, themselves engaged in unacknowledged assassinations 
using unmanned drones in the Middle East, 'examine Israeli Air Force perform
ances and results in order to draw lessons for its own wars'.16 

Ephraim Segoli explained that targeted assassinations were 'a success story 
based upon a high degree of cooperation between the General Security Service 
(GSS or Shin Bet) and the Air Force'Y Above all, the mechanistic operation of 
targeted assassinations was fed by the information and organizational powers that 
the GSS developed under A vi Dichter, who gained considerable public popularity 
and earned the respect of Sharon as a result of their 'success'. The efficiency 
of the operations relied on close networking between the intelligence provided 
by the GSS, fast-tracked political decisions and the strike capacity of the Air 
Force. The GSS drafts the death-lists and prioritizes targets (once included, rarely 
has a named target been removed from the list), provides files on each person 
to be liquidated (including details of their involvement in resistance and their 
preceived danger to Israel); a special ministerial committee gives its approval (the 
typical length of deliberation is fifteen minutes, and there are generally no 

objections); and the Air Force does the killing. 
Each targeted assassination is a large-scale operation that integrates hundreds 

of specialists from different military branches and security apparatuses. Beyond 
its reliance on background intelligence, targeted assassination depends on sharing 
real-time information between various agents, commanders, operators and 
different military planes, and their ability to act upon it. After a Palestinian is put 
on the death list he is followed, sometimes for weeks, by a 'swarm' of various 
unmanned aircraft. Often, different swarms would follow different people 
simultaneously in different areas of the Gaza Strip. In this way, the security 
services establish the targeted person's daily routines and habits, and maintain 
continuous visual contact with him until his killing.18 As well as being cheaper 
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to operate, unmanned drones have the advantage over manned planes or 

helicopters in that they can remain in the air around the clock, some for as long 

as thirty hours, and because their formations circulate in relatively small areas 

while providing a multiplicity of angles of vision. Moreover, drones are quiet 

and barely visible to the human eye. This is the reason why, from 2004, the Air 
Force started to shoot its missiles from drones rather than from its more visible 

attack helicopters or jets. A swarm of various types of dron§s, each circulating at 
a different altitude, up to 30,000 feet, is navigated by a GPS system and woven by 

radio communication into a single synergetic reconnaissance and killing instrument 

that conducts the entire assassination operation. Some drones are designed to 

view the terrain vertically downwards in order to establish the digital coordinates 

of a targeted person, while others look diagonally, in order to distinguish facial 

features or identify a vehicle's licence plates. Some drones are designed to intercept 

radio signals and mobile phones, others can carry and shoot missiles. With the 

development and proliferation of drone technology, there remains, as Shimon 

Naveh put it, 'very few Israeli soldiers in the airspace over Gaza . . .  the air is 

mainly filled with Golems . . .  an army without soldiers'. Although until 2004, 
military jets and helicopters carried out the assassinations, they are now largely 

used to divert attention from the real area of operations by flying over other 

parts of the Gaza Strip when the assassinations take place.19 During the second 

Intifada, Israel's Armament Development Authority - Rafael - developed the 

'Spike' missile to replace the US-made 'Hellfire' laser-guided, anti-tank missile 

for the purpose of targeted assassinations. The Spike is itself a small joystick

navigated 'kamikaze' drone with an 'optical eye'.20 

Targeted assassinations often rely on cooperation from the ground. The clan

destine Unit 504, jointly operated by military intelligence and the GSS, is respon

sible for the recruitment and direction of foreign agents, and for forcing 

Palestinians to collaborate. From one of its bases south of Haifa - where it also 

maintains Facility 1391,  a Guantanarno Bay-style secret prison for 'administrative 

detainees' - Unit 504 trains groups of Palestinian command'6-s to mark targets, 

plant and detonate bombs, or 'shake the tree for the Air Force'.21 In previous 

years, members of this Palestinian military unit of the IDF would splash ultraviolet 

paint on the roof of a car to identify the target for a pilot to destroy. 

The planning of a targeted assassination follows the traditional principles of 

Air Force operational planning. The unit of 'operational analysis', part of the 

Israeli Air Force's 'operational group', is responsible for optimizing bombing 

missions. At the simplest level, this involves matching munitions with targets, 

and calculating what size and type of bomb is needed to destroy a particular 

target. In this role it has twice been criticized for incompetence: first for an oper

ation on 23 July 2002 when it proposed a one-ton bomb to destroy a residential 
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building in Gaza where the leader of Barnas' military wing Salah Shehadeh was 

spending the night, causing the building t0 collapse, killing Shehadeh and an addi

tional fourteen Palestinian civilians, more than half of them children.22 The 

second, two years later, was for allocating a quarter-ton bomb for the attack on 

a meeting of Hamas leaders. The bomb failed to collapse the building, allowing 

the leaders to escape unharmed from the ground floor. 

The unit's function extends beyond physical destruction. It attempts to predict 

and map out the effect that destruction of a particular target might have on the 

enemy's overall system of operation. Following the principles of 'system analysis',23 

the enemy is understood as an operational network of interacting elements. Unlike 

state militaries, much of whose power is based on physical infrastructure and 

equipment, the effectiveness of the Palestinian resistance is grounded in its people: 

political and spiritual leaders, spokespersons, financiers, commanders, experienced 

:fighters, bomb-makers, suicide volunteers and recruiters. The killing of a key individual, 

much like the destruction of a command-and-control centre or a strategic bridge in 

'conventional wars' is intended to trigger a sequence of 'failures' that will disrupt the 

enemy's system, making it more vulnerable to further Israeli military action.24 'Killing', 

according to Shimon Naveh, 'injects energy into the enemy system, disrupting its 

institutional hierarchies . . .  "operational shock'' is best achieved when the rhythm 

of these operations is rapid and the enemy system is not given time to recover 

between attacks'. Although 'there can be no precise prediction of the outcome of 

these killings', the effect, according to Naveh, is a degree of institutional and political 

chaos that allows Israeli security forces to sit back and see 'how the cards fall'.25 

When the opportunity for an assassination arises, or when an emergency 

situation develops, information about the targeted person's location, direction 

and speed is transferred as radio and image data between the drones and the 

control room where members of the GSS, the General Staff and Air Force 

oversee the operation on multiple screens. After the GSS identifies the target, 

and the chief of the Air Force authorizes the operation, two missiles are simul

taneously fired from two different drones. The missiles aim most often at a 

vehicle, but increasingly, and since Palestinians now often take the precaution to 

walk, at pedestrians. Each assassination thus juxtaposes different spaces and 

domains: a control room in central Tel Aviv in which young soldiers pilot drones 

and missiles remotely, as in a live computer game, into the narrow dusty alleys 

of Gaza's refugee camps where young Palestinians end their lives. The code for 

'hit' is Alfa and for 'kill' is 'Champagne'. Cheap Israeli versions of the latter are 

traditionally served by the GSS after a successful operation. 
One of hundreds of counter-points to these digitized visions of 'precision' 

killing was provided by 'Aref Daraghmeh, a witness to an August 2002 targeted 

assassination in the village of Tubas in the West Bank: 
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Presentation slide, OTRI, 2004 

The helicopter . . .  fired a third missile towards a silver :Mitsubishi, which had four 

people in it. The missile hit the trunk and the car spun around its axis. I saw a 

man escaping the car and running away. He ran about 25 meters and then fell on 

the ground and died. The three other passengers remained inside. I saw an arm 

and an upper part of a sk:ull flying out of the car. The car went up in flames and 

I could see three bodies burning inside it. Three minutes later, after the Israeli heli

copters left, I went out to the street and began to shout. I saw people lying on the 

ground. Among them was six-year-old Bahira . . .  She was dead . \, I also saw 

Bahira's cousin, Osama . . .  I saw Osama's mother running towards Bahira, picking 

her up and heading towards the a-Shifa clinic, which is about 500 meters away. I 

went to the clinic and saw her screaming after seeing the body of her son, Osama.26 

Legalizing killing 

The IDF employs the sanitizing term 'focused obstruction' or 'focused pre
emption' to describe these assassinations. Such rhetoric is repeated by most of 
the popular Israeli media, which conceals as far as possible the real impact of 
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the killings, mostly avoiding to mention the names of Palestinian civilians killed 
in Israeli attacks and the display of the cotpses, blood and body parts - the 
very images on which it lingers when covering the aftermath of a Palestinian 
terror attack. Indeed, the Israeli media's use of selective imagery allows it to 
project assassination not only as necessary, but also as ethical, rhetorically legal
izing it by what Neve Gordon called 'the discursive production of a pseudo
judicial process'.27 Clips from the 'kamikaze' camera on 'smart missiles' and from 
other airborne sensors are later broadcast in the popular media to support IDF 
refutations of Palestinian accusations about indiscriminate killing, and to 
focus political and public resolve for the further application of this tactic. The 
images and videos from these munitions are as much a media product as they 
are 'operation footage'. It would be unsurprising if their ability to produce 
'broadcast-able' images were not actually specified in the briefs of their 
technological development. 28 

Another factor helping maintain a high level of popular support was the 
daily terror alerts which Dichter's GSS routinely released. Their average during 
the height of the Intifada, from 2001 to 2003, was between forty and fifty a 
day, and Israeli public support for targeted assassination stood at about 80 
per cent.29 

Targeted assassinations were presented to the public by the GSS according to 
a vindictive logic that insisted that the victims had 'blood on their hands'. However, 
press releases describing a victim as the 'most wanted' or the most senior individual 
in a particular Palestinian organization were issued so frequently that even the 
bellicose Israeli public started to question their accuracy. 

Revenge is clearly not a legitimate argument for state killing. When challenged 
in the Israeli High Court of Justice over the killings, government representatives 
justified assassination with a preventive logic that described the targeted individual 
as an imminent danger, a 'ticking bomb' about to explode in an impending terror 
attack, often even in a 'mega terrorist attack'.30 The legal framework for targeted 
assassinations has developed in response to the pace of events. Immediately after 
the start of the second Intifada, the head of the IDF's legal branch, Colonel 
Daniel Reisner, stated that due to the heightened level and frequency of 
Palestinian violence, Israel could start defining its military operations in the 
Occupied Territories as an 'armed conflict short of war', which placed the Intifada 
in the context of international law rather than criminal law.31 Such a definition 
implied that, for the purpose of their killing (but not their internment), 
members of militant Palestinian, organizations could be seen as combatants and 
thus attacked at will, not just when in the process of a hostile action or while 
resisting arrest.32 Given that distinctions in international law between 'inside' and 
'outside' regulate the logic of security operations ('internal' operations are perceived 
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as policing or security work; external ones as military) and that the definition of 
'inside' depends upon whether a state has 'effective control' over the territory in 
question/3 the unilateral evacuation of the Gaza Strip strengthened Israel's convic
tion that targeted assassinations were legal and has therefore made their use more 
frequent. Politically, Israel expected that once it had evacuated settlements and 
retreated to the international border around Gaza, the international community 
would be more tolerant of these forms of military actio11,34 

The politics of killings 

Many of the people involved in the development and promotion of assassination 
methods, and in the extension of this tactic from an exceptional emergency 
measure into state policy, were former members of Sayer! Matkal, a military elite 
commando and assassination unit whose ex-members form Israel's military and 
political 'elite'. They include former Prime Minister Ehud Barak and former 
Prime Minister Benjamin N etanyahu, former Defence Minister and current Deputy 
Prime Minister Shaul Mofaz, former Chief of Staff Moshe Ya'alon and GSS 
chief Avi Dichter, now Minster of Internal Security. As prime minister, Ehud 
Barak renewed orders for targeted assassination of Palestinian activists a month 
after the outbreak of the second Intifada. However, the policy was to gain greater 
momentum during the premiership of Barak's successor, Ariel Sharon, himself 
former commander of Sayer! Matkal's precursor, Unit 101 .35 After he assumed 
office, Sharon allowed this tactical operation to become the centre of Israel's 
security services response to Palestinian terror, but found ways to let it be used 
also as an alternative to negotiations with the Palestinians, and even as a method 
of derailing diplomatic initiatives. For targeted assassinations to assume this 
pre-eminence, they had to rely not only on the maturing of operational and 
technological developments, but also on legal and popular support. When all 
these components were put in place, less than a year after tn,� beginning of the 
Intifada, targeted assassinations assumed an appetite and a life of their own, spin
ning beyond the ability of the military, the government, parliament, media or 
judiciary to restrain them. 

Given the high level of Israeli public support for this tactic, no government 
minister could afford to let slip any opposition to the policy or the timing df a 
particular assassination, as recommended by the GSS, lest it be leaked by the 
media. The obsession with assassination gripped the entire Israeli security system 
and political leadership, so much so that in a 2002 meeting called to discuss the 
assassination of several Palestinian leaders, a military officer suggested conducting 
one killing every day as a matter of policy. The Mi.cister of Defence thought it 
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was 'indeed an idea' and Sharon seemed excited, but the GSS recommended the 
idea be dropped on the grounds that it wa, the GSS, not the military, who should 
decide where and when Palestinians were to be killed (at that point, in any case, 
killings were already being carried out at an average rate of one every five days) .36 
The Israeli government, confident of its ability to hit anybody anywhere at any 
time, started publishing in advance the names of those to be killed.37 

Israel's operational planning always saw the potential of targeted assassinations 
as more than a tactical response to imminent dangers, and rather as a component 
of a larger political project.38 :Military operational planning has continuously tried 
(and always in vain) to model the possible impact that assassinations may have 
on political developments. 39 From the very start of the Intifada, Palestinian political 
leaders were themselves assassination targets. At the end of August 2003, govern
ment authorization was given to kill the entire political leadership of Barnas in 
Gaza without further notice. The method was referred to as the 'hunting season' 
- the first leader to reveal himself would be the first to be killed. The first one 
to be killed was Ismail Abu Shanab, a relatively moderate political leader of 
Barnas, who was targeted on 21 August 2003. On 22 March 2004, Israel assas
sinated the spiritual leader of Barnas, Sheikh Yassin. A month later, on 17 April 
2004, Yassin's successor, Abd al-Aziz Rantissi, was killed. Dichter and the Israeli 
government explained that the reason for these assassinations was to strengthen 
the position of Abbas and the moderates in the 'Palestinian street'. At the beginning 
of 2006, when the 'moderates' were ousted by the newly elected Barnas govern
ment, Defence Minister Shaul Mofaz repeated the warning, promising that 'no 
one will be immune', including the Palestinian Prime Minister Ismail Haniyeh.40 

The government still believed that targeted assassinations provided it with 
'military solutions to situations that were thought of as militarily unsolvable'.41 
It was, however, security operatives who filled the political vacuum of the Intifada, 
dictating political developments. The way these operatives sought to generate a 
political effect was in fact no different to the way Palestinian militant groups 
timed their terror attacks to maximize political impact. Every time a political 
initiative, local or international, seemed to be emerging, threatening to return the 
parties to the negotiation table, an assassination followed and derailed it. The list 
demonstrating this is long, so only a few examples are given here: on 31 July 
2001, the Israeli Air Force bombed an apartment building in Nablus, in which 
a Barnas office was located, killing two Barnas leaders, Jamal Mansour and Jamal 
Salim, and two boys, bringing an end to the nearly two-month-long Barnas cease
fire. The January 2002 killing of Ra'ad Karmi, a leader in Fatah's own militant 
group - Tanzjm - in preparation for which the GSS had already invested millions, 
could not have been stopped or postponed by anyone within the political system, 
although the killing was certain to bring about the collapse of a cease-fire that 
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demonstrating this is long, so only a few examples are given here: on 31 July 
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started in December 2001and would certainly bury an American diplomatic initia
tive. The assassination achieved this aim, to the spate of Palestinian suicide 
attacks of and March 2002. On 23 July 2002, the day before the Tanzim 
was to announce a unilateral cease-fire, Salah Shehadeh was fore
closing this development. A year later, at the beginning of the summer of 2003, 
another type of cease-fire, the Hudna, was declared and another American diplo-
matic initiative was launched. On 1 0  2003, whlle this:::initiative was in the 
process of being formulated, the attempted to assassinate Rantissi with 
missile fire. A few weeks later, Israeli security forces targeted militant 
Mahmoud Shawer in Qalqilya, the initiative completely. On 1 December 
2003, the same day that the Geneva Initiative was launched, the IDF conducted 
a massive operation attempting to kill Sheikh Ibrahim Hamed, head of Hamas 
in Ramallah. In June 2006, just as Mahmoud Abbas was about to declare a 
referendum vote on a progressive political initiative of the document', 
Israel Jamal Abu Samhadana, the commander of the Popular Resistance 
Committees in Gaza and the idea for the referendum was shelved. 

'Radical' Palestinian leaders could thus be assassinated to open the way for a 
more 'pragmatic' form of politics. 'Pragmatic' leaders could be assassinated to open 
the way for direct confrontation or to stave off a diplomatic initiative. Other 
assassinations could be undertaken in order to 'restore order', others still to 'create 
chaos'; some assassinations would be undertaken simply because they could be 
undertaken, because too much money was already invested in the manhunt, because 
security forces enjoyed the wanted to impress foreign observers, test new 
technological developments or keep themselves in practice. It is the same people, 
members of the same organizations, who train for these operations, the same agents 
and officers who need 'successful' kills in their resume to promotions, who are 
also those in charge of assessing their effects, and, based on their own assessments, 
continue demanding that the government authorize more attacks. In fact, the 
assassinations have been supervised by no one but the executioners. 

A considerable part of Israel's security logic of assassinati�s is grounded in 
the bias of Israel's intelligence agencies towards personality analysis. The Israeli 
sociologist Gil Eyal demonstrated that, following a long orientalist tradition, the 
Israeli intelligence services have tended to seek motives for political developments, 
as well as for terror not in response to a history of repression or in 
pursuit of rational political goals, but in the personal irrationalities, idiosyncrasies 
and inconsistencies of Arab leaders.42 When political and economical 
analysis generally provided the background context for the work of psycho
logical profiling.43 The natural consequence of this logic was the belief that in 
killing, Israel's services remove not only a leader but also the cause of 
a political or problem. 

248 H OLLOW LAND 

Although so much effort has been put into modelling enemy behaviour, and the 

security services remain confident of their methods, years of targeted assassinations 

have not managed to limit violence, nor have reduced Palestinian motivation 

for resistance, or strengthened the hand of President Mahmoud Abbas or 'reinforced 

the moderates in the Palestinian street". Indeed, these killings have never m�trulJ:;ed 

to 'sear the Palestinian consciousness' regarding the futility of resistance. On the 

contrary, assassinations have fed the conflict by creating further motivation for violent 

retaliations, and dramatically increased Palestinian popular support for acts of 

The power of targeted assassination to affect politics has been most strongly 

felt, however, within the Israeli political system itsel£ In the half year from the 

beginning of 2004, when the political debates regarding the evacuation of Gaza 

settlements to 6 June 2004, when the 'disengagement plan' came to a vote 

and was authorized by the Israeli government, targeted assassinations were accel

erated, to the death of 33 Palestinians.45 In anticipation of the evacuation 

operation itself, scheduled for August 2005, the level of assassinations increased 

again, with July 2005 being the bloodiest month of the year.46 Thls bloodshed 

helped Sharon himself as 'tough on terror' whlle pursuing a policy that 

was understood in Israel as 'left leaning'. In this manner, targeted assassination 

paradoxically increased the support for 'territorial compromise'. 

The 'humanitarian war' 

In the months following the evacuation (and before the abduction of the Israeli 

tatge1ted assassinations remained almost the sole form of attack that the 

now deployed around Gaza's fences and in the airspace over it, could 

undertake. Palestinian home-made Qassam rockets were fired into Israeli development 

towns. The rate of assassinations further increased, with 52 Palestinians killed during 

such attacks in the period to April 2006:1-7 
In March 2006, the Israeli Air Force was criticized for a particularly horrific 

attack in whlch unmanned drones fired missiles at an ice-cream van in order to 
kill two Islamic Jihad militants who had taken refuge in it. In the event, a man 

and two chlldren - brothers Ra'ad and Mahmoud Al-Batash were killed along 
with the militants. In response to widespread condemnation of the attack, the 
chief of Israel's Air Force, Eliezer Shakedy, called a press conference in whlch 
he claimed that the Air Force makes 'super-human efforts in order to reduce the 
number of innocent civilian casualties in aerial sttikes'.48 To prove hls claims he 
projected charts that numerically 'demonstrated' how the Air Force had reduced 
the ratio between the victims of aerial raids it defined as 'combatants', and those 
victims it was willing to concede were 'non-combatants' or 'uninvolved civilians'. 
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Data collected by the Israeli human rights organization B'Tselem shows that the 
military figures were skewed - largely because the military included within the 
definition of 'combatants' all men of combat age who happened to be in the 
vicinity of the assassination.49 

Since the end of 2003, in response to ongoing international and local protests 
over the killing of many bystanders in targeted assassinations, and significantly 
since the refusal of several Israeli Air Force pilots to fly�on these missions, 5° the 
military has begun to employ operatives whose task is to minimize 'collateral 
deaths'. Using cameras on auxiliary drones, they observe the surrounding context 
of an impending attack in order to judge the 'safest' moment to launch missiles. 
These specialists have effectively become the 'trigger' of the operation, deciding 
the level of danger to which Palestinian bystanders can be acceptably subjected. 
As one of these operators explained to me, they see their work not as facilitating 
assassinations but as saving lives; minimizing the slaughter that would undoubtedly 
occur were they not there to maintain vigilance. 51 Following this trend, in the 
summer of 2006, a new type of explosive began to be used in missiles deployed 
in targeted assassinations. That new munitions were being used became apparent 
when doctors in Gaza hospitals started receiving Palestinian victims with horrifying 
burn wounds, loss of limbs and internal burns never seen before. A former 
Israeli Air Force officer and head of the IDF's weapons-development programme 
Yitzhak Ben-Israel, explained that these are new munitions - referred to as 
'focused lethality munitions' or 'munitions of low collateral damao-e' - which are b 
designed to produce a blast more lethal, but also of smaller radius than traditional 
explosives. 'This technology allows [the military] to strike very small targets . . .  
without causing damage to bystanders or other persons . . .  '52 

At the end of November 2006, again in response to local and international 
protests regarding the killing of civilians, the government wanted to demonstrate 
it was acting to further regulate targeted assassinations. It established a 'legal 
committee' to rule on the assassination of individuals, with the assassination of 
senior political leaders subjected to the opinion of the Att�rney General. A few 
weeks later, on 14 December 2006, in response to petitions by the Public 
Committee Against Torture in Israel, and the Palestinian Society for the Protection 
of Human Rights and the Environment (known by its Arabic acronym, LAW), 
the Israeli High Court of Justice issued a ruling in which other regulatory directives 
were outlined: assassinations could take place only if there is 'well-founded, strong 
and persuasive information as to the identity [of the person to be assassinated] 
and his activity'; if they could help curtail terror attacks; if other more moderate 
use of force, such as an arrest, cannot take place without gravely endangering 
the lives of soldiers; and if it will not lead to a 'disproportionate harm to innocent 
civilians'.53 
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Whether or not these measures will reduce the deaths of bystanders in targeted 

assassinations, a critical perspective must contend with the claims that these, and 

military developments in the technology, techniques and proficiency of targeted 

assassination will eventually bring about fewer unintended deaths, without having 

this possible outcome exonerate the act. L;cking another mode of critique to 

justify or oppose military actions, one would have to accept the Israeli terms of 

a necro-economy in which a 'lesser evil' or 'lesser evils', represented in a lower 

body count, should be measured against an imaginary or real 'greater evil', 

represented by more suffering and death on both sides.54 
The theoretical terms of this argument were articulated by the human rights 

scholar and now a leader of the Liberal Party of Canada, :Michael Ignatieff. 

Ignatieff claimed that in a 'war on terror', democratic societies may need to 
b 

breach some basic human rights and allow their security services to engage in 
other covert and unsavoury state actions - in his eyes, a 'lesser evil' - in order 
to fend off or minimize potential 'greater evils', such as terror attacks. 55 Ignatieff 
is even willing to consider Israeli targeted assassinations under conditions similar 
to those articulated by the Israeli HCJ as 'qualifying within the effective moral
political framework of the lesser evil'.56 

In the terms of this necro-economy, targeted assassinations are to be understood 
as the 'lesser evil' alternatives to possible greater evils that could occur to both 
Israelis and Palestinians. Israel, which undertakes these operations, would like 
Palestinians to understand that because it uses targeted assassinations it restrains 
its more brutal measures that would affect the entire population, killing only, or 
mostly, those who are 'guilty'. According to former Chief of Staff Ya'alon, 'focused 
obstructions are important because they [communicated to the Palestinians that 
we] make a distinction between the general public and the instigator of terror'.57 
From the perspective of Israelis, by allowing their state to undertake extra-juridical 
executions, they are simply acting to save their lives. 

However, as Israeli philosopher Adi Ophir suggested, this concept of the 
'lesser evil' raises a problem of a different nature: a less brutal measure is a 
measure that may easily be naturalized, accepted and tolerated. When normalized, 
this measure . could be more frequently applied. Because it helps normalize the 
low-intensity conflicts, the overall duration of this conflict could be extended 
and, fmally, more 'lesser evils' could be committed.58 

The quest to make war more 'humane' -which has been written into different 
conventions and laws of war since the nineteenth century - may under certain 
conditions similarly result in making it more imaginable, more frequent. By regu
lating violence, the laws of war and the other moral rules that societies voluntarily 
impose upon themselves, society may end up legitimizing war, and even prolonging 
it. An example of this paradox can be found in the IDF's use of rubber-coated 
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steel munitions. Soldiers believe that 'rubber bullets' are non-lethal munitions and 

that their use demonstrates restraint in non-life-threatening situations. But this 
perception leads to their more frequent and indiscriminate use, causing the death 

and permanent injury of many Palestinian demonstrators, mainly children;S9 

The military belief that it can perform 'controlled', 'elegant', 'pinhead accurate', 

'discriminate' killing may thus bring about more destruction and death than 'tradi

tional' strategies because these methods, combined with �the manipulative and 

euphoric rhetoric used to promulgate them, induce decision-makers to authorize 

their frequent and extended use. The illusion of precision, here part of a rhetoric 

of restraint, gives the military-political apparatus the necessary justification to 

use explosives in civilian environments where they could not be used without 

injuring or killing civilians. The lower the threshold of violence a certain means 

is believed to possess, the more frequent its application might become. 

The promoters of the instruments, techniques and rhetoric supporting such 

'lesser evils' believe that by developing and perfecting them they actually exercise 

a restraining impact on the government and on the rest of the security forces, 

which would otherwise succeed in pushing for the further radicalization of 

violence. They believe that targeted assassinations are the more moderate alter

native to the devastating capacity for destruction that the military actually 

possesses and which it would unleash in the form of a full-scale invasion or 

the renewal of territorial occupation, should the enemy exceed an 'acceptable' 

level of violence or breach some unspoken agreement in the violent discourse 

of attacks and retaliations. Confirming this logic, Air Force chief Shakedy, when 

arguing for targeted assassinations, explained, only a few weeks before the June 

2006 invasion of Gaza, that 'the only alternative to aerial attacks is a ground 

operation and the reoccupation of Gaza . . .  [targeted assassinations] is the 

most precise tool we have'.60 

The reoccupation of Gaza starting in June 2006 and the Lebanon war of 

July-August 2006 both demonstrated that more destructive alternatives are always 

possible, especially when the 'unwritten rules' of the low-u'itensity - conflict are 

perceived to have been broken. Since the kidnapping of an Israeli soldier in Gaza 

on 25 June 2006, over 500 Palestinians have been killed, including 88 minors, 

and more than 2, 700 injured;61 furthermore, infrastructure valued at $46 million, 

including a power plant, 270 private houses and residences, was destroyed. The 

killing of civilians, the displacement of co=unities, the intentional destruction 

of property and infrastructure - including airports, power stations and bridges 

- in both Gaza and Lebanon should be understood as eruptions of violence that 

sustain the threat of even greater force. 

:Military threats function only if gaps are maintained between the possible destruc

tion an army can inflict in the application of its full destructive capacity, and the 
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actual destruction it does inflict. 62 Restraint is what allows for the possibility of 

further escalation. A degree of restraint i5'-thus part of the logic of almost every 

conventional military operation: however bad a military attack appears to be, 

they can always get worse. 

Naturally, I am not suggesting that 'greater evils' should be preferred to lesser 

ones, or that war should be more brutal, rather that we should question the very 

terms of the economy of evils. These terms are not only part of the nature of 

military planning, but are integral to political 'militarism' - a culture which sees 

violence as permanent as a rule of history and thus military contingencies as the 

principal alternative available to politicians. Israeli militarism has accordingly 

always sought military solutions to political problems.63 Locked within the limits 

defined by the degrees of violence, it continuously forecloses the exploration of 

other avenues for negotiations and participation in a genuine political process. 

At the beginning of 2006, Chief of Staff Dan Halutz expressed this world view 

when he stated that 'the Intifada is part of an un-resolvable . . . permanent 

conflict between Jews and Palestinians that started in 1929'. The military, according 

to Halutz, must therefore gear itself to operate within an environment saturated 

with conflict and a future of permanent violence. With this he echoed an often

recurring claim within the Israeli security discourse: in June 1977 Moshe Dayan, 

then foreign minister, declared that the presumption that Israel's conflict with 

the Palestinians could be 'solved' was fundamentally flawed. 'The question was 

not, ''What is the solution?" but "How do we live without a solution?"' In the 

absence of both options - a political solution or the possibility of a decisive 

military outcome - the Israeli military would merely be 'managing the conflict'. 

At the beginning of 2006, Halutz still thought that the precision method of the 

Israeli Air Force would help keep the conflict 'on a flame low enough for Israeli 

society to be able to live and to prosper within it'.64 This prediction of an ongoing 

conflict will, in all likelihood, go on fulfiling itsel£ 

Hollow land 

The territorial logic of Israel's occupation of Palestine is increasingly manifested 

by a creeping progression along a vertical axis, in opposing directions. The more 

efficient the destructive capacity of the Israeli Air Force has become, the deeper 

the resistance has had to retreat below ground. This reality sustains the last 

symmetry of the asymmetri�al conflict: absolute control of air space and outer 

space (as the US military has already painfully learned in Vietnam, and the 

Soviets in Afghanistan) is mirrored by the enemy's mastering of subterranean 

warfare.65 
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actual destruction it does inflict. 62 Restraint is what allows for the possibility of 
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Hollow land 

The territorial logic of Israel's occupation of Palestine is increasingly manifested 

by a creeping progression along a vertical axis, in opposing directions. The more 

efficient the destructive capacity of the Israeli Air Force has become, the deeper 

the resistance has had to retreat below ground. This reality sustains the last 

symmetry of the asymmetri�al conflict: absolute control of air space and outer 

space (as the US military has already painfully learned in Vietnam, and the 

Soviets in Afghanistan) is mirrored by the enemy's mastering of subterranean 

warfare.65 
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Although political sovereignty is traditionally expressed in the state's control 
of ground territory, at present the most effective and contested political sphere 
is the airspace over Palestinian territories. In the context of all political negotiations 
to Israel insisted that any territorial concessions it undertakes on the ground 
would be on the condition that it maintains control of the airspace above it.66 
Thus, in both the Oslo process and the Camp David negotiations, Israel demanded 
the right to the 'use of the airspace [over Palestine] and �ts] electromagnetic 
spectrum and their supervision'.67 Although Avraham Shay, former director of 
the Israel A·v:iation Administration and adviser on the July 2000 Camp David 
negotiations, would have liked Israel's 'occupation of Palestinian airspace' defined 
as a matter of security, practicality and flight safety, the demand for 'overriding 
control' amounted in fact to a vertical limitation on the sovereignty of a future 
Palestinian state.68 Even the liberal Geneva Initiative reserved the right of Israel's 
Air Force to conduct 'high-altitude military exercises' in the airspace over Palestine. 
Because it would be practically impossible to monitor what the activities are in 
which the Israeli Air Force might be engaged under the guise of training, Israel 
could locate airborne sensors and air power over Palestinian ground with 
impunity.69 

President Arafat's dependency on airspace in travelling among the fragmented 
patchwork of Palestinian territories was the prime motivation behind Prime 
Minister Ehud Barak's decision to close off Gaza international airport at Dahania, 
at the start of the second Intifada in 2000, thereby preventing flights from the 
West Bank to Gaza. In December 2001 Sharon went further down this route, 
completely shutting off Palestinian airspace by bombing the Palestinian runways, 
and destroying the entire Palestinian air fleet - i\rafat's presidential aircraft and 
his two helicopters.70 

In its last military action before it withdrew completely from the Egyptian Sinai 
Peninsula in 1 982, the IDF carved out a --wide security corridor, codenamed 
Philadelphi, 10 kilometres long and several tens of metres wide�rough the built 
fabric of the border of Rafah, separating the town into two parts: Palestinian 
and Egyptian. Since the creation of this barrier, the subsurface of the border 
zones has been hollowed out by hundreds of tunnels that bypass the Israeli forti
fications and connect the two estranged parts of what was once a single tO\vn. 
Tunnels that were initially dug by families who had members on both sides of 
the border have come to be used for a variety of purposes: as smuggling routes 
for cheap Egyptian cigarettes, household goods and even prostitutes; and as the 
main supply lines for weapons, explosives and armed recruits for the Palestinian 
resistance. The use of tunnels accelerated after the start of the second Intifada, 
when Israel completely sealed off the Gaza Strip from the outside world, and 
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Aerial routes over Israel and the West Bank, Israel Aviation Administration, 2002 

the demand for weapons rose. To avoid being spotted, the tunnel entrances and 

exits are generally located inside buildings on both sides of the border. Indeed, 

most tunnels have several access points and routes, starting in several homes or 

in chicken coops, joining together into a main route, and then branching off 

into several separate passages leading to buildings on the other side. In this 

way, if one entrance is spotted and shut down, or a tunnel collapses through 

poor construction or by Israeli earth-penetrating bombs, others can still be used, 

and new access tunnels can be dug and connected --with the main route. 

Most tunnels are constructed and operated by private contractors who employ 
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their own diggers and engineers; the contractor rents out the completed tunnels 

for private or military use, or sells the smuggled goods to military organizations 

and small businesses. Given the almost complete collapse of Gaza's economy, 

tunnelling has become extremely lucrative and is the main source of income in 

this border area for those involved.71 The process of tunnel construction is 

complex and risky. Typically, a contractor rents the use of several rooms in the 

homes of private families, whose inhabitants must live in�the house throughout 

the tunnel's construction so as not to arouse suspicion. Excess landfill is stored 

within rooms or packed into sacks and transported to remote locations. It is 

through the trail of excess sand that the IDF, using overhead drones to keep the 

area under constant surveillance, and through its collaborators on the ground, 

generally identifies houses that conceal tunnel entrances. However, paradoxically, 

the massive destruction inflicted upon the area and the huge quantities of rubble 

still lying around makes it easier to hide the excavated earth. 

Because GPS systems do not work underground, navigation is undertaken 

with compasses and tape measures, aided by hand-drawn maps or markings on 

downloaded satellite imagery. But since tunnels are not centrally regulated, colli

sions between tunnels often inadvertently occur, leading to conflicts that are 

resolved above ground. The pace of tunnelling - between 6 and 12 metres a day, 

which is relatively fast for a single hand-digger - is enhanced by the fact that 

Gaza's soil is primarily sandy earth. But the softness of the ground can be 

dangerous and the tunnels need to be reinforced and shored up. 

Air is pumped into the tunnel using vacuum cleaners and through ventilation 

shafts. The ventilation shafts, often constructed from flexible plastic hosing bored 

up from the tunnel and through the ploughed-up no-man's-land of the Philadelphi 

strip, are the most vulnerable part of a tunnel. When Israeli soldiers used to spot 

these shafts they threw in smoke grenades and liquid explosives. The route and 

depth of the tunnel must itself be carefully calculated to avoid the underground 

water table, Israeli touch-sensitive deep foundations of walls, and Israel's earth

penetrating radar (which requires tunnels to be at a depth o:l\at least 1 5  metres). 

Developments in Palestinian tunnelling techniques have also been deployed 

for other purposes. Israeli Air Force bombing of Gaza's cities forced weapon 

laboratories and ammunition depots into underground bunkers hollowed out 

beneath the cities and refugee camps. Tunnels have also been used to carry 

out subterranean attacks. In the first of these, on 26 September 2001, Palestinians 

detonated a 200-kilogram bomb inside a tunnel underneath the IDF border 

outpost of Termit on the Philadelphi corridor; it was almost completely 

destroyed. On at least three other separate occasions during the second Intifada 

Palestinians managed to burrow under military installations and blow them up 

with substantial quantities of explosive.72 In another attack near Rafah on 12 
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May 2004, an armoured vehicle disappeared into a crater when a charge was 

blown underneath it. 

The IDF has gradually grown to realize that its most vulnerable and porous 
borders are not those that it has tirelessly erected across the terrain, but rather 

the surface of the earth that separates it from the uncontrollable and wild subter

ranean spaces below it. The IDF has therefore geared itself up to fight this war 

in the depths of the ground. According to B'Tselem, in the context of its fight 

against tunnelling, the IDF has demolished about 1,800 homes since the beginning 

of the Al-Aqsa Intifada, in the Rafah area alone/3 mainly on the pretext that they 
might conceal underground tunnels. (It is in the context of this type of destruction 

in Rafah that International Solidarity Movement [ISM] activist Rachel Corrie was 

run over by an Israeli bulldozer on 16 March 2003, when attempting to protect 

a house from demolition.) In 2004, the IDF claimed to have uncovered more 

than a hundred tunnels in Rafah since the outbreak of the Intifada.74 

When uncovering a tunnel mouth, IDF engineering units or a contractor hired 

by the Egyptians on their side sometimes pour raw sewage down the tunnel, so 

that it continues to emit poisonous fumes for months afterward.75 Often concrete 

is used to seal the tunnel, poured through long hoses along its length. Because 

of the seemingly endless proliferation of the tunnel networks, such casting work 

can never be complete. If ever uncovered, years from now, and craned out, the 

frozen network of concreted tunnels, a solidification of complex subterranean 

movement, would appear like bouquets of giant corals. 

An Israeli Air Force officer, writing in the IDF journal Ma'arachot, suggested 

that the military establish a specialist subterranean unit. Presumably influenced 

by Palestinian tactics,. he proposed that the unit should use tunnels to access 

buildings from underground to kidnap wanted persons or release hostages, and 

to place explosives or listening devices under enemy positions. 76 This unit has 

not yet been formed, but the events of the summer of 2006 may yet influence 

the IDF top brass into giving it the go-ahead. 

The frontier wars of summer 2006 demonstrated how effective subterranean 

warfare could be. On 25 June, a 650-metre-long tunnel that had been dug under 

the fences surrounding Gaza, and which passed beneath the bombed Palestinian 

'International Airport' of Dahania (remarkably demonstrating how tunneling has 

replaced flying), allowed Palestinian guerrillas to emerge close to IDF positions 

and return to Gaza with a kidnapped Israeli soldier. With a few spades, buckets 

and some hundreds of working hours, Palestinian militants thus made the $3 

billion dollar phantasm of 'hermetic enclosure' seem remarkably pervious. 

On the other battlefront of summer 2006, Hizbollah's resilience in the face 

of Israeli air raids was similarly enhanced by its control of the subsurface. Since 
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the Israeli military withdrawal from Lebanon in 2000, a dispersed network of 

'underground villages' had been constructed with the help of Iranian advisers 

of the 'Al-Quds Force' of the Revolutionary Guard. These comprise hundreds 

of bunkers, some of which are 40 metres deep, and include living quarters, 

command centres, storage facilities and camouflaged rocket-launching positions. 

The Lebanon war, was waged between the two spheres of extraterritorial sover

eignty: an 'upper Lebanon' of Israeli-controlled airspac� and 'lower Lebanon', 

dug beneath villages, civilian neighbourhoods and open land. When Israeli jets 

finished raining down their bombs from near stratospheric altitudes, Hizbollah 

guerrillas climbed out of their bunkers to launch more rockets against Israeli 

cities and villages. 

In military terms, the subterranean diggers of Gaza and Lebanon may have 

indeed defeated the builders of walls and the masters of airspace, but the border 

separating the parties and the elements, the thin crust of the earth where civilians 

struggle to live, seems now more vulnerable than ever. 
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Postscript 

From the 'primitive' habitats in the exhibition 'Architecture without Architects'1 

to the glitzy casinos and social phenomenon of mass culture in Learningfrom Las 
Vegas ,2 architectural research from the mid-1 960s onwards was devoted to breaking 

the bonds of modernist traditions, and reinvigorating architectural design with 

symbolic, communicative and semiotic contents. These exhibitions inaugurated 

a lineage of architectural research that can still be seen in contemporary avant

garde practices. In an increasingly sophisticated manner, contemporary architec

tural research tends to look for inspiration in the phenomena of global urbanization 

and the 'vernaculars of capitalism'. These practices involve turning observations 

into concepts, concepts into tools and tools into design methodologies applied 

in the construction of buildings. The 'learning' in Learning from Las Vegas, as 

much as in the learning from all other contemporary cities, phenomena and 

places, implies that the prime motivation for architectural research is still in its 

application in a design scheme, that architectural research is at its core projective 

applied research. 

The aims of this book are very different. Committed architectural research 

in zones of conflict make the premise of applied research methods cynical at 

best. What should creative architectural research 'learn from the domination of 

Gaza' and apply in London? However, forms of research and practice in conflict 

zones imply other problems. In Palestine, architects and planners, mostly afflliated 

to independent organizations such as the Applied Research Institute of Jerusalem3 

(ARIJ) and Bimkom (Planners for Planning Rights),4 document and appeal against 

the violation of Palestinian rights through the transformation of the built envi

ronment. Other architects, operating especially through humanitarian organizations 

and different UN agencies, help in the designing and improvement of Palestinian 

refugee camps, in the reconstruction of destroyed homes and public institutions, 

and with the relocation of clinics and schools cut apart from their communities 

by the West Bank Wall. The former are acts of advocacy aiming to put pressure 
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on the Israeli government to end the occupation; the latter are direct interventions 
that aim to make somewhat more bearable the lives of Palestinians under Israel's 
regime of occupation. But as this book has sought to demonstrate,5 clearing and 
amending the disastrous mess created by the occupying forces raises problems 
of a different kind. Poorly considered direct intervention, however well intentioned, 
may become complicit with the very aims of power itsel£ Interventions of this 
kind often undertake tasks that are the legal though neglected - responsibility 
of the military in control, thus relieving it of its responsibilities, and it 
to divert resources elsewhere. Furthermore, by moderating the actions of the 
IDF they may make the occupation appear more tolerable and efficient, and thus 
may even help, by some accounts, to e..-,:tend it. This problem is at the heart of 
what came to be known as the 'humanitarian paradox '.6 

The 'humanitarian paradox' impacts upon all practitioners of the humanitarian, 
usually international non-governmental, community a sphere that has expanded 
in recent years into a multi-billion dollar 'aid industry'. One of the most 
important iunovations in this field has been conceived by members of Medecins 
sans Frontieres (MSF) and was best articulated by one of its founder me�bers, 
Rony Brauman. MSF's code of practice insists that humanitarian organizations, 
which sometimes gain access to environments and information to which others 
including journalists, have no access, must be prepared not only to perform the:: 
professional tasks but also 'to bear witness to the truth of injustice, and to insist 
on political responsibility'. According to Brauman, medical experts 'go into the 
field with a medical kit and return in order to bear witness'. 7 In drawing up its 
code, MSF politicized a medical profession that had previously been committed 
to Hippocratic neutrality. Acts of witnessing can be undertaken as unmediated 
visual testimony - registering what members see as taking place - or as medical 
testimony from the specialized perspective of professional expertise and medical 
knowledge. 8 MSF's method is simple but innovative: in doubling up the role of 
the medical expert with that of the witness, their members can work with the 
paradoxes present in conflict zones rather than surrend"er to them. 

Architectural practice in conflict zones could similarly incorporate the ethical 
motivations, and the methodological capacities, for bearing professional witness 
to those crimes conducted through the transformation of the built environment. 
The con:flation of the roles of a specialized expert and that of witness should 
be undertaken in a way that does not leave the two aspects distinct from each 
other, but that rather allows them to work together in a mutually supporting way. 
The work of the Israel Committee Against House Demolition9 (ICAHD) provides 
an example of this mode of action. ICAHD is a direct action group founded 
to protest against the destruction of Palestinian homes by Israel, and to 
rebuild them. These are homes built 'illegally' as a result of the refusal 
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by Jerusalem municipality to grant anything like sufficient numbers of building 
permits in the city's Palestinian neighbourhoods. ICAHD increasingly works also 
as an information centre in order to expose the bureaucratic, deliberately obfus
cating planning processes that sustain these practices of occupation. ICAHD's 
intervention, in the form of applying for planning permissions and 'illegally' 
reconstructing homes destroyed by the municipality of Jerusalem, might 
simultaneously qualify as humanitarian aid and investigative research. The former 
is obviously essential, providing shelter and assistance to those who need it. The 
latter is manifest in the effect their work has had in inducing Jerusalem's planning 
system to reveal its inherendy colonial nature.10 This form of provocative inter
vention places these activists simultaneously inside and outside: as players within 
the conflict, but are also in a position to analyse and critique it. As a model for 
a different type of research, ICAHD's practices turn the traditional notion that 
research leads to construction (or theory to practice) on its head. ICAHD not 
only conducts research in order to build, but builds in order to tease out the 
very information it is seeking on planning practices and legislation. This form 
of architectural research thus carves out possible spaces of agency within a 
paralysing and powerful system of apparent impossibilities, in the process 
becoming a form of radical critical practice. Its methods shows that research, 
produced from within architecture, can itself become architecture - moreover, 
architectural practice that turns against architecture. Although most ICAHD 
members are not qualified architects, their work may help define a fresh embodiment 
of the activist-architect, a role that should be accommodated in the very education 
of architects if the profession is to maintain its cultw:al-political relevance.U 

During my involvement in this conflict, a particular set of projects opened up 

different points of v'iew and provided most of the human connections and source 

material for this book. These included work I carried out �N-ith the human 

organization B'Tselem, a period of involvement with the Palestinian :M:inistry of 

Planning in Ramallah, a series of publications and exhibitions I co-curated with 

Anselm Franke and Rafi and extensive filmed and recorded interviews 

undertaken '\vith the military theorists of the IDE I mention these in order to 

acknowledge the diverse means through which the perspectives and analysis within 

this book have been put together. 

In 2001 Yehezkel Lein, a researcher from B'Tselem, invited me to collaborate 

on the production of a comprehensive report, Land Grab, which aimed to demon

strate violations of Palestinian human rights through the built environment, 

especially in the planning of Israeli settlements. Analysing series of drawings, 

regulations, policies and plans, undertaking a number of on-site measurements 

and oversite flights, we identified human rights violations and breaches of 
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international law in the most mundane expressions of architecture and planning. 
Besides the fact that Israel has undertaken construction in the Occupied Territories 
in breach of international conventions and the architectural and planning 
methods by which this construction was implemented that directly and negatively 
111lJJacted on the lives and livelihood of Palestinians. The crime was undertaken 
by architects and planners in the way they drafted their lines in development 
plans. The proof was in the drawings. Collecting for this claim against 
the complicity of architecture in the occupation, we synthesized all drawings and 
collated all the masterplans onto a single map.12 We found pattems�that 
embodied an aggressive intent. Both in their form and their location, settlements 
were to bisect a Palestinian traffic arterv, at others to surround a villao-e· • b '  
to overlook a major city or a strategic crossroad. Formal manipulation and spatial 
organization are the very 'stuff' of architecture and In its overall logic 
and in the repetition of its micro conditions, the role of architects and planners 
in the 'civilian occupation' was critically exposed.13 

\X'hen the map was published in 11ay 2002, at one of the in the violence 
of the second it became one of the geographical tools for advocacy 
actions the Israeli government.14 However, at that 

. 
the geography of 

occupation was in constant flu.x, w:lth the reality described on that map, much 
like any subsequent maps based upon it, 15 becoming a mere snapshot in a process 
of continuous transformation. The physical organization of the terrain proved 
to be both and elastic. Rigid in its immediate material effect on every aspect 

of daily life in elastic in its ability to incorporate further changes 
into its organization and form. 

Establishing its with the triangulations of points of the terrain, 
later with aerial photography and satellite imagery, mapping has until rece..fltly 
been almost exclusively associated 'l.vith the mechanisms of colonial power. 
However, since the start of the Intifada, it has increasingly become more commonlv 
associated with attempts to oppose and disrupt it. Although at the of 
the second Intifada Edward Said was correct to suggest thllt the of 
the Occupied Territories was largely hidden from the Palestinians and their 
supporters, which gave the occupation forces a clear advantage, 16 in .tecent years 
a 'spatial turn' in the discourse surrounding the occupation has helped extend 
our political understanding of the conflict to a physical, geographical .teality, and 
led to the production of a \vide range of maps, drawn and distributed by a 
multiplicity of political and human rights groups. 

We posted the map on the intemet in a format that could easily be conve.tted 
into a graphic file. This, and similar postings by other activists and organizations, 
helped the diffused of 'mapping the occupation' acquire something of 
the nature of a dynamic 'open source' process. Each organization, dealing with 
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an aspect of the spatial regime of occupation - roadblocks, settlements, outposts, 

military raids, the Wall - used, updated and posted its data in such a way that 

its graphic content could be shared. The combined research project led to the 

near-instantaneous transparency of the physical facts of the territory, and its 

transformation by the occupying forces. Thanks to these studies, we b elieve 

that the geographical realities of the occupation are relatively well mapped and, 

considering the effort invested in further mapping and constant updating, we 

can assume that we will continue to be informed about future transformations 

of the terrain. The task with which we are still largely left to deal is that of 

interpreting these territorial facts, understanding the logic by which the occu-

pation wo.tks. 

Based on the collaboration with B'Tselem, in 2002 my office partner Rafi Segal 

and I cu.tated a small exhibition and edited its accompanying catalogue, entitled 

A Civilian Occupation. The project included work by Israeli architects, historians, 

photographers and journalists, and several key episodes in the planning 

history of Zionism. As is now well the Israeli Association of Architects, 

who commissioned the project, prevented it from being shown at the 2002 UIA 

B erlin Architectural Congress and destroyed the 5,000 copies of the catalogueY 

The banning of the o%o-inal show led to a series of other commissions worldwide. 

The first showing of the exhibition, co-curated with Sarah Herda, opened in 

FPlwn:a.rv 2003 at the Storefront Gallery for Art and Architecture in New York 

Further work on this topic was later included in a larger exhibition -

Territories three months later, which was co-cu.tated with Anselm Franke at the 

KW Institute for Contemporary Arts in Berlin. Rafi Segal and I initially 

saw the invitations for these exhibitions as to extend our research, 

we quickly realized the unique critical involvement and the insightful and 

specialized perspective of our art-world partners. Wo.tking with Anselm Franke 

taught us how the practice of curating could become a method of producing 

and visual and other forms of allowing us access to 

different understandings of political issues. Updated versions of Territories opened 

at the Witte de With Centre for Contemporary Art in Rotterdam (November 

2003) , at University Gallery in San Francisco (JYlarch 2004), at the 

Konsthall in Malmo (i\1ay 2004), at the B'tzalel gallery in Tel Aviv and the Sham'! 

Centre in Ramallah (November 2004). The also led to several conferences, 

the most significant of which, 'The Archipelago of Exception', dealing with the 

or<)11!:er�ttlrU! phenomena of extraterritorial zones, was organized with Thomas 

Keenan and Judit Carrera at the Centre for Contemporary Culture, Barcelona 

in 2005.18 
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Parts of thls research were first published in March 2002 as The Politics of 
Verticality' on OpenDemocracy.net.19 A year after it was banned by the AIDA in 
June 2002, A Civilian Occupation was published by Verso Books and Babel 
Publishers. In thls collection, the chapter 'Mountain Settlements: Principles of 
Building in Height', co-authored by Rafi Segal and me, was largely based on the 
chapter 'Optical Urbanism' that was previously published in The Politics of 
Verticality'. This chapter was extended, updated and appears in thls book as 
Chapter 4. The three volumes of the catalogue Territories, co-edited with Anselm 
Franke (and published by Walther Koening Press in Cologne), also contained 
material that is updated and expanded in thls book. 

Among the people who helped publish other parts of thls research in their 
respective edited books, journals and magazines, I would like to thank: Shumon 
Basar, Ole Bouman, Denise Bratton, Sarah Breitberg-Semel, Haim Bresheeth, 
Eduardo Cadava, David Cunningham, Cynthia Davidson, Daniela Fabricius, 
Stephen Graham, Haifa Hammami, Brian Holmes, Branden W Joseph, Christian 
Holler, Bechir Kenzari, Walther Koening, Rem Koolhaas, Aaron Levi, Markus 
Miessen, Philip Misselwitz, Sina Najafi, Adi Ophir, Andreas Ruby, Sharon Rotbard, 
Meike Schalk, Felicity Scott, Michael Sorkin and Sven-Olov Wallenstein. 

I would like to thank Michael Sorkin again for giving me, in the summer of 
1999, my first opportunity to speak publicly on the topic of architecture and the 
Israel-Palestine conflict and for greatly supporting thls research as it progressed. 
Of the other people who invited me to give lectures related to thls research I 
would especially like to thank Lindsay Bremner and the Faculty of Architecture 
at Witwatersrand University in Johannesburg, South Africa, for the invitation to 
deliver the Rusty Bernstein Memorial Lecture in 2004; Annabel Wharton and the 
Faculty of Art, Art History and Visual Studies at Duke University for the invitation 
to deliver, together with Rafi Segal, the three Benenson Lectures of 2005; the 
Faculty of the School of Architecture at the University of Michigan for its invi
tation to deliver the Raul Wallenberg Studio Lecture in 2005; and the Canadian 
Centre for Architecture and the London School of Econ6mics for hosting the 
James Stirling Memorial Lectures in 2006 and 2007. I would also like to thank 
Andrew Benjamin, Stefano Boeri, David Campbell, Lieven De Cauter, Patricia 
Clough, Teddy Cruz, Catherine David, Zvi Efrat, Steve Fagin, Jeff Halper, Shirine 
Hamadeh, Abe Hayeem, Thomas Keenan, Declan McGonagle, Dan Monk, Roger 
Owen, Nezar Al-Sayyad, Hans Ulrich Obrist, Walid Ra'ad, John H. Smith, Neil 
Smiths, Anthony Vidler, Mark Wigley and Alejandro Zaero-Poro for inviting me 
to give lectures at their respective institutions and for stimulating discussions. 

I would like to thank Nadav Barel with whom I made several incomplete 
documentary films, parts of which were shown in the context of the Territories 

exhibition, and produced material that informed thls book. I would like to thank 
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the photographers: Adam Broomberg, Oliver Chararin, Marine Hougonier, Nit 
Kafri, Miki Kratsman, Bas Princen, Daniel Bauer and Zohar Kaniel for showing 
me, through their images, things I was unable to see with my own eyes. I would 
like to thank Zvi Efrat and Zvi Elhyani for allowing me to use the archives of 
Israeli architecture they have put together, namely the archive of the 'Israeli 
Project' and the 'Elhyani Archive of Israeli Architecture'. 

I would like to thank the academic members of the London Consortium,Z0 

and especially Paul Hirst, for providing me with an academic home and the scholarship 
to complete my PhD dissertation. This book is not the PhD, but the dissertation 
formed the basis of several of the chapters in thls book. Paul Hirst, Mark Cousins 
and Steven Connor helped frame a productive interaction between public action 
(exhibitions, mapping, publications, human rights work) and academic research. 
I would have very much liked Paul to see thls book and hope it would have made 
him pleased with the result of our long conversations. Jacqueline Rose and Robert 
Jan van Pelt examined the thesis rigorously and lovingly, and provided generous 
and valuable insights. 

Much of thls research is based on interviews with Palestinian and Israeli archi-
tects, planners, academics, government officials, soldiers and activists that I met 
in Palestinian Israeli or European cities. Amongst these people I would to thank 
Kbalil Nijem, Director General of the Palestinian Planning Ministry; Knut Felberg, 
a N �rwegian planner working at the same ministry; Sari Hanafi from the American 
University of Beirut; Akram Ijla from the Ministry of Antiquity in Gaza; Adania 
Shibli, a Palestinian writer based in London; and Omar Yussuf, an architect from 
Jerusalem. I would like them and everyone who helped me by telling me what 
they know, to understand how grateful I am for their generosity and help. Inter
views were conducted as well with several serving or retired Israeli military 
personnel. When reading the book, non-Israeli and non-Palestinian readers may 
wonder about access to military personnel and first-hand military information. 
Anyone living in, visiting Israel or living under its regime is well aware of the 
diffusion of the military in all spheres of life. Many officers and soldiers were 
willing to talk, mostly anonymously, about military operations, tactics and proce
dures. Amongst the most fertile sources for thls work were interviews with 
Shimon Naveh, a retired officer and former director of the military Operational 
Theory Research Institute . (OTRI). I thank him for being forthcoming even 
though (and perhaps because) he understood the position from which thls book 
is written. Shlomo Gazit and Arie Shalev, of the first military governors of the 
Occupied Territories, were interviewed at the Jaffee Centre for Strategic Studies 
at Tel Aviv University. 

I would like to thank two of my friends and mentors in Israel - Zvi Efra�1 
and Sharon Rotbard,22 each of whom transformed, in his own particular way, 
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· the discourse of Israeli architecture by infusing it v,-ith cultural, critical and post

colonial studies. A great debt of gratitude must go as well to Meron Benvenisti, 

Adi Ophir and Ariella Azoulay for pointing out, whether directly or through their 

inspiring work, unexpected directions and insights. 

Eitan Diamond, Anselm Franke, Manuel Herz, Sharon Rotbard and Alberto 

Toscano read drafts of this book and commented on it. Their ideas and insights 

are in the text. I enjoyed the critical enthusiasm of the fabukms Tom Penn at 

Verso who, under the guise of a commissioning editor, became a real partner in 

the making of this book. 

My sister Elian Weizman undertook research in the last months of the book's 

making. Although we share the same gene-pool, her competence, intelligence and 

meticulous eye were what I lacked at these crucial moments. Ines, my wife, read 

so many drafts, heard so many lectures, critiqued, commented and suggested 

improvements so often that I can no longer be sure where her ideas stop and 

mine begin. 

Those acknowledged here have been generous and genuine collaborators; they 

have influenced, personally or institutionally, the development of this project, 

and to a degree made it possible. They have each in their own way taught 

me that in generous professional collaboration there is always also a degree of 

friendship. 
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545, Walter Kaufmann (ed. and trans.), New York: Random House, 1967, 293. According to 
Gilles Deleuze's reading of :Michel Foucault's work: 'Power . . .  is not an but a relation: the 
power-relation is the set o/ possible relations between forces, which pastes through the dominated forces no less than 
through the dominating.' See Gilles Deleuze, Foucault, Minneapolis and London: University of Minnesota 
Press, 1988, p. 27. See as well p. 36 where Deleuze uses the term 'map of relations between forces'. 
Following Deleuze, the architect and theorist Greg Lynn describes flexibility as the continuous 
development and transformation of form: 'Pliancv allows architecture to become involved in 
complexi:r ttu:ough flexibility . . .  ' And elsewhere: '�un>ilinear sensibilities are capable of complex 
deformations m response to structuXal, economic, aesthetic, political and contextual 
influences'. See Greg Lynn, & Blobs, Collected Esst!JS, Brus'!lels: La Lettre Volee, 1998, 
pp. 1 10, 1 1 5. Lynn's process-driven approach was modelled as well on D'Atcy Thompson's dictum 
that 'form is a diagram of forces'. Since 'shaping forces' the political rationalities, practices of 
space formations and range of expertise - are embedded in space, analysis could to be 
employed to extract and reveal them. The latter statement must be when applying this 
approach outside the virtual world of the computer and into t.'J.e of politics and action. 
Politic�. forces do not obviously manifest themselves juf!y in material organization. The complexity 
of poliocs, its responsiveness to specificities, idiosyncrasies, and chance, leaves spatial 
transformations indeterminable and thus unmappable. Because are everywhere in contact 
with friction and chance, their analysis could never fit the framework of geographical determinism 
or 'the rule of forms'. 

12 The term 'archival probe' has been used in Sanford Kwinter and Daniela Fabricius, 'Urbanism: An 
Archivist's i\rt?' in Rem Koo!baas, Stefano Boeri, Sanford Kwinter, Nadia Tazi and Hans Ulrich 
Obrist, Mtttations, Barcelona: Acta:r, 2001, pp. 495-503. 

13 Two of the most prominent Israeli 'celebrity activists' in the context of t.h.e conflict 
-v:>ithin the West Bank - Dror Etkes of Peace Now of the Israel Committee against 
House Demolition (ICAHD) have often been able to to Israeli government 
policy in the West Bank and transform some realities on 2005 the US administration, 
usually relying upon its network of satellites for every task, photograph the expansion 
of Israeli settlements, 'we do not use our satellites our allies'. The main source of 
information for tbe US are the internet Peace Now, B'Tselem, and to a 
lesser degree, ICAHD. In 2006 Jeff Halper was nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize. 

14 The legal formal is exemplified by the difference between the different versions of UN 
Resolution 242 to retreat from 'areas in the English version) or from 

in the French veraion). Within of the West Bank, various rules 
reJ�aocms apply differently to the separate of indi•>idual who inhabit the 

Jew', 'Israeli non-Jew' (there are citizens in Israel of course), 
'settler' (uber-dtizen, enjoying greater benefits and 'soldier', 'security personnel' (private 
mercenaries), :Arabs' (subjects), 'uninvolved civilillli killed dw:ing military operations, 
whose innocence must be proven), 'temporary (Palestinians living on the western side of 
the Wall), 'foreign' (automatically suspected as European Palestinia.'"l sympathizers), worker' 
(many of the workers in the agrarian settlements are from Chins and Thailand), 
there are areas in the West Bank, mainly near the hard-core settlements of\ Hebron, that are 
by the to Israelis with a liberal-secular 'look' ) ,  'terrorist' (any m'ember of a Palestinian 
organization has a military wing) and so on. In some of the strange paradoxes of the conflict, 
a Palestinian can be an IDF soldier while a soldier on weekend leave can be a political activist. 

'5 According to an Israeli law enacted in 1992, the Minister of Interior is not to award 
the status of a local council to communities with a population of fewer than residents, or 
to award the status of a municipality to communities with a population of fewer than 20,000. 
However, the law grants the minister discretion to act otherwise 'if special conditions ��.<"!d circum
stances exist'. As of the end of 2001, four of the fourteen local councils in the West Bank had a 
po.pulati:on of fewer than 3,000 residents, and two of the three municipalities had a population of 

than 20,000. See Lein and Weizm��.<'), Land Grab, Jerusalem: B'Tselem, 2002 .. 
16 In his review of A Civilian Occupation, the political theorist David Campbell highlighted the difference 

between settlement typologies (relying on information he gathered in the human 
Grab, which I prepared v;>ith Yehezkel Lein) and pointed out some distinctions between 
logical roots, but generally failed to grasp the political agenda that benefited from, 
and accentuated this 'complexity' in order to blur the borders between Israel and the r<"1-rft,-,,.;.�, 
occupies. Campbell thus fell into the same linguistic trap set up for the Israeli public. 
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17 Dan Pappe, 'Occupation Hazard,' Bookforum, 13 
18 Derek Gregory, The Colr;nial Present, Oxford: Blackwell, 
19 Makram I<houry-Machool, l-osing the battle for Arab hearts and minds', www.opendemocracy.net, 
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71! See figures given by B'Tselem: 683 people killed in the conflict in 2006, http:/ /www.btselem.org 

/ english/Press_Releases/20061228.asp, 28 December 2006 . . . . 
21 IDF servi'1jS or retired, in fact governed the entire peace process mth t.l,.e PalestJruans m 

Oslo and in Camp David. Another example of the way in which 'peace' and are intrinsically 
related in Israeli perception occurred during the 1996 and 1999 elections, when alternatives 
with which the voters were presented were 'Peace with Security' and :A Secure Peace'. See Baruch 

The Invention and Decline o/ I.rraeliness: Societf, Culture and the Military, Berkeley, CA: 
California Press, 2001, pp. 227, 209. 

22 Ron in interview, Peres Institute for Peace, Tel Aviv, 1 2  
23 Nadav Shragai, 'Dividing Jerusalem,' 28 May 2002. The Gr:ne"tra initiati\re VVIIE based almost 

on the Clinton Guidelines A team of Israeli and Palestinian traffic eo,<>ineers 
including the Israeli Ronel, set out to resolve the detsils of the Clinton 

(:;rti<ie,Jin••• in Jerusalem. In many found that it could only be resolved if 'national 
traffic' was rerouted over or under territory and homes. The they outlined 
included the main road leading from the city centre to the Jewish of French 
Hill, Ze'ev and Ramot, the road between Mount Scopus and Adumim, and to 

Palestinian neighbourhoods of Beit Hannina, Shuafat and Beit Tzafafa. They have 
also the possibility of a bridge between the road the south-
eastern edge of the Old City walls to the of Olives and the ancient 
there. See Menachem Klein, The Geneva Initiative - an Insider View, T erus!tletn: 

160-5 (in Hebrew). 
24 Sher in interview at the British 
25 Annex I of the 'Interim Agreement' to maintain the territorial 

of the West Bank and the as a single ten:itorial 
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both sides shall 
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for the 'pro;ect prepared Yomn Shimon, an Israeli projected a bridge, resting 
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Interlude - 1967 

1 Yig:il Allon, Curtain of Sand, Tel Aviv: Hakibbutz Hameuchad, 1 988 (1959). [Hebrew] pp. 52, 
61-82, 366-7. Allon distinguishes between three types of counter attacks: a 'responsive counter
attack', a 'parallel counter-attack', and a 'pre=ptive counter-attack'. He favoured the latter which he 
defines as 'the taking of initiative against en=y concentrations, the capture of strategic areas on en=y 
territory at the time the enemy is organizing for attack' (p. 62). Allen distinguishes this sttategy from 
'preemptive war' which takes place between nations in peace, and while acknowledging the paradox 
in conflating the terms 'preemptive' and 'counter-attack' attributes it to th.� fact there is a state of 
'war' between Arab states and Israel. It is interesting to note the similarity ,between Israel's defence 
doctrine and those of Germany between the end of the nineteenth century and the middle of the 
twentieth. Germany's strategic location at the centre of Europe made it vulnerable to invasions or 
blockades and led to the fear of an Einkreisung (encircl=ent). Before World War I, Admiral Alfred 
Tirpitz viewed Germany's strategic situation as that of a 'mollusc without a shell'. The famous plan 
prepared by Count Alfred Schlieffen before World War I, aimed to keep the surrounding armies from 
meeting on German soil. In 1894 the Count reckoned that Germany could survive only afrer a speedy 
and decisive victory, which he planned to achieve by launching a holding action against Russia in the 
east while defeating France in a lighming attack in the west. See Stephen Kern, The Culture of Time 
and Space, 1880-1918, Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press 2003, pp. 249-51. 

2 Israel 'cleansed' two areas in the West Bank of their Palestinian inhabitants, the Jordan Valley 
(excluding Jericho) and the Latrun enclave on the road to Jerusalem, ostensibly to secure this road. 
Out of an estimated 300,000 Palestinians who were made to leave to Jordan only about 17,000 
were ultimately allowed to return. 

3 In 1967, 385,000 Palestinians lived in the Gaza Strip, more than half of th= fdi.lgees. Before the 
1967 war the West Bank had about a million inhabitants, of whom almost 300,000 fled east of 
the Jordan during and after the conflict. Of the present population of the West Bank, 2.5 million, 
about a third, are refugees; of Gaza's population of about 1 .5 million, about half are refugees. 

4 Accordingly, a complex legal syst= composed of Ottoman, British Mandatory (particularly the 
emergency regulations of 1945), Jordanian and Egyptian law (depending on the region), Israeli and 
military rules was put in place and applied together or separately, to regulate the lives of Palestinians 
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Postscript 

1 Upon its first showing at MaMa/NYC in 1964, the exhibition 'Architecture without Architects' 
became one of the most influential references on a generation of ar§hitects who were looking to 
inspire modern architecture. Bernard Rudofsky, Architecture Without Architects: A Short Introduction to 
Non-Pedigreed Architecture, Albuquerque, NM: University of New Mexico Press, 1987 [1964]. The 
architectural theorist Felicity Scott showed how, by concentrating on the formal dimension of 
vernacular architecture, Rudofsky displayed a romantic (and sometimes orientalist) attitude that 
erased more complex processes of politics and history of some of the people whose architecture 
was celebrated. See Felicity Scott, 'Bernard Rudofsky: a!Iegories of nomadism and dwelling', in 
Sarah Goldhagen and Rejean Legault (eds),An.xious Modernisms: Experimentation in Postwar Architectural 
Culture, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press and Montreal: Canadian Center for Architecture, 2000, pp. 
215-37; Felicity Scott, 'Underneath aesthetics and utility: the untransposable fetish of Bernard 
Rudofsky,' Assemblage, 38 (April) 1999, 58-89; Felicity Scott, 'Revisiting Architecture without 
Architects', Harvard Design Maga;;jne, Fali, 1998, p. 69-72. 

2 Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown and Steven Izenour, Learning from Las Vegas: The Forgotten 
Symbolism of Architectural Form, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1977. 

3 http:/ /www.arij.org/back_/back-index.htrn. 
4 http:/ /www.bimkom.org/aboutEng.asp. 
5 This issue has been developed in various chapters in this book. In Chapter 3, it has been expressed 

in the Pyrrhic victory of Palestinians in appealing to the Israeli High Court of Justice against 
the requisition of their lands. In Chapter 5, it was demonstrated in the apparent complicity 
between humanitarians and the military in improving the checkpoint system throughout the West 
Bank (pp. 149-53). In Chapter 7, it has been demonstrated in the logic of the reconstruction 
of the Jenin Refuge Camp (pp. 201-5). 

6 This is one of the reasons Giorgio Agamben observed that humanitarians 'maintain a secret 
solidarity ·with the powers they ought to fight'. For him, both concentrate on the 'human' rather 
than on the 'political' aspect of being. Agamben further warned that 'there are no humanitarian 
solutions to humanitarian problems'. See Giorgio Agamben, Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare 
Lift, Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1998, p. 133 (for the quote above). 

7 'In carrying out humanitarian assistance . . .  MSF acts as a witness and will speak out, either in 
private or in public about the plight of populations in danger for whom MSF works.' See 
www.msf.org 'About MSF'. There are different modes of humanitarian intervention in the 
Occupied Palestinian Territories: neutral intervention (International Committee of Red Cross, 
UNRWA), humanitarian action combining intervention with acting as a witness (MSF, Oxfam), 
and the new form of popular activism for the protection of the population under occupation 
(civil missions, the International Solidarity Movement (ISM), Ta'ayuih). In the context of its 
work in Palestinian areas, MSF has surprisingly adopted a stand of neutrality rather than that 
of being witnesses. See Sari Hanafi and Linda Tabar, 'The Intifada and the aid industry: the 
impact of the new liberal agenda on the Palestinian NGOs', Comparative Studies of South Asia, 
Africa and the Middle East, 23 (1-2), 2003, pp. 205-14. 

8 Furthermore, the humanitarian must aliow for the possibility that he/ she may need to withdraw 
from participating in a situation when the consequences of complicity with power may become 
counter-productive. There are no rules by. which to define when complicity may turn against the 
interest of the victims; a degree of complicity with power is almost always inevitable, and must 
be defined in each situation anew. In any case, as Brauman insisted, it is by 'remaining in a relation 
of tension to power' that one can limit the danger of political instrumentalization. Rony Brauman, 
'From philanthropy to humanitarianism', South Atlantic Quarter[y, 2/3, Spring 2004, pp. 397-417, 
especialiy pp. 399, 406. 

9 The Israeli Committee Against House Demolition (ICARD) is a non-violent, direct-action group 
origina!Iy established to oppose and resist Israeli demolition of Palestinian houses in the Occupied 
Territories. ICARD's activities now comprise several interrelated spheres: resistance and protest 
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actions in  the Occupied Territories; rebuilding destroyed Palestinian homes (rebuilding is  seen as 
an act of resistance), efforts to bring the reality of the occupation to Israeli society; and mobilizing 
the international community for a just pea�e. See www.icahd.org/ eng/. 

10 'ICAHD aids Palestinians in filing police claims, in dealing with the Israeli authorities, in arranging 
and subsidizing legal assistance . . . In this way we learn about the internal workings of the 
Occupation, which we then convey to the broader public . . .  ' See www.icahd.org/ eng/ about. asp 
?menu=2&submenu=1 .  

11 The military conceives of some of its own 'practice' as forms of research. Shimon Naveh claimed 
that since very little 'intelligence' can be produced about guerrilla and terror groups before military 
operations actualiy take place (often it is hard, if not impossible, for the military to penetrate 
these organizations), one of the only ways to gain knowledge regarding its organizational logic is 
to attack it. The assumption is that attacking the enemy in an unpredictable manner, randomly 
prodding it, will induce it to surface, reveal itself and assume shape, and when its shape becomes 
visible, it can be further attacked with more precision. This mode of action is what philosopher 
Brian Massumi recently defined as incitatory operation: militaries consciously contributing to the 
actual emergence of the threat they are purportedly there to pre-empt. Brian Massumi, Potential 
Politics and the Primacy of Preemption (forthcoming). According to Naveh, 'Raids are a tool of research 
. . .  they provoke the enemy to reveal its organization . . .  most relevant intelligence is not gathered 
as the basis upon which attacks are conducted, but attacks become themselves modes of producing 
knowledge about the enemy's system.' 

12 On the map we marked the built fabric of the settlements and of the Palestinian communities, 
the municipal boundaries of the settlements and the extent of Israeli annexed 'state land', which 
was now incorporated into the settlements' regional councils to serve as reserves for their future 
development and expansion. A further analysis of the map attempted to resolve the territorial 
paradox that asked how, with a built fabric of less than 2 per cent of the total land of the West 
Bank, had settlements managed to achieve such a degree of control and to induce such territorial 
fragmentation. 

13 For the map see Eyal Weizman and B'Tselem, West Bank Settlement Map, Jerusalem: B'Tselem, 2002. 
Published online at www.btselem.orgwww.btselem.org/Downloads/settlements_map_eng.pd£ For 
the report see Yehezkel Lein and Eyal Weizman, Land Grab: Israel's Settlement Policy in the West Bank, 
Jerusalem: B'Tselem, 2002. Published online at www.btselem.org. 

14 The research and the map were produced as evidence by the Palestinian legal team at the International 
Court of Justice in the Hague in its ruling on the Wali in the winter of 2003. Although they gained 
the status of 'evidence in action' against the government, Lein and I were later alarmed to learn 
that Israeli Ministry of Defence planners had themselves made use of it for their own purposes. 

15 www.btselem.org/Downloads/separation_barrier_map_eng.pd£ This map is updated every few 
months. 

16 ' • . • [the Palestinians] had no detailed maps of their own at Oslo; nor, unbelievably, were there 
any individuals on the negotiating team familiar enough with the geography of the Occupied Terri
tories to contest decisions or to provide alternative plans.' The lack of attention given to geogtaphy 
was reflected, according to Said, by the fact that 'none of the many dozens of news reports 
published or broadcast since the present crisis began has a map been provided to help explain why 
the conflict has reached such a pitch'. Edward Said, 'Palestinians under Siege', Ltmdon Review of 
Books, p. 22; www.lrb.co.uk, 24 December 2000. 

17 At the beginning of 2005 the Israel Association of Architects decided to react to the continuing 
debate around A Civilian Occupation by dedicating its annual conference to the relation between 
architecture and politics. They invited Deputy Prime Minister Shimon Peres and the Minister of 
Education Shimon Shitrit to each inaugurate a day within the two-day conference entitled Archi
Politics to which they invited the contributors to the collection. At the end of the conference, the 
new head of the IAUA, Yitzhak Lir, publicly retracted the banning and apologized for it. The 
retraction has had a strong effect on the Israeli architectural community; and caused a new set of 
further debates. The catalogue was published in 2003. See Rafi Segal and Eyal Weizman, A Civilian 
Occupation: The Politics of Is;aeli Architecture, Tel Aviv and London: Babel Press and Verso Books, 
2003. 

18 http:/ /roundtable.kein.org/node/146. 
19 Eyal Weizman, 'The Politics of Verticality', www.opendemocracy.net 24 March 2002. 
20 The London Consortium is an academic collaboration between four institutions: the Architectural 
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Aviv and Jaffa. The book undoes mucb of the constructed Zionist mythology of Tel Aviv as a 
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